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PREFACE 

This text is written for a first semester junior level course in electromagnetics. The 
first chapter covers the basics of vector analysis, including the divergence, curl, and 
gradient operations. There are those who believe that the study of electromagnetics 
should begin with the static case (Chapter 2) allowing the student to gradually 

digest the material, whereas others (not including the author) believe that it is 
desirable to begin with the dynamic case (Chapter 3), Since all of the essentials 
of vector analysis are included in Chapter I, this textbook allows the instructor 

to skip Chapter 2 (with the possible exception of Section 2.15) if desired. This 
approach allows more material to be covered lOward the end of the textbook. 

Chapter 2 includes electrostatics and magnetostatics. Although it certainly could 
be divided into two chapters, it was decided that, if combined. the topics could 
be covered in a shorter period of lime. Something has to be reduced, in a one
semester course. and this material is an obvious candidate. As indicated in the 
preceding paragraph, Chapter 3 begins with the dynamic case (Maxwell's general 

equations). The treatment here is a standard one. and there are few topics that can 

be omined. 
The material in Chapter 4 is important for several reasons. Pirs!, unifoml plane 

waves represent a relatively simple application of Maxwell's equations from the 
preceding chapter. Second. the reflection of plane waves from surfaces, such as 

the earth. is an important consideration on its own. The behavior of uniform plane 
waves is very similar to that of the fields around transmission lines (Chapter 5), 
and provides a natural introduction to lfansmission lines. Finally , Ihe consideration 

of oblique incidence predicts the essential behavior of the hollow one-conductor 
rectangular waveguide and the dielectric slab waveguide that appear in Chapter 6. 
The reader who is familiar with Basic Electromagnetic Fields, my textbook that is 
designed for a two-quarter course. will recognize much of the material from that 
textbook in Chapters 4. S, and 6 of this tex.tbook. 

Chapter 5 is a rather typical treatment of transmission lines. It begins with the 
lossless case so that the general case (beginning with Section 5.14) can be omitted 
if desired. or if time requires that some material be skipped. The same general 

things can be said for Chapter 6 with regard to waveguides, and Section 6.8, 
dealing with losses. can be omitted. 

Radiation is ordinarily the last topic covered in material of this type. Since it is 
expected (based on past experience) that this material cannot be covered because of 

vII 



vIII PREFACE 

lime limitations in a one-semester course. it was decided that a full chapter would 
not be devoted to it. Instead. Appendix D is devoted to the basics of radiation. 
including a brief treatment of the Hertzian dipole and the half-wave dipole. If time 
allows. this material can be utilized. 

A first semester course in electromagnetics ( for which this textbook would 
be appropriate) often appears concurremly with a course in basic linear system 

analysis where the unit-impulse function would normally first appear. In this 
circumstance the student would not be familiar with the use of this function. and, 
for this reason. it does not appear in this textbook. This is in contrast to BaJic 

Electromagnetic Fields. where the unit-impulse function is used in several places 
10 verify fundamental relations or to equate superposilion and convolution integrals. 

It is obvious from the preceding considerations that Ihis lext could be used 
in n two·quarter scheme with very little material omitted. It is believed that 
Basic F.lectromagnetic FieldJ would be more suitable for a two-semester or three
quarter scheme. A suggested timetable for a one-semester course is outlined below 
(assuming a 15-week semester). 

Chapter 1 2 weeks 

Chapter 2 4 weeks 

Chapter 3 2 weeks 

Chapter 4 2 weeks 

Chapter 5 3 weeks 

Chapter 6 2 weeks 

Vector relations are conveniently summarized on the inside front and back 
covers for convenience. The symbols and units (MKSA) are the same as those 
used in Basic Eleclromagnelic Fields. They are more or less conventional, and are 
listed following this preface. Answers to selected problems are listed following the 
appendixes. Problems at the end of the chapters that are somewhat more difficult 
are marked with an asterisk. 

I express my sincere thanks to those reviewers and others whose suggestions 
have contributed to this textbook. In particular, ! thank Professors Leonard Taylor. 
Matthew Sadiku, Ramly JUSl. ami KumJagunta Sivaprasad. The typing of the 
original manuscript for this textbook was done by Roberta Campbell. and she is 
due much praise for her fine work. 

HERBERT P. NEFF. JR. 
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VECTOR RELATIONS 
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(nom:onstant) 
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:=rc058 
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r = Jxl + y 2 + ;:1 :::: '\ p1 + ::1 

0= tan-I( /r� + y�/�) = tan-I(pl::;) 
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A,= Apcoscp-A.psmd> 

= Ar Sin ()cost/J + All cas fJcos cP - A.psin cb 
A, = Apsin4> + A rJ, cos $ 

= Ar sinOsinc/J + Aocos()sincjJ + Atbcosd> 

A:= A,cosf) -AosinO 
Ap= Ax cos 4> + A, sin cP :::: Ar sin (J + All COS (J 
Ad>= -At sin cb + A,. cos cb 
Ar = Ax sin (j cos cb + A" sin () sin cb + A. cos 8 

= Apsin9 + A:cosO 
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All = A \ COS (J cos rh + A \ cos (j sin cb -A. sin 0 
=- Apcos (j -A: sin (J 

DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENTS OF VECTOR LENGTH ( a, dx + av dy + a: d::. 
dl:::: 3p dp + a.pp d<l> + a: d:. 

a, dr + aor dO + a.pr sin {) dc/> 
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r2 sin 8 dr d9 dl/> 
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V2A= axV1A,( + ayV7A)" + a�V2A. _ V(V' A) v x (V)( A) 
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VECTOR ANALYSIS 

This introductory chapler will begin with a brief review of the ve\:lur algebra to 
which the junior level engineering student has previously been exposed. More 
complicated operations, such as divergence of a vector, gradiem of a scalar. curl 
of a vector, line integral, flux of a vector, and others are also presented and 
explained. More meaningful uses for these vector operations will occur in the 
following chapters when Maxwell's equations are presented and used in more 
practical applications such as lines, guides, and antennas. 

The three most common coordinate systems, Cartesian, circular cylindrical, and 
spherical, that are used almost exclusively in this text, are presented along with 
the infonnation necessary to move from one coordinate system to another. Vector 
relations and coordinate relations are conveniently summarized on the inside front 
and back covers. 

1 . 1  VECTOR ADDITION 

A scalar field may be thought of as an ensemble of point scalars, and temperature 
is an example that we can all appreciate. A vector field may, in a similar manner, 
be thought of as an ensemble of point vectors, and the earth's gravitational field 
is an example that we are all familiar with. On the other hand. a (point) vector 
is independent of any coordinate system that is being used 10 describe it, and is 
therefore unique. 

Two vectors A and B are equal (A = B) if they have the same magnitude. 
direction, and sense. Note that this means that they are not necessarily coincident 

in space. but one may be translated so that they can become coincident. On the 
other hand, if two vector fields are equal, then they are coincident. When adding 
two vectors A and B to produce the sum C, we mean that une of the two vectors 
may be moved parallel to itself (translated) so that its initial point (tail of the arrow) 

I 



2 -t---YEaOft ANALYSIS 

Figure 1.1. VeclOr addition: C = A. + B. 

coincides with the final point (head of the arrow) of the other. This is illustnned 
in Figure 1 . 1 .  where we see 

C = A + B = B + A (commutative law), ( 1.1) 

demonstrating that vector addition is commutative. If we add another vector D to 
C = A + B, obtaining a new vector E, then we get 

E � D + C � D + (A + D) 

or 

E � D + (A + D) � (D + A) + D (assoeiarive law). (1.2) 

Thus, vector addition is also associative . 
The subtraction of vector r' from vector r to produce vector R means we have 

R � r - r' = r + ( -r'). (13) 

This is demonstrated in Figure 1.2. 

1.2 VECTOR MULTIPLICATION 

The results of Section 1.1 indicate that we have A + A - 2A and B + B + B = 38. 
More generally, if a is a scalar. then aA is a vector in the direction of A if a > 0 
or in the direction of - A if a < O. The magnitude (length) of the vector aA is la! 
limes the magnitude of A, and this is symbolized by 

\aA\ = \aIlA\ = \a\A (lA) 

Figure 1.2. Vector subtraction: R "" r � r'. 
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Thus, the multiplication of a vector by a scalar is unambiguous. This is not the 
case when multiplying a vector by another vector, and the manner in which this 
multiplication is to be carried out must be stated. 

The scalar or dot ( . ) product of two vectors is defined to be a scalar such that 

A . B = IAIIBI cos lA. BJ (scalar prodllcl). ( 1.5) 

where [A, B1 is the angle between A and B measured from A to B. Sint.:e 
cos [A, B] = cos (B, A], it follows that 

B 'A = IBIIAl cos[B.AJ = IAIIBl cos[A.BJ, 

B • A = A • B (commutative law), 

and the scalar product is commutative. It is also distributive: 

(1.6) 

A' (B + Cl = A' B + A' C (diSlribll/ive law). ( 1.7) 

The scalar product is utilized very nicely in the familiar example of finding the 
differential work (dW) done in moving an object a distance dl with a force (F) 
applied at an angle [F. dlJ 

dW = F' dl = IFlldll cos [F. dlJ. ( 1.8) 

Note that [F[ cos (F. dl1 is the magnitude of the component of F in the direction of 
dI. 

The vector or cross (X) product of two vectors is defined as the vector given 
by 

A x B = "" IAIIBI sin lA. BJ (vec/or prodIlCl). ( 1.9) 

where an is a unit vector (unit magnitude) nonnal to the plane containing A and 
B in the right.handed sense. That is, if the fingers of the right hand are rotated 
from A to 8 through the smaller of the two possible angles [A, 8J, then the thumb 
points in the direction of 3" and in the direction ofAx B. Since 

B x A = a; IBIIAI sin [B. AJ 

and since a� = -a,ll from the preceding sentence, we have 

B x A = -A x B. 

and vector multiplication is not commutative. It is distributive: 

A x (B + C) = A x 8 + A x C (distributive law). 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

As an example of the vector product, consider a cone that is spinning about its 
axis with angular velocity w whose direction is indicated in Figure 1.3. For this 
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w 

" 

Figure 1.3, Vector product: u "" w X r. 

configuration, the velocity u of a point on the base of the cone at the periphery 
(tip of r) is given by 

u = w x r ( 1.12) 

and u is nonnal to both tU and r. 
The scalar triple product is 

A' (8 x C) � e . (A x D) � D . (e x A) (\.13) 

and is commutative. The reader can easily show how the scalar triple product can 
be used 10 give the volume of a paral1elepiped. Note that the parentheses in the 
scalar triple product are not necessary, but in the vector triple product 

A x (8 x e), ( 1.14) 

the parentheses are necessary since we have A x (B x C) #- (A x B) )( C in 
general. There are many vector identities that involve vector addition and 
mul tiplic atio n. Vector relations arc su mmarized on the inside front and bad cuv
ers. 

The division of one vector by another is permissible if the vectors are parallel. 

1 .3 COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

It is absolutely necessary that the reader be familiar with the coordinate systems 
we will be using in this textbook. They are the Cartesian ( rectangular), circular 
cylindrical, and spherical coordinate systems. Figure lA shows a point P described 
by the. three coordinates associated with these systems. Also shown arc coordinate 

transfonnations between the systems. These are easy to derive with Figure 1.4 and 
simple trigonometry. 

The point P is also the locus of the intersection of the three orthogonal surfaces 
on which each of the coordinates is constant. This is shown in Figure 1.5. Note that 
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Agure 1.4. General point P described by (a) P(x, y, z) in Cartesian coordinates; (b) !(p, q" z) in  
circular cylindrical �.:uunJillal(;$; and (c) r(,. 0,41) in  sphcrico.1 coon1in.ates. 

, 

x 
]I ,. const. 

(plant) 

X" const. 
(plane) 

"1 

y 

I P" const. 
(cylindtr) 

/ z = cons!. 
(plant) 

'----..I::::,p�U 

x • = const. 
(half· 
plane) 

(bl 

y 

, f) '" cons!. �--t--� (cone) 

p 

I 
'''' const. 

(sphere) 
'cl 

f---- y 

/. s:: const. /" (half· 
plane) 

Figure 1.5. Onhogonal surfaces for (a) Cartesian. (b) cylindrical, and (c) spherical coordinateS. 

in Canesian coordinates z = constant is the same infinite plane as in cylindrical' 
coordinates, and in cylindrical coordinates q, = constant is the same half-plane as 
in spherical coordinates. 

Figure 1.6 shows the three orthogonal unit vectors for each system. These 
systems are all right handed. That is. if the fingers of the right hand are rotated 
from one unit vector toward the next unit vector in me correct order (ax to ay. 
ay to at. 3, to ax; ap to a</J. a� to a�, B� to ap; s, to a8. a8 to 3oP• BoP to ar), 
then the correct direction for the third unit vector is obtained from the direction 
of the thumb. This is also demonstrated by the vector products listed in Figure 
1.6. Note that each unit vector is normal to its respective coordinate surface. and 
the direction of the unit vector is that for which its coordinate is increasing. It 

IWhen we refer 10 cylindrir;al coordinates in what follows. we mean circular r;ylindrical coortlinftles. 

There are other types of cylindrical r;oordinales which we will nOI use. 
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I� Xl .• ' ".r 
a,. Xl, "a� 
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Ip )I IIj!I "a, 
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'9)(141"., 
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p ',. 
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p '. 
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p /'-- t""" '. 

}-,,'- ----. r�'-''---y . .. const. 

(,) (b) 

, )- '0 
, .. cons; 4> :: 

conS! , 
(,) 

)' 

Figure 1.6. Unit vectors for (a) Cartesian, (b) cylindrical. and (c) spherical coordinates. 

is important to recognize that the Cartesian coordinate system is the only one for 
which all three unit veClOrs are constant. All other coordinate systems possess at 
least one unit vector whose direction is not constant. When il OCI,;UII1t:s nt:<:eS!iary 
(and it will) to integrate an expression containing a nonconstant unit vector with 
respect to a variable upon which the unit vector depends. the unit vector should be 
resolved into Cartesian components. Consider. for example, the term Hp dr/>. The 
unit vector Hp depends on r/>, and this must be accounted for. The component of Hp 
in the direction of Hx is Hp • Hx = cos r/>, the component of Hp in the direction of 
ay is ap' ay = sin tP, and the component of Hp in the direction of 3z is 8p • az = O. 
Thus. Bp = 3x COS t/J + ay sin tP, and the resolution we are seeking is 

Bp d4> � (B, COS 4> + ay sin 4»d4>, 

It is often necessary to express the t.:ulllpunl!nts of a vector that are expressed 
in one coordinate system into those for another coordinate system. The required 
coordinate component transformations are listed below and on the inside front 
cover: 

Ax = Apcos t/J - At;sin t/J 
= A, sin 0 cos t/J + A B cos 0 cos t/J - At; sin tP. 

Ay = Apsin tP + At;COS cb 
= A, sin 0 sin tP + AB cos 0 sin tf> + Aq. cos t/J, 

At = A, cos 6 - AB sin 6 

Ap = A.r cos tP + Ay sin tP = Ar sin 8 + Aecos 9. 

At; = -Ax sin tP + Ay cos cp, 

A, = Ax sin (J cos 4> + Ay sin (J sin tP + Az cos 8 

= Apsin 0 + Alcos 8, 

AB = Axcos Ocos cp + Ay cos 9 sin tP-Azsin 9 

= Apcos (J - At sin 8. 

(1.15) 
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These comJXment transformations are relatively easy to derive with the aid of 
Figures 1.4 and 1.6 and Equation (1.5). Consider, for example, the transformation 
Ap = Aol cos cp + A" sin cp. In general A = BolAol + B"A" + alAl. The component of 
the vector axA" in the direction BpAp is axAx . Bp = Ax cos </>, the component of the 
vector B"Ay in the direction of BpAp is B"A" • Bp = A" sin <1>. and the component 
of the vector BlAt in the direction of BpAp is zero. Therefore. me component of 
A in the direction of Bp (that is, Ap) is 

Ap = BxAx • Bp + B"A" • Bp + BzAz • Bp. 

Ap = Ax cos cp + Ay sin cp. 

In the same way, we have 

• Example 1.1 

Ap = BrA, • Bp + BsAs • Bp + a4A�' Bp, 

Ap = A, sin 0 + Ascos 0 . 

Suppose that a vector field is given by 

What is the field at the point (1, 1. 2)? Substituting, we get 

A(I,1.2) = 2ax + ay + al' 

At the given point, (J = tan -I(XZ + yZ)"'l11 = tan I ...nIl = 35.3° and <P = 
tan -I ylx = tan -11 = 45°, so using Equations (1.15), we get 

Ap = Axcos <I> + Ay sin <I> = 2.121, 

A. = -A, sin <P + Ay cos <p = -0.707. 

A. = I, 

A, = Apsin (} + Azcos 0 = 2.041, 

All = Apcos 8 - Az sin (J = 1.155. 

Thus, A can also be expressed as 

A = 2.1218p - 0.7078. + a, 

or 

A = 2.0418, + 1.1558, - 0.7078 •. 
• 
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Figure 1.7. Differential elemenrs of vector length, vector area, and scalar volume (or (a) Cartesian, 
(b) cylindrical, and (c) spherical coordinates. 

Differential elements of vector length, vector area, and scalar volume can be 
found using Figure 1.7. Note that each component of vector area is normal to 
its coordinate surface. In the case of cylindrical and spherical coordinates. Ihe 
differential area and volume are obtained from the first-order approximation that 
the differential volumes are rectangular boxes . 

• Example 1.2 
The component of differential area nonnat to a spherical surface IS a, . ds = 
,2 sin 8 d6 dlj>. Thus, the surface area of a sphere is 

f· f" f" s= r1sin8 d8 dcP=27Tr2 sin 
6-0 .-0 0 

Its volume (for a radius r = a) is 

f' f' f" v = r 2 sin 
r .. O 6-0 4>-0 

v = (413)1Ta' ( m'). 

8 dO = 41Tr2 (m'). 

Note that in this example the order of integration is unimportant. This is not always 
�=. • 
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1.4 CIRCULATJON AND FWX 

Consider the work or energy expended in moving an object along a specified path 
C such as that shown in Figure 1.8. The total work can be approximated as a finite 
sum of incremental amounts of work. The nth amount of incremental work is [see 
Equation (1.8») 

.6.W" = F".6.1 cos � = F,,' 601", ( 1.16) 

where � is the angle between F" and Al" as shown in Figure 1.8. The total work 
is approximately 

N 
� L F. '<11,. ( 1.17) 

If we let N approach infinity ill such a way that tlill approaches zero for any n, the 
limit is an exact integral expression for W, called a line integral in vector analysis. 

fP, W � F'dl. 
P, 

(1.18) 

A force field F such that the line integral from Pi to PI along the path Cl is 
equal to that along the path Cz for any Pi and Pt must then also be such that 
the line integral around any closed path is zero. The line integral around a closed 

path is called the circuIotion of F. A field F, whose circulation is zero is called a 
conservative field since energy is conserved in moving an object around the closed 
path 

F, 
r---_F, 

p,I----
Figure 1.9. Incremental amounts of won. in moving an object along a prescribed path. 
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B conservotivefiddF. (1 . 19) 

The differential vector length dl is listed in Figure 1.7 and on the inside front 

cover for our three standard coordinate systems. 

• Example 1.3 
Suppose we desire to find the work done in moving an object from (0, 0, 1) to 
(2, 4, 1) along the parabolic path described by y = x2, Z = I in the nonuniform 
field F = 2ya ... + 2X8y + za, (see Figure 1.9). Sine!:: Cartesian coordinates are 
appropriate, we get 

and 

F-dl= (2ya, + 2xa, + ,a,) -(a,dx +a,dy + a,d,) 

- 2y dx + 2x dy + z dz 

w = (f: 2y dx + f: 2x dy + f.' d') 
In the first integral we use the equation of the path)' = x2• while in the second we 
use dy = 2x dx from the equation of the path. (Note that this changes the limits 
from those on y to those on x, i.e., 0 to 2.) The third integral is zero. Thus, we 
have 

, 

(0,0, 1) 
/ 

(2,4, I) 

Figure 1.9.  Georn�try for the line integrals in Example 1.3. 
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w � (J: 2<' dx + J: 4x' dX), 
w � 16 (1). 

If the path is changed to the straight line y = 2x ,dy = 2 dx, we have 

w � 16 (1), 

which is the same result as before. • 

It appears that the line integral of this particular F is indeed independent of the 
path. The preceding example offers evidence, but no proof. that the line integral 
is independent of the path. Proof will be given at an appropriate time. 

A particular surface integral that is frequently encountered in working with 

vector fields is that giving the scalar flux or flow of a vector through a specified 
open or closed surface s. Let the flux density vector be called D. As shown in 
Figure 1.10 (for a closed surface), the nonnal component of the differential flux 

density is simply found as the component of D on s ( = DI,) in the direction of ds, 
so if the flux is called '1ft, then d'l' = Dlj . ds, and the total flux out of the closed 
surface is 

flUX of vector D. 

DI, 

d. 
d'1!E "" D1s·ds 
Q""" surface, S 

Figure 1.10. Differential flux at a poin! on a closed surface. 

(1.20) 
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Remember that the direction of ds is nonnal (outward) to the surface at the point 
and that the circle on the double integral symbol means that we are concerned with 
a closed surface, as opposed 10 an open surface. If we are calculating [he flux 
through an open surface then the circle on the integral symbol in Equation (1.20) 
is omined. Other integral forms that we may encounter in this lext are listed on 
the inside back cover. 

• Example 1.4 
Find the flux of the vector field A := Br I r 2 out of the sphere r := a. 0 S 8:$ 1T, 
Os t/Js 21T. We have 

Flux = j{ AI . ds:= f" f21T �arl . a,02 sin 8 dO dt:/>, Jf .J 0""0 4>-0 r '-a , 
f" f" Aux - 0 0 sin B dB d<l> � 4". 

Now find the flux out of a cube 1 m on a side, centered at the origin. with sides 
parallel to the coordinate axes. In this case the total flux is six limes that out of 
one face because of the radial symmetry of the field. Take the face located in the 
z = 0.5 plane

. 
The total flux is given by 

fl/2 fl12 
I 

Flux = 6 2ar . at dx dy. x"-112 y--112r 

Since we have ar • az = cos (J = zlr = �(x2 + y2 + �)-112, then 

fll2 fl/2 dxd 
Flux � 

3 Y 

-1/2 -1/2 (x2 +)'2 + �)312
' 

Flux � 
3f l12 ( 

X 
-112 (y2 + 1)(x2 + y2 + 

JII2 d 
Flux = 6 y .  

o (y2 + �}(y2 + �)112 

, --

After using the change of variable u2 = y 2 + �, we obtain 

Flux = 12 cos-1 
(_61,)112111..12 = 47r. 

1 U 112 
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It is nor an accident that this result is identical to the first, and this will be explained 
when Gauss's law is considered in Chapter 2. • 

1 .5 DIVERGENCE 

Consider a small box2 with sides dot . .ay. and L\z_ Let the vector field 0 at the 
geometric center be given by 

(1.21) 

where D\, Dz• and D3 are the x. y, and ;z: components of D. This arrangement is 
shown in Figure 1.11. Since the box is small. D is nearly constant over each of 
the six faces making up the box. We now calculate the flux out of the box using 
Equation (1.20): 

realizing that we have the sum of six double integrals, one for each face. Consider 
the integral over the surface closest to the reader: 

f f  = 
D I ".xAyAz � D, I AyAz. 

front front front 
( 1.22) 

f4uation (1.22) is approximate because Dlfronl is nOlt in general, constant over this 
face. In terms of the given flux density at the center of the box. we may write 

lA rectangular p .. rallelepiped. 

, 

0, 

Oy 

)---------------�------- y 

• 

Figure 1.11. Incremental Gaussian surface for deriving Gauss's law in JXlint form (Maxwelt's equa
tion). 
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( 1.23) 

In words, Equation (1.23) states that Dx on the front face is approximately equal 
to Dx at the center of the box (i.e .• Dd plus the rate of change of Ox with x 
times the distance (tu/2) over which this change occurs. It is worth mentioning 
that Equation 0.23) may be obtained more rigorously as the fIrst two terms in the 
Taylor's series expansion for D x about the center of the box. We now have 

II = (DJ+/haD
, )6.Y6.z. front 2 Jx 

Proceeding in a similar manner for the back face, we have 

where 

so that 

Thus 

I I = DI . - a,6.y6.z = -D,I 6.y6.Z. back back back 

I I = (-DJ + /h aD, )6.Y 6.z back 2 Bx 

II + II = aD'/h6.y6., front back a x 

For all six faces we have 

aD, + -ay 
Dividing by the differential volume .6. v , we get 

aD, ), + -- uV. a, 
aD, g",Dj, . ds 

+ __ = ="'-c"--_ Jz .6.v 

If we now take the limit as .6.v approaches zero, we obtain exactly 

( 1.24) 
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aD, aD). + Jx riy 
aD, jJ",DI, 'ds + -_. = lim rl7. 4 .. --00 .6.v 
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( 1.25) 

The term on the right-hand side of Equation (1.25) is the limit of the flux out 
of a small volume per unit volume as the volume becomes vanishingly small 
(independent of coordinate system). and this quantity is called the divergence of 
D; that is, 

f D d' D \' 
jJ",DI, ' ds 

Divergence 0 = IV = Im A . 
4 .. --00 a V 

( 1.26) 

Consider a situation such as that shown in Figure 1.12 where flux. density lines 
appear to diverge from the small volume Vat suggesting the presence within Va 
of some k.ind of source. On the other hand, flux density lines appear to converge 
(negative divergence) into the small volume Vb. suggesting the presence within Vb 
of some k.ind of sink (negative source). It is apparently true that the flux out of 
Va is posilive. and the flux out of Vb is negative. It appears that the flux out of Vc 
is zero. All of these conclusions could be verified by means of Equation (1.25) 
if we were given an explicit expression for the vector field D at every point in 
space. A nonl.ero value for the divergence of a vector field at a point is intimately 
associated with the presence of a scalar source at that point. Gauss's law, to be 
presented in Chapter 2, will shed more light on this subject. 

It is apparent from Equations (1.25) and (1.26) that 

d' D
aD, aD, aD, IV = --+ + --
ax ay a, 

( 1.27) 

for Cartesian coordinates, but this result occurred merely because we started with 
a small rectangular box. The result given by Equation (1.26) is general, and is 
independent of coordinate system. In order to emphasize these points and to show 
explicitly that taking the divergence of a vector is a vector operation. we introduce 
the vector del operator: 

o 
-- --..... -, , 

I '\ \ �_ __--... ' ,I � - \ • I1 1 .. �'/I I I 
: /' I,' \ / 
\ ,. �' ..... -- .<. \ \ / ........ v 

\ ,-_..... "' .. 

,..... -----..,-/ -------

Figure 1.12. Aux density streamJines indicating flux in (or OUI of) volumes. 
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a V = a  -, ax 
a + a  -,. ay ( 1 .28) 

The del operator must operate on some quantity, and it is easy to show (treating 
V like any vector) that 

V ' D = (a,� + ay� + a,.'!. ) · ia,Dx + ayD,. + a,D-i, ax ay az 

for Cartesian coordinates. 

a D,. + ay 
a D, \' § ... Di, · ds 

+ -- = lID 
i)z 6v->O .6.v 

(\ .29) 

The left and right sides of Equation (1 .29) give us a completely general math
ematical definition of del as an integral operator: 

<§� ... ':'.d,!,s�o== Vo--- = Iim � 
l!.v ....o �v 

( 1 . 30) 

If the small circle (0) becomes a dot, we obtain the divergence of a vector. If the 
small circle becomes a cross, we obtain the curl of a vector. Finally. if the small 

circle disappears. as in ordinary multiplication. we obtain the gradient of a scalar. 
The curl and gradient operations will be discussed shortly. 

It is useful to list V '  D for Cartesian, circular cylindrical, and spherical coor
dinates (also listed on the inside front and back covers); 

V - D = aDx a DL I 
_aD, 

ax ay az 

1 a \ a D. V ' D  = --(pD ) + - + 
p ap P p o </>  
\ a 2 ---,:.\_ " , V - O = 2 -(r Dr) + n a n ( sm r a r  r sm (1 (1 

6D,) + _--'--_ aD. 
r SIn 8 a <l>  

( 1 .3 \0) 

( l .3\b) 

( U 1 c) 

As can be seen, the divergence of a vector quantity is a scalar involving partial 
derivatives of a particular component with respect to the variable associated with 
that component. 

Some further remarks about the divergence are in order. An incompressible 

fluid, such as water, must have a velocity field u which has no divergence 

(V ' U == 0). Fluid is neither created nor destroyed at any point, and therefore 
has no sources or sinks. The magnetic flux density field, which we will encounter 

later, also has no sources or sinks because no isolated magnetic charges have been 
found in nature. It too has no divergence. Such fields are said to he soienoidal 
or sourceless. The electrostatic flux density field, on the other hand, does have 
sources and sinks (the electric charges), and must have nonzero divergence at some 
point or points in space. 
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1 .6 GRADIENT 

The gradient of a scalar field is a vector field that lies in the direction for which 
the scalar field is changing most rapidly. The magnitude of the gradient is the 
greatest rate of change of the scalar field. A two-dimensional scalar field <I>(x. y )  
is shown in Figure 1. 13 in tenns of contours (curves in the two-dimensional case 
shown) of constant <1>. In the general three-dimensional case these contours are 
called isothermaL surfaces when, for example, <I>(x.y,z) represents temperature, 
and they are called equipotentiai surfaces if <I>(x, y, z) represents electric potential 
(to be introduced in Chapter 2). The direction of the greatest rate of change of <I> 
will be normal to the contours of constant <I> (from a smaller to a larger value) 
since the rate of change of <I> is zero along or tangent to these contours. Thus, we 
have 

d<l> grad et> = 311 dn . 
1.32 

Consider (in a completely general case) <fl(x,y.Z) at a point P(x,y,z) and 
<l>(x + <lx ,y  + ay, z + az) at a nearby point Q(x + <lx.y + ay . z + llz).  If 
!l.l is the distance between P and Q. then we get 

a<l> � <l>(x + <lx ,y + ay , z  + az) - <l>(x, y , z) 

a <l> a<l> a <l> 
� -<lx + -Ily + -Ilz. 

ax ay az 

y t-l t-l- I 
IO- l m N, 

Oy 

,I -� , M 

.�, 
P, 

P, 0 
/ 

40 Y SOY 30 Y -<I> = \ O Y  20 V 

x 

Figure 1.13. Two-dimensional potential field � in tenus of «tuipolentiais. 
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Higher-order infinitesimals that will disappear in the limiting process to follow 
have been dropped. Then we have 

and 

<14> a4> dx a4> <1y a4> dz 
- = -- + -- + -
<11 ax <11 ay <11 az <11 

_d4>_ � lim 
<14> � a4> dx + a4> dy + a4> dz 

, dl .. ..." <11 ax dl ay dl a, dl 

This quantity is the rate of change of <I> with respect to distance at point P in a 
direction toward Q and is thus cal1ed the directional derivative. The directional 
derivative may also be written 

or 

d4> ( a4> a4> a4» dl 
(d' , 1 d ' ' ) -

dl 
= 8x - + ., - + .,- . - freetlOna envallve . 

ax ay a, dl 
( 1.33) 

Note that dV d I = RI is a unit vector. From the discussion in the preceding paragraph 
it is apparent that the directional derivative is maximum when BI = 8n , that is, 
when it is taken in a direction normal to the equipotential surface at P2 (as in 
Figure 1.13), Thus, we have 

+ By 
alP + at a<l»

. 8n . 
ay a, 

( 1 .34) 

It is now obvious that the maximum directional derivative takes place in the 
direction of. and has the magnitude of the bracketed term in Equation (1.34). 
From the definition in the preceding paragraph, the bracketed term is the gradient 
of the scalar field eI>, so we get 

a4> a4> a4> grad et> = Vel> = ax - + ., - + ., - (Cartesian). 
ax ay a, 

For cylindrical and spherical coordinates, we have 

and 

a4> I a4> a4> 
V<I> = a - + 8.p-- + • - (cylindrical) P ap p a<jJ ' a, 

a4> l a4> a4> vet> = 8r- + 89-- + ••. ---;----: 
ar r a o r sin 0 8tjJ 

(spherical). 

( 1 . 35a) 

( 1 .35b) 

(1.35e) 
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y 
20 m 

JO m 'Om 
h '" 50 m 

D P..-""'-

__ -+ __ �-+ __ � __ �� __ �� __ � __ --- x 

Figure 1.14. Contours of constanl elevation h and - Vh. 
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It is important to recognize that, in general, <I> varies from point to point. A 

glance at a map having elevation contours (equipotentials) shows this very well. 
Figure 1 . 14 shows a hill with elevation contours around it. We now ask ourselves a 
question. "If we place a small ball at P, in what direction will it roll and what is the 
magnitude of the force acting to accelerate it in that direction?" This is equivalent 
to asking what is -grad h(x ,y)? 

• Example 1.5 
Find (approximately) the gradient of et> at Pj and P2 in Figure 1 . 13.  We have 

a <I> 
Vet> = + 3.1' -

ax 
a<l> + a .-- = ) ay 

so, for Pj , we get 

and for P2. we get 

10 +ax O.032 = 

10 10 
+ a -- + a  -- = ' 0.013 Y 0.014 

+ 7693.1' + 7143y . 

• 

Temperature is a term that is familiar to us. The temperature in a region may vary 
from point to point, and can, therefore. be described as a three-dimensional scalar 
field. Surfaces of constant temperature (the "equipotentials") are called isothermal 
surfaces. The heat flux vector s (W/m2) at a point in a conducting body is given by 
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the Fourier heat conduction law: s = - K V T , where T is the temperature and K is 
The Thermal conductivity. Thus. heat flows in a direction opposite 10 the positive 
temperature gradient, or, put more simply, heal flows from a region of higher 
temperature to a region of lower temperature. 

As in the case of the divergence. the gradient of a scalar field at a point P may 
be defined in integral form by} 

V<I> 2 lim A
l .a: <I> ds, 

6" --0() L.l V '1J' 
, 

( 1 .36) 

where 6.v is a small volume surrounding P. and s is  the surface area of av . 

• Example 1.6 
The vector r - r' that appears in Figure 1.2 occurs very frequently in the super
position type integrals of field theory. This will be demonstrated in Chapter 2. If 
we define R = r - r', then IRI = R = [r - r'[. amI wiLh r = ..l ax + yay + Z8z 
and r' = x 'a,!" + y'a,. + z 'a�, it follows that 

Then, we have 

R � [(x - x ')' + (y - y')' + (z - z')' I
"'. 

V.!. _ a (  11 R) a( 11 R) a ( l l  R) 
R - ax + a, + a, 

ax ay - az 

v.!. 
� 

_ a,(x - x') 
R R' 

V.!. 
R 

R I 
= .-- � --BR R3 R2 

a,(y - y') 
R' 

a,(z - z') 
R' 

The same operation on the prime coordinates is called V'(lIR).  and it should be 
obvious to the reader that we get 

V( IIR) � -V'(IIR). 

These results will be used in Chapter 2. • 

1.7 CURL 

The component in the an direction (general) of the curl of A at a point P may 
be defined as the limit of the circulation of A per unit area as the area (an.6.s) 
approaches zero. Thus, we have 

lRcfer to Equation (1 .30). 
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A 

FIgure 1 . 1  S. Line integral contour c and one open surface s .  

(curl A), = lim _I f A ' dJ, 
�� 60s c 

21 

( 1 .37) 

where as = 3" 60s, and the closed path c defines the area ds. The unit vector a" 
is normal to the surface 60s, and in a direction determined by the right-hand rule 
as explained in Figure l . 15.  

For example , following a procedure similar to that used i n  arriving at a formula 
for divergence, we may describe a rectangle parallel to the z = 0 plane as shown in 
Figure 1 . 16.  At the center of the rectangle (whose sides are lll , .1.y), A = axAx + 
aJAy + acAz . It is easy to show by means of the Taylor series expansion that 

Ay l = Ay 
x + tul2 

and 

Ay l =Ay 
x -6.x12 

x 

+ aA)' �  
Jx 2 

_ JAv III 

ax 2 

+ . .  

+ . .  

A 

.y 

.x 

aA, ily + ---a y  2 + .  

_ aA, ily + 
ay 2 

)----------------------------y 

FIgure 1.16. Geometry for evaluating the l component of the curl of A. 
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and we get 

A . dI � = - - ill tJ.y . f ( aA aA, ) 
ax ay 

Higher-order terms that would disappear in the limiting process have simply been 
dropped. In the limit then, we get 

or 

(curl A) � lim ( aA, _ _ aA_, )1�ill,,-,;tJ.,,-y 
z lU.1y ---oO ox ay lh !l.y 

BA aAx 
(curl A)t = � - -- .  

ox ay 

Repeating this procedure for rectangles parallel to the y = 0 plane and x :::: 0 plane 
gives 

.nd 

(curl A)y DZ oX 

oAt aA 
(curl A)x = - - = .  

ay az 

Then the curl of A. given by V x A, may be written for Cartesian coordinates as 

v X A � •. ( aA, _ aAr) + a ( aA, _ aA, )  + a. ( aA, _ aA, ) 
• ay az y a, ax • ax ay ( 1 .38.) 

or, in a form more easily remembered, 

a, ay a, 

a a a 
VxA � ax ay az 

A, Ay A, 

For cylindrical and spherical coordinates, we have 

.nd 

v x A � • (� aA, _ aA.;) + • .;(aAp _ aA,) 
P p a", a z a, a p 

+ .,( I J(pAp) _ � JAI ) (cylindrical) p Jp P J", 
(1 .38b) 
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V X A =  
a, ( a (A'Sin 8) _ aA, ) 

,. �in 8 a 8  0 4>  

+ a' (_I_ aA, _ a(rAp» ) 
,. sin 0 04> a,. 

+ �(U("A6) _ UAr ) 
(spherical). ,. a,. a o  (1 .38e) 

There are at most three components of a vector in space, and each of these 
three components can depend at most on three space variables. Thus, there are at 
most nine (first) derivatives involving a spatial vector. Six of these are involved in 
!;pecifying the curl of a vector. as Equations ( 1 .38a), ( 1 .38b), and ( 1 .38c) show, 
while the remaining three are involved in specifying the divergence of a vector. as 
Equations ( 1 .31  a). (1.31 b), and (1.3 Lc) show. If both the curl and the divergence 
of a vector are specified. then the vector can be uniquely determined. 

In order to attach some physical significance to the curl of a vector, we will 
employ lht: slIIall "pal.Jt.1lewheel" as suggested by Sldlling.4  Let the vector field be a 
fluid velocity field. regardless of what it is physically. Place the small paddle wheel 
in this velocity field and move it about. For every point in the field, where the 
curl of the field is to be found, the paddlewheel axis should be oriented in all 
possible directions. The maximum angular velocity of the paddle wheel at a point 
is proponional to the curl, while the axis of the paddlewheel points in the direc/ion 
of the curl according to the right-hand rule. That is, if the fingers of the right hand 
point in the direction of the rotation of the paddlewheeJ blades, then the thumb 
of the right hand points in the direction of the axis of rotation or curl. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 1.17. If the paddlewheel does not rotate, the vector field is 
irro/a/iollal, or has zero curl! A simple example will help clarify this paddlewheel 
concept. 

�See references at end of chapter. 

" 

.-------
.---

axis of rotation 

" 

/ direction of 
/1- rotation 

Figure 1.17. Pdddlewheel rotating in a fluid velocity field and the right-hand rule. 
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, 
-I ( * Paddlewheel 

'----
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--------------------------�---------------------------- x 
y 

Figure 1.18. Demonslralion for finding the curl of a linearly increasing vec!or field A = .i:ZB, using 
a small paddlewhecl . 

• Example 1 . 7  
Suppose A = K zax • where K is  a constant. This field is sketched in  Figure 
1 . 1 8  for z > O. It might be analogous to water flow in  a river. Tt is obvious 
that the paddlewheel rotates in a clockwise direction (regardless of z) and the 
angular velocity of the paddlewheel is proportional to K (the slope) regardless of 
z. Furthermore. the maximum angular velocity occurs when the paddJewheel axis 
is paral1eJ to the y axis and is zero when the paddJewheeJ axis is parallel to the x 
or z axis. According to the right-hand rule the direction of the curl is that of + ay . 

Analytically. using Equalion ( 1 .38a), we have 

V x A =  
aA, 

+ ay --- = ayK ,  
az 

which certainly agrees with our observations with the paddlewheel! 

1.8 SOME FUNDAMENTAL VECTOR IDENTITIES 

It is easy to show in Cartesian coordinates that 

I V x (V<I» = 0 

• 

( 1.39) 

for any scalar field Cl>. Now, for example, any vector field F that can be written as 
(�)  the gradient of Cl> (F = ± V<l» must have zero curl (V x F .;;;;; 0) . This is true 
even if a constant C is added to <I> since V(<I> + C) = V<I> + VC = V<I> (VC = 0). 
A field that has no curl is said to be irrotatiolllll as mentioned at the end of Section 
I .  7: 

irrotatiollal field F ( 1 .40) 
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The work done by an external source in moving an object from Pi to PI in the 
vector force field F is given by the negative of Equation ( 1 . 1 8): 

IP, W = - F · dl. 
p. 

Now using Cartesian coordinates, with F = -V�. we get 

( a<J> a<J> a<J» 
V<J> • dl = a - + a - + a. - . (a dx + a dy 

.l" ax r ay ' az .I" y 

or 

a<J> a<J> 
V<J> • dl = -dx + -dy 

ax ay 
a<J> 

+ - d· 
az ... . 

where the right-hand side of the equation is the differential d<l>: 

d<J> = V<J> • dl = -F • dl. 

so that we get 

+ a, dz) 

Therefore, W depends on the endpoints of the path, but not on the path itself! 
Furthermore. F must be a conservative field lsee Equation ( 1 . 19) and the material 
preceding it]. We conclude that any vector field that is the gradiem of a scalar field 
is a conservative field. We can test a field to detennine whether it is conservative 
or not by simply determining whether or not its curl is identically zero: 

v x F !!!! 0 I conservative field F. ( 1 .41) 

The electrostatic field intensity. the gravitational force field, and the heat flux 
vector are all examples of conservative fields. 

Another useful vector identity is 

I V ·  (V x M) = 0 I ( 1 .42) 

for any vcctor field M. As a consequence, any vector field N, for example, 
that can be wrinen as the curl of M (N = V x M) must have no divergence 
(V , N :: 0). Such fields are called divergenceless or solenoidal. This is true 
even if the gradient of any scalar field ex is added to M, since V x (M + Vex) = 
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v X M + V x (Va) = V x M by Equation (1.39). The magnetic flux density 
field and the velocity field for an incompressible fluid are examples of solenoidal 
fields. 

1 .9 THE DIVERGENCE THEOREM 

Consider a volume in space uuumku by a du�t=d surface s with a well-behaved 

vector field F present as shown in Figure 1 . 1 9 .  Let dv be a volume element and 
let ds be a vector surface element of the external surface s. Now imagine that 
the entire volume is partitioned into N small volumes. 6.1'1 , 6.v2 . . . . . .6.v" , . . . , 

AVN each having closed surfaces as I ,  6052 • . . . •  .6.5", . . .  , ilsN . For each small 
volume V . F is almost uniform and equal to the value if has as Av approaches zero 

at a point. According to its definition. Equation (1.26), V . F is the limit of the 
flux of the quantity (designated by F) per unit volume as the volume approaches 
zero. That is. 

(V ' F). 

or 

or 

(V , F). ilv. = * F • .  ds. 

4,. 

Writing similar expressions for all the small volumes and summing. we get 

- - - - - - -

1ru�\ F 

/ 
" 

Cross section of closed surface 

/ / 

\ 
, 

, 
, , 

, , 

Figure 1.19. Geometry for establishing the divergence theorem (Gauss's integml theorem). 
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where the right-hand side of the equation is the flux out of the external surface s, 
that is, 

because the contributions from all the surfaces (or partial surfaces) internal to 
s cancel. They cancel. because at interface surfaces common to adjacent small 
volumes, dSI1 will be the same in magnitude, but opposite in direction. Thus, we 
have 

Now if we let N approach infinity so that dVI1 approaches zero, the sum on the 
lefl becomes a volume integral and the approximation becomes exact 

divergence theorem. ( 1.43) 

Equation (1 .43) is known as the divergence theorem. The long arrow means that 
the surface on the right defines the volume on the left. 

• Example 1 .8 
Show that the divergence theorem holds for (he veClOr field A = a,lr when the 
surface is that of a sphere of radius a centered at the origin. We have V . A = IIr2  
and 

or 

J" J'" I J' J" J'" .-8, • 8,a' sin 8 d8diP = sin 8 dr d8diP 0 .. 0 t/)-O a , -0 9,.,0 cf.=o 

4110 = 411ll. 

Suppose the surface is that of a cone of radius a and cone angle 0 = 00. In this 
case, ds = a,a2 sin 0 dO d<p + atlr sin 8 dr d<P. but A . ds = a sin 0 dO dr:p, so 
that 
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or 

I" I" . a sm o 0 f " f " f '> o dO dcp = 
u u 

u sin 

27Ta( I - cos 80) = 21Ta( t - cos 80). 

1 VECTOR ANALYSIS 

• 

1 . 1 0  STOKES' THEOREM 

Consider an open surface s whose periphery is c with a well-behaved vector field A present. Figure 1.20 demonstrates the geometry and the positive sense for the 
vector quantities involved. The surface s (not necessarily planar) is subdivided 
into 6os[ , llS2, . . . , LUn , . . .  , i1sN (incremental vector areas). If each ll.s" is 
sufficiently small, then An may be assumed to be constant over it. We may write, 
for the circulation, 

This result occurs because the line integrals over segments of the en interior to 
c are zero since the line integrals along a common boundary for adjacent areas 
are taken in OpposiTe directions. Only those pans of the en's that coincide with 
c contribute to the sum. Letting N approach infinity so that 6.s" approaches z:ero 
gives 

f A ' dl � lim i f A" . dl. 
c N �  c ,,: 1 

Open surface .t 

, 
"" Clo>e:d contour (line) c 

Figure 1.20. Geometry for eSlablishing Stokes' Iheorem. 

( 1 .44) 
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The component in the 8" direction of the curl of A. (V x A) , al a point is 
defined by Equation (1.37) as the limit of the circulation per unit area as the area 
(alll1s) approaches zero. Thus, we have 

or 

or 

or, applied to as", 

Therefore, we have 

(V x A). = lim ,I 1 A 0 dl 
�.....o uS re 

a. 0 (V x A) = Iim _
I 1 A 0 dl 

&-00 � t 

a. 0 (V x A) � � t A 0 dl; 

a. o (V x A) � _1_ 1  A. o dl. 
ds" L. 

a. 0 (V x A)<l.,. � f A. 0 dl 
'. 

Substituting Equation (1.45) into Equation (1.44), we get 

1 A 0 dl = lim i a. 0 (V x A)<l.,. re N __ �s.-o Il " l  

N 
= lim L (V X A) O <l.s.; 

N _  41.-00 11 "" I  

but the limit is an (open surface) integral in tht! usual way. so 

Stokes' theorem, 

where Equation (1.46) is known as the Slokes theorem. 

( 1.45) 

(1.46) 
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• Example 1 .9 
Show that the Stokes theorem holds for the vector field F = pSo. V )( F = 2a:. 
when the closed path is a circle of radius p = a with its center at the origin. The 
open surface is the disk 0 ::5  p S  (I ,  Z. = 0. We have F '  dl = aaob ' a�a d4> = a2 dt/1, 
so that the Stokes theorem is 

Suppose th3t the open surface is the upper hemisphere r = a ,  0 � 8 :::::;: n/2. 
In this case F . dl is unchanged, and the Stokes theorem gives 

sin 8 d8 del>. 

Now we have 8: • 3r = cos (J ,  so that we gel 

o cos J'I2 8 dO = 21Ta2 
0 sin 26 dO, 

and, once again, we have 

Any other open surfuce whose opening is defined by a dosed path that i� llit! drc1e 
p = a (center at the origin) will give the same result. • 

, • " CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Vector addition and multiplication were briefly reviewed in the first part of this 
chapter. This material should be familiar to the engineering studenl. Next, the 
three coordinate systems that are used exclusively in this lext were introduced and 
related. 

The concepts of circulation (line integrals) and flux wcre defined and given 
physical meaning by means of familiar examples. The vector operations of diver
gence. gradient. and curl that we will have much use for in the following chapters. 
were introduced and explained. 

There are many vector identities that appear in the study of vector analysis, and 
the two most important uf these that we will use were introduced. The divergence 
theorem (the Gauss integral theorem) and the Stokes theorem are fundamental to 
field theory. The derivation of these theorems was presented. A summary of vector 
relations is listed on the inside front and back covers. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. An object is acted on by three forces: F I = IOax , F 2 = 15ay , and F 3 = 20ap 
(in the direction q, = 27r13 rad). Find the fourth force required to keep the 
object from moving. 

2. If A = 4ax + �ay - 2az and B = 3ax - 1 .5ay + az, find the angle « 90°) 
between A and B. 

3. Find the angles that the vector A = 6ax - t23y + 4az makes with the x, y .  
and z axes. 

*4. (a) Find an equation for the plane that is perpendicular to the vector A = 
2ax + 3ay + 6az and passes through the end point (from the origin) of the 
vector B = ax + 5ay + 3az. 

(b) What is the shortest distance from the origin to the plane? 

5. If A = lOa,!p + Sa. + 2a, and B = Sap + cos .p a. + pa,. 
(a) Find A . B at the point x = I ,  Y = I ,  z = I .  
(b) Find A x B at the point x = I ,  y = I ,  Z = I .  

6. (a) Resolve the unit vectors 3p, 34>, ar, 30 into constant unit vectors. 

(b) Find Ioap dq" Jol2aIjJ dq" Iba,. dz, Jo'2aodO. 

7. (a) Find the volume within the cylindrical wedge defined by p = I ,  
O �  q, �  'Tr/3, O � z �  I .  

(b) Find the total surface area of the wedge. 

*8. Find the volume inside the tetrahedron defined by the intersection of the planes 
x = 0, y = 0, z = O. and 3x + 4y + 2z = 12. 

*The more difficult prOblems are marked with an asterisk. 
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*9. (a) Find the volume of a cone whose height is h and whose base radius is a .  
(b) Find the 101al Sllrface area 

10. Repeat Example 1 . 3  by moving the object from 0 10 2 along the x axis, then 
moving parallel to the y axis from y = 0 10 Y = 4. Prove that F is a conservative 
field. 

*11. Find the flux of the vector field A == aJp for: 

(a) The sphere r = Q centered at the origin; 

(b) The cube 2a m on a side. centered at the origin with sides parallel to the 
coordinate axes; 

(c) The cylinder 0 s p s  3a, O ::s;  cP :5  27r, - u '$ z :S  a .  

*12. Show that the divergence of the vector field A in Example 1.4 is zero excepl 
at r = O. Find [he divergence of A at r = 0 using a sphere of radius r = a and 
Equation ( 1 .26) (a � O). Do the results agree? What do the results imply'! 

13. Find V • C if: 

(a) C = xy 2a., + y ay + .)a�; 
(b) C � pap + ( lip)., + Z',: 

(c) C = xap + y a<t> + r a: ;  
(d) C = rar + pap + xax. 

14. Using a unit vector find the direction in which the scalar field T = x2)' + 
ZX + 10 is changing [he most rapidly. What is this greatest rate of change at 
( I . I . I)? 

15. (a) If ll> = JOx2 + y .  find Vll> at (0,0.0) using Equation (1 .35a). 

(b) Repeat using Equation ( 1 .36) when the volume is a rectangular paral
lelepiped centered at the origin with sides a, b, and c parallel 10 the 
coordinate axes. 

16. Determine which of the following fields are conservative: 

(a) A � .,Ir ':  
(b) A � .,Ip; 

(c) A � .,z/ l,l; 
(d) A � x ( a, + ay ) ;  
(e) A = y ax + xa)'; 
(I) A � z cos </>a, + p sin </> a,; 
(g) A = r cos 8 ar - ( 1I2)r sin 8 a8 + a: .  

17. Use the small paddlewheel to explore the following fields to determine if the 
curl is zero: 

(a) A � lOa, I p; 
(b) A � 5a,lr';  
(c) A � a,lp: 
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(d) A = f -Sa" 

1 + 58; .  
(e) A = { lOa" 

0, 

(f) A = ( lOa . . 
0, 

z < O. 
z > 0; 

-2 < z  < + 2, 
otherwise; 

-2 < z < +2 ,  
otherwise. 

*18. Obtain the circular cylindrical and spherical fonns for the gradient, divergence, 
and curl from the Cartesian fonus by using the coordinate and component 
transfonnations found on the inside front cover. 

19. Using Cartesian coordinates show that 

a(V ' A) a V '  (aA) - A '  (Va). 
20. Using Cartesian coordinates show that 

(a) V x (Va) - 0, 

(b) V ,  (V x A) � O. 

*21. Find the flux of the vector field A = 8p/ P out of: 

(a) The sphere r = a; 

(b) The upper hemisphere r = a ,  O s  8 <:; 'TT12; 
(c) The lower hemisphere r == a. 'TT12 :s 8 ::$  'TT; 
(d) The cylinder p == 0. 1 .  -aI2 ::::; z ::S;  012. 

22. Show that the divergence theorem holds for the field A = r 8, when the closed 
surface is 

(a) A sphere r = a, 

(b) A cylinder p = a, 0< Z ::S;  h. 

23. Repeat Problem 22 when A = 5ap. 
24. Repea, Problem 22 when A = lOa,. 

*25. Show that the Stokes theorem holUs fur the field A = r 84> when the closed 
path is the circle p = a (z = 0), and the open surface is: 

(a) The disk O S  pS a .  Z = 0, 

(b) The lower hemisphere r = a .  'TT12 :s 8 S 'TT. 
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ELECTROSTATIC AND 
MAGNETOSTATIC FIELDS 

The source of the electrostatic vector field is  static (fixed) electric charge, and 
this electric charge can be spatially distributed in many ways. The source of the 
magnetostatic vector field is electric charge moving without acceleration (steady 
electric current). These fields are obtained from two famous experimental laws: 
Coulomb's law and the Biot-Savart law, respectively. Wc will introduce the fields 
by means of these laws. Tht::st:: laws lead by superposition 10 imegrals for deter· 
mining the electrostatic and magnelostatic fields from completely general charge' 
and current distributions. respectively. 

Tt is also possible to calculate the force on one point charge due to another point 
charge when these charges are in motion relative to each other and a fixed observer 
who detects the force. I This more general approach gives both the,electrostatic and 
magnetostatic fields. L../ 

The Gauss law, another famous law, relates electric flux to electric charge in 
a very direct way. Similarly, magnetic field intensity is related to electric current 
by Ampere's law. These laws will be converted to partial differential equations 
employing the divergence and curl operations of Chapter I ,  respt:clivdy. These 
differential equations make up part of a set that is normally called MCLDvell's 
equations for statics. Other equations in this set are derived from the conservative 
nature of the electrostatic field, the absence of isolated magnetic charge, and 
conservation of electric charge. 

Auxiliary potemial fields will be derived. and these potentials give: liS alternate 
methods for detennining electrostatic and magnetostatic field intensifies. This is 
advantageous in many cases because the superposition integrals that give the 
potentials from the sources (charge and current) are usually simpler to treat than 
the superposition integrals that give electrostatic and magnetostatic fields from the 
sources. Superposition-type integrals are generally solutions to partial differential 

lSee Ncff, 1981 or Shedd. 1954 in the references at the end of this chaptl:r. 
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equations, and we will find these differential equations that relate the sources to 
the potential fields. 

It will, of course. be necessary to introduce materials and how they interact 
with fields. This. in turn, will lead to important boundary conditions that relate 
field quantities at the interface between different materials. 

Our primary goal in this chapter is not that of examining the details of electro· 
statics and magnetostatics, for much of that should have been accomplished in a 
prior physics course, but. rather. it is to expose the lIector nature of these fields 
and their governing equations. 

2.1 CHARGE CONFIGURATIONS 

The most general charge configuration is the volume charge distribution 
Pv(x , Y  , z ) ,  or simply Pv ,  in coulombs per cubic meter (C/m) . All other charge 
configurations are special cases of volume charge density. Now, if Q (C) is the 
total charge in a region, then we have 

dQ 

dv ' 

so we get dQ = Pv dll, and the total charge in a given volume is 

Q � IfJ p,,(x , y , z) dx dy dz 
"I 

(C), 

( 2 . 1  ) 

(2.2) 

where the limits on the triple integral must be such as to include all of the charge. 
That is, the integration is throughout the volume containing the charge. Some of 
the more useful special cases of cbarge distribution are discussed below. 

The point charge is a finite charge (in coulombs) occupying a vanishingly small 
volume, indicating an infinite volume charge density. Thus, the concept of a point 
charge is primarily a mathematical convenience. It is symbolized by Q ur, murt! 
explicitly, Q(x , y  , z) ,  which indicates that it is located at the point (x , y , z) .  The 
total charge is obviously Q. 

The line charge density PI (C/m) is a filament of charge having a length 
(which may mathematically be infinite) but no thickness. It too is a mathematical 
model since its volume charge density is infinite. In many cases, a finite diameter 
conducting wire bearing a charge distribution, which is either known or can be 
approximated at every point, can be represented by a filamentary line charge 
density. The charged wire must look like a filament to an observer who is located 
several diameters away from the wire. The differential charge in a differential 
length is dQ = PI dl; thus the tutal I.:harge for a line charge density is 

Q � I P1 dl (C). Icngth (2.3) 
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• Example 2. I 

A line charge' density PI = 1 0  9 (C/m) exists in the form of a filamentary circular 
loop with a radius of 0.5 (m). If the loop lies in the z = 0 plane with its center at 
the origin. then the total charge [from Equation (2.3)J is 

f '· (J = ° IU '(U.5) d1> = 1T X IU ' (C). 

When viewed from the large distance represented by the point ( 1 00.0,0), this loop 
of charge would appear to the observer \0 be a point charge Q = 'TT X 10-9 (C) 
at the origin. As we shall see later. field quantities measured at ( 100.0.0) will be 
approximately the same as if they arose from a point charge Q = TT X 10-9 (C) at 
the origin. • 

The surface charge density Ps (e/m2) is a layer of charge having an urca 
(which may mathematically be infinite) but no thickness so that its volume density 
is also infinite. A thin copper sheet with a known charge distribution could be 
approximated by an ideal surface charge density for an observer who agreed to 
remain several thicknesses away from the copper sheet. The differential charge for 
a differential area is dQ = Ps ds, thus the total charge for this case is 

• Example 2.2 

Q 
= f f p, ds (C). 

surface 
(2.4) 

A nonuniform surface charge density Ps = 2p2 X 10-5 (C/m2) exists in the fonn 
of a disk of radius 0. 1 (m). It lies in the z = 0 plane with its center at the origin. 
The total charge [from Equation (2.4)1 is 

fo., f " Q = ° ° 2p' x 1O-'(pdpd1» . 

fo" f "  fo. , Q = 2 X 10-5 
0 0 p3 dpdl{; = 4'TT X 10-"' 0 pl dp. 

Q = 1T X 10-' (C); 

and when viewed from the VUillt (0,0, lOO), [his disk of charge would appear to 
the observer to be a point Charge Q = TT X 10-9 (C) at [he origin just like the loop 
of Example 2. 1 .  • 
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2.2 COULOMB'S LAW AND ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY 

Consider two point charges QI and Q as shown in Figure 2 . 1 .  Here, we consider 
Ql to be the source of a vector force field F, and this force (the response) is exened 
on the second charge Q. We will use consistem flotation throughout /hi.,· text ifl 
That sources will be located by primed coordinates (Ql is located by r') and field 
points will be located by unprimed coordinates (Q is located by r). Coulomb's law 
gives the force on Q due to QI as 

F = QIQ(r - r') (N) Coulomb's law, 
4"'0 I r - r' I' 

(2.5) 

where r - r' - ar(x - x') + Qy(Y - Y') + az{z - z') is the vector directed from 

QI toward Q whose magnitude is I r - r' I = l(x - X')2 + (y - y')2 + (z - Z')2] "2 

(see Example 1 .6) and (47TEO) -1 is the constant of proponionality required to give 

a force in newtons. EO is a constant called the pennittivity (see Section 2.5) of a 
vacuum (or free space), and is given by 

(F/m) permittivity of vacuum. (2.6) 

Coulomb's law can also be written 

(2.7) 

where 3R = (r - r')1 I r - r' I and R :::: r - r ' .  Equation (2.7) shows explicitly that 
Coulomb's law is an inverse square distance law. Coulomb's law further assens 

Q, 

'. 
Q 

F 

�""---+-----;,+--;r---)' I ,," I ,," - -- - - - - - -r -..-L- - -y 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .J.-" 

x 

Figure 2.1. Geometry for two point charges for finding the force on Q due to QI (Coulomb's law). 
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that the force depends linearly on the charge of either point charge. and thus. by 
the principle oJ superposition the force on Q due to several point charges Q" Qz, 
Q3 • . . .  can be found as the sum of forces on Q due to each of the sources Q,.  
Q2 . Q3 • . . .  acting alone. 

The electrostatic field intensity E is defined as the force on Q when Q = 1 C. 
That is. it is the force per unit charge (newtons/coulomb = volts/meter). Thus. 
Equation (2.7), with E = F/Q, becomes 

E = 
.ilL aR (Vim) 
47TEo R2 

(2.8) 

Note that the electric field intensity is directed radially away from QI with complete 
radial symmetry. The magnitude of E will be the same at every point on u sphere 
of I-m radius (R = 1)  centered at Q , .  but will be one-fourth as large on a 2-m 
radius sphere. As a reminder: E = E(x • y , z) = E at the point (x, y , z )  located by 
r, and QI = Q,(x ' . y ' . z') = QI at the point (x', y ', z') located by r' . 

As was previously mentioned Coulomb forces are additive, so that the electric 
field produced by N point charges is by superposition from Equation (2.8): 

E ( I f Q,(x; , y ; , z; )  
' )  (VI ) (2.9) N x , y , z) = -4- L,  1 ' 13 (r - r, m ,  

7TEO n _ 1  r - rn 

where r� is the radial vector to the nth point charge as shown in Figure 2.2. If the 
region containing the charge is described as being macroscopically "dense" with 
N point charges. and if this region is finite in extent,2 we may ascribe to every 
point in the region a volume charge density as in Equation (2.1).  We replace QII 
by dQn and then multiply and divide by the small volume dV/I' That is, 

1This is an important qualification about which more will be said. 

x 

Figure 2.2. Location of several point charges and a field point (X . y .  Z). where E is to be determined. 
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E ( ) _ _ 1_ f llQ,(x;, y ; , z; )  llv,(r  - r;) 
N x ,  Y , z - 4 L II I '  I' . 1Teu ,, _ 1  VII r r" 

39 

(2.10) 

We now let the volumes �v" approach zero as the number of charge elements 
N approaches infinity. In the limit. !:1Q,./�v" becomes the volume charge density 
p.. = dQldv, as in Equation (2.1), while the sum becomes an integral in the usual 
way. Thi!> illlcgral is (in general) over three primed variables, or. in other words, 
it is a volume integral. That is. 

or' 

or simply 

E(x , y . z) = 
1 IN llQ, ( r  - r;) -- -- llv 

4"'0 llv 1 r - r' I' ' 
11 - I " n 

E l  I I I ( ' , , (r - r') d ' (x. y , z) = 
41TEo p... X • Y , Z  ) 

I r r' P V .  
vol' 

1 III aR , 
E(r) = -- p..(r') -, dv 

41TEO Rk 
\'01' 

(Vim), 

(2. 11 ) 

(2. 1 2) 

( 2 13) 

where dv ' = dx ' dy ' dz '  = p' dp' dtb' dz' = (r ')2 sin 6 ' dr ' d6 ' dcp' for rect
angular, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates, respectively. 4 The integration is 
throughout the volume containing the charge density. 

Figure 2.3 shows a volume containing a charge density, Pv(x ' ,  y , , z ') and a 
point (x. y , z) where the electric field is to be evaluated. In order to find the electric 
field produced by p,. , we must integrate throughout the volume (vol') containing 
this charge density. Note particularly that the integration is performed on the primed 
coordinates only! In general this integration is over three space variables, Triple 
integrals of this type are usually very difficult. Quite often, in solving problems of 
a symmetrical nature, the triple integral will simplify to a double integral or even 
a single integral. 

The process of integration is actually the result of taking the l imit of a sum as 
Equations (2. 1  I )  and (2.12) show. In performing calculations of the electric field 
with the aid of a Qigital computer. Equation (2.9) would actually be used. That 
is. the computer, because of its discrete nature. integrates by calculating a large 

'This result is also a convolution integral as well as a superposirioll integral. This is the case for 
all of the supcrposition integrals encountered in lhis text. For further infonnation tbe reader is referred 
to Neff, 1981 in the references at the end of this Chapter. 

4ScC Figure 1.7. 
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Charge bearing 

p. ch' at x',y',t' 

, , - , 

E (r) 

��------------------------- y 

figure 2.3. General volume charge density p,,(f') producing an elecUic Held intensity .I:!:(r). The 
vector r' varies during the integration, but r is fixed. 

sum. With this in mind, Equation (2.12) indicates that in order to find the electric 
field at some point in space, we sum the contributions to the field at the point in 
space from each of the many small charges which together constitute the charge 
distribution. This is a very fundamental concept. 

If the source is surface charge density, then superposition leads us to an integral 
over the surface containing the charge: 

1 f f p,(r') E(r) = --- ---,-aR ds' .  
47T£O .r' R 

Likewise, for line charge densities, we have 

(2. 14) 

(2. 15) 

• Example 2.3 

We would next like to obtain an analytic solution for the electric field produced 

by an infinite (uniform) line charge density PI. It is shown in Figure 2.4(a). Since ·
the line charge density is placed on the z axis, we have azimuthal symmetry and z 
independence, so that E is independent of 4> and z .  This can be shown by means 
of a simple analogy. If we represent the uniform line charge by a very thin (but 
visible) uniform light source 011 the entire l axis, thell an observer sees the sallle 
thing regardless of cP or z !  We may then locate the field point on the x axis without 
loss of generality. Consider a differential charge dQ :::: PI dz' located at z '  :::: + h 
and another differential charge dQ = PI dz' located at z ' = -h as shown in Figure 
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dQ = Pldz' 

r - r' � 

, , 
, , 

df' '" dz' 

r' � az l '  

, , , , 
dQ �" h  

" 
, " 

: ', ResllltantdE 

A------y � - - - ��� ---x 

x 

(" 

, , 
, " , , , ' 
, /  

dQ t/z : -h , , , 
(b) 

Figure 2.4. (a) Geometry for finding the electric field intensity of a uniform (infinite) line charge 
density on the z IIxis. (b) Cancellation of dE, by symmetry. 

2.4(b). Applying Coulomb's law to these charges shows that at a point on the 
x axis the z components of field cancel while the x components add . Since the 
entire charge can be divided into such pairs. we ultimately obtain E � = 0 and 
E.\ = E xCx) .  If the field point is located anywhere in the z = 0 plane (p > 0), 
(he electric field vector will be in the cylindrical radial (p) direction and dependent 
only on p. Thus, in general, E = apEp(p) . The integration is simpler when the 
field point is on the x axis, so using Equation (2. 1 5) with Cartesian coordinates 
we have 

1 J' p,(z ' )  , E(x , O, O) � -- --,- ., dz . 
47TEO -,., R 

From Figure 2.4(a) we see that 

Thus, we have 

or 

and 
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J" " -PI Z dz 
£Jx , O , O) = -4- [ ' + ( 

' )'J''' ' 
7T€O _z x z '  

We have already deduced from symmetry arguments that £: = O. so the last 
integral is zero. On the other hand. the mathematics will show the same thing. 
The integrand of the integral for E �(x • 0, 0) is an odd function of z ' , meaning 
(integrand (z ')] = - [integr:md (-z')]' Since the integral represents an area. and 
here we will have equal amounts of positive and negative area, the integral is zero! 
We are left with the integral for Ex where the imegrand is an even function of z '  
[integrand(z') = integrand(-z')]. In this case the area for - co  to 0 must equal 
the area for 0 to 00, and we can simply integrate from 0 to 00 (or - 00  to 0) and 
multiply the result by 2. In this case, we have 

or 

PI Z '  1 .)0 · PI 
£,(x, O,O) = = hm 

27TEOX [XZ + (z')2J 11Z 0 z '.....oo 27TEOX [ 1 + (xIZ')ZJ lIZ 

PI 
£,(x , O,O) = .,-!''----

27TEOX 
(Vim). 

Thus, £,( 1 , 0 , 0) = pd(2",eo) and £,(2,0,0) = 0.SpI/(21fEo) . 
If we move the field point off of the x axis. the radial distance becomes p and the 

radial component becomes Ep. so the general result is as predicted: E = 3pEp(p) 
or 

PI E - --a (Vim). 
21TEOP p (2. 16) 

• 

We could. of course, have worked this problem entirely in cylindrical coor
dinates with very little additional work. It is suggested that the reader carry out 
this calculation. Before passing on to another example let us take note of the fact 
that a finite line charge density is usually not uniformly distributed because of the 
Coulomb force of repulsion. Exactly how the charge would distribute itself is  a 
topic for future concern. It was mentioned earlier that this was a useful distribution. 
Besides the benefits of the academic exercise, practical results for the electric field 
around a finite length, finite diameter. charged wire can be obtained if the freld 
point is so close that the wire looks infinitely long, but, al the same time, far 
enough away so that the wire looks like a filament . 

• Example 2.4 
Next we would like to obtain a numerical solution for the electric field intensity of 
the infinite line charge density (Example 2.3). We will represent the line charge 
as a linear array of point charges on the z axis. The spacing of the point charges is 
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chosen to be uniform to simplify matters, and so that the observer at the field point 
will see something resembling a continuous line charge, the spacing must be small 
compared with the distance to the field point. Figure 2.5 shows the geometry. Note 
that in order to obtain the proper weighting and dimensions, we have Qn = PI6.Z . 
Using Equation (2.8), the field produced by Qn is 

E = PI6.Z 8.tX - 3;:n 6.z 
n 

41TEO lX2 + ( n 6z)2]312 ' 

while the field produced by Q-n is 

(2 .8a) 

(2.8b) 

It is clear from Equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) and Figure 2.5 that the z component 
of E will cancel for any pair of symmetrically located point charges. and no z 
component is produced by the point charge at the origin (n = 0).  Therefore. only 
an x component o f  E is produced, and it is given by 

ntu 
Q, 
Q, E� + E_n 
Q, 
Q, x 

Q-,  
Q-, 
Q-, 

nlll 

a;rt + a,naz 

Q_. 

Figure 2.5. Approximation of a linite line charge density on the l axis by uniformly spaced point 
charges. 
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for a total of 2N + I point charges. This result can be recognized as a preiimit 
fonn of F.qnarinn (2.15). 

Suppose we choose x = I m. In light of the earlier discussion, N dz (half the 
length of the line charge) should be large compared with x ,  but dz should be small 
compared with x .  Then, let dz = 0.1 m and N d.z = ID rn, so that N = 100. In 
this case, we have ( 100 I ) 

EA I , O , O) � �(O. I) 1 +  2 � [ I 0 0  'J'12 ' 41TEO '1"' 1  + .  In 

and using a calculator or computer, we get 

E,( I .  0, 0) � 0.995p,/(2".o) (Vim). 

Moving the field point to x = 2 gives 

£,(2,0, 0) � 0.4911'1(2"£0) (Vim). 

These numerical results compare favorably with those from the exact solution in 
Example 2.3. • 

• Example 2,5 
Consider an infinite sheet of unifonn surface charge density Ps , located in the 
z = 0 plane and a field point located above it (z > 0) as shown in Figure 2.6. , I 

r' = .P'P' tE r - r' = a, - 1j>'P' -(0.0.z) Ir -r1 = Hp')2 . :2]\0\ 

}..,:::-+---+-y 

P .• (uniform in 1 = 0 plane) 

u E - a, dEr 

t = 0 plane 

Symmetry 

Figure 2.6. The geometry for finding the field of an infinite sheet of unifonn surface charge density 
p. in the l = 0 plane. 
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This is another charge distribution whose field can be determined exactly with little 
difficulty. Symmetry conditions are such that we immediately conclude that the 
electric field must be the same in amplitude in any plane parallel to the surface 
charge. For every differential contribution to the electric field from a differential 
element of surface charge, we can find a symmetrically located element of charge 
of the same amount. These two elements of charge produce equal components of 
electric field perpendicular to the suIface. but produce opposite amounts of electric 
field parallel to the surface. Using the light source analogy of Example 2.3, we can 
imagine the entire z =: 0 plane covered with a uniform light source. An observer 
located above this source will cenainly see the same thing as far as his x or y 
coordinate is concerned. He will, in fact. also see the same thing as far as his z 
coordinate is concerned! We can now predict that the electric field intensity has 
only a uniform z component. More light is shed on this subject when the integration 
is carried out. 

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 2.6. Without loss of generality 
the field point is located on the z axis [E(O, 0, z) = E(x .  Y • z) J .  Using cylindrical 
coordinates. we get 

r' = ap'p'. 
ds' � p' dp' d</>' 

and 

x ' = p' cos </>' ; 

y = p' sin </>'; 
(z' � 0) 

E(p. </>. z) I' I" ( ') ' d  ' d"" _ _ 1_ Ps a:z - 3p'P p p ,+, 
-

47T£O 0 0 [(p')2 COS 2 </>' + (p')2sin 2 </>' + z2]112 

or 

E _ � azz - ap'p p p 'I' Ix I" ( 
') ' d  ' d"" 

(p. </>. z) - 4"'0 0 0 rep')' + z'JY2 

The subtle difficulty is that 3p' is 1101 a constant unit vector! Its magnilUde is 

certainly constant (unity) but its direction depends on <P'. the azimuth angle (a 
variable). The obvious cure is to represent Hp' in terms of constant unit vectors: 
namely. the rectangular unit vectors 3x and ay . This representation was mentioned 
in Section 1 .3 .  It is 

Then. we get 

E(p. </>. z) 

or 

"" . .. ' 3p' =: ax cos ,+, + ay SIR 'P 

� � IX I" 
(a,2 - a,p' cos </>' - a,p' sin </>')p' dp' d</>' 

47TEO 0 0 l(p')2 + z2J3/2 
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-p
, J�J" (p')' COS <p' dp' d<p' 

EAp. <P. z) = 41T£0 0 0 ( p')2 + Z2J312 • 

-p, I�I" (p')' sin <p' dp' d<p' 
E,(p, <P, z) � 

4"£0 0 0 [(p')' + z']''' 

PsZ P P 'Y f�I" ' d ' dJ.' 
E,(p, <p, z)  � 4"£0 0 0 [(p')' + z'J�' 

Now. since the integral of cos cp' or sin tft' over a range of 277" rad is zero, E.x 
and Er are both zero. The third integral above gives 

Psl pt dp' f" E
,(p, <p, z) � 2£0 0 [(p')' + z'JY' 

or, when the integral is found in the tables, we get 

£. = Ps 
, 2eo '  

z > 0 (Vim). 

The reader should recognize that El = -Psl(2£o) for z < O. Thus, for all z ,  

E � ! + p,/(2 £0) , 
, -p,/(2£0) , 

z > 0) (Vim). z < O (2.17) 

• 

We have examined three one·component fields from three sources: the point 
charge, the infinite line charge density, and the infinite surface charge density. 
They all have infinite volume charge densities, but produce very different fields. 
The fields do, however, share uut: (';ummon frail: the vector fields are normal to 
the charge. 

We now return to Equation (2.12) where one special case can be disposed 
of almost immediately. Suppose the field point is far removed from the origin, 
while the charge density is finite in extent and relatively close to the origin. These 
conditions are satisfied i f  r i> r ' . Fonnally, if r » r ' . then 

and 

or 

R �  1 r - r' l = ' ,  R = r - r' = r  

I 111 p,(r') 
E(r) � -- ---rdv'  

41TEO r 3 
\"01' 
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E(r) � r , f ff p'(r') d' "  41TEor 
\'01 ' 

I1 is helpful 10 verify the approximations being made by re-examining Figure 2 . 3 .  
Now. using Equation (2.2), we get 

Qr E(r) =
4 , .  

7rEor 
r $:> r ' . 

The interpretation of this result is easy, From a large distance any finite charge 
distribution close to the origin looks like a point charge at the origin with total 
charge Q C! See Equation (2.8) for verification of this statemenl, 

2.3 THE ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL FIELD 

The electric field intensity E can be determined directly from the volume charge 
density p.." as Equation (2.13) shows. It can also be determined from an auxiliary 

scalar potential function as follows. 
The electric field was defined as the force on a unit positive charge, so the force 

on ally point charge Q in an arbitrary electric field is 

I F � QE I (N). (2.18) 

It is this force that must be overcome if an external force is to move the charge Q. 
More precisely. if we desire to move the charge an incremental distance, £\,1 = 31 Ill. 

then the component of force which must be overcome is F '  a/ = QF. • al. so that 
the external scalar force required is 

Fe"l = -QE ' al.  

Since work is  force times distance, the incremental work dOfle by rhe exrernal 
source is 

ilW = -QE ' a,ill = -QE ' ill (J). 
The unit of force is the newton and the unit of work is the joule. Suppose that 
the external force moves the point charge from an initial point Pj to a final point 
PI along a prescribed path C (see Figure 1.8). The total work. required can be 
approximated as a finite sum of incremental amounts of work, each being given 
by the preceding equation: 

N 

W = -QL E" • ill" 
" - I  

where E" is the electric field intensity at the fI th point on the path. If we let N 
approach infinity in such a way that al" approaches zero for any n ,  the total work 
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required in moving Q from P, and Pf in the field E is given by the line integral 
(see Sections l A  and 1 .8) 

I
PI 

W � -Q E ' dl 
p. 

(l). (2. 19) 

It is a simple matter now to define the pOlemial difference between Pf and Pi as 
the work required of an external source in moving a IUlit positive charge from Pi 
to Pf in the field E. From Equation (2.19), with Q = I ,  we get 

(l/C or V). (2.20) 

As indicated by Equation (2.20), the symbol for potential is <1>, and it is the work 
per unit charge (J/C). As a matter of fact, in the electrostatic case (which concerns 
us here), the pOlemial difference is the same as the voltage dijJprPllcl' of dc circuit 
theory. Although it is usually well disguised in tenns of field quantities, the circuit 
theory definition of potential difference is really the same as tbat given in Equation 
(2.20). 

In the dynamic case, to be considered later, the relation between voltage and 
potential will be reexamined. Note that the potential difference <1>1 - <1>i = «Pf; can 
be interpreted as the absolute potential at PI (i.e., <l>f) minus the absolme potential 
at Pj (i.e., <1>;). We must now explain what is meant by absolute potential. 

The absolute potential at a point, <!l(x, y • z) ,  is simply the potential difference 
between that point and some reference point where the potential is zero, commonly 
called the "ground" or "earth." A voltmeter (with its two leads) inheremly measures 
the voltage or pott:lltial difft:n::m;t: bt:twt:t::n two points. If, however, one lead 
is connected to the reference point or ground, the voltmeter reads the absolute 
potential at the other point. 

Fbtential 4ifference can be determined from absolute potential, regardless of the 
reference for zero potential, if the absolute potential is given by 

I <I>(r) � - I E '  dl + C I (V) absolllte potefllial, (2.21) 

where C is a constant that can be chosen to make the potent.ial vani."h wherever we 
like. For a point charge at the origin, Equation (2.8) with Equation (2.21) gives 

m( )  I Q a, . '+' r = - -4- 2 ' (a, dr + aor dO + a,pr san 
7TEO r 

<I>(r) 

<I>(r) 

� - I Q dr + C 
47T£or 2 ' 

(V) 

6 d<P) + C, 
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� __ ...!-::i.'-::::::;;:JI'l' et> (r) . - . 
I I 

, i I I ----,l-----,,----y I // 
i , I ' 

______________________ JI 

Figure 2.7. Geometry for finding the potential at r due (0 a point charg� Q 3t r'. 

and equipotential surfaces (surfaces of constant polemial) are (.;om;�l1lri!,; spheres 
centered at the origin where Q is located. Ordinarily, we would want Ihe potenlial 
to vanish on a sphere of infinite radius, and in this case C = 0, so that 

<I>(r) � 
4 

Q (V). 
11'£or 

(2.22) 

If the point charge is located at r' as in Figure 2.7, rather than at the origin, 
we then obtain the more general result 

<I>(r) � � 1 (V) 41T'0 I r - r' I (2.23) 

and equipolentiat surfaces are spheres centered at Q. 
We can obtain a superposition integral for the potential due to the more general 

volume charge density Pv in exactly the same way that we did for the electric 
field intensity E in Section 2.2.  In fact, Figure 2.2 still applies, except that we are 
seeking <P(r). It is easy to see that the limiting process for N --}> 00, AVn -+ 0, and 
AQn/Avn -+ p., will giveS 

<I>(r) � __ 1 __ II I p,(r') dv'  
41T'0 I r r '  I "'01' 

sllperpositiOTl iT/legra/ for 
electrostatic poteT/lial. 

(2.24) 

Note that this "derivation" depends, as did that for Equation (2.12), on the assump
tion that all of tbe charge is within a finite volume located a finite distance from 
the origin. If this is not true then the potential , as calculated by Equation (2.24) 

'This is also a convolutiOn integral. 
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may no! vanish at infinity. as it cenainly will otherwise. for if r i'-> r ' .  then 
I T  - T' I "'" r .  and Equation (2.24) gives 

'Nr) = 1 I I I  p,.( r') dv ' ,  41iEor 
"01' 

r 'P r '. 

where the integral is that rur t.:ah.:ulaling lhl! rocal charge Q. so the result is 

<I>(r) = 
Q 

47T£or 
r 'P r ' . 

Comparing Ihis result to Equution (2.22) leads once more 10 the conclusion that 
"from a large distance any finite charge distribution close to the origin looks like 
a point charge Q at the origin:' Equation (2.24) reduces to 

<I>(r) = _1- I I p,(r') ds '  41TEO s '  I r T' I 
for surface charge densities Ps t and 10 

for line charge densities. 

<I>(r) = _1- I p,( r') dl' 47TEO I' I r - T' I 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Any constant C can be added to Equations (2.24), (2.25), or (2 .26) to change the 
reference for zero potential, and this constant has no effect whatever on potential 

difference. Wc shaH shortly show that it also ha� flU drt:l:( on the electric field 
intensity which is calculated from the potential. 

Since the potential can be found from the electric field intensity by way of a 
line integral, Equation (2.2l), one would naturally expect that the electric field 
intensity could be found from the potential by some special kind of differentiation. 
Consider the gradient operation 

V<I> = V( _I III p,(r') dV') 
41TEo vol' I r - r' I . 

Since the del operation is on the un primed coordinates and the integration is with 
respect to the primed coordinates, the del operator may be carried inside the triple 
integral symbol 

It was shown in Example 1 .6 that V{ I1 I r - r' I} = V( I/R) = -aI{IR2 , so that 
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V<I> = _ _ 
1
- III p..(r')3R dv', 

41TEo R'Z 
vol' 

51 

(2.27) 

and with Equation (2. 13), the right-hand side of Equation (2.27) is identified as 
-E: 

E = -V<I> (2.28) 

Note that, as predicted earlier, E is obtained from <J> by differentiation, and any 
constant C that might be added [0 <l> to change the potential reference has no 
effect on E because VC ;:;;< O.  Finally, note that the pOTemial must be a continuous 
function of position, for if it is not, the gradient operation of Equation (2.28) will 
create impulses of electric field intensity at the discontinuities of ct>, and this is 
contrary to experience. 

Other fundamental results can now be obtained. If we take the curl of both sides 
of Equation (2.28) using equation ( 1 .39), we obtain Maxwell's curl E equation/or 
electrostatics: 

V X E = O  Maxwell's curl E equation. (2.29) 

FUl1hermore, as a consequence of the fact that E = -VcJ>, it follows that the 
circulation of E is zero (see Section 1 .8) 

[ t E ' dl = 0 [ circulation of E, (2.30) 

and, thus, electrostatic E i s  both conservative and irrotational. A conservative 
field must be irrotational (its curl must be identically zero). Note that Equations 
(2.29) and (2.30) are in agreement with the Stokes theorem (see Section 1 . 10): 

t E ' dl = I J, V X E ' dS 

ur 

o = I L V x E ' ds. 

This last result must hold for any open surface s that is bounded by any closed 
path C, and therefore the right-hand side can only be zero if V x E ;;;;: O. 

Finally. note that, in accordance with Section 1 .6,  E is nonnal to equipotential 
surfaces,  pointing in the direction of decreasing <Il. The reader can easily verify 
(and should attempt to do so) that the results of this section apply to the very 
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symmetrical infinite unifonn line charge density on the z axis and the infinite 
uniform surface charge density on the 1 = 0 plane of Section 2 .2  Regin by 
determining (he equipotential surfaces and then using Equation (2.2) IQ show that 
<1) = -P1 In p/(27TEO) in the former case and cl> = -Ps l: I/(2t:'o} in the laller case. 
Why does the potential not vanish at infinity? Where does it vanish? In calculating 
potential differences. what paths would you choose for these .two cases (or any 
other case)? Remember that any constant can be added 10 <Il . 

• E){.mple 2.6 
An electrostatic dipole is shown in Figure 2.8(a), It can be described as having a 
moment p = Qd. or, in this example, p = Qds: . Superposition gives the potential 
as 

(a) x 

• 

(b) 

, P (r. 8.Q) 

+� 
i----------'�,------------==::=;�� 

(0, 0 , d/2) 

• , 

)E"'_------.".L---------+--- ,. I 
I • 

- - - _ I 
- - -_ I / - - _ 1 /  

-Q (��-d� _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -::..� 

.Q 

\ 
\ 
\ • 

d 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ \ 
\ \ \ 

-Q � 
Figure 2.8. (a) Electric dipole cenrered on the 1: axis (b) Simplificlllions for calculating (J) lit a remote 
point P .  
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For sufficiently large r(, jj:> d) , the dipole will look like a point charge at the 

origin with zero net charge. This concept is nO[ useful to us. Instead, we allow , 
to be large enough compared to d so that r, rh and r2 are essentially parallel. In 

this case, as seen in Figure 2.8(b), '2 - 'L = d COS (J .  and ' L 'l """ , 2 ,  Thus. a 
good approximation for the potential when , � d is 

<1> =  Qd cos 8 = P ' 8r 
411"EO,2 411"£0,2 

(2.31) 

For a dipole whose cenler is located by r ' .  the potemial at r will bt.! given by 
the more general result 

(V), (2.32) 

where, as usual, 8RIR2 = (r - r')/ l r - r' p. This last result will be very useful 

when dielectrics are considered in Section 2.5. • 

2.4 GAUSS'S LAW 

Electric flux density, symbolized by D, is related to electric field intensity in a 
very simple manner for a vacuum 

[ D = 'oE (C/m') , (2.33) 

where EO. the permittivity of a vacuum. is given by Equation (2.6). Gauss's law 
states that the net fllu of D. 01' electric flux, symbolized by "'E . out of any closed 
surface is equal to the net positive charge enclosed by that surface. Of 

[ '1'£ = Q [ (C) Gauss's law. 

Using Equations (1 .20) and (2.2), Gauss's law can be written 

§D[ . .  ds = JJf p, dv 

$ (  � voL 
Gauss's law, 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

where the volume for the integral on the right is that within the surface of the 
left integral even though p.., may be zero in some smaller volumes within the 
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original. In other words. the right-hand side of Equation (2.35) calculates the net 
charge within the volume enclosed by the surface on the lefl. Equation (2.35) holds 
regardless of the size or shape of the surface and its resulting volume. That is. it 
holds regardless of the limits on the integrals. The divergence theorem (or Gauss's 
integral theorem), Equation ( 1 .43). enables us to write 

*D I
I 
. ds I J f v ·  Ddv divergena theorem 

, �. -''---�) \'01 

Thus, Equation (2.35) can be written 

f f f V . D dv = f f f �. dv 

"I 

and the volUmes are identical, but srill arbitrary. Under these conditions the 
integrands must be identical . ll1erdoft!. we ubtiiill anuther uf Maxwdl's equations 

[ V '  0 = P" I MaxweU's divergence D equation (2.36) 

This is the point form of Gauss's law. The fonnal solution to this panial differential 
equation is obtained by combining Equations (2.33) and (2. 13): 

D(r) = 
4
� I f f  p.(r ') ��dv ' (2 .37) 

\'01' 

It is also true that 

p.. = F.oV - E. (2.38) 

We take note of the fact that Equation (2.36) is completely general. It holds 
when material bodies are present and also in the dynamic case to be considered 
later. 

• Example 2.7 
Consider the spherical surface r = a with the uniform surface charge density 
PI = Qt/(47Ta2) (C/ml) residing on it as shown in Figure 2.9. It is easy la see that 
two differential amounts of charge Ps ds symmetrically located at equal distances 
from the origin produce only a radial component of field (E or D), and this 
field can only depend on r (not (] or 4» .  That is, D == a,D, ( r ) .  Equiporential 
surfaces are, therefore, spheres concentric with the origin. Imagine such a sphere 
(or Gaussian sUrface) with r < Q .  Since this sphere encloses no charge, the 
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, 

0 =  a,D,.(r) 

Q 

+-----y 
dQ 

x 

Agure 2.9. Radial symmetry for finding the field of a unifonn surface charge density on the sphere 
r :: a .  

flux out of it is  zero, and Dr{r ) = O. Next, imagine the same sphere, except that 
r > a ,  and again apply Gauss's law 

or 

J' J" Drr 2
0 0 

sin 9 d9 dt:b = 41Ta2pJ 

D,(41Tr2) = 41Ta2pt 
Dr ( r )  = ps a21r2 ( C/m2) 

E,(r)  = Q,/(41T'or ') , r > a (VIm). 

Note that this field is the same (for r > a) as if it arose from a point charge Q/ at 
the origin. The result was easily obtained because we chose a Gaussian surface, 
r > a . where 0 was normal and uniform. and, lherefore. was factored from within 
the integral on the left, leaving an integral that merely calculated the area of the 
Gaussian surface. • 

Results from Example 2.7 can be generalized to some extent. For example, if 

p., = f(r ) ,  then it follows that E = 3rEr(r) ,  and Gauss's law [Equation (2.35)1 
leads to 

I J' E , ( r )  = -, /« )<' d<. 
Eor 0 p, = / ( r ) .  (2.39) 
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If p ... = !(p) ,  the reader is encouraged to show that 

I J P E,(p) � - f(T) TdT, 
EoP 0 

p.. � f(p)· (2 .40) 

Example 2.8 demonstrates the use of the last result. 

• Example 2,8 

Suppose that a volume charge density is given by �. = p .. oe-p. Then, with Equation 
(2.40), we get 

J p JP I _,.- �.o _,.-Ep(p) = - �.oe TdT = - 're dT. 
EOP 0 EOP 0 

The integral can be found in the tables, and results in 

P.° l I' P.'O I I E (p) � - e-'( - T - I )  � - 1 - e-'(p + I)  . P EoP 0 EOP 

Maxwell's divergence D equation can be used to verify this result. We have 
V . 0 = p, . . or p.. = EoV ' E, or 

EO a 1 a p,,(p) � - -:;-(pEp) � --) {p"ol l - e-'(p + I)]}, p up p ' p 
_ -f' p,. - p.oe (elm') ,  

which is the volume charge density with which we began.6 • 

The reader can easily verify Equation (2. 1 6) for the infinite line charge den
sity by using the Gauss law. The proper Gaussian surface is a circular cylinder 
concentric with the z axis. Why? 

2.5 DIELECTRICS 

We have not considered what happens to field quantities when materials are preseni. 
and at this point in our development of electrostatic relationships we must do so 
he fore we proceed. Materials can he broadly classified into four types. 

�h is very difficult to t:�p!icitly vt:rify that Ma�we!l's divergence () equation holds for charge 
distributions that are not continuous at all points in space without lIsing the Dimc delta function_ The 

interested reader is referred to Neff. I ':181 in the references at the end of this chapter. 
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1. If the characteristics of the material do not depend on position (x. y. z). the 
material i� said to he homogeneou.�. The atmo�phere ahove liS is obviously 
inhomogeneous because of its varying density. humidity. temperature, or 
ionization. 

2. If the characteristics of the material are independent of the direction of the 

vector fields. the material is isotropic. Some very important crystals are 
anisotropic, and have some propenies that depend on direction. 

3. If the parameters of the material do not depend on the magnitude of the 
field quantities. then the material is linear. A !erroelecrric or ferromagnetic 
material is nonIinear because its electrical or magnetic propenies depend on 
the strength of the applied field. 

4. In general the parameters of a material may be frequency�dependent. For 
example, the permittivity (to be introduced shonly) of polystyrene depends 
slightly on frequency. This dependence is discussed in more detail later. 

We can consider pairs of positive and negative charges (protons and electrons) 
in 3 dielectric material to act like dipoles. The action of an applied field is to tend 
to align the dipole moments, where 

electric dipole momem (2.41 ) 

is the dipole moment, as in Ex.ample 2.6. Using the mechanical equation for torque 
T = Ro x F, where Ro is the vector lever ann, it is not difficult 10 show that. 
for a single dipole centered at the origin with p = Qdaz , T = a�(dI2) x QE 
+ ( - a.:)(dI2) X ( -Q)E = - QdEoax , when E = E03,, , This result can be put in 
a fonn which is general: 

is the torque on the dipole. 

T = P x F. (N ' m) (2.42) 

We are not in a position to examine the behavior of every atom in a dielectric 
that is subjected to the forces of an applied field. That is, we are not interested in 
the microscopic behavior (small d) but, rather. in the macroscopic behavior (large 
d) and in this sense, we intend to use Equation (2.32) for the dipole potential . In 
this case the dipole is considered to be a point source, and the two charges making 
up the individual dipoles are now bound charges. Dielectrics store energy under 
the influence of an applied field like a spring that stores energy when a force is 
applied to it. 

If there are 11 dipoles pt::r cubk: 1II�ler, Ih�1I Ih� resultanl dipult: momen! for an 
incremental volume 6.v will be 

n,l. ... 
p, = L Pm. (2.43) 

m a ,  

The polarization vector P i s  defined as the dipole momem per ullit volume: 

P = lim (p,/dv) (C/m') .  
,l." ...... o 

(2.44) 
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The polarization is the general source function for bound charge in the present 
situation in the same way that volume charge density [Equation (2. 1 )] 

(C/m') 

is the general source function for isolated charge. Dimensionally the polarization 
is like a surface charge density Ps. 

Since the potential of an isolated point charge leads by superposition 10 the 
potential for the general source [Equation (2.23) leads to Equation (2.24)) 

Q � _
I I II p, dv' 

47TCoR 41TCo R ' 
vol' 

the potential of a point dipole moment. Equation (2.32). must lead by superposition 
to the potential for the general source function P for bound charge 

That is, for the bound charge, 

I I I I  P ' aR , � -- --- dv 47TEO R2 . 
vo] ' 

<I>(r) = -I- II I Per') ' aR dv ' .  4'1TEo R2 
voJ' 

(2.45) 

The integration is througbout the volume containing the dielectric. Here. we are 
treating P like any other field quantity, but it should be visualized as an average 

value taken over many molecules. It bas tbe effect of giving tbe dipoles a net 
alignment or polarization from their otherwise random arrangement. We continue 
to use EO (the permittivity of vacua), since the dielectric effects have been included 
in the dipoles. 

Using the relation V'( I IR) = BRIR2 (Example 1 .(1), Equation (2.45) clIn he 
written 

<I>(r) = -1- f If p(r') . V·.!. dv · .  
41TEO R vol' 

By vector identity (inside back cover), we get 

P ' V'( iIR) � V" ( IIR)P - ( IIR)V' ' P, 

so wc have 

<I>(r) = _1- I II -V" Per') dv ' + _1- I I I  V" 
Per') dv ' 47TEO R 47TEO R vol' vol' 

(2.46) 
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where we can apply the divergence theorem [Equation ( 1 .43)J to the last term in 
the equation giving 

<I>(r) = _1_ III -V" P(r') dv' + _1_ Jr P(r') . a, ds '
. 41TEO R 47TEo :tr R vol' J '  

(2.47) 

where ds' = an ds', and an is a unit vector normal to and out of s' .  If we now 
compare Equation (2.47) to Equations (2.24) and (2.25), we see that �V ' P has 
the effect of an isolated volume charge density, while p .  an has the effect of a 
closed surface chnrge density. Thus, we are justified in using rJ:., = �V ' P and 
rI: = P . an for bound charges. 

Our goal is to obtain a new simple relation between D and E. like D = EoE, but 
one that includes the dielectric effects. Inside the dielectric we have both bound 
charges and isolated charges. This can be shown explicitly be writing the point 
fonn of Gauss's law as 

v . EoE = py + rf:, = total volume charge density, (2.480) 

which is valid, even though a dielectric is present, since all of the charge has been 
accounted for and may be treated as though it existed in a vacuum or free space. 
Substituting � V • P for p:, in Equation (2.48a) gives V . EoE = p... - V . P, or 

V . ('oE + P) = p" (C/m') . (2.48b) 

Maxwell's divergence D equation, the point form of Gauss's law, V '  D = Pv .  is 
completely general, so D can be identified in Equation (2.48b) as 

D = 'oE + P (C/m' ) .  (2.49) 

Thus, the polarization vector P, or dipole moment per unit volume is added when 
a dielectric is present. 

The relation between P and E depends on the dielectric material. P and E are 
not parallel in anisotropic materials, and are not simply related. In ferroelectric 
materials the relation between P and E is non linear , and may also depend on the 
past history of the sample. indicating a hysteresis effect. The relation between P 
and E is usually written 

(C/m') (2.50) 

where X E is the electric susceptibility of the material. If we define X E :::::::: ER - 1 ,  
where FoR (dimensionless) is the relative permittivity or di,der.trir: constant of the 
material, then P = (ER - l )EoE, and Equation (2.49) becomes 

I D = .E I (C/m' ) ,  (2.51)  
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where 
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I E = EOER I ( F/m) . (2.52) 

This is the desired result: a simple (looking) relation between D and E like that for 
free space. For dielectric materials that are linear. isotropic, and homogeneous, 
the only change required in order to use previous equations is that of replacing 
EO with E, a scalar constant. In anisotropic materials E in Equation (2.51) is not a 
scalar, but is a tensor, and each component of D, in general. depends on every 

component of E. That is, Dx = Ex:tE .. + £;ryEy + Exc.Ezt for example. We will 
nol study anisotropic media in this text. 

Dielectrics will break down if the electric field intensity is too large. This is a 

very important consideration in the design of electrical apparatus. For a nonuniform 

field. a corona discharge may occur before sparking occurs, but if the field is 
unifonn, sparking or arcing may occur as soon as the critical value of E, called 
the dielectric strength, is reached. A list of ER and dielectric strengths for several 
dielectrics is found in Appendix B .  Also, see Example 2. 10. 

It is both necessary and sufficient for completeness to specify what happens to 
the normal and langemial components of vector field quantities at the interface 
between different media. The behavior of tangential components is determined 
from the circulation of the vector field, and the behavior of normal components 
is detennined from the flux of the vector field. Consider Figure 2. 10 where two 
dielectrics are shown separated by an interface. Since 6.w ----+ 0 in Figure 2.10, the 
circulation, pE ' dl = 0 leads [0 IEtl - IEt2 = 0, or 

(2 51) 

Since 6.h ----+ 0, all of the electrostatic flux must flow out of the top and bottom of 
the can in Figure 2.10, and the Gauss law gives Dnl6.s - D,,26.S = Ps6.s or 

(2.54) 

Region (I). �l 

Region (2), '2 

Figure 2.10, Geometry for detennining boundary conditions, diclcctric-diclectrie interface. 
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Figure 2, " . Resultant electric flu)!. density and field intensity at a plane interface (Example 2.9). 

III tlte usual case P, = 0 and 

Dil l = D1l2 • (p, = 0) I · (2.55) 

• example 2.9 

Figure 2 . 1 1  shows the z = 0 plane as the interface between two dielectrics: El =: 5Eo 
for z > 0 and E2 = 3EO for z < O.  It is given that E2 = Wax + 20a: for z < 0, 
and our task is to determine D2. D • • and Et. There is no surface charge density 
present. We illllllt::diately obtain 

Tangential E and nonnal D are continuous. so E .. . = E r l  = Er2 = EA"! = 10. 
and D�l  = D"t = D"z = D�z = 601'"0 from F.quations (2.53) and (2.55). Also. 
Dx l = (£I/E2)D.{2 = 50£0. and E: I = (E2/£1)£:2 = 12. Thus. we have 

D, = EO( 50a, + 6Oao l .  

El = IOa.l + 12a:. 

The results are shown in Figure 2. 1 1 .  

2.6 POISSON AND LAPLACE EOUATIONS 

SubslilUting Equation (2.51) into (2.36), wc obtain 

• 
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Since E = -V<I>, the last result can be written 

V ·  (eV"') � - � .  (2.56) 

We now need a vector identity for the divergence of the product of a scalar E; and 
vector VIP, since they both will. in general. depend on position. This identity can 
be found on the inside back cover, and gives 

eV · (V<I» + V<I> · Ve � - � .  

Using Equation ( 1 .28) twice for the del operator, we find that 

(2.57) 

(2 'R) 

for Cartesian coordinates. V2 is the second-order differential operator called the 
Lo.placian operator. and its fann for cylindrical and spherical coordinates can be 

found on the inside front and back covers. Equation (2.57) can now be written 

I e'7'<I> + V<I> · Ve � -�I · (2.59) 

This is the partial differential equation to be satisfied by <I> in an inhomogeneous 
region containing charge density. It and its equivalent. Equation (2.56), are point 
fonus. They can be converted to fonus pertaining to regions by integrating both 
sides of Equation (2.56) throughout the region (volume) of imerest, applying the 
divergence theorem to the left-hand side, and then recognizing the right-hand side 
as the negative of the charge enclosed. The result is the Gauss Jaw: 

feV<I> . ds � -Q Gauss's law. (2.60) 
, 

In the special case where the dielectric is homogeneous, £ is not a function of 
position, V£ == 0, and Equations (2.59) and (2.60) reduce to 

Poisson's equation ( 2 61 ) 

and 

fV<I> . ds � - Qle. (2 62) 
, 

Equation (2.61) is very famous and appears in many areas of engineering, physics, 
and mathematics. It is called Poisson's equation. If, additionally, the region is 
charge-free, then we obtain 
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I \7'<1> = 0 Lap/ace's equation (2.631 

and 

§ Vq, . d, = O.  (2 64) 
, 

Equation (2.63) is called Lap/ace 's equation. 
The fonnal solution to the E\)isson alld Laplace equations is the superposition 

integral for potential, Equation (2.24), with £0 replaced by £: 

1 III p,,(r') , <I>(r) = - -- dv . 
41f£ R 

(2.65) 

A solution for <fl can be obtained from Equation (2.65) If we know Pv at every 
puint. Many limes Pv is not known. but a solution for <fl can be found if certain 
boundary cOlldiliom' are known. A unique solution for <I> exists7 inside a region 
(closed surface s) if: 

1. <I> is specified everywhere on s, or 

2. acJl/rJn (normal outward derivative) is specified everywhere on s ,  or 

3. <l> is specified on 5 1  and a<fJlr)n is specified on 52, where 5 = S I  + 52.  

Conducting surfaces are equipotential surfaces in the static case. That is, the 
potential on and inside the surface of a solid conductor is a constant in order to 
ensure that electrostaric E is zero (E = -VIP = -VC = 0) in the conduclOr. if the 
electrostatic field were not zero in a conductor, it would lead to charge motion (a 
conduction current density, to be discussed later in this chapter), and charge motion 
is not a static situation. Thus, electric fields leave (or enter) a charged conductor 
in a direction nonnal to the (equipotential) conductor surface in the static case . 

• Example 2. 1 0  
Consider the parallel plate capacitor shown in Figure 2. 12. The battery and ground 
connections to the conducting plates assure us that <I> = 0 when z = 0 and <I> = Vo 
when z = d. It is normally assumed that if the plate dimensions are large compared 
to d, then fringing of the electric field at the sides and front and back can be ignored 
as a minor effect. Here we need only say that no fringing is exactly equivalent 
to requiring that arbl an = 0 for the two sides and the front and the back of the 
capacitor. We can accomplish this by requiring that JIJx = alay � 0 for all 
x ,  y ,  and z ,  and the resulting one-dimensional boundary-value problem is of the 
third type above. Laplace's equation is 

lSee Neff. 1981 in the rcfcrcm:cs at the end of Ihis chapter for a proof of the uniqueness theorem. 
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, 

---l��E ::  IzVu/d 
--- - - <1> ::  Constant 

Figure 2.12. Parallel-plate capacitor (ignoring fringing of E at the sides). 

a2<1> a2<1> + -- + --uy2 az2 
d2<1> 
- = 0 dz2 • 

The solution is easily found by successive integrations to be iP(Z) :::: Az + B ,  and 
applying the twu boundary t.:undiliOIls imposed by the baltery givt:s 

<I>(z) = Voz/d. O S z s d. 

Equipotentiai surfaces are parallel planes, and this is a uOIque solution for the 
stated boundary conditions (including all six. faces). 

The electric field is given by E :::: -V<fl, or Ez ::::: -dt:l>/dz: 

Ez :::: -VoId, O ::;: z s d. 

This is a unifarnt electric field. The electric flux out of a closed surface that 
encloses an area s of the upper conductor is 'l' E :::: Dz S and this must equal the 
charge enclosed, (JsS,  by the Gauss law. Thus, Ps :::: Dz :::: EEz :::: eVo/d. Thus, 
the unifann surface charge density on the upper conductor is eVold, while that on 
the lower conductor is -eVold. 

If the dielectric between the capacitor plates is air whose dielectric strength is 
3 X 106 VIm (Appendix B), and the plate spacing is I mm, then the maximum 
voltage that can be applied is Vo = 3 X 103 V. If the dielectric is polyethylene, 
then the maximum voltage is Vo = 20 X to3 V. • 

A more challenging two-dimensional boundary-value problem follows . 

• Example 2. 1 1  
Consider the two-dimensional problem (BIBz = 0) as shown in Figure 2.13. We 
will follow the method of separation of variables to obtain a solution. We assume 
a product solution 

<I>(P. 4» = R(p)P ( <I» . 
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• 

Figure 2.13. Two-dimensiooal boundary· value problem (cylindrical coordinales). 

where. as indicated, R is a function of p alone, and P is a function of <I> alone. 
Laplace's equation (inside front cover) with acbliJl. = 0 is 

or 

2 1 a ( a<l» 1 a2<1> 
v <I> = 0 = p a p  p ap + p2 aql-

2 a<l> a<l> a 2<1> p - + p- + - = 0. apl ap a ql-

Upon substituting Ihe assumed solution, and dividing by <I> = RP . we obtain 

(rl a2R + p aR ) + � a'p 
= 

o. 
R apl R ap p a ql-

The sum of the first two tenns is a function of p only, while the third is a function 
of 4> only. ThaI is, we have J(p) + g(<f;) - 0, and the only possible nontrivial 
solution is that for which J(p) is a constant (possibly complex) and g( <1» is Ihe 
negative of this constant. We choose f(p) = 1/ 2  and g( <1» = -1/2•  Thus, we have 
separaled the variables and 

or 

d'R ,_ p 
drl-

1 a2p 
= _n2 p aql-

The second ordinary differential equation is  the equation of harmonic motion, 
and its solution consists of the sum of harmonic functions.8 The form of the first 
equation suggests that we try a solution of the form R = p". This trial leads quickly 
to the two solutions {I' , p-n (n > 0). Thus, we obtain the general solutions 
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P ( </»  � C eos n </>  + D sin n </>  

and 

<I>(P. </» � (Ap" + Bp-")(C cos n </>  + D sin n </» . 

Since the z axis (p = 0) must be included in the solution, and since p-n ----i> 00 

for p _ 0, we require that B = O. The potential must vanish for tP = 0, 'TT' , and 
since cos n 4> cannot satisfy this boundary condition, we require that C = O. Thus, 
with AD ;:: F n , we get 

<I>(p. </» � F"p" sin n </>  

and the potential will vanish for <p = 0 or 1r if n = 1 , 2, 3 ,  . . . .  The potential 
function we have found will not satisfy the last boundary condition: cJ>(a, </J) = Vo, 
but we are dealing with a linear system, and a more general solution than that above 
is the superposition 

<I>(p. </» L F"pfl sin n 4>-
11 : 1  

The last boundary condition gives 

" 

<I>(a. </» Vo = L (F flan ) sin n rp, 
n ; i  

)f, with b.,. EO F "an ; we get 

Vo = L bn sin n 4>. 0 < </> < ", .  
n : 1  

The reader may recognize that the series has the form of a Fourier trigonometric 
series, and this series is capable of representing the pt:riooic udd square wave with 
zero average value and period 27T (that has the value Vo in 0 < cP < 1T), as 

shown in Figure 2. 14. The Euler fonnula for calculating bll for such a series is 
well known 

b" � � fO ( - Vo) sin n </> d</> + � f" Vo sin n </> d</>. 11' -TT 7T 0 

b" � 4Vo/(n "') , n odd. 

or, F" = 4Vo/(n'7To"). The final solution is 

<I>(P. </» 
4Vo i (El" sin n </> 

7T lI = I G n 
"old 
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4> (a <b) 

v" 

-2rr -. 0 • 2. ,. • 
--- ---

- - V. '-

Figure 2.14. Odd periodic square wave with $( a. 1/» :=: V (I for 0 < I/> < 'If .  

Suppose that a graduate student taking a course in electromagnctics has found 
whal he or she claims to be a closed-form solution to this problem 

<I> ... _ 2Vo -I (2(Pla) sin <1» 
(p, "') - 7r tan 

1 - (pia)' . 

This would be highly advantageous since the closed fonn is much easier to work 
with numerically speaking. Suppose. for example, that we were required la find 
the positive surface charge density on the upper (semicircular) conductor of Figure 
2.13.  This requires that we evaluate the normal (inward) component of the flux den
sity at p =:0 a ;  that is, Ps =:0 -D p Ip:=:a = -EE P Ip:a =E(V4:l)p Ip><OG =:OE[ a4:l1 ap]p:=:a . 
and the latter fonn for <I> is easier to treat than the fanner. How do wc know that 
the closed form for <I> is truly a solution? It is easy to see that it satisfies the 
two boundary conditions: <I>(a, <1» = Vo and <I>(p, 1» = 0, 1> = 0 or rr. It also 
satisfies Laplace's equation, V2<1> = 0 (above), when substituted. According to the 
uniqueness theorem it too i s  a solution, and we have. as a byproduct. established 
a mathematical idemity when the two solutions are equated. It is worth mention
ing that the closed-form solution can be obtained by the method of conformal 
tramformations.  but we shall not treat the method In this text. • 

2.7 IMAGE THEORY 

Sometimes a problem can be solved by a technique called the nUJtlwd of images 
or image theory, which amounts to finding an equivalent problem whose solution 
we already know. Example 2 . 1 2  serves best to show how the method works . 

• Example 2. 1 2  
A point charge located at (0, 0, dl2) above an infinite grounded conducting plane 
(located at z = 0) is  shown in Figure 2. 15(a). What is  the potential at any point 
P (z > O)? That is. what is 4>(x. y . z)? Nore that we require Ihat the potential 
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Figure 2.15. (a) Original problem (point charge above an infinite grounded plane). (b) Eqllivalent 
problem h: > 0) with the image of the original charge and no ground plane. 

vanish at infinity on the infinite hemisphere. Now consider the electrostatic dipole 
located in the same medium (E) with no ground plane as shown in Figure 2 . 1S(b). 
it is easy to show by means of superposition that the potential at P for this 
dipole is 

<I>(x , y . z) � -.iL( I 
4".. [x' + y '  + (z - dI2)']'12 

- [x' + y '  +:z + dI2)']II2) (2.66) 

For any point in the z = 0 plane. Equation (2.66) gives If:l(x . y ,  0) iiiO O. Equation 
(2.66) also shows that the potential on the infinite hemisphere vanishes. Comparing 
Figures 2. 15(a) and 2. 15(b), we see that for z > 0 the boundary conditions are the 
same, the media are the same, and the sources are the same. Therefore, according 
to the uniqueness theorem, the solutions must be the same for z > O. That is, 
the original problem with only one charge and a ground plane can be replaced 
by another problem with the same charge and its (negative) image and no ground 

plane whose solution is given by Equation (2.66). Thus, for z > 0 (only), Equation 
(2.66) represents the solution for the potential in Figure 2 . 1 5(a). • 

What is the potential for z < 0 in Figure 2. 1 5(a)? What is the surface charge 
dcnsity at ( x ,  y .0  I ) in Figure 2. 1 5(a)? 

The general image problem for a charge configuration above an infinite 
grounded plane is shcwn in Figure 2.16.  This result follows directly from Example 
2 . 12  and the fact that any charge distribution can be resolved into point charges. 

If the point charge in Figure 2 . 1 5(a) is replaced with a filamentary line charge 
density lying parallel to the z = 0 plane, then the equivalent problem for z > 0 is 
that of the same line charge density, no ground plane, and the image line charge 
density (negative) lying symmetrically below (parallel to) the original line charge 
density so that the combination produces rero potential for z = O. Thus, the problem 
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Flgur. 2.16. Several point charges above an infinite ground plane and their images. 
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of a single wire parallel to a ground plane is equivalent to that of the balanced two
wire line. Other examples of the use of image theory are found in the Problems at 
the end of this chapter. 

2.8 ELECTRIC CURRENT AND CONSERVATION OF CHARGE 

Electric current consists of charge motion due to an applied electric field whenever 
the charges are not constrained so that they cannot move. In circuit theory we 
frequently speak of the current in a branch or through an element of the circuit. 
The current is measured in amperes or coulombs per second, indicating that it 
is the rate of movement of charge passing some reference point. In field theory 
we are usually interested in point fonns, and thus the concept of current density 
(which may vary over the cross section of a conductor) is more useful. Charge, in 
the fonn of a volume density � in uniform motion with velocity u constitutes a 
vector current density J according to 

J � p.,u (Aim') . (2.67) 

Note that so far as Equation (2.67) is concerned, we have said nothing about 
conductors. In other words, a current density, as described by Equation (2.67) can 
exist in a region free of conductors, although we usually think of conductors when 
we speak of electric current. A current density, such as that between the cathode 
and plate of a vacuum diode, or that between the cathode and screen of a cathode 
ray tube in an oscilloscope, may be called a convection current density. 

Let us now consider the various malhemalical amI. physical. dislributiulls that an 
electric current density may assume in special cases. We found that line charge 
densities PI and surface charge densities Ps were special cases of the general 
volume charge density Pv .  If the differential elements of charge making up these 
various distributions are moving with velocity n, and the distributions are otherwise 
unchanged, then we have line (filamentary) currents, I (in amperes), surface current 
densities Js (in amperes per meter), and the general current density J (in amperes 
per square meter) of Equation (2.67). It will be helpful here. and panicularly so 
in the following sections. if we utilize the idea of a differential current element. We 
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will find that these current elements act as sources for a new field (force) quantity, 
Consider a filamentary current I (a moving thread of charge with negligible cross 
section) which exists over a differential length dJ. Current I in amperes, is not a 
vector (although we commonly speak of the direction of the current in an electric 
circuit), but the differential current element is a vector, being given by I dl. The 
vector dl gives the direction of the current. Note that I dl corresponds to the 
differential line charge element, PI dJ, where the charges are in motion. If the 
current is in the form of a swface current density, thcn the differential element 
is Js ds. If the current is in the fonn of a general current density J. then the 
differential element is J dv. We may replace /JII with dQldv in Equation (2.67) so 
that J = u dQldll, or J dll = u dQ. The current elements then are 

I dl. J. ds. J dv. U dQ ( A ' m). (2.68) 

These current elements. elementary sources. or basic "building blocks." will be 
useful to us in the material in future sections. 

The total current flowing in a filamentary path is obviously I. and if we desire 
the total current in a nonfilamentary path, we merely need to integrate the nonnal 
component of the current density J over the given cross section. It is the flux of 
the current density. As shown in Figure 2.17. 

I � f J, J ' dS (A) (2.69) 

is the definition of the total current. If the current is in the form of a surface current 
density J& (Nm). it is a current per unit width. and the total current can be found 
by integrating over the width. If, for example. we have a z-directed surface current 
density on the cylinder p = a. then J� = 82JH: 

and if. in addition. J i t  is independent of 4>. then 

I � 27TaJ" (A). 

open 
surface, S 

J 

Figure 2.17. General current density J over a cross section (open surface) .t. 
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The principle of conservation of charge states that charge can be neither created 
nor destroyed. Equal amounts of positive and negative charge may. of course, be 
simultaneously created and destroyed. Consider a closed surface s. Conservation 
of charge requires that the net, steady (non-time-varying) current passing through 
this surface be zero. Thus. 

§J . ds � 0 � f f f V · .J  dv 

" ) vol 
(2.70) 

by means of the divergence theorem. Since the volume in question is completely 
arbitrary, we have the conservation of charge equation for steady currents 

I V ·  J = 0 I (conservation oJ clrarge), (2.71 ) 

which may be recognized as the point fonn of Kirchhoffs current law of circuit 
theory. This result may also be called the contj,lIIiry l'qllotion for stl'ady currents. 

We will find that the right-hand side of Equation (2.71) is not zero for currents 
that vary with time! Equation (2.71) simply states that the steady current diverging 
from a small volume per unit volume is zero. This statement follows from the 
definition of the divergence as a limit. 

A conductor is a material that allows charge (in the fonn of valence or conduc
tion electrons) motion under the influence of an applied eJectric field. The force 

involved is easy to calculate (from the definition of the electric field intensity): 
F = QE = -eE[e = 1 .602 x 10-19 (C) for an electron]. An electron in a vacuum 

would accelerate unimpeded, but an electron in a conductor cannot do this. Instead, 
an electron attains a constam average velocity called the drift velocity Ud. The abil
ity of an electron to traverse the obstacle course created by the thennally excited 
crystalline lattice structure of the conductor is called the mobility, J.Lt! (m2N . s) 
of the electron in the material . Thus. due to collisions and the resulting loss of 
energy, an electron reaches this average velocity. The equation that relates drift 
velocity to mobility and electric field intensity is Ud = - J.Lt.E. The drift velocity 
for most conductors is surprisingly small for normal temperatures.9 

Current density J in a conductor is thus equal to the density of valence electrons 
p", < 0, times their average velocity Ud = -J.L,.E, so that 

It is more common to relate J to E through the parameter conductivity u (U/m). 
where a = -P" t!J.L,. > O. Thus, we have Ohm's law in poim fonn 

1 J = uE 1 Ohm's law. (2.72) 

Conductivity for common conductors is listed in Appendix B for room temperature. 

9A few centimeters per second or less. 
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Temperature must affect conductivity. for a higher temperature gives rise to a 
more excited crystalline lattice structure and thus a lower drift velocity. On the other 
hand, for some conductors (aluminum, for example) the conductivity approaches 
infinity as 0 K is approached. Other materials have recently been discovered that 
exhibit (essentially) infinite conductivity at higher temperatures. Such materials are 
called superconductors. and offer much promise in improving electrical efficiency. 

In order to detennine the boundary conditions on J that must exist at the interface 
between different (;OndU(;ling media, we merely return lu Figure 2.10 and imagine 
that the dielectrics are conductors. In the dielectric case, the equation V '  D = 
o (Ps = 0) led to Dn I = Dn2 (Equation (2.55)], therefore conservation of charge, 
V • J = O. leads to 

(2.73) 

Since J = erE, and since both J a.nd E remain the same macroscopically at any 
instant of time, Equation (2.53) leads to 

(2.74) 

2.9 BIOT-SAVART LAW AND MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY 

A calculation can be performed for the force on a point charge Q that is detected 
by a fixed observer when point charges QI and Q are in uniform motion with 
velocities UI and ll, respectively. IQ The force given by Coulomb's law appears as 
one term, and a new force term due entirely to the charge motion (current) also 
appears. At the present time we are interested in this second term, and we intend 
to deal with it in a manner similar to that used in Section 2.2 for Coulomb's law. 
For this reason we would like to present the force in differential form, being due 
to differential current elements. The geometry is shown in Figure 2 . 18  and the 
differential force on dQ is 

d(dF) = 

where the constant J1.Q is 

I'<J u dQ X (u ,  dQ, x aN) 
41T R' 

I'<J = 41T X 10-7 (Him) 

(N) (2.75) 

(2.76) 

and is called the permeability of free space, and where we have aR/ R2 = (r - r')/ 
1 r - r' I' as before. 

Note that, except for the fact that tht: right-hand side of Equation (2.75) is a 
vector triple product, it is very similar in form to Coulomb's law [Equation (2.?)}. 
The magnitude of the force varies inversely with the square of the separation. 

lOSee Neff, 1981 or Shedd, 1954 in the references al the end of the chapler. 
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d(dF) 

udQ(=/dI) 
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Figure 2.18. Geometry for two current elements for finding d(dF) on u dQ (or 1 dI) due to ul dQI 
(or I 1  dJ1)· 

In order to relate Equation (2.75) to the Biot-Savart law as it is nonnally stated, 
we would like to change the current elements from u dQ to I dl [see (2.68)]: 

or 

F) 
IJ.o J dJ X (J ,  dJ, X aR) 

d(d = 4" 
R

' 

d(dF) = J dJ x ( IJ.o J IdJ1 X aR )
. 41T R2 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

Note that this result cannot be verified experimentally [in the fonn of Equation 
(2.78)) because the differential current elements cannot be duplicated in practice. 
That is, they violate Equation (2.71) (continuity of current). On the other hand. 
these current elements can be (separately) part of closed loops, and (twofold) 
integration will give a force that can be verified experimentally. 

Following the procedure that was used in Section 2.2 to define the electric field 
intensity (as the force per unit charge), we identify the term in parentheses in 
Equation (2.78) as the force per unit current element, and call it the differential 
magnetic flux density dB. Thus, 

d(dF) = I dJ x dB (2.79) 

and 

(Wb/m2 or tesla). (2.80) 

Equation (2.79) can also be written 

dF = J dJ x B, (2.81) 
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which gives the differential force on a current element due to the magnetic flux 
density that is being produced by some other source. 

The magnetic flux density B is related to the magnetic field intensity H (in a 
vacuum) by 

B � !'oH I (Wb/m') (2 .82) 

H � B/!'o (Nm) (2.83) 

The Biot-Savart law is usually stated in tenns of H. and using Equation (2.80), 

we get 

(Nm) 

or, in our standard fonn, appropriate to Figure 2. 19, we get 

dH(r) � 
I I dl(r') x BR 

47T R2 
(Biot-Savart law). 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

The Biot-Savart law states that the differential magnetic field intensity is propor
tional to the vector product of the vector differential current element and the unit 
vector directed from the current element toward the field point. It is inversely 
proponionai to the square of the distance from the source point to the field point. 

Any of the current elements listed in the set (2.68) can be used in Equation 
(2.85). Therefore. we get 

, 

Idl(r') , - r ' : R  

dH(r) 

��--------------- y 

x 

Figure 2.19. Geometry for lh� Biot-Savart law. 
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or 

dH(r) = 
_1

_ 
u dQ(r') X BR 

41T R2 

dH( ) = _1_ J(r')dv X B, 
= 

_1_ J(r') x BR 
V r 417' R2 417' R2 d . 
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(2.86) 

(2.87) 

As we have seen before, superposition leads from Equation (2.87) to the general 
result 

H(r) = _
I III J(r') x BR dv' 

417' R2 
vol' 

(Nm). (2.88) 

The integration is throughout tho volume that bears the current density J as in 
Figure 2.20. If the current source is a surface current density Js• then we get 

H(r) = 4� IL J,(r') x �� dS' ; 
and if the current source is a filamentary current I , then we get 

1 I a. 
H(r) = - I dl(r') x 

R' .  417' I' 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

Equations (2.88), (2.89), and (2.90) are superposition integrals, and are exten
sions of the Biot-Savan law, equation (2.H5). In order to demonstrate that this is 
the case, we consider first an e;:r;ample that is very similar to Example 2.4. 

(,) 

Figure 2.20. Geometry for the superposilion integral for calculating the magnetic field intensity due 
to a general current density. 
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• Example 2 . 1 3  
Consider a long filamentary current f lying symmetrically on the z axis and a field 
point lying in the z :::: 0 plane. The magnetic field intensity, under these symmetrical 
conditions, is certainly independent of azimuth angle. Thus, the field point can 
be placed on the x axis without loss of generality. Since we want to consider a 
numerical example first, we next resolve the current into a chain of filamentary 
current elements I �zaz' The spacing is chosen to be uniform to simplify matters. 
In order that an observer at the field point (x,D,O) will see something resembling 
a continuous filamentary current, the spacing is small compared with x. We will 
also choose the total length of the current filament to be large compared with x. It 
should be pointed out that these conditions are identical to those for Example 2.4 
(the long line charge density on the z axis). 

Using Equation (2.84) and Figure 2.21 the field produced by the nth current 
element is 

toR = I toza, x 
, 4" 

3..-X - a�lI.6.z 
[x2 + (1I.6.Z)2]312 

while the field of the -11th current element is 

6oH-n = 
l60zaz x 

4" 
a.>:x + 3zll6oZ 

lx2 + (n 6oz )2J312 

The field of the element at the origin is 

, 

1.6.z X3y 
471" lx2  + (fI.6.d2]312 ' 

l60z X3y 
4" [x2 + (n t..,)2J3I2 · 

nth element 

a"X- 8,ntoz }, 
___ Oth clcment 

y 

H_" + Ho + H" 
" x  

8.,X + 8,n6z 
(x,O,O) 

- n  th "I�ment 

Figure 2.21. Geometry for calculating the magnetic field intensity due to a collinear array of 2N + I 
current elements located symmctrically on the l axis. 
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IdZ 
.6.110 = ay --, . 

4"x 
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By superposition the total field for 2N + I current elements IS given by a y 
component only: 

Note that this result is essentially identical to E xCx , 0 , 0) of Example 2.4. 
Based on the conditions enumerated earlier. let .6.z = 0. 1 m, N.6.z = 10 rn ,  

N = lOO, and x = I m. With these. we get 

I [ 100 I 1 
H,( l , O, O) = -(0.1)  1 +  2 :Z:: 

( 0 0  2 31' 4" , I 1 + . In ) , .  

or (from Example 2.4) 

H,, ( l , O, O) = 0.99511(2,,) (Aim). 

In the same way, for x = 2 m, 

H, (2,0,0) = 0.4911/(2,,) (Aim). 

Note the similarity between these results and those for the line charge in Example 
2.4, but also note panicularly that this magnetic field intensity is in the y direction 
rather than in the radial direction. If the field point is moved off the x axis. bUl h;pl 

in the z = 0 plane, the y component of H becomes the cp component and x becomes 

p. The magnetic field lines apparently close on themselves, indicating that the 
magnetic field intensity (at least, in this example) has no divergence (V . H = 0)1 

One last point should be emphasized. An electric current cannot suddenly stan 
on the negative Z axis and then suddenly stop on the positive z axis as demanded 
in this example. • 

• Example 2,14 
Consider the infinitely long filamentary wire lying on the z axis as shown in Figure 

2.22. We must keep in mind that there must be a return current somewhere. In the 
present example we consider the return current to be so far removed that it will 
not affect our answer. Since the filament is of infinite extent. our answer will not 
be affected if the point at which we choose to evaluate H is placed in the z = 0 
plane. Symmetry considerations tell us that the field must also be independent of 
the aximuth angle cP, as in Example 2 . 13 .  Using Equation (2.90), we have (in 
cylindrical coordinates) 
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I d!  

" 

, 
I I 
I 

I 
Id/ .. .. l d:' 

r ·  'pP 
r' .. .. z' 

R - r � r' 

Figure 2.22. Geometry for finding the magnetic field intensity due to an infinite filamentary current 
on the z uis. 

or 

H � f" 1 dz 'a, 
X 

-00 41T 
app - azZ '  

IP' + (z')'],I' 

-
_I PO. , f" H - 4" • IP' + (" )'fv,dz , 

where the only variable is z', in which case p and atb are both constant, and so 
we have 

or simply 

H Jpa", dz I f" , � 4". -. IP' + (z')'Jv,dz , 

Jp dz' f" H.(p) � 4". _. IP' + (z ')'],I2 '  

The required integral can be found in the tables, and so we have 

J H .(p) � - (Aim). 
2".p 

This result should not be at all surprising. 

(2.9\)  
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If the field point is on the x axis (cp = 0), then p becomes x and H tI> becomes 
Hr :  

and if. in addition. x = 1 m ,  we get 

I 
2"x 

H, ( l . O. O) = //(2,,) (Aim); 

or, for x = 2 m, we get 

H, (2.0.0) = 0.5//(2") (Aim). 

Compare these results with those in Example 2, 13,  
Equation (2.91) bears a striking resemblance to that for the electrostatic field 

of an infinite line charge which is repeated here for convenience. 

Ep(p) = p,/2".p (Vim). 

In amplitude, these equations behave the same way (inverse distance). The electric 
field begins with the line charge and is radially directed. The magnetic field, 
however, is azimuthally directed. • 

The reader is encouraged to show that the unifonn surface current density Js = 

J Jo8x (Nm) in the z = 0 plane produces the field 

Compare this result to Equation (2.17). 

z > 0; 
z < O. 

(2.92) 

The magnetic flux 'I'm [in webers (Wb)] is found in the same way that we 
found electric flux: by integrating the nonnal component of the flux density over 
the surface of interest. The flux through the surface is 

'1'. = f J, B 'd, (Wb). (2.93) 

In EAample 2 . 14 the magnetic field lines close on themselves [Equation (2.91)): 
that is, they do not diverge. Compared to electric lines. this behavior is easy �o 
explain. At the present time. no isolated magnetic charges have been fou�d m 
nature, and so there are no sources or sinks for magnetic field lines to beg10 or 
tenninate on. Thus, for a closed surface, 

'1'. = * B '  ds = O. 
, 
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and with the divergence theorem. we get 

Since the volume and its surface are arbitrary, we obtain 

V '  B = 0 I. (2.94) 

2.10 AMPERE'S CIRCUITAL LAW 

Ampere's law (or perhaps more correctly, Ampere's circuital law) simply states 
that 

The circulation of the magnetic field intellsity equals the nf'f "/Pf'tr;r current 
enclosed by the path. 

The path is completely arbitrary. The direction of the current is that of an advancing 
right-hand threaded screw turned in the direction in which the closed path is 
traversed (right-hand rule). Thus, as seen in Figure 2.23, Ampere's Jaw is simply 

(Ampere's law). (2.95) 

Ampere's law can be derived from the Biot-Savart law. but this derivation 
is not essential at this point in the development. It is worth mentioning that the 
"clamp-on" ammeter, used to measure ac current, is based on the principle behind 
Ampere's law. It measures the current in a wire or a bundle of wires when the clamp 
is inserted aroulld the wires regardless of the orientation of the clamp thereafter.  

CUrrent 
bearing region part of / 

FIgure 2.23. Direction of integration and current for if' H • dl - I...., (right.hand rule). 
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• Example 2 . 1 5  
JUSl as the Gauss law enabled us lO find electrostatic fields from charges (when the 
proper symmetry was present), Ampere's law enables us to detennine magnetic 
fields when certain symmetry conditions are met. As a flfst example let us consider 
the infinite filamentary current on the z axis. This problem was solved earlier by 
means of the Biot-Savart law. It is obvious from the symmetry in Figure 2.24 that 
whatever field is present must be independent of 4J and z as far as its magnitude is 
concerned. The elementary form of the Biot-Savart law tells us that the magnetic 
field is 4> directed. Hence, we know that H = a.pH I/I(p) . In order to obtain any 
advantage from this method, we must choose as our path of integration one for 
which the magnitude of H is constant and to which H is either perpendicular or 
tangent. In Figure 2.24 we have chosen a path to which H is tangent and for which 
I H ! is constant. namely. a circle of radius p. Hence. we get 

or, since HfIJ is constant, we get 

fh 1 = pH. 0 d</> = 27rpH. 

or 

which is Eq "llation (2.91) and was obtained with much less effort. 

, 
I I 
I I 

I 
Circular path _--1r--(.. (or ; H . dl 

I 
I 
I 
I 

• 

Figure 2.24. I Path of integration around an infinite filamentary current for evaluating the circulation � H . dl � /. 
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• Example 2 . 1 6  
Another example. of considerably more practical importance, is the coaxial cable. 
A total current of + I A with unifonn density exists in the cenCer conductor (radius 
=n), and a total (return) current of -I A with unifonn density exists in the outer 
conductor (shield) whose inner radius is b and outer radius is c .  This geometry 
is shown in Figure 2.25. The cable has infinite length so that end effects are 
eliminated. 

Using exactly the same arguments as in Example 2.15,  we can show that we 
only have HIb = HIb(p) , We also know from Example 2 . 15  that 

i 
Hq, = 2rrp' a < P < h. 

For p < a we choose a path of integration which is a circle of radius p. The current 
enclosed by such a path is. from Equation (2.69), 

i", = f L J .  ds = J: r J,a, ' .,pdpdq, 

Now. for the inner conductor the uniform current density is 

Therefore, we have 

i 

TTa' 
(Aim') 

i f' f" P' i,oc = - pdpdq, = i -
11'a2 0 0 a2 

Applying Ampere's law, we get 

Total z directed currcnl. - J 

Total : directed current, + I 

Figure 2.25. Coaxial cable with unifonn, oppositely directed currem densities. 
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or, since H.p is constant, we get 

so 

For b < P < C, we have 

Jp H" = -2 " rra 

p <  Q ;  

p <  Q .  

but for the outer conductor the unifonn current density is 

Then we have 

J IPI" /enc = / - 1T(c2 - b2) b 0 pdpdrjJ 

I 
or 

/coc = / 

Ampere's law gives 

b < P < c .  

For p > c ,  Hq,  = 0,  so that the system is "shielded." A plot of Hit> against p shows 
that H.p is a. continuous function of p. • 

• Example 2. 1 7  
The ideal solenoid consists of the surface current density Js = 8.pJ sit> covering the 
infinite cylinder p = Q .  The field must be independent of z and <1>. and can depend 
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R = r - r' - I Y - .  'a - 11 Z' 
, P • 

tb' = .11 d4l' dz' ::::::::f��1 � • .  , _ .. 
1 .. I ,' 

���--�----��--�----y r--�-.,> ' (0 0) , y, 
Field point 

Figure 2.26. BiOl·Savart law applied to the idealized solenoid. 

at most on p. In order 10 show that only a z component of field is produced we 
use the Biot-Savan law with Figure 2.26. 

The Biol�Savart law gives 

where 

H = alsp f'" f!IC. ad> x 
41T 0 "" 

, r - r " 
1 r - r' I' 

d4> d, , 

r - r' = ay)' - 8,,'0 - 8:Z
' = - 8x O COS 4>' - 8y (a sin <p' - y )  - 8.:Z

' 

and 

( ' ) ' A.' , . A.' ( . ,k' ) 8q.,' X r - r = -a.lz cos 't' - ay z 510 '+' - 8: Y sm 'f' - a 

since 

84>' = - 3 ... sin lb' + ay cos <p'. 

Also. we have 

Thus, the integrands for Hx and Hy in the Biot-Savart inlegral above are odd 
functions of z ' , and are to be integrated over symmetric limits (-00, + 00). H-f and 
Hy are both identically zero, and H = a:H:(p) at most. 

It is easy. however. to show that H� is  constant. Consider Figure 2.27. For 
p >  a we see that H;J = H;2 in order that �H · dl = O. Therefore H: is a constant 
for p >  a. This constant must be zero, since H� must vanish for large p. For the 
olher path �H · dl = lenc, or Htl = JJ<I>i where i is the length of the path in the z 
direction. Remember that Ht = 0 for p > a . Thus, Hz = Js<l> for p < a ,  or 
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Figure 2.27. Ampere's law applied to the idcali:ted solenoid. 

H � {a,J, • .  O. 
p < a,  
p > a,  ideal .wlenoid 
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y 

(2.96) 

A real solenoid, which is simply a coil or helix of finite length, will have a 
z component of current (not just a � component), since it has a nonzero pitch. 
Ampere's law applied to a circular path of radius p > a gives pH ' dl = I = coil 
current, and thus H <jJ oF- 0 for p > Q .  Thus a real solenoid will always produce 
leakage flux. • 

2.1 1 AMPERE'S LAW IN POINT FORM IMAXWELL'S EQUATIONI 

Stokes' theorem [Equation (1 .46)] may be applied to Ampere's law (2.95), giving 

(2.97) 

where S I is any one of the infinite number of possible open surfaces defined by 
the path of integration used for the line integial (see Figure 2.28). We also have 
Equation (2.75): 

(2.98) 

Combining Equations (2.97) and (2.98), we get 
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J 

F�ure 2.28. Geometry for deriving the point form of Ampere's law (Maxwell's equation), 

J L. V X H • ds = J L J . ds. 

Since the surfaces S I  and $2 are arbitrary. they may be made identical, but still 
arbitrary. In this case, we have 

J J, V x H • ds = J J. J . ds. 

where s is arbitrary. Since s is still arbitrary. we arrive at the result 

I V x H = J I (Maxwell's curl H equation). (2.99) 

This is the point fonn of Ampere's law, and is also one of Maxwel1's equations 

for steady currents. The modification to this equation for time dependent currents 
was probably Maxwell's most important contribution. Recall that the electrostatic 
field had no curl (V x E = 0) and was conservative. The magnetic field is thus 

nonconservative. 
Let us m:Al l�e the divergence of both sides of Equation (2.99). We have 

V ' V  x H  .. O = V · J. (2. 100) 

since the divergence of the curl of any vector is identically zero [see Equation 
(1 .42»). Equation (2. 100) verifies Equalion (2.71) which we "derived" on the basis 
of conservation of charge . 

• Example 2.18 
Consider the coaxial cable of Example 2.16. The field was 

..!.P... 0 <  p :5.  a ,  
27Ta2 • 

I 
a :S  p S  b, 

271'p • 
Hq. = 

I c' - ,; 
b s  p s.  c, 

27TPC2 - b2 ' 

O. c< p <  lXI ,  
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Maxwell's equation gives J = V x H or 

1T a2 ' 

I 1 
O s  p s  a ,  

o. a :S  p:S h, 
I 
1T -c2,...c._-'b�2 • b S p s  c,  

o.  c S  p < �; 

this is exactly the current density with which Example 2.16 began. • 

2.12 MAGNETIC SCALAR AND VECTOR POTENTIAL 

In free space. where the current density is zero, Equation (2.99) gives 

v x H = 0; 

and, as in the electrostatic case where V x E == 0 and E = -V<I>, we can define 
a magnetic scalar potemiai <l>m [in amperes (A)) such that 

H = -V<I>m .  (2.lO1) 

The differential equation that $m must satisfy is the Laplace equation 

(2. lO2) 

so long as V • H = O. This magnetic scalar potential can be used like the electric 
scalar potential . Since �H . dl = I , each time a complete lap around the current 
is made, the circulation increases by l. If the current that is enclosed is zero, then 
a single-valued <1>m may be defined. but. in general, the path must be specified if  
<l>m is  to be single valued; that is, 

JPI <l>m/i = - H . dl 
P; 

(A) (path 10 be specified). (2. lO3) 

Keep in mind the fact that E is a conservative field, but H is not a conservative 
field. 

Since the divergence of the curl of any vector is identically zero (see Section 
1.8), and since it is always true that V . n = O. we can define a magnetic vector 
potential A such that 

B = V x A I · (2. 104) 

This result holds true even if A is replaced by A + Va for any a. since V x Va == O. 
The curl of A specifies six partial derivatives (see Section 1 .7), and the divergence 
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of A specifies the remaining three (nine total for three spatial variables and three 
components). Thus, we must specify the divergence of A to completely specify 
A, and we can do this in a very advantageous way. Taking the curl of both sides 
of Equation (2. 104) with 8 = IlQH, and also using Equation (2.99), we get 

1 
V x H = -V x (V x A) = J. 

I4J 
(2. 105) 

There is an identity available for the curl of the curl of a vector (see inside back 
cover): V x (V x A) = V(V '  A) - V2A. where V2A is the Laplacian of a vector. 
Thus, Equation (2. 105) can be written 

(2. 106) 

If we choose 

(2. 107) 

thenll Equation (2. 106) becomes 

(2. 108) 

whose x component (see inside front cover), for example, is Poisson's equation 

V2Ax = -J1QJx Poisson 's equation. (2. 109) 

Note that the inside front and back covers show that V2A is not a simple operation, 
except in Cartesian coordinates. The real point here. however, is that our choice 
of V '  A = 0 leads to Poisson's equation for each Cartesian component, and we 
already know how to solve this equation. In fact, since Poisson's equation in the 
fonn of Equation (2.61) is satisfied by Equation (2.65). we know by the principle 

of duulity that Equation (2. 109) is salisfied by 

AAr) = .: f If J '�') dV '; 

vol' 

or, more generally, by superposition of Cartesian components, the solution to 
Equation (2. 108) is 

A(r) - .: fff J�') dv'  

vol' 

1110 this case, A is said to be in the Coulomb gauge. 

(2. 1 10) 
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. , 
vl A - -#loJ,P inside vol' 
V 1 A • 0, P outside vol' 

A (r) 

I 
I 
I 
1 /  r-·--------------y 

Figure 2.29. Geometry for finding the magnetic veefOr potential A from its source J. 

I • 

The discussion with regard to boundary value problems in Section 2.5 will of 
course. apply here. and is not repealed. Figure 2.29 shows the geometry for 
Equation (2.1 10). 

• example 2.19 

Suppose that a very ambitious student has found the magnetic vector potential for 
the ideal solenoid (Example 2. 17): 

Then. B � V x A. or H � (V x A)/"" or 

O :s; p S a; 

a :s p < x. 

O s  p s  a;  

a :5 p < :c. 

Since this is the correct magnetic field intensity, the magnetic vector potential is 
correct. Note that a constant added to A will nOI alter this conclusion. • 

Next we would like to use Equation (2. 1 10), appropriately reduced for filamen
tary currents, to find lht: fit::!t..I uf a t..Iistribution that will be very useful to us. The 
magnetic dipole is an electric current loop. It is called a magnetic dipole because 
its magnetic field is dual to the electric field of the electrostatic dipole at large 
distances. That is, they have the same mathematical form. Wc will examine only 
the simplest case. 
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• Example 2.20 
Consider the filamentary current loop tying in the z = 0 plane as shown in Figure 
2.30. The reduced fonn of Equation (2.tlO) for this case is 

A � J.I() I �d1' � J.l()l I -'-dl'. 41T f' R 4'77' f' R 

Using the last identity on the inside back cover (a., = a�). we get 

A �  J.l()I I I a, XV'(-'-) dS' � J.l()I I I .a, x (a�Ls " 4'77' $' R 4'77' J R r 
since V'( I1 R) = aRI R2. It can be seen in Figure 2.30 that for large distances R = r 
and 8R = ar, so that 

A - �: II a� x (8rlr2)ds' = :!-28z x ar If ds', 

J.l()ls A � 4=,(8, x a,). 

Since 8, = ar cos fJ - aesin 8, a� x ar = a"sin 0, 

J.l()ls . 8 
A = 84>-4 2sm • rrr 

(2.111) 

and this result is independent of the shape of the loop. but depends on its area s. 

, 

, 

R 

I 

Figure 2.30. Geometry for finding the magnetic field of a planar magnetic dipole (electric current 
!oop). 
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The magnetic dipole moment is defined as 

I m = Is I magnetic dipole moment, (2.112) 

where s is the vector area whose direction is detennined by the right-hand rule 
with the thumb of the right hand pointing in the direction of the current I. That is. 
S = 8zS in this example. Based on Equations (2.111) and (2.112), an equation can 
now be written for A that is independent of the dipole orientation: 

(2.113) 

• 

2.13 MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

Magnetic dipole moment was defined as m = Is in Equation (2.112). A magnetic 
dipole in the fom of a filamentary circular loop with current I in the direction of 
3011, with radius o. and with its center at the origin has a moment m = 1To21 3z. 
When a magnetic flux density B = ayBo is applied. there is a vector torque on the 
dipole. The differential torque is dT = Ro x dF, �here Ko = apa = a(ax cos r/J + 
ay sin cp) and cIF = I dl x B = I 0 dcpa� x ayBo, or 

dF = I a dcb( - 3x sin cp + ay cos CP) x ay 80. 
dF � -0,1 a sin</> 80 d</>, 

dT = I a2BO dcb(a)" sin r/J cos r/J - 3.1 sin 2 <b) , 

This can be put in the general form 

IT=mxB (N, m), 

that can be compared to the torque on an electric dipole T = P x E. 

(2.114) 

In the simplest picture of an atom, an electron or electrons orbit around the 
nucleus. As such, these electrons are effectively current loops. or magnetic dipoles. 
Wc should, then. be able to develop a fairly accurate theory of lIIaleriallxhavior, 
at least for present purposes. 

There are other vector moments present in an atom besides those attributed to 
the magnetic dipole (orbiting electron). For example, electron spill and nuclear 
spin also contribute moments. It is the combination of all the moments which 
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delennines the magnetic properties of materials. For an isolated current loop or 
magnetic dipole. the field of the lnop ito;elf always acts to add to the external field 
giving an increased field in the neighborhood of the loop. In a material, the internal 
magnetic field may increase or decrease. depending on all of the moments. Let us 
examine briefly some classes of magnetic materials. 

1. In diamoRneric materials (bismuth) spin moments tend to be dominant and 
produce fields that oppose the external field. Thus, the internal magnetic 
field is reduced slightly compared to the external field. 

2. If the dipole moments dominate slightly. then the internal field is increased 
slightly over the external field and the material is parorTUlgnelic (tungsten). 

3. Large dipole moments are produced in certain regions or domains for the 
jerromaglletic materials (iron). A random domain alignment exists for virgin 
ferromagnetic material. When an external field is applied and then removed, 
a net alignment occurs giving permanent magnerizarion and a hysreresis 
effect. Alloys of some of the ferromagnetic materials are also ferrornagnetic 
(alnico). 

4. In ferrimaglleric materials, adjacent atoms develop unequal, but oppositely 
directed moments, allowing a rather larger response to external fields. From 
the point of view of engineering applications, the ferrites are very important 
ferrimagnetic materials. Ferrites possess a very high resistance, and hence 
give very little eddy current loss at higher frequencies when used as teans· 
fonner cores. 

5. The magnetic tape used for audio and video recording is a superparamagnetic 
material and is composed of an array of small ferromagnetic particles. 

Magnetization, perhaps more aptly called magnetic polarization, is a vector 
quantity that is quite analogous to the polarization vector used to explain dielectric 
behavior. The development here is very similar to that used for dielectrics in Section 
2.5. 

The magnetic dipole has been described in terms of its moment by Equation 
(2.112), m = Is. For present purposes, the magnetic dipole is (macroscopically) 
considered to be a point source of strength Is. If there are 11 dipoles per cubic 
meter, then the resultant dipole moment for an incremental volume .6.v will be 

(2.115) 

The magnetization or magnetic polarization M is defined as the dipole moment per 
unit volume, 

M I· rn, = Itn 
Il. .. -O .6.v (Aim). 

The magnetization is the general source junction for bound current in the same 
way that current density J is the general source function for isolated current. 
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Note that dimensionally the magnetization is like ordinary surface current density 

(AIm). 
The magnetic vector potential due to ordinary current density J is given by 

(2.110) 

Therefore, we expect that the magnetic vector potential of a point dipole moment 
must lead by way of superposition to the magnetic vector potential for the general 
source function M. That is, from Equation (2.113), 

or 

� !4J I I I  M x "Rdv' 
41T R2 

vol' 

A(r) � !4J III M(r') x "Rdv' 4'1r R2 
\'01' 

(2.116,) 

(2.116b) 

We are treating M like any other field quantity in Equations (2.116b), but it should 

be visualized as an average value taken over many molecules, and it has the effect 
of giving the magnetic dipoles a net alignment or polarization from their otherwise 

random arrangement. Note that we are still using p.o because we are including the 
magnetic effects in the molecular magnetic dipoles. We next replace 3Rt R2 with 
V'( 11 R), obtaining 

A(r) � :;; I I I M(r') x V'WdV' 
vol' 

We have previously used the vector identity 

C x V' a = aV' x C - V' x (aC). 

In Equation (2.117) this identity gives 

(2.117) 

A(r) � :;; fff �V' x M(r') dv' - :;; I f I v' x [M�') ]dV' (2.118) 
yol' vol' 

We now need a vector identity not previously encountered. but it can be found on 
the inside back cover: 

I I f (V x C) dv = -f C x ds � -f C x ". ds 
,,' , 

(a.ds�ds). 
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With this identity Equation (2. 1 18) becomes 

A(r) = :fJI kV' X M(r') dv' + :JJ. M�') xa,ds'. (2.119) 

vol' 

If we now compare Equation (2. 1 19) to both Equation (2.110) and its reduced 
version for surface CUITent densities 

A(r) = !4J II J,(r
') ds', 41r I R 

we see that V x M has the effect of a general current density. while M has the 
effect of a surface current density. We are then justified in writing 

v x M = Jb (2. 120) 

and 

Mxall=J�. (2.121)  

These are the bound currents, or  currents due to bound charges. which were 
mentioned earlier. 

We now have a situation where the permeability is that of free space /J.{) and 
where both bound current and ordinary current may exisl. Let us write Maxwell's 
equation in terms of B instead of H. The reason for this is that we intend to obtain 
a new, more general. relation between Band H (other than the original B = J.LoH). 
We have 

B 
. 

V x - = total vector current density. 
!4J 

(2. 122) 

This equation is correct, because the penneabi1ity is Jlo. and all of the current is 
considered. Equation (2.122) may be written 

B 
VX-=J+Jb 

1'0 

With Equation (2.120), we have 

or 

B 
Vx-=J +VxM 

!4J 

(2. 123) 
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The right-hand side of Equation (2.123) is the current density due to ordinary 
processes and is not bound current. We now have a way of avoiding the use of 
bound current if we simply accept Maxwel1's equation (or Ampere's law) 

(2.99) 

as being correct. A comparison of Equations (2.99) and (2.123) gives us the new 
relation between D and 11: 

H= 
B 

-M (2.124) 
I'<J 

or 

1 B = I'<J(H + M) I. (2.125) 

Note that the right-hand side of Equation (2.99) is a current density due to con
duction electrons, while the effect of the bound charges is included in the left-hand 
side in H. 

We next need a relation between M and H to simplify Equation (2.125). For 
linear isotropic materials, a simple relationship exists: 

M = XmH. (2.126) 

where Xm is the magnetic susceptibility. In this case. we have 

B = /lO(H + X.m = /lO( I + x. )H. 

or simply 

(2. 127) 

that is. 

(2.128) 

is the permeability of the material, and JLR is its relative permeability. If the 
material is anisotropic, Jl is not a scalar, but is a tensor (as was E under the same 
conditions). The relation between Band H is still Equation (2.127) for anisotropic 
material. but R and H may nof he parallel . 

In most of the problems we will be concerned with here. we simply replace J.1.O 
by J.L if magnetic material is present, and then use the equations in their original 
form (for free space). This is a great step forward. It is rewarding to return to 
Section 2.5 to see that the development for dielectric effects there exactly parallels 
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the development here. As a matter of fact. we could have invoked the principle of 
duality and written the results of this section after examining the results of Section 
2.5. 

ft is a simple matter to determine the boundary conditions at the inter. 
face between two linear. isotropic, and homogeneous magnetic materials. When 
Ampere's law pH ' dl == I is applied to the rectangular path of Figure 2.31, we 
obtain IHII -IHr2 = 11$ for dw �O, so 

(2.129) 

In many cases J s = 0 and 

(1, � 0) I (2.130) 

Applying the flux equation j 8 . ds = 0 to the can for ilh ---)0 0 gives 

(2.131) 

It is also true in many cases of practical interest that JL2 P J.l.t (medium 2 is 
silicon steel and medium I has JL = J.I.<) for a ferromagnetic material next to air, 
for example}. In the case of Equation (2.130), BII = BI2IJ.1/1-'-2 or BIl .::g B,2, 
and so magnetic flux lines leave medium 2 at right angles to the surface for all 
practical purposes. The surface of medium 2 must then be an equipotential surface 
(<1>", � C). 

Nexl we would like lo cunsider mU}Jnelic (:ircui/s. Tilt: unifurm nux densily 
inside the ideal solenoid was found in Example 2.17, and from Equation (2.96) 
we get Bz = p.,Js.p when the magnetic material within the solenoid (the core) has 
permeability IJ.. The flux is easily found with Equation (2.93): -qr m = B s = p.,JuJ>s. 
where S is the cross-sectional area of the solenoid. If we now suppose that the 
surface current density J.,p is being produced (approximately) by an N-tum helical 
coil (a real solenoid) that is I (m) in length (l is the length of the solenoid, and is 

Region (I), �l " 

�., tl . ��� 
- , " � " " .. " "." " 

Region (2), �2 

Figure 2.31. Geometry for detennining.the boundary conditions at the interface between simple 

magnetic media. 
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not the total length of wire), then Jj,p "'" NIII (Nm) and the magnetic flux can be 
written 

NI 'i'm = I/(JL!) (Wb). (2.132) 

At this point we need to refer back to some information gained from a sophomore 
circuits course. A conductor of cn.,::,::,·seclivlli:ll area l". length I, and conductivity 
a has a resistance R = lI(us) [also below Equation (2.145)) and a current given 
by Ohm's law: 

I = 
R 

v v = -:-:-:---:-/I«7s) . 

Thus, comparing 'I'm with I, we see that in a magnetic circuit. magnetic flux 'I1m 
is mathematically analogous to electric current I, NI (ampere-turns) is analogous 
10 an ideal voltage source and is called magnetomotive-force (mmf), and 

I \It = - (W') 
JL! 

(2.133) 

is analogous to resistance and is called reluctance. These analogies are invaluable 
when analyzing magnetic circuits. 

Next let us consider the behavior of ferromagnetic materials graphically since 
the relationship between B and H is nonlinear and iJ.-R for a given sample is not 
unique. This graph is called the B-H curve or hysteresis curve. If an mmf is applied 
to a virgin (unmagnelized) sample of ferromagnetic material with Band H both zero 
(point a), a magnetization curve such as that shown in Figure 2.32 is established 
(from point a to b). As H is increased, for example, by increasing the current 
in a solenoid around the sample, B increases. slowly at first, then more rapidly. 
then more slow)y to point b. Funher increase in H gives little increase in B, and 
finally B will not increase at all, indicating magnetic saturation (point c). The curve 
a-b-c can be called the magnetization curve. 

If, in the process of magnetization, point b is reached and then H is reduced. 
the onginal curve is not retraced, but instead, the B-H relationship follows a curve 
such as b-d, so that at point d a remnan! flux densiry, Br exists even though H 
is zero. This is permanent magnetization. Now if H is decreased (negative), the 
B-H relation follows the curve d-e, and at point e, B is zero, but H has the value 
-He. where. He is the coercive mmj. Further decrease of H can lead to saturation 
again; but if, instead, H is now increased at pointf(which is symmetrical to b), 
then the 8-H curve will follow the path f·g-h-b. The path b-d-e·j-g-h-b is called 
the hysteresis loop. 

If, when the sample was first being magnetized. point b' had been reached and 
then H had been decreased. then a smaller hysteresis luup I.:oulll bt: lral.:t:lI oul. 
In this way a sample can be demagnetized. That is, if an ac current is applied to 
the solenoid around the sample, and if the amplitude of this ac signal is gradually 
reduced. the hysteresis loops will become smaller and eventually degenerate to 
point a where B is zero. 
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f 
Figure 2.32. Magneliz.a.tion curn and hysteresis loop for a fenomagnelic sample . 

• Example 2.21 

Let us next solve, approximately. a simple problem involving a magnetic circuit 
composed of a ferromagnelic core with an air gap. Let the mmf be applied by 

means of a toroidal coil as shown in Figure 2.33. let the air gap be I mm, N 
be 1000 turns, and the mean radius of the toroid be 22.5 cm. We would like 

to find the coil current required to produce B = 0.5 Wb/m2 in the core. Some 

approximations must be made if we are to accomplish this. First of all we assume 
that B is unifonn in the ferromagnetic core. Second, the air gap is very small 

compared to the diameter of the core. so the flux density is essentially normal 
to the interface between the air and the ferromagnetic core and must therefore be 

continuous {Equation (2.131)]. 
The small leakage flux around the periphery of the air gap is ignored. There 

will also be some leakage flux. between the turns of the coil. and flux lines may 
even extend across the interior of the toroid through the air. These effects are small 

and are neglected. but it should be recognized that magnetic flux lines "prefer" 

the ferromagnetic material over air by a factor of only about 10]. whereas in the 

equivalent electric problem the electric flux lines "prefer" good conductors over air 
by a factor of about 1015• That is, the permeability of the ferromagm:tk material 
will be roughly 10) times that of air, but the conductivity of a good conductor is 
about IOI:� times that of air. Thus, the magnetic problem leads to a much more 
crude (but still useful) model than the electric problem. 
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The magnetic material in this example has the 8-H magnetization curve shown 
in Figure 2.34 so that if 8 = 0,5, then H = 100. The assumptions we have made 
lead to the equivalent electric circuit shown in Figure 2.35. For the air gap, we 
have 

I 10-3 Wt" = - = c--..,.,.-c;c�,:-:,--..,.,.--o;:-=-: = 1 . 62 1 x 10' iJ.oS 4rr x 10-' [ rr(2.5 X 10 2)2J/4 

and (everywhere) 

.p. = Bs = 0. 5 
rr(2.5 : 10-2)2 = 245.4 X 10-'. 

1.2S 

1.00 

-.. 0.7 
� 
� 

, 

.. 
0.50 

0.2 , / ./ 
'0 

/' / 
/ 

I 

/ 

100 ISO 200 

H (AIm) 
Agure 2.34. Magnetization curve for the ferromagnetic core in Example 2.21. 
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Figure 2.35. Equivalent electric circuit (Example 2.21) showing the (linear) air-gap reluctance, 

(nonJinear) reluctance of the core, and the applied mmf. 

Therefore the mmf "drop" across the air gap is r/lmrJiag• neglecting flux fringing at 
the gap; so 

(N!)., � o/Jm'!il., � (1.621 x 10')(245.5 x 10-') � 398 (A' t). 

Producing 0.5 Wb/m2 in the ferromagnetic core requires Hfc = 100 = (Nlkll. so 
the "core" mmf in Figure 2.33 can be calculated from (Nlhcll :::: 100 (A . tlrn), 
or 

(N!)" � 100l � 100 x 27T x 0.225 � 141.4 (A' t). 

using the mean radius for finding 1. Therefore, the "source" nunf is 

or 

NI � (N!)., + (N!)" � 539 

I � 539 � 0 539 1000 . (A). 

instead of requiring the B = 0.5, suppose we specify that I :::: 0.3 A and find 
the resulting flux density. A trial and error technique will be followed to find B. 
The answer to the preceding problem gives us a first trial. The reader is encour
aged to show that B = 0.25. • 

2.14 FORCE AND TORQUE 

If a point charge in motion is subjected to both an external electric and magnetic 
field, we have the Lorenrz force equation 

F = Q(E + U x B) Lorelltzforce (2.134) 

from Sections 2.2 and 2.9. The force on a differential filamentary current (con
ductor) was given by 

dF�ldlxB (2.81) 
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In a conductor carrying a current, the force, just described, is actually a force on 
the electrons that are moving (rather slowly) to constitute the current. We might 
ex.pecl Ihat this magnetic force would merely shift the electrons with respect to 
the total conductor. There are, however, very strong Coulomb forces between the 
electrons and positive ions in a conductor, so any electron displacement due 10 the 
magnetic force is very small. Thus, the magnetic force is transferred to the total 
conductor according to Equation (2.81). 

Any filamenlaty current path must ultimately be closed, so Equation (2.81) 
results in an equation that can be verified experimentally: 

(N) (2.135) 

We may extend this result, as we have previously done in similar situations, to 
include surface currents and general current densities 

F = f L J, x B ds (2.136) 

and 

F= fffJXBdV. (2.137) 
,,' 

One fact should be mentioned at this point. The magnetic field produced by a 
current in a closed circuit will not produce a net force on the circuit (itself) which 
would cause the circuit (itself) to move. (Why not?) It will create a force of tension 
in the circuit. For example, a large current in a very flexible square loop would 
create a force of tension which would tend to make the loop circular in shape . 

• Example 2.22 
Consider the highly idealized radial gap de motor shown in Figure 2.36. The 
cylinder (annature) at p = a carries the uniform surface current density J$ == 
J Qat (Aim) (produced by many windings). A magnetic flux density B = Bo3p 
(perhaps produced by a permaner:t magnet) exists at the cylinder surface. With 
dT - Ro x dF and dF = Js x Dds. we obtain 

dT = aa, x (1oa, x a,Boa d4>dz), 
dT = aa, X a,.aJoBo d4>dz = a'JoBo d4>dz a" 

or 
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Figure 2.36. Idealized radial gap (de) motor. 

T � 1Ta, (N· m) 

for the numbers in Figure 2.36. 

y 

The power that is provided can be found from the energy relation dW = T d<fJ 
or (dWldt) = T(dc/Jldt) = Tw = P, where w is the angular velocity of the arma
ture. If this is 20001T160 radls � 1000 rpm, then P � 1T(20001T160) � 329 w. 
This is a reasonable value for the numbers used in the example. • 

2.15 CAPACITANCE, RESISTANCE, AND INDUCTANCE 

Consider two conductors of arbitrary shape surrounded by a dielectric as shown in 

Figure 2.37. The dielectric is assumed to be lossless so that there is no conduction 
current in the dielectric, and static conditions exist. A battery has been connected 
so that the conductors carry equal magnitude but opposite sign charges. These 
charges will appear as surface charges, and the electric field will be normal outward 
from the positively charged conductor and nonnal inward toward the negatively 
charged conductor (Why?). The capacitance of the system is defined as the ratio 
of the (total) charge on the positively charged conductor to the potential difference 
<l>ab ::::: <l>a - <l>b. Fbint a is taken to be on the positively charged conductor so that 

<l>ab is positive, making the capacitance C a positive quantity. Thus, we have 

!!I,D' ds � (2.138) 
-!!I,.'I'<I> ° ds 

-f: E o dl 
(F). 
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Figure 2.37. Two arbitrarily shaped conductors embedded in a lossless dielectric for calculating 
capacitance. 

In a linear capacitor the capacitance is independent of Qa and <l>ab, and in order to 

find a formula for the capacitance, we must find QII in terms of <l>ab or vice versa. 
Generally speaking, when solving for capacitance. it is a good idea to try to 

determine what. if any, quantities (D, E. Ps) are uniform before using the above 
equations . 

• Example 2.23 

It is very easy to find the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor of Figure 2.12 

(Example 2.10) if we assume that the width and depth are large compared to the 
spacing (d) so that fringing of the electric field at the four sides can be ignored. In 
other words. we assume that the field is uniform in the capacitor. Since the charge 
density must then also be unifonn, the charge on the upper plate is Ps'�' It was 
shown (Example 2.10) that Ps = €Vold or Vo = Psdl€. so 

• Example 2.24 

p,s 
P.rdl€ 

ES 
d 

(F) parallel-plate. (2.139) 

• 

A coaxial cable (cross section) is shown in Figure 2.38. The total charge on the 
inner conductor (l is the length) is +Q = 27Taip.la, and the total charge on the 

outer conductor is -Q = 27Tblpst> (Psa = -p.rbbla). It is easy to show by means 
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Figure 2.38. Coaxial conducting cylinders (coaxial capacitor). 

of Gauss's law (hal E = 3paplO/{£p) for a:S: pS band E = 0 otherwise. Note 
that this field is identical to that produced by an infinite line charge density on the 
z axis if PI = 2rraPm (Clm). It is easy to find <1>: 

and using the boundary conditions 4>(b) = 0 and ct>(a) = Vo. we obtain <l>"b = 
(apsoIE) In bla = Vo. So. we get 

c = 2rraiguE 
aps" In(b/a) = 27TEI 

In(b/a) (F) coaxial cable (2.140) 

• 

• Example 2.25 

Another practical geometry for transmission lines is the two-wire line consisting 
of a pair of parallel conductors of equal radii (Figure 2.39a), These conductors 
are equipOIemial surfaces . <I> = :t V2, but these surfaces do nol represent a con
stant coordinate in any of our three standard systems (they do in bicylindrical 
coordinates). A pair of parallel (opposite) line charge densities. properly placed, 
will pruvitle the correct equipotential surfaces Lo correspond to (I' = ::!:V2_ The 
potential of a single line charge density Pion the z axis is <t> = [ -PI/( 211"£) Iln P + 
C2- Using supcrposition for [he two line charges of Figure 2.39(b). and choosing 
the added COllstants to make the potential vanish in the x = 0 plane. gives a 
balanced line whose potential is 

<1> = -Aln (x -a) + y-( 2 ')"2 
211"E (x + a)2 + y2 

PI (x + a)2 + v 2 = --In . 
41TE (x -a)2 +)'2 
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'" (x, y) in I = 0 plane: 
y 

----��--�--��------x 

(.) (b) 
Figure 2.39. (a) Geometry for the two-wire line. (b) Geometry for finding 4l(x.y) in the z = 0 plane. 

for a point in the z = 0 plane. When the argument of the logarithm is constant 
(Cd the potential is constant. <I> = Vz (for example): 

(x + a)Z+yZ 

(x - a)' + y' ' 

which can be arranged to the equation of a circle: 

Therefore, the equipotentials are circular cylinders whose axes are located at VI2 = 

x = [a(C, + I)/(C, -1)],0" for x >  0 and whose radii are d/2 = 20 .JC;/(C,-
1). Equipotentials and electric field lines are shown in Figure 2.40. Note that 
equipotential surfaces are not concentric with the line charges. Solving for ..;c; 
and a gives .JC; = [D + (D' -d')'I2]/d and a = [(D/2)' -(d/2)']'I2. Thus, V, 
becomes 

The potenrial difference is <l>ab = Vz - (-Vz) = 2Vz, and the charge on the 
positively charged conductor for a length I is Qa = PIt. Therefore, the capaci
tance is 

C = Q. = _---,�p""_=_l --,---,---_ 
2V, p, cosh '(Dld)/( ".) 

or 
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Figure 2.40. Equipotentials and electric field intensity lines about parallel (opposite sign) infinite, 

unifonn line charge densities. 

c = 1Tel 
cosh-I(Dld) 

".1 
(2.141) (f) two-wire line. 

In{[D + (D' - d')II2Jld} 

If D � d, C � ".11 In(2Dld). 
Using the method of images,12 It IS easy to show that the capacitance of a 

single wire of radius b and located at a height h above and parallel to a grounded 
conducting plane is 

271'£1 c =  = 
cosh-l(hlb) 

27Tel 
In(2hlb) 

(F). (2.142) 

• 

We now return to Figure 2.37, and imagine thallhe medium surrounding the 
electrodes has conductivity eT as well as permittivity E. We further assume that 
the conductivity of the electrodes and connecting wires is very much larger than 
that of the surrounding medium. ll1t:n:: will lht:n be a current I supplied by the 
battery that enters the upper electrode at a and leaves the lower electrode at b. The 
current that enters from the wire at a will leave the upper electrode in the fonn 
of a current density J = uE and tenninate on the lower electrode. As a matter of 
fact J lines would look exactly like the E lines of Figure 2.37 (as long as u and 
I: have the same spatial distribution). This occurs because it is still possible to use 

l1Refer to the last paragraph of Section 2.7. 
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v x E = 0 and E = -Vet> even though the charges in the surrounding medium are 
in uniform motion. The charge distribution is the same (macroscopically) at any 
point at any instant of time. The flux of the current density, obtained by jJJ. ds, 
for any closed surface that encloses the upper electrode will certainly be zero as 
demanded by conservation of charge, but in what follows we are only interested 
in the current leaving the upper electrode (I) so we exclude the current entering 
at a. 

Resistance is defined as 

I R = cfJ.bll = llG (0), (2.143) 

where, as explained above, I is the current leaving the upper electrode. Thus, the 
conductance G (U) is given by 

G 
�,CTE' ds 

cfJ.b 
= -�,CTVcfJ' ds 

- J: E' dl (U) (2.144) 

Equation (2.144) is dual to equation (2.138), and so for the same geometry 
(including the same spatial distribution for q and E), we have 

I � = � I (2.145) 

The conductance of a conductor of length d, cross-sectional area s, and conductivity 
q is given by combining Equations (2.145) and (2.139): G = asld. Its resistance 
is R = l/G = d/(as). The shunt conductance of a coaxial cable with unifonn a 
(in the dielectric) is given by Equations (2.140) and (2.145) as 

G 
21TCTI 

In(bla) 
(U) coaxial cable. (2.146) 

In a linear capacitor the capacitance is independent of Qa and et>ab, while in 

a linear resistor the resistance is independent of I and <l>ab' The varactor diode 
(semiconductor junction diode) is a nonlinear capacitor since it can be shown that 
C is proportional to (<Pab) -1/2 = (Vo) -il2. It is often used in automatic frequency 

control (AFC) and voltage controlled oscillator (VeO) applications. 
Inductance L is the third parameter to be considered that is used in circuit 

theory. An inductor stores magnetic energy in the region surrounding it. Recall 
that resistance R depended on conductivity and the geometry of the conductor. 
Capacitance C depended on pennittivity and the capacitor geometry. In the same 
way, we expect that inductance will depend on permeability and the inductor 
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FIgure 2.41. Magnetically coupled circuits showing the various nux linkages. 

geometry. Consider Figure 2.41 which shows two circuits magnetically coupled. 

t/J:nll is a flux line due to current I] linking partially with IJ by passing through 
the conductor. This type of flux linka.ge gives rise to an internal self-inductance 
L 11. Those flux lines like 1/1111 11. due to J 1, which link J I externally, give rise to 
an external self-inductance L 11. The same things can be said about circuit 2. Flux 
line 1/Im12 is produced by I1 and links 12, giving rise to a mutual inductance L12_ 
I/Im12 could just as well be called t/lm21 because it could also be considered to be 
due to 12 and linking /[. We suspect that Ll2 = L21 · 

Inductar.ce will be defined as the ratio of magnetic flux linkage to the current 
producing the flux linkage or 

IL��mJI(H) (2.147) 

This definition can accommodate any of the various types of inductance mentioned 
in the previous paragraph. It is obvious from Equation (2.147) that the flux linkage 
must be proportional to the current if L is to be independent of I. This, in turn, 
requires that the medium be linear so that J.L is constant. In this way. L, a'\ defined in 
Equation (2.147), will depend only on penneability and the geometry. Inductance 
is a characteristic possessed by one or more closed circuits. 

Flux linkage internal to a conductor leads to internal inductance and its value 
depends on the exact distribution of the current density. We must exercise care in 
finding the flux linkage, and this can best be done by rmding the flux linkage on a 
differential basis and then integrating (summing) over the interior of the conductor 
to find the total flux linkage. The differential flux linkage is the differential flux: 
times the fraction of the total current that is actually enclosed: 

(2.148) 
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• Example 2.26 
The magnetic field intensity for the coaxial cable was found in Example 2.16 
(Figure 2.25). Using Equation (2.148) and the results of Example 2.16 (l is the 
cable length), we get 

L - 1. f" f' (/lla')( p.lp dPdZ) 
I 0 0 I 27Ta2 
+1. f' f' (!.. V � dPdZ) I 11 0 I A27TP 

1 f< f' (I (c' - 1)/(0' - b1) )( p.1 C' - 1 ) + - - dpdz . 
I b 0 I 27TP c2 - b2 

assuming that J.L is the same everywhere. Thus. 

p./ b p.� c' )' C 
+ - In - + - In-' 2'TT" a 2'TT d---1J2. h 

(H). 

(2.149) 

• 

A nonlinear inductance will result when the medium is nonlinear. In Example 
2.21, the flux 'I'm = 245.4 X 10-6 links the current I = 0.539 N = 103 times so 
the inductance is L = 10\245.4 X 10-6)/0.539 = 455 mH, but if the current is 
changed to 0.3 A, then L will change to 409 mH because the operating point on 
the nonlinear 8-H curve will change. The flux linkage does not depend linearly 
on the current. 

It will be shown later that at high frequencies the "skin-effect" occurs where the 
current density becomes largest at the surface of the conductor and decays rapidly 
in the interior of the conductor. The effect can be accounted for very accurately if 
the current density is assumed to be uniform over the "skin depth" 3. In the case of 
the coaxial cable, for example, the uniform current density will exist for a - lj < 
p < a for the inner conductance and for b < P < b + {j for the outer conductor. 
The reader is encouraged to show that for this case (and for 5 � a, 5 � c - b) 

the coaxial cable inductance is (I is the cable length) 

L = ;�[ In (�) + �(l + i)] coaxial cable, higllfrequency. (2.150) 
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If the conductivity of the conductors is allowed to approach infinity. then 6 
approaches zero. the currents become surface currents. and the inductance is 
entirely external: 

LeJ.1 = J.Ll In(b/a) coaxial cable, perfect conductors. 
2" 

This is called the external inductance because there is no internal flux. 

(2.151) 

What is the series resistance of the coaxial cable under the conditions outlined 

for Equations (2.149), (2.150), aod (2.151)? 
Comparing Equations (2.151) and (2.140) shows that (p. and £ are independent 

of position) for a )·m length (l = I m), we have 

I L
,,,C = p.£ I (2.152) 

It can be shown that under the stated conditions this result is independent of 
geometry. This is a result of the duality in the fields between the capacitance 

and inductance problem. D or E lines in the capacitance problem fall on <Pm = 
constant lines in the external inductance problem, and B and H lines in the external 

inductance problem fall on � = constant lines in capacitance problem. Stated more 
basically. E must satisfy V2E = 0 in the surrounding medium. and H must satisfy 

the dual equation V2H = 0 in the surrounding medium. 

Mutual inductance is calculated in the same manner as self�induclan(.;e. but we 
are concerned with the flux produced by the current 11 (for example) that links the 
path of the current 12 or vice versa. That is. from Equation (2,148), we get 

L - 'i'ml.l2 _1. ff I',ocd� 
,,- I - I I ml.12, 

J 1 s 2 
(2 .153) 

where !/Jml.12 is the magnetic flux produced by /1 that links 12. It can be shown 

that when JJ. is a scalar constant, then L 12 = L21. L21 is obtained from Equation 
(2,153) by interchanging subscripts . 

• Example 2.27 

Consider the magnetically coupled circuits shown in Figure 2.42, The currents are 

filamentary. so the labor required to find the mutual inductance should be much 
less than for the more general case. Using Equation (2. I.·f�), we have 

f'f' 1 121", 1, 
L I2 = - - --3",' aq, dpdz I • • o/22'fTp 

L" = : In 2 = 0.139 (!ill). 
• 
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Figure- 2.42. Infinite filamentaJy current coupled to a square filamentary loop. 
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Capacitance and inductance will be reconsidered in terms of energy when [he 
general Poyming theorem is introduced in Chapter 3 .  

2.17 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This chapter was primarily concerned with developing a set of equations for 
electrostatics and magnetostatics called Maxwell's equations. These equations, in 
point form and integral form were developed from experimental Jaws, and are 
summarized: 

v X E � 0, 

v x H � J ,  

V '  B � 0, 

V '  J � 0, 

Also, other fundamental results were 

f E ' dl � O; 
f H ' dl � l ; 

iB '  ds � 0; 
, 

(2. 154) 

(2.155) 

(2 . 1 56) 

(2 . 157) 

(2.158) 
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D = .E. 
B = p.JI. 
J = <1E. 
F = Q(E + u X B). 

(2.159) 
(2.160) 
(2.161) 

(2.162) 

The experience gained by working with these equations will be of much help in 
the chapters that follow. 

Materials and boundary conditions were also briefly introduced and discussed in 
order to be able to treat several examples. including those involving the calculation 
of capacitance, conductance. and inductance. We will need this information when 
transmission lines are considered later. 

Potential functions were illlTOOW.;t:d as auxiliary functions in that they offer 
alternate methods for calculating the (usually) more important field quantities. We 
will meet them again. 

The relation between energy and the field quantities is investigated in Section 
3.6 when Poynting's theorem is introduced. Capacitance and inductance are then 
reconsidered. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Point charge Q. = IO�9 C is located at the origin, while point charge Q2 is 
located at (0,0, 1). If E, = 0 at (2,2,2), find Q,. 

2. The z = 0 plane is covered with the uniform surface charge density ps = 10-9 
C/m2• while at the same time the point charge Q = 10-9 C is located at 
(0,0,1) .  Where can an electron be place so that, if released, it will not move? 

*3. The z = ° plane contains the concentric circular line charge densities PI = PstJ.p 
located at radii 6.p/2, 3tJ.pl2. 5tJ.pl2, . . . , (211 - 1 )tJ.p/2 • . . . .  
(a) Show thai, for N such filamentary loops 

p, f ,(2" - I )(dp)'/2 
E ,(0, 0, ,) = 2'0 ;f:, (,' + l (2n - I ) dp/2]'}'" . 

(b) Let dp = 0. 1  m and N = lOO so that (2N - l ) dp/2 = 9.95. Plot 
E : (0 ,0, l.)I(PsI2Eo) versus l for o :s:  l :$  I .  

(c) Comment on the results. 

4. A unifonn surface charge density pj = 10-9 Cfm2 lies ill Lht l = 0 plane 
for -50 :s; x :S 50 and -0.05 � y :=:s 0.05. Using reasonable approximations 
find E(O, O, ,) for (a) , = 10-'. (b) , = I ,  (c) , = ID". 

*5. Figure 2.43 shows a two·dimensional electrostatic deflection system. The 
upper deflection plate is located x = df2, 0 S l :S I, while the lower plate 
is located at x = -dl2 . O :s  z :S  I .  The (assumed) unifonn field is given by 

·The more difficult problems are marked with an astcri�k. 
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Figure 2.43. Two-dimensional electrosualic deflection system. 

E = -axEo for the region between the plates only. An electron is accelerated 
by a cathode-accelerating grid arrangement (not shown) so that it enters at 
the origin with a velocity u = at Uo. Find x I at l = I and x Q at l = La. 

6. Find the work required to transport an electron (Q = -1.602 x 10-19 C) 
from (1,1,1) to (2,2,2) (choosing any path) in the field of 
(a) A point charge Q � 10-9 C at the origin. 
(b) An infinite line charge density PI = 10-9 elm on the z = 0 axis. 
(c) An infinite surface charge density PJ = 10-9 C/m2 in the z = 0 plane. 

7. The z = 0 plane contains the uniform surface charge density 10-9 C/m2• and 
this plane is also the reference for zero potential. Find <1>(,). 

8. Newton's law of gravity is dual to Coulomb's Jaw and given by 

where 

G � 6.664 x 10-" (m'/kg s'). 

If the masses of t:.arth and moon are !5.98 x 1 024 kg and 7.35 x 1022 kg. and 
their centers are separated by 3.848 x lOB m (on the average), find 
(a) The force of attraction between the earth and moon. Let the center of 

the earth be the origin, and let the radius of the earth be 6.371 x 106 m 
(average). 

(b) The force on a point mass m at the earth's surface. Ignore the perturbing 
effect of the moon. 

(c) The acceleration due to gravity at the earth's surface. 
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(d) The earth's gravitational potential field <t>g (zero reference at infinity). 
(e) The energy required to move a point mass from the earth's surface to 

infinity . 
(f) The escape velocity if the supplied energy is kinetic energy. 

*9. The electrostatic dipole consists of + Q at (0,0,dI2), and - Q  at (0.0, -dI2). 

(a) Show that the z = 0 plane is the equipotential surface <t> = 0. 

Cb) Show that equipotential surfaces are given by r = K JCOS7j for r ?P d. 

(c) If a uniform external field E = a_,£o is applied to the dipole in (a), find 

the energy required to rotate the dipole to a stable position. 

10. The potential at a point z between the heated cathode l <1>(0) = O} and the 

anode [<I>(d) = Vo] for a planar vacuum diode is given by <1>(z) = Vo(zld)413. 
What is the electric field intensity midway between the cathode and anode? 

11. Prove that the electric field intensities of (a) a point charge at the origin, 

(b) an infinite uniform line charge density on the z axis, and (c) a uniform 
surface charge density on the z = 0 plane are conservative. 

12. What charge distributions produce the fields below? 

(.) D � ( 1/r2).,. 
(b) D � ( 1 1  p)'p. 
(c) E = ( IOr)-2ar> r 2: a only. 

13. The charge per unit length (normal to the cross section) on the outside of the 

inner conductor is the negative of the charge per unit length on the inside of 

the outer conductor of the coaxial cable shown in Figure 2.25: 

(a) Show that E = a,,(apH)ep) .  
(b) What is the relation between Vo and Psa? 

14, The region z > ° is  free space, while the region z < 0 has eR = 4.  The 
uniform electric field for z > 0 is 10 VIm and in a radial direction for which 
(J = 30° and q, = 45°. Find D and E everywhere in Cartesian coordinates. 

*15. A dielectric sphere (e :::: EREO) of radius Q is centered at the origin. A uniform 

electric field E :::: £ oa� (without the dielectric sphere) is applied. The potential 
(with the sphere) is given by 

3rEo cos (} 
r S a;  

ER + 2 
<I>(r ,  8) � 

- r E O COS 

(a) Find E for r < a .  
(b) Find E for r > a .  

(c) Find E for r 29 a .  

8 a3£o ER - 1 
+ -,- cos 8 ,  

r ER + 2 r c- Q .  

(d) Show that all boundary conditions are satisfied at r = !1.  
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.16. For the two·wire line of Figure 2.39 show that 

'" V2 (x + a)2 + y 2 
(a) � � In -':"--''7..--'-, 

2 cosh I(D/d) (x - a )2 + y 2 '  

(b) 

(c) 

2V20 x2 _ a2 _ y2 
E, � cosh-I(D/d) [(x + a)2 + y2][(X a)2 + y2) ' 

E = 4V20 xy 
, cosh I(D/d) [(x + a)2 + y 2)[(x - a)2 + y 2) ·  

(d) If ER = I. D = 2 cm, and d = 0.25 cm, what is the maximum voltage 
that can be used1 

17. As a crude model of the earth and a horizontal layer of charged clouds above, 
consider a pair of large parallel conducting plates with a lower plate (earth) 
at zero potential and the upper plate (cloud) at a negative potential. 
(a) Sketch equipotentials and E lines. 
(b) Place a conducting cone with a small apex angle re�ting (hase down) on 

the lower plate with ilS tip about midway between the plates and repeat 
(a). 

(c) Explain how a lightning rod works. 

18. Two semi·infinite conducting planes are inclined at an angle of cf>o with 
respect to each other. At the apex, the two planes do not quite touch so that 
a battery of potential Vo can be connected as shown in Figure 2.44. 
(a) Find <1>( <1» between the planes. 
(b) Find P, on the plane at <p = O. 
(c) Is me capacitance finite for a unit length in the z direction? 

19. The remaining one·dimensional boundary value problem for Cartesian. cylin· 
drical, and spherical coordinates is that for which equipotentials occur for 
8 = constant. Its solution is 

<I> = V 
In(1an jI

/2) . 
u ln(1an 8012) 

Describe two geometries for which this result applies. 

• 
�o "=' 

y 

-

-

--

Figure 2.44. Geometry for Problem 18 (inclined. semi-infinite conducting planes). 
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Figure 2.45. (a) Original problem: infinite. uniform line charge density outside and parallel to an 
infinite, grounded conducting cylinder. Cb) Image problem equivalent 10 that shown in (a) for p >  Q .  

*20. (a) Show that the problem in Figure 2.45(a) is equivalent (p > a) 10 the 
problem in Figure 2.45(b). 

(b) Find </>(P. rj» .  p >  a .  

*21. (a) Show that the problem i n  Figure 2.46(a) is equivalenl (r > a) to the 
problem in Figure 2.46(b) 

(b) Find </>(r , 8, rj» , r > a . 

*22. The differential equations and boundary conditions for Figure 2.47(a) are 

V2q, = 0, e;.;cept al (O,O,dI2); 

Epl = Ep2. Z = 0; 

Conducting 
sphere: 

-,-+------''I----+--- y 

x 

(.) 
Figure 2.46. (a) Original problem: point charge OUl�ide a grounded conducting sphere. (b) Image: 
problem equivalent to that shown in (a) for r > tI .  
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(.) (b) (,) 
Figure 2.47. Another image problem (Problem 22), 

Show that this problem is equivalent to that in Figure 2.47(b) for z > 0 
(only) if Q' = Q(EJ - (2)/(£1 + (2) and that this problem is equivalent to 
that in Figure 2.47(c) for , < 0 (only) if Q" = Q(2£2)/(£, + £2). 

*23. Find the surface charge density on the grounded plane in Example 2 .11 .  Plot 
this charge density as a function of p for cP = O. 

*24. Show that the total charge on the grounded plane of Figure 2.15 is -Q. The 
use of Gauss's law will avoid integration. 

25. If J = a/p, O s  p s  a, 

(a) Find V • J everywhere. 

(b) Find the total current in the + a� direction. 

(c) Find the total current out of any closed surface. 

*26. A long cylindrical conductor of conductivity Ut; and radius a is buried hori
zontal1y at a depth d (d  � a) in earth whose conductivity is u� ( uc P u�) 
as shown in Figure 2.48(a). A current I is being supplied to the conductor at 
a remote point. Insofar as E and J in the earth are concerned this problem 
can be replaced with the image problem of Figure 2.48(b) because boundary 
conditions (J" = E" = 0) are satisfied on the plane interface. Note that this 

x 

. - 0  

y 

(.) 

x 
I 

�. I , ! � .  ' . ... . ... 
o�.r , I . ,. ' 

;:",:�' I�- . I . � l?- • I 
_ ":',_ - -i------ J' 

:���� \ � ... . \ . • VPo 
I 

Ib\ 
FIgure 2.48. (a) Conductor buried in the ground. (b) Image problem for (a) (Problem 26). 
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Figure 2.49. Nonlinear circuit (Problc:m 27). 

requires that the current in the image conductor be in the same direction as 
that in the buried conductor. Assuming that the current density in the caJth 
is J = 1I(27rpol), find the maximum value of EJ at the earth's surface. 

*27. A planar vacuum diode has a heated cathode at z = 0 [<1>(0) = OJ and an anode 
at z = d [<I>(d) = Vo]. If an electron escapes from the cathode with zero initial 
velocity. then the total initial energy is zero. and the total energy i� constant 
and zero (-e<l> + mu2/2 = 0). It can then be shown that <I>(z) = Vo(zld)411. 
(a) Find p,(z) . 
(b) Find J ,(z) (Aim'). 
(c) Show that I = K V�12 (Child-Langmuir or three·halves power law). 
(d) Find the time required for an electron to leave the cathode and reach the 

anode (rratls;r rime) if Vo = 100 V and d = I mm. 

(e) If the current in Figure 2.49 is lO mA when the switch is closed, what 
is the current when the switch is open? 

28. An idealized roroid can be thought of as a finite length solenoid bent around 
to close on itself to fonn a doughnut shape as shown in Figure 2.50. The 
surface current density at p = Pa - a is in' It can be shown that 

, 

Figure 2.50. Idealized toroid (Problem 28). 
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Figure 2.51. Magnetostatic deflection system (Problem 29). 

{l p, - a 
· ·d ·d H 31/>. IOS! e 10rOl ; 

H � P 
D, outside toroid. 

Find �H . dl for a circular path of radius b in the z = 0 plane if 

(a) 0 < b < p, - a, 

(b) p" - a < b < p" + a. and 
(c) b > p, + a . 

*29. A uniform magnetic flux density B = -Boa)' exists in the region, 
-d/2 <: x ::; d12, 0 S z S [. Assume that there are no variations with y .  
An electron enters this field at (0,0,0) with an initial velocity Uz03z as shown 
in Figure 2.51 . Find the equations of motion for the electron while in the 
applied field (magnetostatic deflection system). 

30. Find the force of repulsion per unit length between the two conductors of 
a planar transmission line. The two conductors are parallel plane strips, 
of width b and separation d, carrying equal and opposite surfaee eurre.nts. 

Assume h � d, and ignore fringing. 

31. An idealized current density is given by J = apJs,J p, a S p ::S  h, z = 0, when 
a uniform external magnetic flux density B = -Boaz (Wb/m2) is applied. 
This is an idealized axial gap motor. See Figure 2.52. 

(a) Find the ver.:tur turque un the current if J rp = 103 (AIm), a = 1 cm, b = 5 

cm, and Bo = 1 Wb/m2• 

Cb) If the annature rotates at 500 rpm, what power is provided '! 
32. A coaxial vacuum diode has a filamentary cathode on the z axis and its anode 

is located at p = a. If <I> ... 0 at p. = 0, and <I> = Vu at p = a,  then it c:an be 
shown that <I>(p) = ArJ13 

(a) Find A.  
(b) Find p,,(p). 
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Figure 2.52. Idealized axial gap (de) motor. 

33. Region z > 0 has JJ.R = 4, while region z < 0 has J.LR = 1 .  B is uniform 
for z > 0 with a magnitude of 1 Wb/m2 and in a radial direction for which 
8 = 60° and tP = 4SD. Find 8 and H for z < O. 

*34. An infinitely long cylinder of relative permeability /J-R and a radius a is 
placed so that its axis is the z axis in a magnetic field that was (in free space) 
previously uniform H = Hoax . 

(a) List the boundary conditions on H in terms of <Ilm . 
(b) Find �m ' Use Laplace's equation. 
(c) Show that the field inside the cylinder is uniform. 

*35. The differential equations and boundary conditions for Figure 2.53(a) are 

V2Ax = 0, except at (x , 0, dI2); 

Hy I = Hy2 •  Z = 0; 

�how that this problem is equivalent to that in Figure 2.S3(b) for z > 0 
(only) if I' = I (J.t2 - p.d/(JL2 + /-LI ) ,  and that this problem is equivalent to 
.ha. in Figure 2.53(c) for z < 0 (only) if I" � I (2/LII/(/Lz + /LI ) '  

36. A magnetic core is shown in Figure 2.54. The mean lengthS are as shown 
and the cross-sectional area is 4 cm2 everywhere. If H = SOOB . and a 1000-
turn coil carrying 50 mA is placed on the left leg, find 

Figure 2.53. Filamentary current above a plane interlace between two magnetic materials. (b) Equiv. 

alent problem for � > O. (c) Equivalent problem for l < O. 
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Figure 2.54. Magnetic core (Problem 36). 

(a) B in each leg. 

(b) The inductance of the coil . 

20 cm 

(c) Repeat (a) and (b) if a 0 . 1  mm air gap is cut in the center leg. 

37. If a convention is adopted whereby a dot is placed at a tenninal of each of 
the windings where an elltering current produces a flux that is adding to the 
flux being produced by the other winding. where should the dots be pl�ced 
for the transformer in Figure 2.551 

38. A solenoid has NI turns. length I. and area s. A second solenoid has N2 
turns, length I, and area s. The physical arrangement is shown in Figure 
2.56(a). Assume that a current I enters lenninal a.  If tenninals b and c are 
connected. make reasonable approximations and find L for (a) an iron core, 
J1. P I-LQ: (b) an air core, J..I. = 1-'0; (c) repeat (a) if terminals b and d are 
connected instead of b and c; (d) repeat (b) for terminals b and d connected; 
(e) repeat for the arrangement shown in Figure 2.56(b). 

39. Refer to the coaxial capacitor of Figure 2.25. 

(a) Find Ep at p = a in terms of Vo. 

(b) Find the minimum value of E p at p = a when b is fixed but a is variable. 

(c) What is the capacitance in (b)? 

40. A transmission line is often fabricated as stripline. Assume that it consists 
of a thin strip of width 2 cm and spaced 0.25 cm from a large ground plane 
with a solid dielectric (ER = 4) between the two. Ignoring fringing of the 
field find the capacitance per unit length. 

, , 

• d 

Figure 2.SS. Geometry for Problem 37. 
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(.) (b) 
Figure 2.56. Two windings on a magnetic core. (/I) Cascaded windings. (b) Bifitar windings. 

*41. A cylindrical washer has inner and outer radii a and b. respectively. Its 
conductivity is eT and its thickness is t .  Find the resistance between: 

(a) Inner and outer radii. 

(b) The flat sides. 

(c) The sides of a very thin radial cut all the way through the material. 

42. A parallel.plate capacitor is charged to Vo volts and the battery is 
disconnected. The solid dielectric is then removed. What is the new potential 
difference between the plates. 

*43. A parallel·plate capacitnr h�s plates of area 10-2 m2 spaced by 10-2 m. The 
relative pennittivity varies as ER(Z) = 1 + (zld)2 when the lower plate is 
located at z = 0 and the upper plate is located at z = d. Find the capacitance. 

44. Find the capacitance per unit length of the two·dielectric coaxial capacitor 
shown in Figure 2.57. 

Figure 2.57. Two-dielectic coaxial capacitor. 
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45. What is the resistance per 100 m for a circular conductor that is steel for 
O :s  p < 10-2 and <'Iluminllm for 1O-2 :s p :s 2 x 1O-2?  Assume unifonn 
current densities. Use u = 0 .2 X 101 for steel. What is the "effective" 
conductivity of this conductor? 

46. It is possible to construct an electric circuit with a pencil and a piece of paper. 
Assuming that graphite has a conductivity of 7 x Ht U/m. how "thick" would 
a l-kfi resistor be if it is 2 cm long and 1 mm wide? 

*47. Certain junction diodes. called varacror diodes. behave as voltage dependent 
capacitors: 

C = K ( Vb + V + aV) -II' = Co[ 1  + aV/(Vb + V W ''', 

where Vb is the unbiased barrier voltage, V is the external bias voltage. dV 
is the incremental bias voltage, and Co is the capacitance when av = O. This 
diode is to be used to produce frequency modulalion. If Vb + V = 4, what 
frequency deviation is produced for i-mY modulating source (a V) when the 
carrier frequency is 100 MHz? 

*48. Find the mutual inductance between an infinite filamentary wire on the z 

axis and a filamentary triangular loop with corners at (0.5,0.0). ( 1 ,0.0.5), 
and ( 1 ,0,-0.5). 

49. A filamentary current loop described by m = at is centered at (0,0,0.5) and 
an identical loop is centered at (0,0, -0.5). Using reasonable approximations. 
find the mutual inductance if p. = J.4J and the loop area is 0.05 m2• 

50. Find the external inductance of the stripline of Problem 40 . 

.51. A uniform current density J = -J oa� exists in a conducting slab: -00 < x < 
00, -t12 < y < t12, -00 < z < 00. 

(a) Show that 

d'A, 
dY' = pJo, -1/2 < Y < 1/2. 

(b) Show that H = JOY •. " -1/2 < y < 112, if Hx(O) = O. 
(c) Remove all but a finite width w ( -wI2 < x < w/2) of the slab, assume 

that H does not change (no fringing), and use Equation (3.65) to show 
that the internal inductance per unit length is 

L. - JU (Hi ) llll -
12w 

m 

52. Starting with Equation (2. 147) show that inductance cun be dClennined by 
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53. An electron in the unifonn field B = 8zBO experiences a force F = -eu x B = 
ma. Express this relation in cylindrical coordinates. equate the p components 
and the <I> components. and obtain a pair of coupled equations. Let p = Po 
(constant) to reduce the equations. and show that Wc = eBolm (the cyclotron 
frequency) is the angular velocity of an electron in a circular orbit with radius 
� = uifJlw,. 

54. Use Gauss's law to verify Equations (2. 1 6) and (2.17). 



MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

This chapler begins hy considering [he consequences of conservation of charge in 
the general time-varying case. Next, those equations that retain their static point 
fonns and apply to the general case are presented and discussed. Faraday's law and 
Ampere's (generalized) law are then introduced. We then have a complete set of 
equations that govern electromagnetics. The consolidation of this set of equations, 
including the concept of displacement current density, was primarily due to J.  C.  
Maxwell. Therefore, this set of equations bears his name. One may accurately state 
that a study of electromagnetic field theory is a study of Maxwell's equations. 

Auxiliary (scalar and vector) potential functions will be derived. Whether or not 
these potential functions are used to find electric or magnetic fields, or whether 
Maxwell's equations are used in a direct manner without the potentials, will depend 
10 some eXlem on {he problem ill'ielf. There are certain prublems, which we will 
encounter in later chapters, that can be very easily solved using the potential 
functions. but other problems can be easily solved without them. 

A general conservation of energy relationship, called Poynting's theorem, will 
be derived. This theorem. when applied to familiar practical situations, gives results 
that agree entirely with all of our prior experience, with both " field" theory and 
"circuit" theory. 

Instantaneous field quantities (field quantities that are explicitly time-dependent) 
are denoted by script letters. Phasor field quantities are denoted by the same 
symbols that have been used for static (or steady) field quantities, although it win 
be explicitly indicated that these phasor quantities are functions of w when it is not 
obvious that this is the case. 

3.1 CONSERVATION OF CHARGE 

126 

The vector field quantity that relates to electric current is the time-varying current 
density, 9 .  measured in amperes per square meter. The scalar electric current, 
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i, is given by the integral of the nonnat component of the current density over 
whatever open surface we wish to consider 

i = f f.' · d. (A). (3. 1 ) 

The current out of a closed surface is 

( 3.2) 

The outward flow of this positive charge must, in general, be accompanied by 
a decrease in time of positive charge in the volume represented by the closed sur
face s: 

(3.3) 

The charge q in the volume is obtained as the integral of the volume charge density 

Pv throughout the volume: 

Therefore, we have 

q = fff po. dv (C). 

�I 

(3 .4) 

(3.5) 

where the long double-headed arrow means that the volume on the right-hand side 
is thal within the surface on the left-hand side. If this surface is fixed in time (nol 
moving), then we may differentiate partially with time before integrating: 

(3.6) 

The divergence theorem (Chapter One) equates the surface integral on the left
hand side of Equation (3.6) to the divergence of , throughout the volume defined 
by the closed surface: 

s( � vol 
(3.7) 
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The divergence of a vector, such as :J .  is the limit of the flux of the vector (electric 
current here) per unit volume out of a small volume as that volume is reduced to 
zero. In tenns of the vector operator V it is symbolized by div :J = V . ,. Thus, 
combining Equations (3.6) and (3.7), we have 

( 3.8) 
'" '" 

Since the volume is completely general, the integrands in Equation (3.8) must be 
identical so that 

dp,. 

al 
(conservation of charge). (3.9) 

This result is called the continuity of current or conservation of charge equation, 
because if it does not hold, then charges are being created (or destroyed). It states 
that the limit of the electric currem diverging from a small volume per unit volume 
is equal to the time rate of decrease of charge per unit volume at every point in 
space. 

In the steady current case ( BIBt == 0), we obtain 

v . J 0::: 0 (conservation of charge for steady current) 

as in Equation (2.71). 

(3. 10) 

3.2 OTHER FIELD QUANTITIES 

Current density is related to charge density with velocity u by 

, 0::: Pvu (convection current density). (3 1 1  ) 

This result applies for convection current densities (absence of conductors) as 
well as for conduction current densities if u = "d 0::: drift velocity, although for 
conduction current densities it is more common to use 

1 = u� (Ohm's law for field theory), (3. 12) 

where % is the electric field intensity (VIm) and (T is the conductivity CUfm). 
The constitutive relations are 

(3.13) 

where 9l> is the electric flux density (C/m2) and e is the permittivity (F/m), and 

(3. 14) 
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where � is the magnetic flux density (Wb/m2),  J.1. is the permeability (HIm), and 
'It is the magnetic field intensity (AIm), The electric field intensity is ut:fint:u as 
the force per unit charge, and the magnetic field intensity is the force per unit 
current element. 1 The definitions are evident in the Lorentz force equation 

� � q(1; + u x 9&) (N) (Lorenrzforce). 

Gauss's law is fundamental, and in point form it is given by 

V '  (!h � p., (Gauss's /awl, 

(3. 15) 

(3. 16) 

which states that the electric flux diverging from an infinitesimal volume per unit 
volume is equal to the charge per unit volume at every point in space, Since no 
isolated magnetic charges have been discovered in nature it follows that 

(3 . 17) 

and � is a divergenceless or solenoidal field. Put more simply, magnetic field 
lines close on themselves, 

Note that, except for the fact that we are using script letters here to indicate 
instantaneous field quantities, Equations (3, 1 1 )  through (3, 17) are the same as they 
would be when dealing with electrostatic or steady magnetic fields . 

• Example 3.1 

Assume that some excess charge is placed in a region internal to a large conductor 
that is otherwise charge neutral. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, this charge will 
ultimately appear as a surface charge density on the conductor surface. How is this 
accomplished? Equations (3.9), (3.12), and (3.13) give 

ap., V ' :1 � V '  (,,1;) � V '  (,,(!h/.) � --. 
at 

If the conductor is homogeneous. then [also using Equation (3. 1 6)] 

or 

ap, (,,) - + - p., � o. 
at • 

If eT is truly constant (independent of Pv). then the preceding equation has the 
simple solution 

IThe force is given by the vector product of the current element and the magnetic flu;>; density. 
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Pv = Pvoe 
-(WE)I , 
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where Pvo is the initial volume charge density at t = O. Thus, the charge density 
at any point decays exponentially with a time constant el u, called the relaxation 

time. 
Copper is normally considered to be a good conductor. and it is for commonly 

encountered frequencies. The relaxation time for copper, however, is 

E/U = 1 .52 x 10-19 (s), 

which is extremely short, and at ordinary frequencies where the period is large 
compared with this relaxation time, a field cannot be established in the conductor. 
At x-ray frequencies (on (he other hand) the period is comparable to the relaxation 
time, and a field can be established in the conductor. In other words, al these 
frequencies copper acts more like a dielectric than a conductor. • 

3.3 FARADAY'S LAW 

In 1831 ,  Faraday was successful in demonstrating that a time changing magnetic 
field could produce an electric current. It would perhaps be more accurate to say 
that what Faraday discovered was the following. When the magnetic flux linking 
a closed circuit is altered, a voltage, or electromotive force (emf) ,  is induced 
which may produce a current in this circuit. Faraday's law is usually written 
mathematically 

emf = _ d",. 

dt 
(V or Wb/s) (Faraday's law) (3. 18) 

where !J;m is the magnetic flux passing through any open surface bounded by the 
circuit (closed path I) .  The flux that would be produced by the resultant current 
opposes the original VaJ iatiulI uf llit:: nux. TIlt;! laSl St::lIlt::D<.:t:: is a statement of Lenz's 

law and accounts for the minus sign in Equation (3.18).  
Electromotive force, emf, is a voltage due to some fonn of energy other than 

electric (e.g., batteries and generators produce emf). We shall define emf as 

I emf = T,'€ ' dl I (V), (3 . 19) 

which implies a particular closed path I and if some other closed path is chosen, the 
emt" will, in general, change! In electrostatics, we spoke of voltage and potential 
difference interchangeably, and this is pennissible. In the present situation, we will 
refrain from mentioning scalar potential. or potential difference, until it is necessary 
or desirable (0 do so. As we shall eventually see, voltage and potential difference 
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are usually not equivalent except in electrostatics. One fact concerning Equation 
(3.19) is obvious: � cannot (in the general dynamic case) be a conservative field 
since its circulation {the right-hand side of Equation (3.19)] is not identically zero. 

It is still true that magnetic flux is given by 

o/tm � f J"li . ds (Wb). (3 .20) 

where S I  is any open surface bounded by the closed path in Equation (3.19). 
Combining Equations (3.18). (3.19), and (3.20). we have 

emf � ,( 'i: • dl � -!!.. f f � .  ds (V). jl dt s, 
(3.21) 

We follow the conventional right-hand rule for detennining the positive sense of 
circulation with respect to positive flow through the surface.  This is demonstrated 

in Figure 3.1. Applying the Stokes theorem2 to the circulation of i in Equation 
(3.21) gives 

emf � f f V x "  . ds � - !!.. f f li '  ds. 
Sl dt I I 

(3.22) 

where 32. like S I o  is any open surface bounded by the closed path of Equation 
(3.19). Note that S I  and 52 are not necessarily the same surface, but their limits 
are the same. 

If the closed path is fixed or stationary, then S I and s 2 are not time dependent. 

In this case, the limits of the integrals of Equation (3.22) are fixed, and we may 
differentiate � inside the integral sign partially with time. That is, 

emf � f f V x "  • ds � -!!.. f f Ii '  ds � -f f ali .  
ds. 

Sl dt 'I SI at 

lSection 1 . 10. 

Positive now 
tJuouah' 

Figure 3.1. Right-hand rule applied to Faraday's law. 

(3.23) 
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which is valid regardless of S I  and $2 (and Ihe iimils); so if S I  and J2 are identical, 
Ihe left-hand and right-hand sides of Equation (3.23) can only be equal if Ihe 
illlegronds art! equal. Therefore. 

I V x 'I: = - � J (Ma.nvel/'.< curl 'I: equalion) (3 .24) 

and � is indeed nonconservative (V x '"€ � 0) as predicted. This is the differential 
fonn of Maxwcll's firsl equation. The integral fonn is obtained from Equation 
(3.2 1 )  with s fixed. It is 

emf = f'l: ' dl = -f f �� , ds (transformer em!). (3,25) 
, .. -----" 

The mechanism (hal produces the ernf here is called transformer action. Note 
particularly that if there are no time variations. we immediately obtain 

f E '  dl = 0 (:, = 0) 
and 

V x E = O  (:, = 0), 
which agree with our electrostatic resuhs . 

• Example 3,2 
Suppose that the magnetic flux density 

ea = Bo cos (wt  - x)a: 

is being produced in free space by a source. For present purposes wc arc interested 
in a confined region near x = 0 where changes in x are small compared to changes 
in wc.  Later on we will learn that this is equivalem to requiring that changes in x 
are small compared to a wavelength. Thus, we can use the approximate fonn 

� = Bo cos (wt)a:. 

The fanner fonn for 00 will satisfy all of Maxwell's equations (including the 
V x � equation to be seen later), but the latter form will nol. It is important to 
recognize that the kind of approximation made here is always made when dealing 
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with ac lumped circuit problems. The emf can be found for any closed path. 
Choosing a circular path of radius p lying in the z = 0 plane with equation (3.21) 
gives 

J'. d JP J" ernf = '&,pa,p • a,ppdcb = - - Bo cos( wt)a • •  a_p dp d</;. o dt 0 0 � � 

The surface for the open surface integral was chosen to be the plane disk enclosed 
by the circular path as shown in Figure 3.2. Note that, because of symmetry. %,p 
is a constant on the chosen path and the right-hand rule has been followed. Thus 

emf = 27rp'&,p = 7rp2wBo sin (wt) (V), 

wp . '&,p = "2Bo sm (wt) .  

Equation (3.24) gives 

1 a a 
(V x 'l;), � --(p�.) � - - (Bocos wt) � wBo sin wt , pap ' at 

d 
dp(P�.) � wpBo cos ( w t) .  

Integrating on p with t held constant, we get 

where Cl is independent of p. '&.p must be zero if 00 is not changing in time, 
w = 0, and this requires that Cl be zero. Thus. the two forms for '&4> are the same. 

It is interesting to verify Lenz' s law for this example. For 0 s: w t s: 7r 12 and 
Bo > 0, we have 00 decreasing with t in the positive z direction while the emf 

, 

Agure 3.2. Circular path and plane (disk.) surface for an emf calculation. 
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[ =  7Tp2wBO sin (Wl»)  is increasing in time. A filamentary circular current loop 
of finite conductivity, placed on the path where the emf calculation was made, 
would have induced in it a current in the 8f direction and increasing in time. 111e 
magnetic flux produced by this current would be increasing in time in the positive 

z direction. opposing the original applied flux in accordance with Lenz's law . • 

We have seen how an ernf can be procJur.:cll rur a closed stulioll(Jry path by 
means of a time-changing magnetic flux. This has been called transformer action. 
It is also J:X>ssible to produce an emf with a steady magnetic field if the path or 
circuit is changing in time. This is called generator action. Faraday's law [Equation 
(3. 18)1 clearly indicates that this is possible. An emf can be induced by moving a 
conductor through a steady magnetic field, or by moving a magnetic field past a 

fixed conductor (flux cutting in both cases), or by both of these schemes. 
Generator action, or motional ernf, is perhaps best introduced by means of 

a simple experiment. Consider a conductor moving through the flux lines of a 
steady magnetic field as shown in Figure 3.3. The force on a charge moving with 
velocity u in such a field is given by the second part of the Lorentz force (3. 1 S): 

F = Qu x B. This force is experienced by both the positive and negative charges 
in the conductor and is capable of producing a current because we have a force 
per unit charge or motional electric field given by 

F = u x B  
Q 

(Vim). (3.26) 

The ernf that can be produced by this field is called the motional ernf and is given 
by 

emf =- f Em . dl = f u x B '  dl (motional em/). 

RiP' conductor 

• 

- "  

(3.27) 

Figure 3.3. Force that is producing a motional emf (&enemtor action) in a rigid conductor moving 
with a uniform velocity in a uniform B fteld. 
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As indicated earlier, both types of emf can occur simultaneously giving a general 
result that can be rigorously derived3; 

( 3.28) 

/ •• -------->, , 

• Example 3.3 

Figure 3.4 shows a rectangular conducting loop having arms of negligible resistance 
with a high resistance volt meter insened in one leg. Another leg (at Z = 1) has 

sliding contacts so that it can move with velocity u = 8zUo = 8z(dz)/(dt ) .  Equation 
(3.21) gives 

dl/1 d fh J' emf = _ __ m = - - Boay • ay dx dz 
dt dt 0 0 

emf = 
dz -Boh- = 
dt 

-Bohuo 

Equation (3.27) gives the motional emf: 

(V).  

emf = f: (uoaz x 8yBO) • 8x dx = -Bohuo, 

which is the same result. Equation (3.28) also gives the same result. 
Since the arms have negligible resistance, the entire emf appears as a voltage 

defined by 

lSec Owen or Neff in the references at the end of the chapter. 

, 
, 
, , . /  

x :  h r 

0 ® ® ® 
- 2 I 

Hiih-resistance B 0. afBo u - azuo voltmeter , = 

+ I 

® ® ® 

L... ___________ /!-_. ___ 
, 

Sliding 
contract 

Figure 3.4. Geometry for a motional emf calculation. 
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V21 = - r'l . ell (V). 

Funhennore, the polarity at the voltmeter must be as shown, and the very small 
resultant current must be in the direction shown in order to provide an opposing flux 
(Lenz's law). Thus. the electric field at the voltmeter must be in the direction of a 
unit vector that points from the ( + )  to the ( - )  �ign. Therefore. when intee:rating 
around the loop in the counterclockwise (positive) direction, we obtain a negative 
emf from the contribution at the voltmeter alone (emf = -Bohuo). This has been 
a case of generator action. 

If the flux density is changed to � = Bocos (w t)a), (similar to that in Example 
3.2), then both types of ernf are present. and Equation (3.28) gives 

J' J' J' ernf = 0 [uoa: x ayBo cos (wt)] • a .. dx -
0 0 -wBo sin (Wl)8)' • ay dx d:. 

emf = -Bohuo cos (wt) + Bohzw sin (wt) (V), 

and Equation (3.21) gives 

d J' J' emf = -
dt 0 0 

Bo cos (WI)D)' • ay dx dz = 

emf = + Bohzwsin (wt) - Bohuo coS (WI) 

once again . 

• Example 3.4 

d 
-Boh-(z cos WI)' 

dl 

• 

A more practical example, the ac generator, is considered next. Figure 3.5 shows 
a rectangular loop rotating with constant angular velocity w = alt. The ernf 
ultimately appears at the tenninals connected to the slip rings. This again is a case 
of motion only if� = a.tBo (constant), Two legs of the loop enter the calculation, 
the quantity u x !i  . dl being zero for the legs perpendicular to the axis of rotation, 
Then. we get 

JII2 ernf = uBo sin a( + aJ ' a� dz -112 
But a = (1)1 and u = wa, so 

J -112 + uBo sin a( -a.) ' a- d: ,  
/J2 � � 

�lTIf = 2wBola sin (1)1 = wOos sin wt (V). 

Application of Equation (3,21) to this problem gives the same result almost 
immediately. It is left as an exercise to verify that Lenz's law is obeyed, 
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y 

: (uic of rotation) 

$ '" 21/1 

,----------���----��--,1�------------------
y 

, 

Figure 3.5. Simple ac gem:ralOr. 

Next suppose that g& = (Bo cos WI)I.\' so that both types of emf are present. 
Using Equation (3.28), we have 

f"
' 

ernf = uBo cos wt sin aaz . a� dz 
-112 

f -112 
+ uHo cos wr sin a{ -a!) . a: dz. 

+ 112 

f'12 f" + wBo sin wt 3,{ • (3,{ cos a - ay sin 
-il2 -a 

a)dz dv. 

where -1/2 s z s 1 12 and -a :S v S a. That is. ds = ( a.{ cos a -

3). sin a)dz dv . The integration is straightforward and gives 

emf = wBos sin 2wt (V), 

resulting in a second harmonic generator. • 

3.4 MAXWELL'S SECOND EQUATION 

Maxwell's first Equation (3.24) gives us a relation between electric and magnetic 
fields. Ampere's law. or Maxwell's second equation for magnetostatics, is Equa
tion (2.99): 
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v x H = J. (2.99) 

Since the divergence of the curl of any vector is identically zero 

V · (V x H) = 0 =  V · J. (3.29) 

Equation (3.29) is correct for magnetostatics, but, in light of Equation (3.9), 
Equation (3.29) cannot be correct for the time-varying case. This implies. in turn, 
that Equation (2.99) is incorrect for the general case also. A correct equation for 
the general case is Equation (3.29) with op.,1 ar added to the right-hand side, since 
this would give a result that is consistent with conservation of Charge: 

ap" V . (V x :If) = 0 = V ' 1  + -
a, 

Since it is always true that Pv = V .�.  we have 

a 
V '  (V x :lf) - 0 = V ' 1 + -(V ' !!b) .  

a ,  

If� and its spatial and time derivatives are continuous, then 

and 

o a!1b 
-(V '�) = V ' -0 1  01 

Equation (3.32) suggests that Maltwell 's second equation is .  in general. 

I V x :lf  = 1 + � I (Maxwel/'s curl :If equalion). 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

This result is consistent with all previous equations [including Equation (2.99)]. 
The added term iJ�1 at was Maxwell' s  primary contribution, and because of 

this contribution. his name is associated with the whole set of equations. This 
tenn is obviously a current density (Alm2), and so Maxwell named it displacement 

current density (time derivative of electric flux density). It is probably easier for 
us to recognize the need for this added term than it was for Maxwell. Hindsight 
always seems easy. We know that the ammt:tc:r ill Figure 3.6 will give a continuous 
reading, indicating a continuous current. For closed surface S I it is obvious that 
the divergence of the total current density is zero, because only a conduction 
current density is involved. For closed surface $2.  however, we suddenly lose our 
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+ 
" "'" generator c -.......... Displa�emenl --'---'-,r'-L current density 

A )--------' 
Ammeter 

Figure 3.6. Simple ac circuit that shows the necessity of displacement current density. 

conducting path. It is still true that the divergence of the total current density is 
zero, or 

as in Equation (3.32). In other words, the current density is continuous because of 
the added time derivative of electric flux density between the capacitor plates. In 
this simple (to us) example, the necessity of displacement current is obvious. 

In many low-frequency applications, the displacement current tenn is not impor
tant and is usually neglected. This is one reason why its presence was not easy 
to verify or detect. With the advent of higher-frequency sources, the displacement 
current term became more important in relation to conduction current or convection 
current. This statement will be verified in the chapters that follow and in Example 
3 .5  . 

• Example 3.5 

We would like to demonstrate that the magnetic field used initially m Example 
3.2, namely, 

00 = Bo cos (wt - x)az or <J( : (Boil'<» cos (wt - x ) ,  

satisfies both of Maxwell's curl equations as originally stated. Using Cartesian 
coordinates and the inside front cover we have for the V X 'M equation (free space) 

a't;y == £0--()x al or Ba . 
- - sm (wt - x) 

I'<> 
Bo . 

: - -- sm (wt - x) .  
1'<>£0 
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Integrating. we have 

Bo �, = -- COS (wI - x) + C,(x , Y , Z) ,  
WJJ.<lEO 

where C2 is independent of t. Using the V )( 1 equation. we get 

or _::.B,,-o _ ' a C, 
sm(wl - x )  + - = 

WJJ.(JEo 8x 

a7t, Bo
, 

1 ac, -- = - -- sm (wr - x ) - - -- ,  
at w�£o JJ.o ox 

Integrating. we get 

7t, = 
Bo 1 ac, 

, , COS (WI - x) - - -- I + C,(x ,y ,z) ,  
w- }.£QEo p.o ox 

Comparing this result for 'Ri with that with which we started, we see that both of 
Maxwell's equations are satisfied if C2 = Cl = 0 and Wlp.oEo = 1; that is, 

Bo 
'I:,(x , t )  = - cos (wr - x) 

wJ.'(lEo 
and 

Bo 
'}fz(x , r )  = - cos (wt - x) 

I'<J 

coex.ist and represent an electromagnetic field in free space when WJIJ<j£o = 1 .  We 
will look closely into this in Chapter 4 .  • 

3.5 A SUMMARY OF MAXWELL'S EOUATIONS 

The story has been told about the professor who, at the first meeting of a class for a 
course in electromagnetics. wrote the set of equations called Maxwell's equations 
on the board and left the room. The implication is that these equations tell the 
whole story of electromagnetic theory. This is essentially hUe. Here we will do 
(more or less) the same thing. 

We have found that 
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Two other equations give us the set of four equations most frequenlly called 
Maxwell's eqllation�. These two equations are unchanged from their static fooos: 

V ·!3J � p., I .  (3.36) 

(3 .37) 

These last two equations relate flux lines to sources or sinks. It is emphasized. 
once again, that the magnetic flux. density is solenoidal; having no source or sink. 
The consritutive relations are 

(3.38) 

and 

( 3.39) 

where the parameters IJ. and 6 depend on the material present. The force on a 
charge is of fundamental importance because we have seen that this is one way to 
define the electric and magnetic field. The Lorentz force is 

I g; � q('€ + u x �) 1 ( 3.40) 

Conduction current density and convection current density have been defined by 

(3.41) 

and 

( 3.42) 

respectively. Conservation of charge is stated by 

('\ .4J) 

MaxweJl's equations, as given in Equations (3.34) through (3.37), are in point 
fonn. The integral forms of Maxwell's equations are related directly to the funda-
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mental laws we accepted and used to " derive" Equations (3.34) through (3.37). 
Faraday's law is obtained by inte21ating both sides of Equation (3.34) over a fixed 
open surface and then applying the Stokes' theorem to the left-hand side. We have 

(Faraday's law). (3.44) 

The same process applied to Equation (3.35) gives 

f'R '  dl � i + I I a: . ds (Ampere's Jaw). (3 .45) 
I • " 

If we integrate both sides of Equation (3.36) throughout a volume and apply the 
divergence theorem to the left side, we have 

(Gauss 's law). (3.46) 

The same process applied to Equation (3.37) gives 

f'IA . ds � 0 (3.47) 
, 

One special case needs to be given special attention because of its imponance. 

The most important time-varying case, from an engineering applications view 
point. is the time-hannonic case. For this case, we need to assume sinusoidal time 
variations and steady-state conditions. If this is done, all the methods of Fourier 
analysis (superposition of different sinusoids) are available to us. In particular. all 
the advantages of phasor fonns (complex. algebra) can be utili:u:ll. If we merely 
replace alat by jw, then Maxwell's equations become 

V x E �  -jwB I ,  (3.48) 

V x H � J + j wD I . (3.49) 
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(3.50) 

and 

V ' B  = 0 I · ( 3.51 ) 

If we wish to examine the behavior of a function versus time. and we are 
employing phasor notation. we simply multiply the phasor by ei6J1 and take the 
real pan of the resultant . As an example. suppose we have the phasor electric field 

E(w) = Er + jE, . 

where Er and E; are real vectors. Then, in the real-time domain 

'll(t)  = Re[( E, + jE,)e'"'j 

or 

�(r) = Er cos wr - E; sin w( . 

Since cos WI -+ 1 and sin w( -}o -j ,  when going from the time domain to the 
frequency domain (phasor), the phasor fonn for i;( t )  above is 

E(w) = E, - ( -j)E, = E, + jE,. 

Note that in the preceding equations w was inserted to show that the phasor 

E(w) was a function of radian frequency. This is not necessary. strictly speaking. 
because the use of phasors implies single frequency excitation. It is advantageous, 
however, to employ this notation because quite often we want to find a time
domain response when the excitation is not sinusoidal. That is, it is easy (formally, 
at least) to find the response to any excitation if the phasor response is known. 
This is accomplished by means of the inverse Fourier (or Lap\ace) transform. 

3.6 POYNTlNG'S THEOREM 

An identity of vector analysis from the inside back cover is 

(3 52) 

for ally i and 'le .  Substituting Maxwell's equations [Equations (3.34) and (3.35)J. 
into the right�hand side of Equation (3.52) gives 
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or (3.53) 

Equations (3.53) may be integrated throughout some region of interest, giving 

- J J J V ·  (� X �)dv � J J J (� . � + � .  � + " �)dV 
vol vol 

or, with the divergence theorem, 

-f ('f; x X) • ds � J J  J (� .  � H '  � + " �)dV 
s« I vo] 

Now. if J.L and E are time independent scalars, then 

and 

a9J I a � . - � --(9) ''/;) .  
at  2 a t  

a9\ 1 a 
� . - � --(!i ' �) 

at 2 at 
• 

Equation (3.55) may be rewritten 

-f('/; X �) ·  ds � f.f J f (9) �'/; + !i �� )dV + J J J  1 ' � dv 
$( � vol vol 

(3 .54) 

( 3.55) 

(3.56) 

if the volume limits are fixed in time. The first term on the right-hand side of 
Equation (3.56) is the time rate of increase of the stored er..ergy in the electric 
field, while the second term is the tirne rate of increase of the stored energy in 
the magnetic field. The last term represents energy dissipated (Joule's law) in heat 
per unit time or energy to accelerate isolated charges per unit time, depending on 
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whether ' is O"� or {)vu, respectively. Nomlally we will use this tenn 10 calculate 
power lost or dissipated (�d) in a material with conductivity. If there are sources 
inside the volume, , ' i  will be of opposite sign. and will represent the power 
density added to the system by the sources. The left-hand side of Equation (3.56) 
must then represent the energy flow into the volume per unit (ime. The energy 
flow out of the volume per unit time is therefore 

= - J fI :, (� �� 
+ � ;�) dv - JfI 9-' Mv 

"01 "01 

(W) (3.57) 

We interpret the vector 1: x 'It as the vector giving the direction and magnitude 
of power density at any point. This interpretation is a matter of convenience and 
does not follow directly from Poynting's theorem. The Poynting vector is 

I fI = � X � I (W/m') (Poynting veclor). (3.58) 

In the time-harmonic case, the time-average Poynting vector is (in phasor notation) 

I < fI > = 1 Re lE x H*} I (W/m') (3.59) 

analogous to 4 Re {VI*} in circuit theory. H* is the complex conjugate of H . 

• Example 3.6 

The Poynting vector for the electromagnetic field of Example 3.5 is 

� = � x 'It = a)'�)' x a: 'i1ez = aA" <t,. 'ilel, 
8' 

fI = __ ,0- cos 2 (wt - x)aA" (W/m2), 
wJ.Lij£o 

whose average value is obtained directly by integrating. Since the average value 
of cos 2 (wt - x )  over one period in time is ! ,  we obtain 

(W/m'). 

The phasor forms for % and '1t are E = [BoI( WI-'<lEO) ]e-jA" ay and H = 
(Bo/jJ{) e-}A"az (both peak values), so Equation (3.59) gives 
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< g > =  

as before. 

Re (. �e-jfa\. 2 , WI4JEo . 
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The reader can easily verify by means of Equation (3.57) that the net power 
(W) out of a cube I m on a side, with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, is zero; 
that is, the same power flows in the cube as flows out! • 

• Example 3,7 
Suppose we have a circular cylindrical conductor (resistor) of length [, radius Q, 
and conductivity (J supporting a steady current I with unifonn density J � = ll( 7T02) 
when the cylinder axis ;s the z axis. As we saw earlier, Hq. ::::: 1 1(27Ta) on the 
cylinder surface. and l:;� ::::: J :1 a on the cylinder surface. Thus. the power flow our 
of the cylindrical volume is given by Equation (3.57): 

f f  J " f ' (l . I ) Pj = E x  H . ds = �a: x 341-- . (apo dcpdz), 
s 0 0 (T 27TO 

1 ( / ' f '" f' ( I ) PI = - - --) d</>dz = -I ' -- = -I'R 
20" r.a 0 0 una2 (W), 

where the integr<ltion has been c<lrried out over the lateral surface of the cylinder 
and R is the de resistance . The power flow into the volume is the well·known 

result /2R .  
If we accept !f as correctly giving the power density flow at every point, then 

this concept tells us here that a battery (or some other source of emf) sets up 
fields such that energy flows through the fields and into the conductor through its 
surface. A circuit theory interpretation may differ in detail, but will correctly give 
/ 2R as the power being dissipated. Regardless of the interpretation, the Poynting 
theorem, Equation (3.57), will always give the correct total power balance for a . . 
given regIOn. • 

Based on what was stated below Equation (3.56), the energy stored In the 
electric and magnetic fields must be 

WE = HIf�H dV (I). ( 3.60) 

'01 

WH = U If � ' 1{ dv (J). (3 .6 \ )  
'01 
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respectively. These results apply to static electric and steady magnetic fields as 
we1l: 

WE 

WH 

= H If D ' E dv 
"I 

= HIfB ' H dV 
"I 

(J). (3.62) 

(J). (3.63) 

If we equate these energies to those in circuit theory for the energy stored in 
a capacitor and inductor (CV�/2 and LI2/2), we obtain alternate formulas for 
calculating capacitance and inductance: 

• Example 3.8 

c = :, IIf D ' E dv (P), 
o vol 

L = /' f If B . H dv (H), 

"I 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

The electric field and potential difference for a coaxial cable were calculated in 
Example 2.24 (Figure 2.38). They are E = a"op"/(Ep) and Vo = (ap"I£) In bla, 
or. eliminating PUl ' we get 

E = a 
Vo 

'p ln bla ' 

Thus, for a length i, Equation (3.64) gives 

a S p s b. 

c = :5 U f IEI' dv = ( In :Ia) ' I: r ( � dp d� dz . 

c = 21rEI 

In bla (F), 

which agrees with Equation (2.140). 
The magnetic field intensily for the cable was found in Example 2 . 1 6  (Figure 

2.25) for uniform current densities. It consisted of a different form for each of the 
three regions. Using these in Equation (3.65) for a length t. we get 
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f' f" f ' ( I )' dv = � u 0 U 2::2 pdpdtjJdz. 

Jb J" J' ( I )' 
+ :Z (J 0 0 27TP 

p dpdtbdz 

J 'J" J ' ( I ' ri)' + � b O O  27TP:2 = b2 pdpdc/>dz .  

when the integration is carried out, the result is identical to Equation (2. 149) . • 

We now return to Equation (3.63). Suppose that we have an ideal N-Ium solenoid 

whose ferromagnetic core consists of two identical halves that are [Cuching. We 
apply a mechanical force to separate the two halves, creating an air gap. The 

required work appears as magnetostatic energy stored in the (linear medium) air 
gap. This is a practical problem which must be answered in de.signing solenoid 
operated devices (e.g . •  relays). Equation (3.63) may be written 

Since B is the same in the ferromagnetic core and the air gap (and is uniform by 

the assumption of an ideal solenoid), we have in the air gap 

or 

8's 
= 2J-1.(J dlag = F dlag, 

where F is the mechanical force required to create the air gap of length lag. 
Therefore, we have 

F 
8's 

(N). � 
I4t 

The following example demonstrates the practical use of this result: 

• Example 3.9 

A horseshoe electromagnet (Figure 3.7) is holding a smooth steel bar that weighs 
W pounds ( I  pound = 0.454 kg). Assume that the magnet and bar are both cast 
steel. have the same cross-sectional area (0.05 m2), and that the mean magnetic 
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Figure 3.1. Horseshoe electromagnet and its magnetiulion curve (cast steel). 
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path length is 2.82 m. The mean air gaps are assumed to be 10-3 m. The winding 
is 12-gauge copper wire with a total length of 800 m and resistance of 4. 168 fi. 
The energy for holding the bar is supplied by flashlight batteries ( 1 .5 V, D cells). 
There are 30 batteries (total) with 5 units in parallel. Each unit has six batteries in 
series. We want to find the weight that is being held. The coil current is 

So, we get 

I � � � 
6( \ .5) � 2.159 R 4.168 (A). 

NI � 2159 � (NI)., + (NI)" � "'m 'lit., + H I  

NI � 8s'IIt., + H I  

The air-gap reluctance is 

or 

Therefore, we have 

21., 
�'I = 

SI'<J 

� 2 X IQ-J 
� 1592. 41T x 10-7 

2159 � 15928 + 2.82H. 
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Using uial and error with the given magnetization curve, we find B = 0.67 and 
H = 390. Thus. for two air gaps, we get 

F � 8 ',11'0 � (0.67)'(0.05)/(41T x 10-') � 17 .86 x 10' (N); 

converting to pounds. we get 

17.86 X 10' IV = 
9.8(0.454) 

� 4014 (pounds). 

• 

3.7 POTENTIALS 

In electrostatics and magnetostatics, we found that certain problems could be solved 
by first solving for auxiliary potential functions tl> or A. The desired field quantity 
E or B could then be found from the potential by differentiation.4 We would like 
now to find a set of potentia)s from which time-dependent fields may be derived and 
which are also consistent with those potential functions already found for statics. 

From Equation (3.37), there is an sA. such that 

(¥i = V x .l4. (3.66) 

since the divergence of the curl of any vector is identically zero. Equation (3.66), 
however, does not completely define .r4 . for if Va (where a is any scalar field) 
is added to .14 .  Equations (3.37) and (3.66) still hold because V x (Va) � o. a 

is called a gauge jullction. Since Equation (3.66) is the same as Equation (2. 104) 
for magnetostatics. let us try to utilize .sf. here. Substituling Equation (3,66) into 
Equation (3.34) gives 

o 
V x 'l;  � --(V x .(4) .  

a t  

Now. if .s4 and its derivatives are continuous. we have 

or 

4E = -V<I> and B "" V x A. 

0.14 
V x 'l; � -V x 

at 

V x (1: + 0.(4) = O. 
at 

(3.67) 

, 
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This means that 1: + asJJ j) r is a conservative (zero curl) field and therefore a 
scalar tP exists such that 

Note also that 

asil 
't + - � -Vet> 

ar 
(3.68) 

is independent of the path . 1: is (in general) nonconservative, bm 1: + a:ill at is 
conservative. Equation (3.68) may be written 

(3.69) 

and agrees with our electrostatic result (E = -Vct» . Equation (3.69) is not exactly 
inviting for detennining 't: because it contains both a scalar and a vector potential. 

A pair of coupled equations for tP and sQ. may be obtained in the following way. 
Substituting Equation (3.38) into Equation (3.36), and then, in turn, substituting 
Equations (3.39) and (3.38) into (3.35) (J,L, E scalars) gives 

(3 .70) 

and 

(3.71)  

Equations (3.70) ami (3.71)  are inhomugeneous in lhal lhey have �'ulm;es un the 
right-hand sides. We next eliminate 00 with Equation (3.66) and '€ with Equation 
(3.69). We 'hen have 

and 

v . (-vet>-
asl ) � p, 
ar  e 

a ( asil) v x (V x sil) - ".E- -V</> - - � 14 .  ar  ar  

(3.72) 

( 3 .73) 

a pair of coupled equations. If $ and its derivatives are continuous, Equations 
(3.72) and (3.73) may be written 
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and 

a2se 
V X ( V  x siI) + 1'£-, a r-

Now. as we have seen before. we have 

V x (V x siI) = V(V - sil) - 1" siI 

( 3 . 74) 

( 3.75) 

by ver.:lOr itlt:lIlity (�ee the inside back cover); so Ihe pair of coupled equations 
becomes 

and 

, a  p, I' <P +  -(V - sil) = - -
ar £ 

(3.76) 

(3 .77) 

We have already specified the curl of at in Equation (3.66). In order to 
completely define st ,  we must also specify its divergence. Equations (3.76) and 
(3.77) suggest very strongly that we choose 

I 
V -

siI = - I'£¥, I (Lorellt' cOlldirioll) (3 . 78) 

If this is done. then !Il is said to be unique in the Lorenlz gauge and Equations 
(3.76) llnd (3.77) are uncoupled. for then we have 

a2 (/) p, ( 3.79) I" <P - 1'£- = 
ar' £ 

and 

a2st ( 3 .80) V'siI - 1'£- = 
-I':} (JI '  

Note that Equations (3.78), (3.79), and (3.80) are consistent with theif static 
counterparts 
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and 

V · A = O. 

V ' <I>  = - p.. 
. ' 

IS3 

(2. 107) 

(261) 

(2.108) 

respectively. Equations (3.79) and (3.80) are called the inhomogeneous scalar and 
vector Helmholtz wave equations. respectively. 

The static solutions for 11> and A were the Helmholtz integrals. 

and 

I ffI p..( r')  , <l>(r) = - -- dv 
47TE R 

vol' 

A(r) � :" J J J 1(2 dv' 
vol' 

(EO -E) 

("" - IL)· 

(2.65) 

( 2 . 1 10) 

Solutions to Equations (3.79) and (3.80) are similar as might be expected. Without 
proof,s the solutions are 

and 

<P(r, t )  � 4�.J JJ ",,(r' , I; R.JiiE) 
dv' 

�l' 

"(r,l) = :" J JJ ,(r' , 1  �R.JiiE) 
dv' 

vol' 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

That is. to evaluate <P at r and time t. the value of p" at r' and time t ' = t - R.;pi, 
or retarded time, should be used in the integrand. In the same way. to evaluate 
.sfl at r and time t, the value of , at r' and t - R J;i should be used. The 
potentials given by Equations (3.81) and (3.82) are thus called retarded potentials. 
In other words, a change in the source cannot be observed at the field point until a 
later time. Apparently. the effect propagates at a velocity given by C ue) -112 (the 
speed of light). Figures 3.8 and 3.9 demonstrate the geometry. If the region of 

SSee Neff. 1981 in the references at the end of Ihis chapler. 
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,' ''' t - R ..{iit 
p .. (r'. t') 

_:::"::'::'--:;;;:O"I<I> (r, I) 

Figure 3.8. Geometry for the calculation of �r. t) due to p..(r'. t ') .  

, 

- - - - - - - - - - - - ->' 

Figure 3.9. Geometry for the calculation of sf( r, t) due to '(r' , t  '). 

interest does not include the source (X,y,Z not inside the region labeled vol'), then 
Equations (3:81) and (3.82) (still) are solutions to the homogeneous differential 
equations (wave equations) 

and 

a'<I> V' <I> - 1"£- = 0 
a I' 

a'.c 
V'.st - 1"£- = o. aI' 

(3.83) 

( 3.84) 
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For the special case of time dependent surface charge densities and surface 
current densities, superposition gives 

and 

4>(r. t) = -l- I I p,(r', t ') ds' 
41T£ s' R 

.s4( r, 1) = :" I L J,(r� t ') ds' . 

In the same way, for filamentary charges and currents, we get 

and 

4>(r.1) = -l- I  p,(r'. t ') d/' 
41T£ " R 

"'(r . t) = -.!!:... I i(r' . t ') dl' .  
41T " R 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

It is usually not necessary to work with both potentials. Consider the phasor 
form of Equation (3.80) (alat -+ jw. a21at2 -+ -uJ): 

V'A + w'p.eA = -p.J. 

whose solution is6 

A(r, w) = :" I I I J(r�w) e-j· ./iii Rdv · 
vol' 

In terms of this A. we get 

B = V x A I. 
and, from Equations (3.69) and (3.78), we get 

E = -. _I_ V(V ' A) - jwA \ . 
) CdJ.t£ . 

6See Neff, 1981 in the references at the end of this chapter. 

(3.89) 

(3.90) 

(3.91) 

(3.92) 
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where 

<I> = - -. _I_{V '  A) I . 
JWIJ-E 

(3.93) 

Equations (3.91) and (3.92) give the field in terms of A. 

• Example 3. 1 0  
An electromagnetic field in free space that satisfies all of Maxwell's equations was 
found in Example 3.5. The phasor form of this field is Ey = [Bo/(wJl()£o)]e-)x . 
and the differential equation for A {Equation (3.89)] in free space is VlA + 
w2J.l.()EoA = O. That is, in free space J =: 0, but keep in mind that J must be 
nonzero somewhere7 to act as a source for the field. The curl of A must produce 
a z-component of B or H that depends on x according to Equation (3.91). That is. 
H, = ( 1I/J<) aA,.lax , or 

BA,. 
= /J<)H, ax • 

or, integrating with x, and dropping the constant of integration, we have 

_ .  -jx A,.(x . w) - JBOe . 

The differemial equation fur A becomes 

+ A,. = 0, 

since it was shown in Example 3.5 that u}p.oEo = 1 .  Thus, the differential equation 
for A becomes 

( -j ) { -j )jBoe-i< + jBoe-i< = 0, 

0 = 0. 

and Ay = jBoe-j.l is a solution. E is given by Equation (3.92): 

I E = . V{V . A) - jwA. 
}wp.oEo 

lWe will be more explicit in Seclion 4.1. 
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This reduces to E = -jwA since V ·  A == O. We then have left Ey = -jwAy 
or Ey = wBoe-}X = lBo/(wl-4l£o)]e-JX (since W2I-4l£.o = 1) in agreement 
with the result from Example 3.5 .  We did not use Equation (3.90) to find 
A = jBoe-jXay • • 

Considerable tabor is often saved by using the potential functions to obtain 
the fields. rather than obtaining the fields directly. The use of potential functions 
is, however, not necessary, and in order to show this. we would next like to 
solve Maxwell's equations simultaneously in a region where J,L and £ are scalar 
constants and current density sources ( 9 )  are present. It is advantageous to use 
the phasor fonns for this. Taking the curl of both sides of Equation (3.48). and 
then substituting Equation (3 .49) gives 

v x (V x E) � -jW/k(J + jw,E) . ( 3 .94) 

Taking the curl of both sides of Equation (3.49), and then substituting Equation 
(3.48) gives 

V X (V X H) � V X J + jW'( -jw/kH) . (3.95) 

The left-hand sides of Equations (3.94) and (3.95) can be expanded by vector 
identity (inside back cover): 

V(V ' E) - V'E � -jw!kJ + w'I",E. 
V(V ' H) - V'H � V X J + w'I",H. 

However, we have V '  E = pyl£ and V ·  H """ 0, so we get 

V'E + w'I",E � jw!kJ + V(p)') . 

V1H + w1J,L£.H = -V x J. 

(3 96) 

(3 97) 

(3 .98) 

The volume charge density can be eliminated by means of the continuity equation, 
which for phasors is V ' J  = -jwpv or p., = - ( lIjw)V - J. Thus. in tenns of 
the current density J, we have the uncoupled partial differential equations that are 
called the phasor inhomogeneous vector Helmholtz wave equatiofIJ: 

V'E + wll"'E � jw!kJ - _1_V(V ' J) = -SE , 
lW' 

v1H + uiJ,L£H = -V x J � -SH . 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

Note that the sources (SE and SH) for these equations involve J, but are not simply 
J alone. When the last two equations are compared with Equation (3. 89) and its 
solution, Equation (3.90), we may immediately write the phasor solutions 
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E(r, (oJ) = 4� ffJ s£(�. W) �-jlJJ,fjiiR dV ' 
"I 

H( ) I f f f  SH(r'. w) -jw .(iil. R d ' r, Cd = 47T R e v  
'01 

(3.101)  

(3.102) 

Using the reverse of the process that was used to go from Equation (3.82) to (3.90), 
we obtain the time-domain solutions 

";(r, t) � 4� f WfEC�. t ') dv ' (3 . 103) 
'01 

1£(r,t) � 4�J WfH(�, t ' ) dv ' (3 . 104) 
'01 

where, as before, I '  = t - .Jiii R is the retarded time. and a change at the source is 
observed at the field point at a later time, and the effect propagates at the speed of 
light. Figure 3.8 applies to the present situation if the source and field quantities are 
appropriately changed. Note that the integrands in Equations (3. 103) and (3. 104) 
are more complicated than that in Equation (3.82). and this is one reason why the 
use of sd. is often preferred. The wave character of '€ and 'If will be investigated 
in detail in Chapter 4. 

• Example 3. 1 1  
In free space, Equations (3.99) and (3. 100) reduce to the homogeneous fonns 
V2E + tifJ..l<)EoE = ° and V2H + w2J..l<)EoH = 0, respectively. For the electro
magnetic field of Example 3 . 10, they become 

or 

d'E � o � --y + E  dx2 Y = 0, 

d'H" d'H, 
-d ' 

+ W /J{)EoH. = 0 = --, + H, = 0 
x • dx • 

-wBoe-jX + wBoe-Jx = 0, 

_Boe-jI + Boe-jlC = 0 
J1< J1< ' 

o � 0; 

o � 0, 
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and our electromagnetic field that we have been using is apparently a wave. since 
E and H satisfy homogeneous wave equations. • 

3.8 VOLTAGE AND POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE 

The voltage between two points may be defined in general as the negative of the 
line integral of the electric field taken along a specific path from point I to point 
2. That is, the voltage between point 2 and point 1 is 

V21 = - r � . dl = LI � . dl = - V 12 (V). 

Substituting Equation (3.69) into Equation (3. 105) gives 

or 

or 

f ' ( a<p V21 - -dx I ax a<P 
+ -dy ay a<P ) f' a.ll/ + - d, + - o dl, az I at 

f ' f' a>f 
vll = d4> + _ .  dl, 

1 1 at 
f' a.ll/ V21 = <P,. - 4>J + _ o dl · 

I at 

(3 . 105) 

(3 . 106) 

Thus, voltage and potential difference are generally not identical . Note that they 
are identical when a::A.la t = 0 (the static case) or when .sil. . dl = O. It is also true. 
according to Equation (3.69), that when � 0 sA. = 0, then 't: can be obtained from 
cP alone. See Problem 3.24. 

3.9 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

We have already seen in electrostatics and magnetostatics that it is necessary to have 
a complete set of boundary conditions in order to solve many problems, especially 
when dealing with boundary-value problems explicitly. The same thing is true in 
the more general dynamic case. In fact, the boundary conditions are almost the 
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same for statics and dynamics. The required boundary conditions are most easily 

determined from Maxwell's equations in integral form. Equations (3.44) through 
(3.47). 

Applying Equation (3.44) to the rectangular path in Figure 3. lO(a) leads to 

'1:" = '1:" or I a, x ('1: ,  - '1:,) = 0 I , (3 . 107) 

as long as �/i}t is finite. and we allow Aw to approach zero. Equation (3. 107) 
simply states that between any two physically realizable media the tangential 
components of 'I are continuous. The unrealizable (but useful) perfect conductor 
is an important special case and will be considered shortly. 

Applying Equation (3.45) to the same path leads (no surface currents) to 

�,' = �" or I a, x (�, - �,) = 0 I , (3. 108) 

as long as , and atlJJlat are finite. (Perfect conductors are again an exception.) 

Equation (3.108) states in words that the tangential components of 7t' are contin
uous at the interface between two physically realizable media. 

r 

(.) 

Medium ( 1 )  

Medium (2) 

(b) 
Figure 3.10. (a) Rectangular path for evaluating ft ·  dl or �Jt. dI. (b) Cylindrical surface for 
evaluating f9J . ds or fa . ds. 
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Applying Equation (3.46) to the cylindrical can of Figure 3. 1O(b) (for Aw --+ 0) 

gives the same result as in electrostatics, namely, 

90" - 90" = p, or 1 a, · «(!l), - 90,) = p, I · (3. 109) 

Equation (3.47) applied to this surface gives 

(3 . 1 10) 

Next, suppose that region 2 in Figure 3. IO(a) and Figure 3 . 10(b) is a perfect 
conductor. In a perfect conductor the conductivity (T is infinite. Insofar as ex.ternal 
fields are concerned, it is often convenient to treat good conductors, like copper or 
silver, as if they were perfect conductors, neglecting the small errors introduced. 
Ohm's law 1 = O'� requires that :i be infinite unless � is zero. In other words, 
to keep 1 finite in the perfect conductor <t: must be identically zero. Then from 
Equation (3.34), <J( must be identica1ly zero inside the perfect conductor. It then 
follows from Equation (3.35) that :i = 0 inside the perfect conductor. The only 
way left for a current to exist is in the fonn of a surface current density '5 ' In this 
case, Equation (3.  107) becomes 

'8" = '8,2 = 0 or I a, x i ,  = 0 (3. 1 1 1) 

while Equation (3. 109) becomes 

2lilll = Ps or (3 . 1 12) 

and Equation (3. 1 10) becomes 

( 3 . 1 13) 

In light of the existence of surface current (zero thickness layer), Equation (3.45) 

is reapplied to Figure 3. 1O(a) giving 

'Jf" = ), or I a, x 'le, = 1, 1 (u, � 00). (3 . 1 14) 

where the current flows perpendicular to ';;Cl I· Examples of the use of these 
boundary conditions will occur frequently in the chapters to follow. 
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3.10 CIRCUIT THEORY FROM FIELD THEORY 

It is informative to show that circuit theory is a very special case of field theory. 
Put another way. the equations of circuit theory are Maxwell's equations recast into 
more applicable fonns. This does not imply that one should start with Maxwell's 
equations to solve a circuit problem. What we intend to show here is where cir� 
cuit equations come from and. in particular, what assumptions must be made for 
these equations to be valid . 

• Example 3. 1 2  
Consider first the rather innocent looking geometry of Figure 3. 1 1 .  A time
dependent source is applied at the terminals in the form uf a lime-dependent electric 
field. Some kind of current would be expected on and inside the conductor of finite 
conductivity. An internal electric field would be necessary to support this current. 
Some kind of nonunifonn distributed self-inductance, both internal and external, 
would be associated with this geometry. Also, a Donuniform resistance (in the dc 
sense) would be expected. If the linear dimensions of the geometry are appreciable 
compared with (f Jiii)-I  (the wavelengrh),8 radiation would occur introducing 
further complications. We would certainly hesitate to call this geometry a circuit. 
About the best we could do, and this only for sinusoidal time variation, would 
be to associate a resistance and reactance (inductive or capacitive?) or impedance, 
with the driven or "input" tenninals. Any theoretical development past the staning 
equations would depend on having a nice simple geometry. 

The preceding paragraph paints a rather bleak picture. Actually, many of the 
difficulties encountered there may be overcome if certain assumptions can be 
justified. First of all, and fundamentally, let us consider only those cases for which 
the linear dimensions of the geometry are small compared with if Jiii) -I . In other 
words, the geometry is small physically, or the frequency is low, or both. This 
essentially eliminates radiation. Next, let us investigate the geometry of Figure 
3. 1 2, which certainly looks like a "circuit." Let the interconnecting conductors be 
filamentary everywhere, except for the small lossy cylinder of conductivity u and 

'This was mentioned first in Example 2. 

Applied .,.-/ 
electric 

field 

Nonunirorm 
conductor 

Flg .... e 3.11. Electric field applied. 10 an arbitrary conducting loop. 
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field Cl 

Cross-«ctional uea, SR 
len,th, IR 

, d 
R 

C 
L-____ �--�h� t'-----------" I 

Plate area, se 
SpaCing, de 
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Figure 1.12. Geometty for developing the circuit equation (RLC series circuit) from Faraclay's law. 

the plates of areas Se. This last requiremenl eliminates inlernal effects except for the 
lossy cylinder and the region between the plates. The dimensions are indicated in 
Figure 3. 12. Let a time-dependent electric field from some completely independent 
source be applied at the terminals a-b. This is the "input." 

Let us evaluate the circulation of the electric field around the closed path I, 
defined by the filamentary conductors and the dashed lines. Faraday's law is 

f 'I: ° dl = -!!... f f  � o d,. I dr s 

Let us consider the left-hand side of the above equation and make additional 
assumptions as they seem necessary. The terminals a-b are very close so that the 
only effect here is that produced by the applied field, and 

f: "f) • dl = -Vba· 

according to Equation (3.105). \Iba is called the applied voltage (between points b 
and a) in circuit theory. 

Let us next assume that the filamentary conductor is perfectly conducting or that 
the conductivity is large enough so that � is negligible on the conducting path. In 
this case. we have 

Note particularly that the line integral. e lof. around the helical path is zero. Now, 
we have 
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Id Id, 1 fd " I "" d] = - ' dl = - dl = .'..!.. = iR. 
� <' fT eT ('" US R  

where unifonn eT and 1, are assumed in the lossy material. R is the de resistance 
of the lossy cylinder. We have assumed no displacement currents in the lossy 
material . In the region between the plates, we assume no conduction current. The 
current that flows between the plates is entirely displacement current, but it must 
equal (as we have seen before) the conduction current in the lossy material. Then 

f' f' f' � Cl! pssr q 
", .  dl = _ .  dl = - dl = -de = - . 

JI 8 £ £ g £5(' C 

where C is the "static" capacitance (geometry dependent). The current can be 
related to the charge, because this current, flowing to the left away from terminal 
h,  must equal the time rate of increase of charge at h (outside the plate). Thus, 

dq = -
dt 

or q = f i dt + Qo 
Note that the same current (dqldt) is flowing into terminal g (outside the plate). 
This last result should be compared to Equation (3.5). Finally, we have 

and 

f' I f Q '" . dl = - i dt + ...!! 
8 C C 

f " I  f " Qo d f f � • dl = -Vba + IR + - 1 dt + - = -- � .  ds. 
/ C C dr s 

There remains the right-hand side which contains a surface integral. The surface 
s is very complicated since it is that surface bounded by the palh 1, bUl al least 
it is fixed in lime. It is reasonable to neglect the flux linking the open surface 
everywhere except through the N-tum coil, for the magnetic field threading through 
the coil is much larger than anywhere else. Then, 

-� f f (i . ds = -
d.p. = -�(Li) = 

dt J dt dr 
di -L
dt ' 

since L is the external inductance, detennined only by the fixed coil geometry. 
The final result is 

- Vba + iR + � I i dt -L 
di 
dt 
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or 

. di I I . Qo vbo = I R  + L - + - I dr + - ,  
dr C C 

a well-known result. It is obvious from the development (hat we have a lumped 
R, L. and C forming our circuit. and Faraday's law has led to Kircllho/fs volrage 
law. 

In a similar manner, it can be shown that conservation of charge, Equation 

(3.9), leads to Kirchhoffs current law. 
It is extremely important to remember the large number of assumptions made 

in this development. To summarize, they are listed. 

1. All linear dimensions are much less than (j J;i)-l. 
2. A filamentary closed path is employed. 

3. R:rfect conductors exist everywhere in the circuit except at the input gap, 
between capacitor plates. and between the resistor terminals. 

4. Displacement current is confined to the capacitor. 
S. Magnetic flux is confined to the if/duetor. 

6. The geometry is fixed in time. 

These restrictions can be relaxed somewhat only after considerable experience has 
been gained with the simplest cases. • 

3.1 1  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The material presented in this chapter is extremely important. It is the essence 
of electromagnetic field theory. Maxwell's equations have been developed from 
fundamental laws starting with Faraday's law. These equations (with perhaps 

auxiliary potential functions derived from them) with the appropriate boundary 
conditions enable us. formally at least, 10 solve the problems. of r:le:clmmagnelics. 
in the general case. They reduce identically to the electrostatic and magnetostatic 
results of Chapter 2.  We will examine some important practical applications in the 
following chapters. beginning with a detailed look at the uniform plane wave in 
Chapter 4. 
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PROBLEMS 

1.  If J(w) = 8xX2 + ayY z  + a�xYl (A1m2) in free space, find the current leaving 
the unit cube that occupies the first octant with a corner at the origin. Use 
IsJ . ds. Apply the divergence theorem and repeat. 

2. Staning with Ampere's law in point form (Maxwell's equation). derive the 
continuity of current (conservation of charge) equation. 

3. Refer to Figure 3.4. Let the legs at l = 0 and z = I (both fixed) be replaced 
with resistors R. If(i = 8y Bo cos wt, find the resultant current. and indicate its 
direction. 

4. Refer to Figure 2.42 and Example 2.27. Find the induced emf in the square 
loop if i I = locos WI . Compare the result to that obtained from the (phasor 
circuit) open-circuit voltage V 2 = jwL 121 \ .  

*5. Repeat Problem 4 (find the induced emf) for the geometry of Chapter 2, Problem 
48. 

6. A solenoid consists of 10 closely spaced turns of filarnentary wire where the 
radius of a turn is I cm. A uniform axially directed field 10-3 cos 103t (Wb/m2) 
is impressed. What is the induced open-circuit voltage between the two ends 
of the wire? 

·7. Given the unifonn magnetic field B = at 10-2 Wh/m2 and the circular path of 
radius p lying in the z = 0 plane, find the induced emf if p = p(t) = - lOt + 
0. 1  m. 

8. A thin conducting strip is located in the z = 0 plane, 0 ::5  x $ 1, -co < y < co 
(Figure 3 . 1 3).  The strip is moving with velocity u = 8yUO. A steady magnetiC 
field B = 8rBO is applied. Compare this situation to that of a straight wire 
moving at the right angles to steady magnetic field. The ernf may be picked off 
by a fixed voltmeter connected by brushes at the edge of the strip. 
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Conduding 

,, -- y 

Figure 3.13. Moving conducting strip in a uniform magnetic field (flux cUlling). 

(a) Calculate the emf. 
(b) Calculate the ernf if � = 3tBm cos wt and the plane containing the vo1t� 

meter leads is normal to the strip. 
(c) Calculate the ernf if � = azBm cos wt and the plane containing the volt. 

meter leads is parallel to the strip as in Figure 3.13. 

9. The Faraday disk generator is a more practical version of Problem 8. It  consists 
of a thin circular conducting disk rotating about its axis with angular velocity 
w, while the magnetic field is applied normal to the disk. The emf is picked off 
by brushes. one on the shaft and one on the periphery of the disk. The radius 
of the disk is a, and the voltmeter leads define three sides of a rectangle (b x a) 

parallel to the plane of the disk. Let tu = -azWo. See Figure 3. 14. 

(a) Calculate the emf. 
(b) Calculate the emf if� = 3zBm sin Wbt . 

, x 

y -----

�Il_'W 

Figure 3.14. Faraday disk generator. 
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FIgure 3.15. Schematic diagram of the transformer of Figure 2.55. 

10. The transformer of Figure 2.55 is shown schematically in Figure 3 . 15 using the 
dot convention of Chapter 2, Problem 37. Using the definitions of inductance 
and voltage with Faraday's law: 

(a) Derive the circuit equations for the transformer in terms of L J ,  L2• and 
L 12• Assume that the transformer is linear. Use phasors. 

(b) Assume that the transformer has negligible leakage nux (kmC' ;;;;: I) so that 
it is ideal. Show that 1,112 = V2IV, = -Nz/N I .  

11. A lossy parallel-plate capacitor has a dielectric with conductivity Ud and 
permittivity e. Ignore fringing and show that the ratio of conduction current 
density to displacement current density is ud/(we) in magnitude. 

12. The capacitor in Problem 1 1  is charged to Vo (V), and the battery is discon
nected at t = O. Show that the voltage across the capacitor decays exponentially 
with a time constant that equals the relaxation time. 

13. The electric field for the dominant mode in a coaxial cable with perfect 
conductors (Figure 2.38) is given in phasor form by 

(a) Using V X E = -jwJLH, find H. 

(b) Find Js, the surface current density that supports the electromagnetic field. 

14. (a) Find the surface charge density in Problem 13. 

(b) Find the displacement current per unit length in Problem 13. 

IS. Show that 

{ In(a/b) , ° oS P oS a , 
A = -az J';E.Eoe-jw .,J'jii l .  In(plb), a :50  p :;; h, 

0, p S  b 

gives the correct electric field for the coaxial cable (Problem 13). Use Equation 
(3.92). 
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16. The wavelength for time-harmonic fields is given by A = (J Jiii) - I . We 
arbitrarily decide that "much less than a wavelength" means less than O . lA .  
What does this mean for the usual power line frequency. 60 Hz? 

17. How far is the surface of the earth from the surface of the moon if a radar 
pulse requires 2.56 s for a round trip? 

·18. The radiated field at large distances from a lUll/-wave dipole antenna with z
directed current is given in phasor fann by 

. e-jw � r  cos (-rr/2cos 8) E,(r , 6) � J 60I,  . " r sin v 

Show that Maxwell's first two equations hold when (only) the teoos that vary 
as liT are retained. 

19. If <P � t - X .Jp;i and SI � a.(t - x .Jp;i) .Jp;i, show that 

(a) V · sA � -!L< a<Plat 
(b) Find 'I: and :le .  

20. Find an equation for the transfonner induced ernf in a stationary path in terms 
of sA .  

21. Using Equations (3.34), (3.35). and (3.43) derive Equations (3.36) and (3.37). 

22. Given the phasor magnetic field intensity 

find E. 

23. (a) Find the phasor forms for E and H for the electromagnetic field: 

�. = Eo cos w(t - z .J1'« 0) . :le, � .J<o/I'<Eocos w(r - z .J1'« 0) 

(b) Find the 1\)ynting vector. 
(c) Find the average power passing through a square that is I m by 1 m lying 

on a plane parallel to the z = 0 plane. 

24. (a) Given A for the coaxial cable (Problem 15), find cl> using Equation (3.93). 
(b) Find <1> •• � <1>. - <1> • •  

(c) Find V • •  � I: E '  dl. 
(d) Why is V.b � <I>.b? 

25. Based on Problem 16. estimate the highest usable frequency for a planar 
vacuum triode if the cathode-anode spacing is 2 mm. 
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26. A filamentary current loop carries the current i = lo cos tP cos wt in the a<l> 
direction. find .st(O, O,z) .  The loop has a radius p = a and lies in the z = ° 
plane. 

27. Assuming that .sl. = ax cos wl cos kz (k  = w.J;i) and u = O. (a) find 'H. .  
(b) find " , and (c) find <1>. 

·28. Find the power radiated by the half-wave dipole of Problem 18  by integrating 
the R>ynting vector over a (large) sphere of radius r. 

29. Given 

(0) Find E (phosor fonn). 

(b) Find '1( .  
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UNIFORM PLANE 
WAVE PROPAGATION 

The uniform plane wave represents a very simple example of the simultaneous 
use of Maxwell's equations in solving an electromagnetic field problem. A good 
understanding of the uniform plane wave is also necessary if one is to successfully 

master the more complex types of electromagnetic phenomena. Furthennore. it is 
very easy to move from a study of uniform plane wavc:s into a study of transmission 

lines by way of the parallel plane system. Proceeding in this fashion gives one a 

better understanding of the relation between field quantities and circuit quantities as 

applied to the transmission line. The alternate approach, as far as the transmission 

line is concerned, is to assume an equivalent circuit and derive the voltage and 
current relationships. This seems rather incomplete and not related directly to 

previous work. 
The uniform undamped plane wave in unbounded space is considered first in 

this chapter. Next. the damped uniform plane wave in unbounded (but lossy) 
space is considered. We then have the necessary background to consider the 
case of reflection (first normal, then oblique incidence) from a plane interface . 
The material on either side of the interface may be quite general, but the only 
interface considered here is a plane one where the boundary conditions are easy to 

observe and apply. The treatment of plane wave reflection (scattering) from other 
geometries (an infinite cylinder, for example) is beyond the scope of this material 

and wi11 not be pursued. With a good basic understanding of uniform plane waves, 
many avenues of investigation are open to us, and we will in Chapter 5 explore 

one: the transmission line. 
The scalar and vector inhomogeneous wave equations were derived in the 

preceding chapter. Formal solutions (the Helmholtz integrals) to these equations 
were presented. We are now ready to proceed toward the simplest practical cases 

of wave phenomena. Sinusoidal excitation in time and steady-state conditions will 
usually be assumed so that the advantageous use of phasors is permissible. 

1 7 1  
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A plane wave may be defined as a wave for which the electric and magnetic field 
vectors lie in a plane. This plane is perpendicular to the direction of wave motion 
or propagation. In the special case of time-harmonic excitation (phasors), we may 
also say that contours of constant phase are these same planes. In a cylindrical 
wave, contours of constant phase are cylinders. and for a spherical wave. contours 
of constant phase are spheres. Plane waves are difficult to generate in practice, 
but may be well approximated by cylindrical waves or spherical waves at large 
distances from their respective sources. The field at \argt! di�lam;t:s from a radio 
antenna is essentially a plane wave over a limited region. These electromagnetic 
waves are examples of transverse waves, as opposed to an acoustic wave. which 
is an example of a longitudinal wave. 

In the special case of a uniform plane wave, the electric and magnetic field 
vectors are uniform in a plane that is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 
In the case of phasor quantities, the electric and magnetic fields are uniform in a 
plane of constant phase. 

4.1 THE UNDAMPED UNIFORM PLANE WAVE 

The phasor differential equations for E and H were obtained as Equations (3.99) 
and (3.100) for a lossless region, where J.L and E are scalar constants. The integral 
solutions were Equations (3.101) and (3. 102), but, for present purposes. we will 
simply work. with the differential equations. Consider the case where H .• = H: � 0, 
and we are seeking a plane wave solution involving Hy . If the plane wave to be 
found is to be uniform in planes parallel to the z = 0 plane, for example, then H). 
cannot depend on x or y. That is, the magnetic field intensity is H = ay Hy(z . w). 
In this case, Equation (3. 1 00) reduces to 

a'H,(Z,  w) 
az' 

+ k'H). ( z ,  w) = - (V X J),. 

and k is called the wave number or phase constant. 

(4. I) 

(4.2) 

Suppose that the only source present is the uniform x-directed surface current 
density on the z = 0 plane, then 

J..r == -Jsoax (AIm). 

In rhi ... CHse, Equalion (4. 1 )  simplifies so long as we require that z -:;e 0: 

d'H, (z , w) , 
--'-;'-;', '-'- + k-H,· (z .  w) = 0, 

d, - z '" O. 

( 4.3) 

(4.4) 
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The behavior at l = 0 can be determined by Ampere's law (3.45) in a manner 
similar to that used several times in prior work. Consider a small rectangle lying 
in the x = 0 plane with its center at the origin and with sides having a length 
1 in the y direction and .6.z in the z direction as shown in Figure 4. 1 .  We will 
let .6.z -1> 0 so that the area of the rectangle becomes zero, and there will be 
no contribution to the circulation from displacement current (E will be zero on 
the path). The current enclosed by the path is 1 Jo1 (A), so Ampere's law gives 
IHyi:_o+ - IHyl:_o- = LJsf) for Az � O. Thus, we have 

, � 0 - .  
( 4.5) 

and Hy is discontinuous by an amount that equals the surface current density. It 
is easy to show that a solution to Equation (4.4) that satisfies Equation (4.5) is 

Hr 1 J,o +j" 

- -e 
2 • 

+ lso _j"� 
2 

e • 

l < 0, 
(4.6) 

l > O. 

The choice of signs on the exponents is such that waves traveling away from the 
source will be produced. 

TIle electric field is best found from Maxweirs equation V x H = j WEE, or 
E � [II(jwe))[V x H], , ,. 0: 

E, s 

H, 

H,:Z�:'
__ _ 

_ _ _ _  
/path for Ampere's law. 

-----�, �� y '<Y»L__ __ _ 
_ _ _ -' 

J, 

s 

Rgwe 4.1. Geometry for finding E and H due 10 an infinite sheet of surface current density over the 
l - 0 plane. 
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Ex = 1 aHy 

j we uz 

{ k J ,Q +J." + - - e  , w< 2 

k J sO -J." + --e we 2 
' 

z < O. 

(4.7) 

z > O. 

Note that Ex is continuous at z = 0 and is normal to the path used for finding H y .  
Since k = w.J;i, 

Ex; :::: 
+ � (ii, J e+jk.z 2 � -; sO • 

IJ¥l  -jkz + - - oe 
2 e ·' 

• 

z < 0, 

z > O. 

Collecting results and letting .J11i£ ) so(w)/2 ;:;; Eo(w), we get 

= { + Eo(w)e+j.l:z , 

+ Eo(w)e-1kZ , 

Hy(z,  w) = 
+ Eo{w) e-}kz 

,JpI< 

z < 0, 
Z > 0, 

z < 0, 

z > 0, 

J,( w) - [2EO(W)/ ,JpI<]a" . 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

This surface current density over (he entire z = 0 plane
, 

launches uniform plane 
waves: 

E = Eoe'+ikz " , 

in the -z direction, and 

E - E -jk! x - oe . 

Hy = 

Hy = 

_�e+jkZ 
,JpI< 

Eo -jkz 
+ ,JpI<

e , 

z < O  (4. 12) 

Z > 0 ( 4.13) 

in the + z direction. The wave character will be apparent shonly. but it can be stated 
now that these are transverse waves since E and H lie in planes transverse to the 
direction of propagation, which in the. case above is the -<; direction for Eqllation 
(4.12) and the + z  direction for Equation (4.13). In a similar manner, a large, but 
thin vibrating plate launches acoustic waves in both directions perpendicular to the 
plate, but these are longitudinal waves consisting of expansions and compressions 
of the medium in the direction of propagation. 
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It should be pointed out that our source [Equation (4. 1 1)] is impossible to 
duplicate in practice, and uniform plane waves are difficult to generate over a 
large region of space. 

In a region where the source is not present Ex and H y must satisfy the homo
geneous equations 

d'H, (l .  w) 
dz' 

+ k'H,(z. w) � O. 

(4. 14) 

(4.15) 

It is easy to show that general solutions to these second-order ordinary differential 
equations are 

and 

H ( ) [(w) -,'0, g(w) +,'0, y Z , w = --e - --e . 
.JpJE .JpJE 

( 4.16) 

(4.17) 

where k is given by Equation (4.2). The "constants"f(w) and g( w) are independent 
of x, y. and z. but, as indicated, may be functions of w. 

Corresponding to Equations (4.14) and (4.15), the time-domain forms are 

a''!:x (z.  t) a''!:x(z. t) � O. (4. 18) 
az' - /LE 

at' 

a''X, (z . t )  _ /LE a''Je, (z.  t )  � O. (4. 19) az' at' 

The reader can easily verify that solutions to these equations are 

"Iix(z. r) � [(r - z .fiLi) + 8(r + , .fiLi). (4.20) 

1 1 'Je, (z. r)  � --[(r - z .fiLi) - -- g(r + z .fiLi). 
.JpJE .JpJE 

(4.21) 

where/and g are any functions whose first and second derivatives exist. It is worth 
mentioning that Equations (4.16) and (4.17) lead directly to Equations (4.20) and 
(4.21)  via Fourier methods. 

Let us examine, as promised, the wave or propagating nature of our solutions. 
Consider the rectangular pulse pet) of height A and width to that starts at t = O. 
With/er) - pet) and get) = 0 in Equations (4.20) and (4.21). an electromagnetic 
wave could ex..ist in the form 

'!:x(z. r) � p(r - z .fiLi) . 1 'Je, � -- p(r - z .fiLi) . 
.JpJE 

(4.22) 
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Figure 4.2(a) shows �.T (or JpJ€ '/It)' ) as a function of z at several instants of lime 
(like snapshots): ' 1  = -210 . '2 = 0 , '3 = 210, 14 = 410, . . . .  That i.'\. ,,( Z . t) = 
pet) - z /;E) = p(2to - z J;i) , for example. The leading edge of the pulse 
appears at t - z Jiii = 0 or Z = r I J;i. and moves in the + z direction with 
velocity dzldt = 11 J/U, which is the speed of light for the medium: 

u � 1 / .f!Li;  I (mh). (4.23) 

Thus, �J:(Z.I )  and 'Je)' ( z .  1 )  are traveling waveJ with '«x polarized in the + x 
direction. �x and �Y are related in magnitude by �xlW.)' = JjJlE. Note that for 
free space u = 11  J.l.4)Eo = 3 X 108 mls and JjiQ1Eo = 1201T (fl). It should be 
clear that the field 

'I:.(, . t )  � p(t + ,  .f!Li;). 
1 

:IC,. ( z . t )  � - -- p(t + , .f!Li;) 
Jp/E 

( 4.24) 

consists of traveling waves in the - z directior. at the speed of light. Note that in 
this case 1: is stilI polarized in the +x direction. but the sign of 7l has reversed. 

I!�(z ,-210) C�(t.O) 1!.J,.1.210) 

A A A A 

" " " " 

, , I 0 0 0 
- 'oU '." -to----+---ll-' 410u 

-21014 
I ::  -210 I ::  0 I ::  210 

3tou 
I ::  410 

510u 

C'I 

Cit(:, t) 

f----.-----l 
- ", 

%' "  2ft/ w.,fiii 

Cbi 
FIgure 4.2. (a) Rectangular pulse electric field as a function of z for several values of 1 (propagating 
in the + l direction). (b) Sinusoidal electric field as a function of z for three values of 1 (propagating 
in the + l direction). 
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Finally, note that pulse shape is preserved for these waves. This behavior is a 
direct result of the fact that the medium has no losses, and pulse shape is usually 
not preserved when the medium is lossy. 

Suppose that few) = E + (a real constant) and g(w) = 0 in Equations 
(4.16) and (4.17). Then, the phasor forms are Ex(l, w) = E + e-jk� ,  Hy(z .  w) = 
[E + 1 .Jp./E }e -jk� . The time-domain forms corresponding to these phasors are 
obtained by mUltiplying by eilNl and taking the real part of the resultant 

(4.25) 

'I:,(" t ) � E + cos (wt - k, ) ,  �,(z , t ) � [E +I JI'lE] COS (wt - kz) 

and this result is  just a special case of Equations (4.20) and (4.21). Note that 
t:gxl'Ky = .JpJe. and %x and 'le, are in time phase. '"€.l (or JpJ£ �y)  i s  shown in 
Figure 4.2(b), and again represents a wave traveling in the + l direction . 

• Example 4,1 
The electromagnetic field of Example 3.5 was 

80 %,(x , t )  = -- cos (WI - X) .  wJ.LoEo 
80 �,(x , t) � 1'0 cos (wt - x) ,  

with c..J J,l.QEo = I = k2 or k = 1 .  We can now see that this is a uniform plane wave 
that is propagating in the + x direction with its electric field polarized in the + y 
direction. �,f'Xz = If(WEo) = .Jp.,o/EO since w.JJ.LoEO = 1 .  �, and 'ilez are in time 
phase. • 

ICf(w) � 0 and g(w) � E - (a real constant) in Equations (4.16) and (4. 17), 
then following the same procedure as before, we get 

'I:,(x , t )  = £ - cos (wt + kz), 

�, (z, t )  = -[ E -I JI'lE] COS (wt + kz), 
(4.26) 

which represents traveling waves in the - Z  direction with �xlW."j = - .JpJe. 
We can now draw the following general conclusions for uniform plane waves 

propagating at the speed of light in a lossless medium. i and :rt at right angles 

to each other travel in a direction at right angles to both i and � .  To be more 

specific. the direction of � ,  :rt . and the direction of propagation form a right

handed urlltugumd set in that order. For the time-hannonic case, IEI / IHI = .JpJe. 
There is no loss in magnitude with propagation due to losses or due to a spreading 
effect. There is a spreading effect with cylindrical waves and spherical waves in 
a lossless medium. 
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1.2 WAVELENGTH AND PHASE VELOCITY 

The distance between two successive points having a phase difference of 21T 
radians. as shown in Figure 4.2(b). is a wavelength A in meters. Thus. with 
k = w .J;i. Equation (4.25) gives 

or 

Therefore, 

(wc - w ..,jP-EZ I) - (wc - w -fiiE1.2) = 27T 

A =  
2r. 1 217" 

= -- = -
W .J;i; f .J;i; k 

(m) (wavelength). ( 4.27) 

Note that A depends on the material parameters p. and t:, as well as the frequency 
j. and the concept of wavelength only applies to the single frequency sinusoidal 
case (where the phasor concept applies). 

The velocity of a point of constant phase in the z direction is the phase velocity 
up in the z direction. Setting the phase equal to a constant and differentiating with 
time will give the phase velocity. Thus, Equation (4.25) gives 

and 

or 

wt - w Jliiz = constant 

d 
-(wr - w -/iUz) = 0 
dt 

= d , 
w - W V J.L£ - = O  

r dt 
• dz 

dt = up . 

Then, we have 

I up = � = 'if = fA I (m/s) (phase velocity). (4.28) 

Note that up is also the velocity of a point of constant i field (or :lf field) amplitude 
in Figurt: 4.2(b). 

In a vacuum ,;; = EO = 8.854 X 10-12 = IO-9/367T. J.L = J1{j !iiI! 47T X 10-7, and 
up = 2.998 X 108 mls = 3 X 108 miSt which has previously been recognized as 
the speed of light in a vacuum (or free space). 
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4.3 POWER DENSITY AND VELOCITY OF ENERGY FLOW 

The time·average Poynting vector is given by Equation (3.59) as 

(3.59) 

For the wave traveling in the positive l direction. Equation (3.�9) and the phasor 
fonns of Equation (4.25) give 

or simply 

(E + )' 
< ,, >  = a, =----'--

2 .J",. 

(E + )' 
< fI, > = '-=-:='= 

2 .J /LI. 
(4.29) 

The interpretation of this result is quite simple. The power density flow is in the 
positive l direction (with the wave velocity). For the wave traveling in the negative 
z direction, Equation (3.59) and the phasor forms of Equation (4.26) give 

(4.30) 

indicating a power density flow in the negative z direction. 
For any unifonn plane wave the direction of power density flow may be obrained 

by the "right.hand rule" as indicated in Equation (3.59). Rotate the fingers of the 
right hand from E to H and the thumb points in the direction of < If! > (which is 
also the direction of wave propagation). 

The time·average power flow in watts < CjJJ f > is the integral of the nannal 
component of < r:J > over whatever surface one wishes to investigate. It is the net 
power flowing through that surface. The time-average total energy stored per unit 
length < W > can be determined as the volume integral (for a length of unity in 

the propagation direction) of the time·average energy densities in the electric and 
magnetic fields. These densities are discussed in Section 3.6. From the preceding 
definitions. we get 

and 

< 'iJ', > = I I �Re{E X H*} ' ds (W) 

< 'IV > = I I I � Re( � . E* + � . H}X dy d, (J/m) 

(4. 3 1 )  

(4.32) 
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It is implied in Equation (4.32) that the limits of integration are to have a difference 
of unity for whichever dimension represents the direction of propagation. This 
ensures a per unit length basis so that < 'W > will have the units J/m. 

We can now quite easily define the velocity of energy flow as 

u � , 
< !JP/ > 
< 'lif :->  (W/JIm or mls) (velocity of energy flow), ( 4.33) 

For the wave traveling in the positive z direction, we may take a cube 1 m on a 
side and apply Equation (4.33). This gives [from Equation (4.25)} 

Ji Ji jRe{E X H*} ' a, dx dy 
u" :::: �--cc--cc--'::"":::"";--'-----'--'----'-----

Ji J: Ji j Re[ ( DI2) ' E* + (BI2) ' H*I dx dy dz 

or 

or 

I u, � � I (nUs). (4. 34) 

Note that, for the case being considered, we have u� = up. It is not {rue jn general 
that the velocity of energy flow is the same as the phase velocity . This fact will 
be demonstrated in later sections dealing with the hollow waveguide. The concept 
of velocity of energy flow is usually reserved for lossless systems. 

4.4 WAVE IMPEDANCE 

Inspection of the phasor form of Equation (4.25) reveals that Ex and Hy are very 
simply related for the special case that has been treated. In fact, we have 

!; � .H (n) 

for the wave traveling in the positive z direction. while the phasor fonn of Equation 
(4.26) gives 

- {i!: (n) y -;; 
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for the wave traveling in the negative z direction. Moreover. in general. we have 

(4 . . 15) 

for a uniform plane wave traveling in the direction of the general unit vector all 
in a perfect dielectric region . The parameters IL and E have been assumed to be 
scalar constants to provide a perfect, or loss[ess, dielectric. These parameters are 
imrimic to the medium through which the wave is propagating. Hence, we have 

I 
� 

- jif I (0) (intrillsic impedallce). (4.36) 

which is called the intrinsic impedance of the medium. Here, the intrinsic imped
ance is purely real, but in general (with any loss mechanism in the material) it 
may be complex, as we shall shortly see. 

Another concept that will prove useful to us, particularly for more general 
waves, is that of wave impedance. The transverse wave impedance is defined in 
terms of a particular direction, usually the direction of power density flow. It is 
given by a ratio of IEI to IHI in a manner such that this ratio is greater than O. 
E and H are transverse to the particular direction of power density flow. For the 

wave traveling in the + z direction, we have 

while for the wave traveling in the -z lIin:l.:tion wc have 

�� = _ E. = jifJ1. = �. . H E , 

Results as simple as these will nul always occur. Another vicw of the two waves 

we have been describing is given in Figure 4.3.  
The unifonn plane wave is an example of a fraflsverse electrOm(lgnelic mode or 

simply a TEM mode. Our particular example (not Example 4. 1 )  has been a TEM 
to z mode. This designation implies that both the electric and magnetic fields lie 
in planes normal to the direction of propagation. Or. in other words. a TEM to z 
mode has £� = H� = O. Of course, we could just as well have described a TEM 
to x mode (Example 4. 1), a TEM to y mode, or a mode TEM to any direction . 

• Example 4.2 
Suppose, for example, we have a unifonn plane wave propagating in the + z 
direction (in a lossless medium), and we know that the peak value of the electric 
field is to VIm and is aligned or polarized in the positive y direction. Then, we 
have 
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s, 

(b) 
Agure 4.3, Polariution of unifonn plane waves with I fixed showing 'I and W at z :;;: 0 only for 
clarity. (a) + t  traveling wave. (b) -z traveling wave. 

The right-hand rule gives us the direction of the magnetic field. Thus. 

If the medium is a dielectric for which Elt ""' 4, ,." = p.o. and! = 300 MHz, then 
from Equation (4.27) we get 

I A = -- = 0.5 rn, 
f JiU  

while from Equation (4.35), we get 

Also, we have 

and 

" = J¥ � 60" fi. 

Ue .. 1 . 5  X IOs m/s 

from Equations (4.28) and (4.34), respectively. From Equation (3.59) the time
average power density is 

lOO < �, > = 120" = 0.265 W/m
'

. 
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The wave impedance is 

• 

The equations for the electromagnetic field of a unifonn plane wave propagating 
in allY direction will be given when oblique incidence on a plane interface is 
considered in Section 4.7. 

4.5 UNIFORM DAMPED PLANE WAVES 

We now consider the effects of a lossy medium. This loss may be due to several 
mechanisms, but the general effect may be observed in a simple manner if we 
simply allow 0' to be nonzero. Loss is considered in more detail later. The medium 
is still linear, homogeneous, isotrupi(.; , and Pv is still zt:ru. Wt: an: slill st:t:killg 
uniform plane waves with Ey = Et = 0 and propagation in the ±z direction. 
Maxwell's equations may be written 

where 

v x E � -j wJ.LH, 

v x H = J + j weE = (u + j WE)E = j wE'E, 

V ' E  � 0, 

V ' H  � O. 

E' � E[I - jU/(WE)] .  

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

The only difference between these equations 'and those for the lossless case is that 
E has been replaced by a complex permittivity E' . Note also that J = uE is not a 
source (.;urrent density, but is simply the current density in a conducting medium. 
We now merely replace jk = j w ¥  with j w-Jp,£' in our lossless equations: 
j W.JJ.LE' � .J W'J.LE' � .J W'J.LE[ I  jU/(WE)], or 

y �  u + j {3 � .J- w'J.LE[ I - j u/( we)] 

replaces jk. Then, we have 

a � Re ly} � Re{ .J- W2J.LE [ I - j O'/(WE)]} (Np/m). 

fl � Im{y} � Im{ .J-w'J.LE[ I - j U/(WE)]j (rad/m). 

( 4.40) 

(441) 

(442) 
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a is the attenuation constant, {3 is the phase constam. and y is the complex prop
agation constant. One neper (Np) equals 8.69 dB and is actua11y dimensionless, 
as is the radian. After some complex algebra, the last two equations reduce to 

a = w v;E{ �[JI + (:.)' - Il} 112 ,. 0 

and 

The intrinsic impedance becomes complex: 

J IJ.'S' = j WIJ. 
j w Jp..e' 

j wp.. = -- = 
y 

Equations (4. 14) and (4.15) become (k' --+ - r) 

d'£,(z, w) _ .'£ ( ) = 0 
dz2 

-y " Z , W , 

d'Hy (Z,  w) 
., 

dz' - 7 Hy (Z ,  w) = O. 

It is easy to show by direct substitution that solution sets are 

and (or) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

( 4.45) 

(4.46) 

( 4.47) 

The interpretation of these equations is easy. The waves are traveling waves, but 
they are damped exponentially as they progress (in either direction). This damping 
is, of course, due to the finite conductivity of the medium which is the only loss 
mechanism (heating) present. The loss shows up in another way also: E and H 
are no longer in-phase for either the + z traveling wave or the -z traveling wave 
since 1'/ is complex. 

The damped electromagnetic wave that is propagating in the positive z direction 
is given by Equation (4.46). whose time-domain form (when E + is real) is 

�x(z , t )  = E + e-rn cos (wt - (3z). 

�,(Z, /) = £ + '-�Re( �ei(.'-�O») = £ + .-no I�I cos (cu/ - f3z - tan - I ;). 
(4.48) 
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The phase velocity can be found by setting the phase of �.f(':: ' r )  equal to a constant 
and differentiating (as before). This results in 

( 4.49) 

a general result. which reduces to Equation (4.28) for the lossless case (a = 0). 

The wavelength can be found (as before) to be 

� �' 
a general result. which reduces to Equation (4.27) for the lossless case. 

( 4.50) 

Good conductors and good dielectrics are distinguished by whether conduction 
current densities dominate or whether displacement currem densities dominate. 
respectively. We can now be even more explicit for the damped unifornl plane 
wave. 

Since (1 + x) 1/2 = 1 + x 12 for x � I ,  we find that for good dielectrics where 
O'f(wc) .,g 1 :  

u =  

{3 =  

w --=( 0' ) . . 2" " JLE � (good dltdectncs), 

W JfJ£[ I + H:n (good dielectrics), 

JplC{ [ I - �(:Jl + JM:.l) (good dielectrics) 

(4.5 1 )  

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

from Equations (4.43), (4.44). and (4.45), respec�i'{ely. The ratio U/( WE) is called 
the loss range11t, and y = a + j WE is the admittiviry. The phase velocity and 
wavelength are easily determined from Equations (4.49) and (4.50). respectively. 

When a/( WE) ;s> I ,  we have the good conductor case, and it is easy to show 
that 

0' =  {3 = .JwJLa/2 (good conducTors) �w 
- (good conductors) 
iJ.0' 

j¥;iJ. . fi;iJ. - + } -2(T 2a 
(good condtlctors) 

from Equations (4.41), (4.42). (4.49). and (4.45), respectively. 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

(4 56) 
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• Example 4.3 

Consider the possibility of propagating a plane wave through seawater (u = 4. 
Er ;: 81). We want to find a, {3. up. and A at 1 MHz. Direct calculation gives 
u/w£ = 889. while Equation (4.41) gives 

a = 3.972 Np/m or 34.5 dB/m. 

From Equation (4.42), we get 

f3 = 3.976 radlm. 

From Equation (4.49), we get 

Up = 1.58 X 106 m1s. 

From Equation (4.50), we get 

A = 1.58 m. 

At 100 kHz the same calculations give 

a = 1.257 Np/m. 

up = 0.5 X 106 m1s 

f3 = 1.257 radlm, 

A = 5.0 m. • 

This example should make the reader wonder about some things. Which fre
quency would a submariner choose? Another question that may nO[ have occurred 
to all of us, is: what is the effect of the different phase velocities for the two fre
quencies in the example? An obvious answer is that the two plane waves encounter 
very different time delays. The medium is said to be dispersive because of the loss. 

Suppose a wave is propagating in a lossy or dispersive medium such as that in 
the preceding example. Further, suppose that this wave is the result of a modulated 
signal or perhaps it is a repetitive pulse. Using the methods of Fourier analysis we 
can decompose the signal into its sinusoidal components and each component (a 
phasor) produces a wave. Together, all the waves produce the composite wave, 
which is propagating. Note particularly that the various parts do not propagate 
with the same velocity, and the wave will be dispersed. The result of this after 
propagation over some distance is that if the modulating signal is extracted or 
demodulated. it will no longer be the original modulating signal. It is distorted. 
In the case of a pulse. its shape will be changed. This distortion is due to the 
dispersion, but, more particularly. it is a direct result of the fact that the phase 
velocity is frequency dependent, or, since up = wlf3. it is a result of the fact that 
(3, as in Equation (4.42), is not a linear function of frequency. 

These ideas can often be expressed more concisely if a quantity called the group 
ve/ocit), Us is introduced. In order to obtain an equation for the group velocity. 
consider a wave in a lossless medium traveling in the +z direction and polarized 
in the x direction and consisting of two parts with equal amplitudes. Let the twO 
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frequencies be different (as in the discussion above), and let {3 be some general 
function of w (as in the discussion above). One frequency is ('1() - �lI}, and thl?: 
other is � + �w, while the two phase constants are f30 - �f3 and f30 + t1f3, 
respectively. Thus, we have 

'/;, = Eo cos [("" - �w)r - (/lo - �/l)Z] 

+Eo cos [(ll\) + �(oJ), - ({3o + �(3)zl. 

Using some trigonometry and rearranging, we get 

In this form, the wave is the product of two traveling waves, the second cosine 
term being a wave traveling with velocity WoI {3o, while the first cosine term is a 
wave traveling with velocity (t1w)/(l1f3). Thinking of the first term as being like 
a modulation envelope, the "envelope" of the ovcrall wave movcs with velocity 
(dw)/(�f3) and the "carrier" moves with velocity �I f3o. The envelope velocity 
is defined as the group velocity for small excursions. That is, 

UK == }� �; = :; = (�!rl (group velocity). (4.57) 

The last form is usually most useful, as Equation (4.44) shows. 
Thus. if the dispersion in frequency is small, a group of waves will have an 

envelope which travels at the group velocity. The "signal" travels at the group 
velocity, not the phase velocity. If the dispersion in frequency is large, the concept 
is rather meaningless. I The group time delay over a distance I is 

I d/l 'TD = - = [- (group rime delay). ug dw 
( 4.58) 

A somewhat analogous situation to that above occurs when a caterpillar is 
propagating itself along. The caterpillar is moving at group velocity, while the 
waves which ripple along its back from tail to head move at the phase velocity. 2 

4.6 REFLECTION OF PlANE WAVES, NORMAL INCIDENCE 

The source for an electromagnetic wave is a time-dependent electric current that 
must exist somewhere. The wave that is produced inevitably strikes material bodiefi 
of some shape, causing reflections and, at least, partial transmission into the body. 
Much insight is gained if we examine what happens when a uniform plane wave 
strikes a plane interface that separates two different media. The analysis of this 

iThis will be dis!;ussed again. 
2See Sldlling, 1948 in the references al the end of Chapler I. 
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situation is also very helpful in viewing the propagation of waves supported by 
transmission lines and waveguides. The simplest case. that of normal incidence, 
is sufficient to not only utilize previously established boundary conditions, but to 
introduce new parameters that will be very useful. For the time being. at least, 
we will only consider nonmagnetic media (p.. = �). pennittivities that are simple 
scalar constants, and conductivities that are scalar constants. These assumptions 
still allow sufficient freedom to investigate the most imponant cases. Oblique 
incidence is considered in Section 4.7. 

Dielectric-Conductor Interface 

Consider the situation shown in Figure 4.4. It is ultimately more convenient, but 
certainly not necessary. to choose the positive or increasing z direction as shown. 
For z > 0 the medium is a loss-free dielectric having p. = J.'Q, £ = £1. and UI = 0, 
while for z < 0 the medium is a lossy dielectric having parameters 1J.{j. £2, and 
U2. A source for uniform plane waves exists somewhere to the left (large z) and 
produces a wave that is incident on the interface at 1. = O. The incident wave 
is reflected (at least partially) back toward the source. Thus. we need both -z 
traveling waves and + z traveling waves for z > 0, and a suitable fonn for the 
sum of these is 

and 

H, 

Incident wave 

direction of propqation 

Reflected wa'RI 
• 

direction of propaption 

• 

z > 0, 

Medium 2 

�''2'''1 

Transmiltcd wave 

propqation 

Figure 4.4. Oielectric-conductor plane interface. 

( 4.59) 

(4.60) 
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where k ]  ::::; wJJ.LQ£] and 7]1 ::::; JJJ.Q!£I. We have assumed that E), = E: EO. 
as before. Note that sub."cripts refer to medium 1. The interpretation of Equations 
(4.59) and (4.60) is as follows. The first tenns of Ex and H)' represent an undamped 
electromagnetic wave traveling in the negative z direction and which is incident 
on the interface. This wave is called the incideflt wave. The second tenns are an 
undamped electromagnetic wave traveling in the positive z direction, representing 
the reflected wave. Since at least part of the incident wave is apparently reflected, 
we suspect that part is also transmitted into medium 2. A suitable representation 
for the field in medium 2 must be a damped electromagnetic wave traveling in 
the negative z direction since U2 :F O. The transmitted wave must have the same 
polarization as the incident and reflected waves in order to preserve continuity 
of tangential components at the interface. as required by Equations (3,107) and 
(3.L08). Thai is. ir E (for :(: < 0) has a component other than Ex at z ... 0, it 

cannot be canceled by the field from the other side at z = O. It must be of the 
fonn e + 'Yl: (e. g., not e" 'Y2Y) in order to reduce to a constant at Z = 0 and allow 
the cancellation to occur. No new frequencies are created by linear media, so the 
transmitted wave will be at the same frequency (in 'Y2) as the incident and reflected 
waves. Thus. suitable forms for z < 0 are 

and 

H = _E2
e!CI'2:e+jfh: 0 )' , Z < , 

�, 

(4.61) 

( 4.62) 

where az, f32, and '12 are detennined from appropriate fonns depending on u2!WE2· 
Setting z = 0 and equating tangential components gives 

and 

or 

and 

£ - £ + £, + - � 
7]1 '11 "12 

In the last two equations there are apparently three unknowns £ -, £ + . and £2· 
E is actually nOI an unknown because the peak value of the incident wave is 
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usually a given quantity. In other words. the incident wave must have come from 
some source to the left (z pO), and the incident wave assumes the role of forcing 
function. In any case, the logical procedure is to solve for E + and E2 in terms of 
E -. This results in 

and 

E + =E-rn-Th 
1J2 + 'f11 

The coefficient oj reflection is defined as the ratio of the reflected to incident electric 
fields at l = 0 or 

E + 1/2 - '11 r � - = -"-'------"'- = Irl�·' E- 1J2 + 111 
( 4.63) 

and the coefficient of tran.smission is defined as the ratio of the transmitted to 
incident electric field at Z = 0 or 

(4.64) 

The field equations may be written in a more convenient form with these definitions: 

(4.65) 

and 

(4.66) 
lly :.:: < O. 

The currem density in medium 2 is J x = a2Ex: 
(4.67) 

Inspection of the terms in parentheses in Equations (4.65) reveals that \Ex l (or 
IH"I) varies between maxima and minima (z > 0) in what is called a slanding 
wave pattern. In this regard, it is convenient to define the standing wave ratio as 
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( 4.68) 

IE,lmu occurs when the angle tPk - 2kll = -2111T, n == 0, I. 2, ... , or when 

Z = ZmiU = (cp. + 2n1T)/(2kd, Zmax > O. IExlmin occurs when the angle tPk -
2k1z=-(2n-1)7T.n = 0,1.2, ... ,orwhenZ=Zmin=[cp .. + (2n-I)1T}/(2k]), 
Zmin > 0. We agree to use positive values for cfJk since z must be positive. Thus 

1t:,I�. � I + Irl. and 1t:,lmi' � I -Irl. so that 

SWR � I + If! 
I -If! (stallding wave ratio) . ( 4.6 9) 

The distance between successive peaks (IExlma.l) or between successive valleys 

( IExlmin) corresponds to a change in phase of 27T radians of the numerator or 
denominator, respectively. of Equation (4.68) . Then, we have 

or 

Tr 
Z2-Z1=k, 

'\, �-
2 • 

where we have used Equation (4.27). Thus, the spacing between adjacent maxima 
(or minima) is one-half wavelength, and either a maximum or minimum will always 
lie less than, or at most equal to, one-quarter wavelength from the interface at 
Z = O. The maxima and minima are A 1/4 apalt . 

• Example 4.4 

Suppose that medium L (Figure 4.4) is air. while medium 2 is a material for which 
11-2 = /-LO. C2 = Co' and Ul/(W£)J '""' I at a frequency w - 3 x 108 (rad/s). These 

parameters give 

'Y2 = 0.455 + j 1.099 m-I, 

1l'1 � 292.8 + j 121.3 � 316.9122.5' n. 

r � -89.96 x 10-' + j 197.4 X 10-' � 216.9 x 10 ' 1114.5' 

T � 910.0 X 10-' + j 197.4 X 10-' � 931.2 x 10-' 112.24' 

SWR � !.SS. 

z= � 1.0 m (or 0.159'\ I)' 
Figure 4.5 shows 1 Ex I plotted as a function of z, demonstrating the (partial) standing 
wave that results from the successive incomplete cancellations and reinforcements 
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Medium I (air) w=3l1loS Medium 2 
1£..1 JoL1'"Jl.O,t2=&o' 

I 
I 

'--�-' - It.)mln 1 
I 
L-" I '-" ___ � 
, 
I 
I 

, . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0l/wt1 - 1 
-i.t)"'ITE-' 

Figure 4.5. Renection anu transmission at a dielectric-conductor interface 1£,1 versus l. Medium I, 

air: Medium 2. U1JW£l '" I. 

of the incident and reflected waves lraveling in opposite directions. The damped 
transmitted wave decays as exp (0.455z), l < O. • 

Assuming that £ - is real, the time-average power density for the incident wave 
(alone) is 

I "k 'k � 2Re[.xE-e' " x (-.,)(E-I'1,)e-J " l , 

<9';oc > � -.,(E-) '1(2'1') (Wlm
'
) .  

The time-average power density for the reflected wave (alone) is 

<9'rer > � Re[.xE -I rle"·' -'''' x ay (E - I  rll '1;)e-;'''-'''' J, 

< 9'", -,. � .,(E - tr l) '12'1' (Wlm') 

The time-average power density for the transmitted wave (alone) is 

It is intuitively obvious that for z = 0, we have 

(4.70) 
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The reader can verify that this is the case, and, with E - = I VIm, the numbers in 
Example 4.4 give < fltt > = -1.246a: (mW/m2). This power density that enters 
medium 2 at z = 0 is ultimately dissipated as heat in medium 2. That is. the time
average power dissipated per unit area < � d > is the power flow into a volume 
that is a uniform column: O:s x S I, O:S y sI, -00 S z S 0: 

< ClPd > =- f' f' -21 Re{E x "*}I . az dx dy, o 0 :-0 

where E and H are transmitted forms. Substituting Equations (4.66). the last 
equation can be put in the form: 

(W/m'). (4.71) 

The reader can verify that the last two equations give < VYd > = 1 .246 mW/m2 
for the numbers in Example 4.4 (E - = I). Equation (4.71) is very similar in form 
to equations for average power that arise in circuit theory. 

Retuming to Equation (3.57), we see that the time-average power dissipated per 
unit area can also be calculated from 

or 

< '!J> d > � �' f f fiE I' dv � 2�, f f f 1 J I' dv 
vol vrn 

(4.72) 

It is implied in Equation (4.72) that 0 :s x :$ I and 0 :$ Y :s 1 .  The reader should 
once again verify that < 1Pd > = 1 .246 mW/m2 for the numbers in Example 4 . 4  
(£ - � I). 

The Skin Effect 

We have seen that in the steady-current case (dc) the current density J is unifomlly 
distributed in a circular cylindrical conductor of uniform cross section. Time
varying current densities. on the other hand, have a tendency to congregate near the 
surface of good conductors. If the frequency is high, the current density becomes 
very nearly a surface current density, being concentrated in a thin layer at the 
conductor surface. This is known as the skill effect. Outdoor television antennas, 
for example, do not require solid conductors. Hollow tubular condl!ctors serve 
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better because they are lighter. stronger, and there would be essentially no current 
in the interior anyway. Silver plating is often used in waveguides for reducing 
losses. 

Time-varying magnetic fields in conductors behave similarly. and, because 
of this, solid magnetic cores are nol used in electric power equipment (motors. 
generators, transfonners. etc.), These cores are laminated (layered), being made 
up of thin sheets pressed together (but insulated from each other). For higher 
frequencies, magnetic cores are made of a ferromagnetic powder to reduce losses 
(called eddy current losses). The skin effect, in either the electric or magnetic case, 
is the result of induction. A time�varying magnetic field is accompanied by a time
varying electric field which produces time-varying currents and secondary fields, 
The total fields are the sums of the original and secondary fields. 

Equation (3,96). with J = aE and a P WE for good conductors, becomes 

1 <;7(<;7.J) -,,'J = -jw!,uJ I. U","WE. (4.73) 

This is the partial differential equation that the conduction current density must 
satisfy in a good conductor for any coordinate system. Returning to Equation 
(3.100): 

or. with V x E = -jw,uH. we get 

and, for (T P WE and B = ILH. we gel 

(4.74) 

This is the partial differential equation that B must satisfy in a good conductor, 

Equation (4,73) reduces to 

[J = a,JAz)]' 

for the geometry of Figure 4.4. The solution to this ordinary differential equation 
must he Equation (4.tl7), where ()'2 and f32 are given by Equation (4.54) for a good 

conductor: 
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Subscripts (2) have been dropped for simplicity. The other possible solution involv
ing negative exponents cannot be allowed for z < O. The amplitude term aTE
is the current density at z = 0, so 

It is customary to define the skin depth as 

8 - J2/(wp.q) (m) (skin depth), (4.75) 

so that 

Thus, for a distance z = - 5 into the conductor. the magnitude of the current 
density is e-I = 0.368 times its value at the surface. 

The power per unit area dissipated in the conductor can be found from Equations 
(4.70), (4.71), or (4.72). Equation (4.72) gives 

< '!I>d > 1 f I I '1° 1 1° = -2 
IJ.I'dx dy d, = -2 

IJ.I'd" (T O O -OIl a -OIl 

<�d> = 1 1° 8 
-
2 

If .(0, w)I' ."" dz = -
4 

IJ .(0, w)I' (W/m
'

). a -OIl a (4.76) 

An alternate and very useful interpretation of this skin effect is obtained if the 
total current is assumed to flow uniformly (rather than as ,;f.5) uvt!r une skin 
depth (-8::; z s 0) only. The total current is given by Equation (2.69) ,  where we 
integrate the actual current density over the infinite depth (-00 < z :S  0) in the 
negative z direction and I m in the y direction: 

I = I '1° J .(0, w)e'''el''' dy dz = 8J .(0, .w) . o -OIl I + J 

The density of this current is uniform over the area (8)( I) = 8 (m2), so the uniform 
current density is 1 AO, w)/(l + j) whose magnitude is 11 AO. w)11 J2 as shown 
in Figure 4.6. The de resistance (uniform current density) of the strip whose cross 
section is 8 meters by I m and whose length is I m is R = I/la(8) 1] = 1/(u5). 
The time-average power dissipated in the strip is 

8J.(0.w) 

.n(I + j) 

, 
1 8 

I I' 
u5 

= 
4u 

J .r(0. w) • 

which is identical to the result given by Equation (4 .76). 
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\J .. (O,w)1 

'--------�o�--�-t.-------=::�===------,��� _� 
Flgur. 4.6. Actual distribution of IJ, (I:, w)1 and the equivalent unifonn current density (skin effect). 

We now have a way of treating the skin effect in a simple manner. We merely 
need to use a unifonn current density in a depth a, and proceed on this basis. 
Although the result that we have derived applies only to plane surfaces, the concept 
can be applied la curved surfaces so long as the skin depth. as calculated by 
Equation (4.75), is small compared to the radius of curva£Ure. The skin depth for 
copper at 60 Hz is 8.63 mm, so Equation (4.75) would not apply for a calculation 
of the resistance of a circular copper wire of 2 mm radius. On the other hand, at a 
frequency of 1 MHz the skin depth is only 0.068 mm, so Equation (4.75) applies, 
and we have 

I I R = = (il) 8 <I, a 
u1Tla' - (a - 8)'] 21Tau8 ' 

for a length I, radius a. and where the current density is confined to the radius p, 
a - a :5 p < a. 

The skin effect also modifies itlternai inductance since the nonuniform current 
density alters internal magnetic flux linkage. This also can be treated in a relatively 
simple manne.r for good conductors. The Wlwe jmpt".rlanc.� for a good conductor 
is given by Equation (4.56) where it is seen that the real and imaginary parts are 
equal. In light of the skin effect concept. it would certainly be appropriate to call 
this impedance a surface impedance. That is 

or 

(il), a� WE. (4.77) 

Equation (4.71) then becomes 
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(4.78) 

Thus, for good conductors where the skin effect applies, the inductive reactance 
Xs ::: wLin, must equal the resistance Rs· These results can be written in the 
following fonns for other geometrles (particularly useful for guiding systems): 

I R � u!w I (ll), u� WE, (4.79) 

where J is the length, and w is the width through which the skin current flows for 
a depth 8, and 

L,o< � Rlw I (H), u� wE. (4.80) 

For example, a coaxial cable has widths that are approximately 21Ta and 21Th 
for the inner and outer conductors, respectively, so the series resistance per unit 
length is approximately 

\ ( \ 
R = 21T'u5 � + �) ( ntm), u� wE. (4.8\) 

If w = 108, a ::: 2 X 10-3, and b = 6 X 10-3, then Jj = 16.57 X 10-6 m for copper 
conductors, and R ::: 110.4 mn/m and Lint::: 1.104 nHlm. 

The time-domain fields, appropriate to Figure 4.4 when J .r(0, w) is real and 
U�WEare 

'.r(z.t) = J.rCO.w)eZ/� cos (wt + z/S), 
'1:.(" I) � :;.(z, 1)lu, 

Xy(z,t} = -�J .. (O,w)eZ/� cos (wt + zlS- 1T/4). 

(482) 

( 4.83) 

(4.84) 

Note that the magnetic field intensity lags the electric field intensity by 45° (the 
magnetic field intensity vector is in the negative y direction), further supporting 
our conclusions in the preceding paragraph. 

While on the subject of the skin effect it would be worthwhile to digress and 
investigate the skin effect in a thin sheet used in the laminated magnetic core of a 
transfonner (for example) . 

• Example 4.5 
Consider the thin conducting sheet shown in Figure 4.7, where it is assumed that 
the magnetic flux density is B = Boa.r at the surface of the sheet. The induced 
current will be in the -y direction (to produce an opposing magnetic field). As 
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, 

B - &,,00 

----�, 

Z ,. -d/2 z = dl2 
Figure 4.7. Thin conducting sheet in free space to demonstrate the skin effect on the magnetic flux 
density. 

before, we assume that both Band J depend only on z and w, in which case 
Equation (4.74) reduces lo 

d'B x = j wp.uBx 
dz' 

whose solution can be expressed in terms of hyperbolic functions: 

The second term is not needed because of the even symmetry in the problem. 

Bx must be an even function of z, and sinh ( .Jjwj.t..uz) is an odd function of z. 
Furthermore, B{(±dI2, w) == Bo, so A2 == 0 and 

Ro := A I cosh I Jj (,J/UrdI2), 

Therefore, we get 

cosh (�z) 
B,(z,w) � Ba ( � ) 

cosh vj wJLudl2 
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or 

cosh IZl6 + jzl6) BAz. w) = Bo 
( ,. cosh d/26 + jd/26/ 

199 

(4.85) 

It is easy to calculate I B,,(z, w)11 Bo if a calculator that has a built-in complex mode 
is available. Othe.rwist., it is nec.essary to \lse the double angle fonnulas for the 

hyperbolic cosine. The laner gives 

2 1/2 )B.(z.w») = ( cosh zl8-sin'zl8 ) 
Bo cosh2 d12c5 - sin2 dl28 

Figure 4.8 shows IB.(z. w)IIBo plotted versus dor dl8 = I. 2. and 3.  
Silicon is often added to steel for the magnetic material making up the 

lamination. This reduces fT, increases 8, and thus reduces d18. making B" more 
nearly unifonn. 1f this is done, then it can be assumed that dl jj � 1. Now. 
J = V x H. or with Equation (4.85), we gel 

� 

J = _a_H_, = _I _+_j Bo--"si:;:n"h",(z:;:/;:; 8,...+':..Lj.:::zl,::0)'f;: y az !L8 cosh(dI28+jd/28) 

I. 0 
d/fJ = I 

;; 
8 / 

0.9 

o. 

d/S - 2 / 7 

/ 
" _ o. , .. 

o. , 

o. , 

o. • 

V 
...-" 

d/fJ - 3 

o "I' dl2 

Figure 4.8. IB .(z. w)11 BD versus l (d 16 = 1,2.3) for the conducting sheel of Figure 4.7. 
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Next. sin" (:/5 + j:Jb) = :/5 + jzlb and cosh (d125 + jd/2b) = 1 for lib � 1 
and dlb 4!i 1 .  ft!speclively. so 

1 (I +) \ ' 
).1' = MBo -8- 1 z. 

According 10 Equation (4.72). the time-average power dissipated is 

< '!I'd > = 2� fff IJ, I'dI' 
\'oJ 

For a lamination with unit area and thickness d. we have 

<'!I'd> 

< ttPd > 

Eliminating ff with Equation (4.75), we get 

< rzI'" > 
I " 3 = -B-W-CTd 
24 0 , 

(W/nn 

for a thickness d and dl b � 1 .  Note that this loss due to eddy ('"rreflts is propor
tional to the square of the frequency and the cube of the sheet thickness. • 

Dielectric-Dielectric Interface 

A dielectric-dielectric interface results in Figure 4.4 if we allow U2 to go to zero. 
The preceding results apply. but it is obvious that the most important effect of 
this j" Ihal there is no altenuation in medium 2. and the transmiued wave.:: proceeds 
wilhoul damping. Since TIt/m = J£2/£I, it is easy to show that 

r = 
1 - J£;7E, 
I + JE2!';t' z > 0, 

and 

The electric field intensity at the interface z = 0 is 
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• Example 4.6 

Suppose that £2 = 4 £ I. Then, 

and 

1-2 r � -
I + 2 
2 

T � -
3' 

1 I ·  = __ = _e,1T 
3 3 

' 

SWR � 2. 

From Equations (4.65) and (4.66), we have 

and 

and 

Ex = E-e)k,Z[1 + !eihr-U,d], z > 0, 

Hy = - E -
ejkl�l t - !ei(1I"-2k1t)1, z > 0, 

'11 

z < 0, 

z < O. 

A plot of IE,I and IH,.I is shown in Figure 4.9. 

Dielectric-Perfect Conductor Interface 

201 

• 

Referring to Figure 4.4 again. if we let Ul � co (perfect conductor) then 7h � ° 
[see Equations (4.40) and (4.45)]. Tn this case, r = - I , T = 0, and SWR � co. 
This is an example of total reflection. and Ex and H y become pure standing 
waves, giving no net transmitted power density. The field (z > 0) is lsee Equa

tion (4.65)J 
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Medium I:  dielectric, e I 

4 UNI'ORM PLANE WAVE PROPAGAnON 

SWR:: 2 

Medium 2: dielectric, t2 :: 4t] 
IE�I 

----- ---- ----- E-/TlL 
SWR- 2 

Figure 4.9. lE�1 and (H,I as functions of 1. for a dielectric-dielectric interface ej = 4t:1o. SWR = 2. 

IE,I � 2rlsin kId, 

2E-IHyl � -Ieos klzl 
'11 

and is plotted in Figure 4.1O(a). 
It is worthwhile at this point to examine the behavior of a pure standing wave 

(SWR ----)0 (0) as a function of time. Consider Ex. Using Equation (4.65) with 
f=-l=ej'ft, 

or 

We obtain the time-domain form by multiplying the ejWl and then taking the real 
part. Thus, 

'tAz. t) = E - Re (ei(WI +k1t) _ ei(wt-kIZ») 
= E-{cos(wt + klz) - cos(wt - k1z)] 
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>, ).,1/4 z---l 

(.) 

w, curve C, 
0 • < • '{' b 2£-
.(2 < 3r{4 b 
• • S.{4 d 3r/2 , 

>, 7·/4 d 2. • 

(b) 
Figure 4.10. Pure standing waves, SWR -+ a:!. (a) lE ,I and lHyl versus z, dielectric-perfect conductor 
interface. (b) '"gz versus z: for various values of t, '"g.(z:.t) = -2E -sin(wt) sin(k1z). 

or 

�Az.c) = -2£- sin wt sink1z. 

An observer with an electric field strength meter would measure nothing at Z = 0, 
while at Z = A/8, he or she would measure - ..fiE - sin wc, and at z = ),,/4, 
he or she would measure -2£ - sin wt. Figure 4.1O(b) shows this particular pure 
standing wave. Compare this standing wave to the traveling wave of Figure 4.2(b). 
Does this standing wave behavior resemble that of a vibrating string? 

In the case of a perfect conductor, the skin depth is zero, and the current flow 
is in the form of a surface current. Multiplying this current densiry times the width 
across which it flows gives the total current. Fonnally, the surface current density 
is written [Equation (3.114)] 

J, � a, X HI (Aim), 
." 
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where 8" is a unit vector nonnal to the perfect conductor surface s and pointing 
into the region of interest. Thus, as we saw in Chapter 3 ,  the magnetic field is 
discontinuous at the surface of a perfect conductor. For Figure 4. lO(a) , we have 

or 

�--
'11 

Conductor-Perfect Conductor Interface 

There will again be no field for z < 0 in this case because total reflection again 
occurs. For z > O. the situation is now more complicated. Since rn = 0, it follows 
that r = -1 and T = O. The field quantities for z > 0 become 

and 

or 

and 

Hy = _ E - e +Ot,ze+jfJ,z 
'11 

The magni/udes of the two quantities are 

and 

IExl and IHrl are no longer periodic with z (z > 0) and the SWR concept becomes 
rather meaningless. A plot of I Ex I against z is shown in Figure 4. I I for {31 = lOa1_ 
Note that the effect of the reflected wave is rapidly disappearing as the source of 
the incident wave is approached (large z). 
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Figure 4.11. I£�I versus l cOnductor-perfect condllctor interface /31" IOal. 

4.7 OBLlaUE INCIDENCE 

It is not too difficuh to show from the equation of a plane that a general e1tpression 
for a unifonn plane wave is (phasor form) 

I E � E"e-'" 
. , I (4.86) 

for a wave propagating in the all direction
. 

In Equation (4.86), 3" is a unit vector 
normal to an equiphase plane and making angles 6.1' 0)'. and 0: = 8 with x, J', 
and l axes, respectively: r is a radial vector to any point on the equiphase plane. 
Then, we get 

an = ax cos Ox + ay cos 8y + a� cos 8�, (4.87) 

(4.88) 

and 

all 'r = x cos Ox + Y co!'; fly + Z cos 8�. (489) 

The vector Eo may be compie1t, but in any case both it and H lie in the equiphase 
plane, so that 

all ' E = 0 and 

This is shown in Figure 4.12. 

all x E - � H  
� (4.90) 

Let us now consider the case of oblique incidence on a plane interface. We 
will explicitly consider the cases of E parallel 10 the interface and H paralleito 
the interface,3 arbitrary polarization being a superposition of these two cases. We 

lThese are commonly called hori<'Ofltui and vf!(licai polarization. respectively. when the earth is 
the reflecting surface. 
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... -£-0 
H-( ... xE)I" 

Direction of propqation 

Equiplwe plane 
containin, 
.wH 

FIgure 4.12. Geomcby for an arbinrily oriented uniform plane wave. 

will follow the same procedure as that used for Donnal incidence in Section 4.6. 
Consider Figure 4. 13. 
(1) For E parallel to the z = 0 plane, E will be in the ::tx direction. We choose 

the positive direction. Using Equations (4.87) through (4.90), we have. for the 
incident wave, 

and 

TT 
(J'=2'-8j• 8� = 7r - 8i• 

H = (-ay cos (Jj - 8: sin (Ji) E -e-j"'J(Y lin 9; -!COS 8;) 
�I 

(4.91) 

(4.92) 

jf medium (1) is lossless (oy= jk). The inciikn! wave impedance in the -z direction 
is (see Section 4.4), 

_ Ex 1'h .,,� - --H -
'1 cos (Jj 

For the reflected wave, we have 

H = (ay cos 0, - 8: sin 9,) E + e-jk\(y sin 9, +l:COS 9,) 
�I 

(4.93) 

(4.94) 

(4.95) 
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Medium 1 
Renected wave 

E • 
/ 

H 

y 

\ 
Medium'l 

\ 
\ Transmitted wave 

, / 
, -------7�/--�+-_j���--��------/ " " " 

Incident wave 

Medium I 
Renected wave 

/ 

Incident wave 

- - - - Equiphase planes 

, 

(.) 

, 
Medium 2 

- - - - Equiphase planes 

(b) 
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Figure 4.13. Geometry for oblique incidence ca1culationli. (a) E parallel to the l = 0 plane (horizontal 

polam.atIOIl). (bj H parallel to the l = 0 plane (vertical polarization). 

and 

For the transmitted wave (if medium 2 is lossless), we have 

H = (-ay cos 8, - 8z sin 8,) E2 e-jk.f,.y sin e,-zeGS 6,). 
'l2 

(4.96) 

(4.97) 

(4.98) 
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and 

(4.99) 

(2) For H parallel to the interface. we again choose. or assume, positive 
tangential E components. Then. for the incident wave. we gel 

and 

E = (ay cos 6; + 8z sin (Jj)E - e-1t,(y sin 6, - !COS 6,), 

Hx = 
E-

e-jk,(ysin 6i-!oos 6,), 
1)1 

For the reflected wave, we have 

and 

E = <ay cos 8, - 8z sin 8,)E + e-ji,(y sin 8, +lros 8,). 

_ E + e-jll,(y �in 8, +tC()1 8,) 
1)1 

• 

For the transmitted wave, we have 

and 

= 
E2e-ik.<j.Y5In ',-HOI 8,1 
'12 

_ E, 
'T1: :;;;;: Hx 

= 1'12 cos 8/. 

(4.100) 

(4.101) 

(4.102) 

(4.103) 

(4.104) 

(4.105) 

(4.106) 

(4.107) 

(4.108) 

Note that the directions of H and S with respect to E an: determined by S = E x H. 
where S is the power density vector, pointing in the direction of propagation, and 
positive tangential components of E were assumed in all cases. The transverse 
wave impedances were defined in Section 4.4. 
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Boundary conditions at the interface simply require that the tangential compo
nents of E and H are continuous at z = O. Thus, for (\) E parallel to the interface. 
we have 

- cos 81 
£ - e-jklY sin 11, + COS 
�, 

and for (2) H parallel to the interface, we have 

= - COS 

(4.109) 

8 £, -)" k ,,' sin (J ,-e '-' ' ; �2 
(4.110) 

£ - -)'1: . " sin 11 E + -it,)' sin /I - e L1 , - - e ' = E2 e-Jl1) Sin 9, (4.112) 
111 111 'l2 

The phenomena we are observing at the interface must be independent of y, and 
this can only occur if all the phase angles of the phasor quantities are the same in 
the last four equations. Therefore, we have 

kJ sin 8i = kt sin 8r = k2 sin 8,. (4.113) 

From the first of Equations (4.113), we have 

(4.114) 

or lht:: anglt:: or incidence is equal to the angle of rcOcction. From the second of 
Equations (4.113), we have 

sin 9, 
sin Or sin 8; (4.115) 

This result is known as Snell's law. In the most common case, we have iJ.l = Jt2 = 
IJ.Q. for which 

. 8 8,.,ff;'. SIR I = SIR 
£, 

We now have for (I) E parallel to the interface, 

£, 
cos 9/-; 

'l2 

(4.116) 

(4. 1 17) 

(4.118) 
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and for (2) H parallel to the interface, 

E - E + E2 
- - - = -111 111 112 

(4.119) 

(4.120) 

The coefficients of reflection (E +, E -) are obtained by solving the preceding pairs 
of equations simultaneously, They are [from Equations (4.117) and (4. 118») 

rE = 
71'z cos 

112 cos 

8j - 1'}1 cos Or 
8; + 1'h cos 8/ 

and [from Equations (4.119) and (4.120)] 

(E parallel) 

r - 112 cos Or - 1')) cos 8; 
(H parallel) H - rn cos 6/ + 11! cos 8; 

(4.121) 

(4.122) 

for E parallel to the interface and H parallel to the interface. respectively. Note 

that these equations are in the same form as Equation (4.63) (normal incidence) to 
which Equations (4.121) and (4.122) reduce when 8i = 8, = O. 

Total transmission occurs when r = 0 or 

sin 8i 
E2/£1 - JJ.2/ /J.\ 

(E parallel) (4.123) = 
I'll"" - ",,11'1 

and 

sin 8; = £2/£1 - IJ.2/1J.1 (H parallel). (4.124) 
£2/£1 - £1/£2 

Equations (4.123) and (4.124) may not have solutions in all cases, but one special 
case is important. For H parallel to the interface and ILl = J.Ll = �, Equation 
(4.124) gives 

8 8 
. -I�' - I t;' j= s=sm = tan -

E\ + E2 E\ 
(Brewster angle). (4.125) 

This angle is the polarizing angle or Brewsrer angle because an arbitrarily polarized 
wave incident at this angle will be reflected with E polarized parallel to the 
interface. That is, the other part of E is totally transmitted. 
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• Example 4.7 

A unifonn plane wave is incidenl at the Brewster angle with H parallel 10 (he 
interface at z = 0 from air onto a plastic with ER = 4. Thus. from Equation (4.125). 
we get 

rH = 0, and from Equation (4.115). we gel 

81 = sin - 1 (sin 0; J£I/£2) = sin - I  0.447 = 26.5r 

With E "  = 0, Equation (4.119) gives 

The incident field [from Equations (4.100) and (4.101)] is 

E = (O.447ay + 0.894a:)£ e-jkl(0.894) -0.447:} . 

H J:. = (E -/17I)e-jkl(0.894y - 0.447�) . 

The reflected field is zero. and the transmitted field [from Equations (4.lO6) and 
(4.107)) is 

E = (0.894ay + 0.447a:)(0.5E -le -jkl(O . .J41), -0.89ol:1 
, 

Hx = (0.5E -/712)e -jk:!C0 .447y -0.894:) . 

The time-average power density for the incident wave is 

< gin<; > = 1Re(E X H*),  

< ifi� > � iRe{ -.,[0.447(E )'/'11 \ + 3,{0.894(E - )'/ '11 11 · 

Taking E - to be real and equal 10 I VIm with 711 = 12071, we get 

< ifi� > � -593o, + 1 1 860, !-'W/m'. (z > 0). 

while for the transmitted wave ("'72 = 607T), we have 

< if" > � iRe l -o,[0.894(E - )'/4'111 + 0,[0.447(E - )'/4'1']] ' 

< if" > � -593o, + 2973, !-'W/m' (z < 0). 

The results just obtained for < 9\rw; > and < :fJ:r > may. at first glance, 
appear to be incorrect, but they are nol. The time-average power flow out of any 
finite volume must be zero in this example since there are no losses ur sources 
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in evidence. There must be sources somewhere. of course, to create the incident 
wave. Thus. using Equations (3.57) and (3.59), we have 

< '!l'f > = J L < g > . ds " O. 

Taking a cube that is 1 m on a side, centered at the origin, and with edges parallel 
to the coordinate axes, to be the closed surface, we have 

< '!Pf > J 1/2 J 112 J 1/2 J 1/2 
= < ':line > • ( -ay) dx dz + < r:Jioc > 

-1/2 0 -112 -112 
• 8z dx dy 

J 1/2 J 1/2 
+ < 9'ioc > 

-112 0 
J '" JO · ay dx d'l. + < 9'tr >  ' ( - ay ) dx dz 

-112 -112 

J 112 J 1/2 
+ < 9'u >  

-112 -112 J 1/2 JD · ( -., ) dx dy + < g. >  -112 -1/2 

< '!Pf > = ( - 1 18612 - 593 + 1 1 8612 - 29712 + 593 + 297/2) p.W .  

< '!l'f > = O. 

The faces for x = ±4 were ignored since < ':Ix >iiiiii: O. 

. 8y dx dz. 

• 

Total rejlection4 occurs for I rt = I .  Inspection of Equations (4. 121)  and (4. t 22) 
reveals that this cannot occur for real values of 8j and 8,. Suppose that 8, is 
imaginary. or sin 8, > I .  For convenience let 

k2 sin e t  == {3 

and 

Choosing the minus sign to give a damped or decreasing wave and using these 
definitions in Equations (4.97) and (4.98) for the transmitted wave (E parallel), 
we have 

H =  ( j a  fJ )E2 + ",  -I' .' ., - - az- -e e "' . 
k2 k2 712 

(4.126) 

(4. 1 27) 

"The operation of fiber optic cables is based on the principle of total reflection. A wave that exists 
internal to a dielectric rod can be lOwly reflected at the surface of the rod so that it remains within 
the rod. but has a net propagation in the direction of the axis of the rod. This will be examined more 
closely later. 
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The wave impedance into medium 2 is 

(4. 128) 

which is imaginary (l'J2, k2 real) indicating no power flow into medium 2! 
Il is a straightforward maner to show that Equations (4. 126) and (4.127) simul� 

taneously satisfy Maxwell's equations. These equations represent waves propagat
ing in the + y direction and are evanescent (exponential damping only) as far as 
the z direction is concerned. Now, sin 6, becomes greater than unity (for both 
types of polarization) when sin 8i becomes greater then JJL2E2/ J.LI E l ,  as Equation 
(4. 1 15) shows. The critical angle then is 

8 
. - I  JJ.L2E2 ie = Sin --

ILl El 
(sin 8;(" < t) (4. 129) 

and a wave incident on a plane interface at an angle equal 10 or greate.r than this 
angle will be totally reflected. When sin 8, is greater than unity, Equation (4. 121), 
for example. becomes 

• Example 4.8 

A unifonn plane wave is incident at the angle 8; = 60° (with E parallel to the 
interface) at z = 0 from a plastic with EH = 4 onto free space at w = 3 X 108 rad/s. 
Equation (4.129) gives the critical angle 

(J;e = sin -I Ji74 = 30°; 

and since we have 8; > 8;e, total reflection occurs. From Equation (4. 1 1 5), we 
gel 

Thus, we have 

and 

sin Br - 2 sin 8; - jJ >  1 .  

fJ = kl sin 0, = wJp.oeo sin 8, = .J3 

cos (Jr = J1 sin 2 8, = .J-2 = -j J2 . 
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so that 

k2 cos (J, = -ja = WJ}J1JEo(-j ./2) 

or 

a � .fi. 
The coefficient of reflection (711 = 607T, T12 = 1207T) is given by Equation (4. 12 1 ): 

r 
_ 2 cos 6i - cos 9, 

E - 2eas 6;  + cos 8, 

and from Equation (4. 1 20), we get 

The incident field is 

the reflected field is 

and the transmitted field is 

�
1 + j.fi I 0 '" � 1 109.48 ; 
1 - j v2 

E. � (2.309 154.74°) E -e.,r"-j .jj, (z  < 0) ,  

H � U .fio, - v'30,)(2.309 154.74")(E -/�,)e .,r"-j .jj, (2 < 0) .  

Taking E - to be real and equal to I VIm, we have 

< 9';oc > � - 1 .3260, + 2.2970, ( mW/m') (z  > 0), 

< 9' �f > � + 1 .3263, + 2.2973, (mW/m') (2 > 0), 

< f:flr >  = 24.49i Jizay (mW/m2) (z < O) .  

If we take a cube that is 1 m on a side. centered at the origin, and with edges 
parallel to the coordinate axes, as in Example 4.3, we find that [he time-average 
power flow out of the cube is 
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< '1ft > � -2.297 + 0 + 2.297 - 6.555 + 0 + 6.555 mfW, 

< '1ft > � O. 
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This is  the expected result, and can be obtained by inspection of the time·average 
power densities without integrating. Note the evanescent character of the trans· 
mined field that is being guided along the interface. This field decays as �, 
z < 0 ,  and suggests that a dielectric rod can guide electromagnetic fields. This 
phenomenon will be investigated in more detail later. • 

All of the results of this section can be extended to the more general case 
where medium 2 is lossy by simply replacing e with e' = e + ul(j w), as we did 
in Section 4.5. The case of plane wave incidence at an oblique angle from air 
(J.LI = jJ.O, el = £0, and UI = 0) onto a plane earth (J.Lz = /J() .  £2 = £t. and U2 = Ut: 
is important in propagation studies. Note that £2 = e' = Et: + Ut:I(j w) appears in 
both Th and cos 8t. For this case we obtain the following results: 

and 

where 

r _ 11' cos 8j - 11oCOS 8' 
E -. 

11' cos 8j + 11ocos 8' 
(E parallel to earth) 

.,,' C05 9'  - '1ocos 9; rH = (H parallel to earth) , 
11' COS 8' + 11oCOS 8; 

TJo � JI'<J1EO � 120" (O), 
T/' � J;;;;w � JI'<JI(E, + a,ljw) (il), 

cos 8' = JI - sin2 8, = JI - sin2 8;£1/£2, 

cos 0 '  - JI sin' 8,Eu/(Et: I Ut Ij w) (complex) .  

(4. 130) 

(4.3 1 )  

We next consider a situation that will be very helpful when rectangular wave· 
guides are studied. If medium 2 is perfectly conducting. then 112 = 0, rE = rH = 
-1 ,  and there is no field in region 2. For the case of E parallel to the interface 
the totaL field is obtained from Equations (4.91) through (4.96): 

(4 132) 

and 

H � 
(4. 133) 
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The time-average power densities are 

(4. 134) 

and 

(4.135) 

Inspection of Equations (4. 132) and (4. 133) reveals. first of all, through the term 
sin (k1z cos 8i) that for E� and Ht a standing wave pattern exists in the z direction 
with nulls where k1z cos 0; = p1r. P = 0, 1 , 2, . . . •  or Z = pl(2j .JJ.LIE.I cos OJ) .  
One of these loci is indicated in figure 4. 14 by lhe hUrlwlltal (long) dashed line. 
Second, the time-average power density is in the y direction only. Last, the term 
e-jilJ sin 8; reveals that a traveling wave exists in the y direction with a phase 
velocity given by setting the phase constant k l sin 8; equal to wlup• That is, 
up = w/(k , sin 8i) ,  or 

Up = ----'---- '" ----''---
JIJ.I£1 sin 0; JJ.Ll£1 

(4. 136) 

The most striking feature of Equation (4.136) is the fact that the phase velocity 
is greater (8; < ,"12) than the speed of light. or "intrinsic" velocity in the same 
medium, and may even approach infinity. This feature does not violate anything of 
a fundamental nature. Figure 4.14 reveals that the phase velocity in the y direction 
must be greater than the intrinsic velocity. The field we are considering here is the 
superposition of two simple plane waves, each having a phase velocity of I/ .JJ.LI E,. 

I C�5tS 
I I Troughs I 

1\ / \ 
/ \ I \ / \ 

, 

Figure 4.14. Oblique iocidence (horizontal jX)lariz.ation). plane wave in a lossless dielectric onto a 

perfect conductor. 
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The intersectioll of their equiphase planes at a crest (for example) moves a distance 
A \1 sin Ri. while over the same time interval the same point of constant phase in 
the simple plane wave moves only a distance A ] .  Thus, the phase velocity in the 
composite wave is given by the plane wave phase velocity divided by sin 8 i .  The 
intersection between one of the equiphase planes and the z = 0 plane also moves at 
this velocity. Many of us have observed an ocean wave striking a straight shoreline 
at an oblique angle such that the point of intersection between the crest of a wave 
and the shoreline moves with a greater velocity than the crest itself. 

The concept of velocity of energy flow is ordinarily reserved for guiding sys
tems, but if it were calculated according to Equation (4.33) for the system under 
present discussion. we would have 

which is comforting. 

sin 8 ; _-=:1= Ue = U, = �.J"== s . 
J.L I £1 J J.L ] £ I 

Note that since the electric field is zero where l = pl(2j .Jp.\If,\ cos Oi),  p = 
I ,  2, 3 ,  . . .  , a perfectly conducting plane parallel to the l = 0 plane could be 
placed there without changing the field between the planes. The dashed line in 
Figure 4. 13  is the locus (p = 1) for such a plane. Thus, we could construct a 
panlllel-plane waveguide with little more mathematical effort. FUl1hennore, since 

the fields in this case have no variation with x. we could also add perfectly 
conducting planes at x = 0 and x = a ,  forming a hollow one-conductor rectangular 
waveguide. Ex  would. of course. terminate in surface charge densities on the 
planes at x = 0 and x = a .  The mode that would be propagating is not a TEM 
mode since the magnetic field is not transverse to the direction of propagation (the 
y direction). H has a y component. The electric field does lie in planes that are 
transverse to the direction of propagation since it has only an x component. This 
field is designated as a TE (transverse electric) to y mode. These concepts will 
be examined more closely when the one-conductor waveguide is studied in detail. 
but it is convenient at this time to point out that when 8; = O. up -+ al, Ut -+ 0, 
and there is no flet propagation ill the y directioll. We then say that the waveguide 
is I:utuff ur nunpropagating in the y direction. 

4.8 POLARIZATION 

III sl!vl!ral instances we have referred to polarization. In fact, we have considered 
several cases of linear polarization, where the lines of electric field E have been 
parallel to some fixed axis. Figure 4.3 is a good example of this behavior. In order 
to examine other types of polarization, consider the amplitudes A and B (which 
may be complex.) and the field 

H = (a, x E)I'1. 

(4.137) 

(4.138) 
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y Plane containing E \ ./' ./ 8 -----;-( 
// 1 AIB • real number 

,/ I 
" I 

--�.�------��-------- , , A 

Figure 4. IS. Linear polarization. 

(1)  If A and /j have the same phase angle, the wave is linearly polarized and E 
will always lie in the plane containing the l axis. but inclined at an angle whose 
tangent is BIA from the y = 0 plane. This is seen in Figure 4.15.  If B = 0, the wave 
is obviously polarized in the x direction, while if A = 0, the wave is obviously 
polarized in the y direction. 

(2) [f A and B afe complex and have different ph�e angles, then E will no 
longer remain in one plane. Suppose A = !A!ejo and B = I B lejb, Then, we have 

(4.1 39) 

and 

(4.140) 

In the time domain, we have 

\I:,(z, I) = I A I  cos (WI + a - kz) (4 . 141)  

and 

'/;, (Z , I) = IB I  cos (WI + b - kz) .  (4. 142) 

The locus of the endpoint of the vector1(z, t) will lrace out an ellipse once each 
cycle, giving elliptical polarization. For example , suppose IA I  = 21BI = I ,  a = 0 
and b = ,"12. Then, we have left-handed elliptic polarization where 

'/;,(Z , I )  = cos (WI - kz) 

and 

'&,, (z , t)  = - � sin (WI - kz). 

A plot of«« z ,  t) in the z = 0 plane is given in Figure 4.16. 
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w, position 

0 • 
_I_ b 
-/2 , 
3_/4. d - , 
5_/4 r 
3_/2 g 7_/4 • 
2_ • 

y 

z • 0 plane 

I 

\t � (0, t) '" cos I.Wt 
\t,. (0, t) '" - ...Lsin wt 

2 - -I - - _  , 

_-----+/�,---------:����-------.�------• x 

, , - - , - - -
_+-- Rotation of \t(O, t) 

Figure 4.16. Left-handed elliptic polarization. 
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(3) If A and B are equal in amplitude and differ in phase angle by ,"12. the 
ellipse becomes a circle, and we have the special case of circular polarization. If 
the thumb of the right hand points in the direction of propagation while the fingers 
point in the direction of rotation of «< .  the polarization is said to be right-handed 
circular. For example, if A = j B ,  or [A[  = [ B [  = I ,  a = 0, b = -7'12, we h.ve, 
from Equations (4. 141) and (4.142), 

'11,(" r) = cos ( wr - k,) 

and 

'11,(" r) = sin (wr - k,) .  

It is easy to see that this is an ex:ampJe of right-handed circular polarization. If t 
were held constant and a plot of 'I versus z made. the endpoint of 'I would trace 
out a helix:. A circularly polarized wave also has the interesting propenies that both 
the power density and energy density are independent of time and space! 

• Example 4.9 

The electric field of a right-handed circularly polarized plane wave is given by 

'I :: 3x cos (wt - kz) + By sin (wt - kz). 

The magnetic field intensity can be found by any of several methods we have 
learned: 

'1(' :: la), cos (wt - kz) - Bx sin (wt  - kZ)]/11· 
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The Fbynting vector is 

� = � x 'X  = a�lcos 2 (wt - kz) + sin 2 (wt - kZ)]/7J = a,l1/ (W/m2), 

which is independem of time and space! • 

fblarization is important in propagation between transmitting and receiving 
antennas. If the transmitting antenna is vertically polarized, or transmits a vertically 
polarized wave, then the receiving antenna must be compatible. That is, it must 

be capable of extracting a signal from a vertically polarized wave in free space. A 

linearly polarized wave that is produced by a transmitting antenna and enters the 
ionosphere may leave the ionosphere with elliptic polarization. This is an important 
consideration for long·distance communications via the ionosphere. Polarization is 

important in the operation of many devices such as microwave ferrite isolarors. 

4.9 DISPERSION 

It was mentioned in Section 4.5. where group velocity was defined, that the 
frequency spread of the group must be small, or else the concept is meaningless. 

This needs further comment. A normally dispersive medium or system is one for 

which dU;I/dw > 0 and u8 < uP ' and an anomalously dispersive medium or 

system is one for which du;l/dw < 0 and u8 > up. Systems that are anomalously 
dispersive can have ug > 11 JiU, which is clearly impossible. This occurs because 

of the way in which ilg was defined, but simply means that the derivation of the 

equation for u, is not valid because the frequency spread is not small. Thus, 
the identity of group velocity is nO[ valid for systems with anomalous dispersion. 
The uniform wave propagating in n lossy dielectric, or TEM waves on a lossy 

transmission line can have ug > 1 I../iLi or ug > I / ..JLC, respectively. This is 

best seen in the w - f3 diagram of Figure 4. 17.  Note that for oblique incidence on 

a perfectly conducting plane (Section 4.7), ug :S I / ..Jiii. The same is true of the 

lossless wave guide to be investigated later. 
Another way to reach the conclusions of the preceding paragraph occurs when 

we realize that a signal (or group) can never travel at a velocity greater than that of 

light, for if it did, some observers would detect some effects before their causes, 

thus violating the principle of causality. 

4.10 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The main objective of this chapter was to develop a good understanding of uniform 
plane waves with normal and oblique incidence on plane interfaces. There is 

a close relationship between these phenomena and those that occur in guiding 
systems. More general problems, such as oblique incidence with arbitrary electric 

field polarization, or problems including more general media (such as magnetic 
materials) were not considered. The consideration of oblique incidence allowed us 
to predict that bO[h dielectrics and conductors can guide waves. 
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Agure 4.17. w-fJ diagram for various �tems . (a) Plane wave in a lossless dielectric, or a lossless 

transmission line, up = u. = ", = 1I.Jp-e. (3 = w,;;i. (b) Plane wave in a loss)' dielectric, or a 
loss)' transmission line. ", = dwldfJ. (c) Plane wave with oblique incidence on a �rfectly conducting 
piane. or a lossless waveguide. or a plane wave in an ionized region. 1.1, = (1I.Jp,E.JI W<IW)l, 
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PROBLEMS 

1.  Verify that Equations (4.20) and (4.21) are solutions to Equations (4.18) and 
(4. 19). respectively. 

2. (a) What field is produced by the surface current density .1s = -a"Eo/'TJ on 
the z = 0 plane plus the surface current density Js = + 1'a"Eo/T/ on the 
z = - A/4 Jilane. See the first part of Section 4. 1 .  

(b) What current density produces the field EAz) = Eoe-jl<<. ,  z > O? 
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3. The magnetic field of a uniform plane wave is given by H(y , w) = 3: lOe-} IO}" • 
(a) Find phasor E and (b) find the time-domain forms for E and H. 

4. (a) [fi = a), 10 sin (wt - x ) is propagating in free space, what is :W: ?  

(b) Repeat if the lossless medium has eR = 4. 
5. A uniform plane wave is propagating in free space. It is described as having 

a time-average power density < � > = ay (W 1m2) with the electric field 
polarized in the x direction. Fmd appropriate time-domain forms for 'f) and 
'X .  

6. (a) If microwave radiation is considered safe for humans when the power den
sity is less than 10-2 W/m2, what nns electric field intensity is represented 
(plane wave in air)? 

(b) If radiation from the sun at the earth's surface is given by 1.3 x 103 W/m2 
and is assumed to take the form of a monochromatic plane wave, what 
nns electric field intensity is represented? 

7. A plane wave at 100 MHz is propagating in a lossy material . The phase of the 
electric field shifts I)(t over a distance of 0.5 m, and its peak value is reduced 
by 25% for each meter traveled. (a) Find a, (b) find {3 ,  and (c) find up. 

8. When the wave in Problem 7 travels I rn, by how much is the power density 
reduced? 

9. Show that 1 neper equals 8.69 decibels. 

10. Derive Equations (4.41) and (4.42). 

11. The uniform plane wave 

IS propagating in a lossless dielectric (ER ':::: 4) at 100 MHz. (a) Find {3 ,  
(b) A .  (c) 'X (x.y.u). 

12. If seawater is described by a = 4 U/m and ER = 8 1 ,  calculate a and f3 for 
w = 106 rad/s to 1012 radls in decade steps. 

13. When a uniform plane wave propagates in a certain material at 300 MHz, it 
is known that the wavelength is 0.472 rn, the attenuation constant is 1 Np/m, 
and the intrinsic impedance has a magnitude of 195 !1. Find JlR. ER, and (T. 

14. Surface resistance Rs can be wriuen RI = K .jj. Find R< in this form for the 
first six conductors listed in Table S . I  (Appendix B). 

15. What percentage of the transmitted power density in a conductor is dissipated 
in heat over the distance � (from normal incidence)? 

16. It is known that lip � 0.0051 JIJ-QBo and A = 0.5 mm when a uniform plane 
wave is propagating in a cenain good conductor. Find the conductivity of the 
conductor and the frequency of the plane wave. 
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17. The induced current density at the surface of a large copper plate (at z = 0) 
from a normally incident uniform plane wave is 10 kAlm2 if f = 10 kHz. 
Find E. H, and J everywhere if E = BxEx and the incident wave is in air. 

18. A plane wave is normally incident from air onto a material for whkh TJ 
= l()() 130·. Find (a) r, (b) T, and (c) SWR. 

*19. Consider the dielectric-dielectric interface. Show that the "input" wave 
impedance 'lin = -E�/Hy (where Ex and H, represent the tvtal fields) is 
given by 

I + fe-j2J:jl 
11in = 111 1 _ re j2kJt 

*20. A uniform plane wave at 300 MHz is normally incident from air onto a 
dielectric (eR = 3) window as in Fig. 4.18. See Problem 19 .  
(a) What is the coefficient of reflection? 
(b) What is the SWR to the left of the interface at z = d? 
(c) What percentage of the incident power density is transmitted through the 

dielectric? 
(d) What is IEI at z = 0 and z = d if E - = I Vim? 

*21. The region z < 0 in Figure 4.18 has the air replaced by a perfect conductor, 
but is otherwise unchanged. 
(a) Find IEl and IHI at z = 0 and z = d if E - = I Vim? 
(b) What values of d give a pure standing wave for z > d'! 

22. A 10 GHz uniform plane wave is normally incident on a fiberglass radome 
(u � 0, eR = 4.9). 
(a) Specify the radome thickness if there is no reflection. 
(b) If the frequency is changed to 10. 1 GHz, find the percentage of the incident 

power density that is transmitted through the radome. 

Incident ___ �� 
• 

w ... 

Renected � __ _ 
wave -. 

z -d : - 0  
(0.1 m) 

__ �._Tnnlmltted 
wave 

Figure 4.18. Normal incidence on a dielectric window (Problem 20), 
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Flgur@ 4.19. Prism effecl in gl3SS (Problem 24). 

*23. A plate-glass window (0' = O. ER = 4) is coated on the outside with a 
transparent dielec(fic such that red light (j = 428.6 X IOl2 Hz) is not reflected. 

(a) Specify the thickness and dielectric constant of the coating. 

(b) What percentage of the incident power density is reflected for violet light 
(j � 750 X IO" Hz?) 

24. The dielectric constant for glass is actually nol a conSlant. but depends slighdy 
on frequency. Assume that this dependence is expressed by ER = (2  + 2 x 
10-15/ A 2)2 (Cauchy's equation). White light, containing the visible spectrum, 
is incident at 0; = 65° onto a large plate of this glass. Calculate 6/ for the 
eoloTs red Cl z= 428.6 x 1012 Hz) and violet (j .,.... 750 X 1012 Hz). This 
dispersion gives [he prism effect. See Figure 4. 19.  

*25. Calculate the percentage of the incident power density that is  reflected back 
toward the light source for the glass' (ER = 4) prism shown below in Figure 
4.20. 

Incident Light---���""� 

. . 

Reflectcd Light---+-+-o-"" 

Figure 4.20. Reflection from a glass prism. 
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Figure 4.21. Total internal reflection in a dielectric slab. 

26. What is the smallest value of eR such that total internal reflection occurs and 
the transparent dielectric guides light for any incident angle (Jj? See Figure 
4.21 .  

27. Find the phasor form of a uniform plane wave propagating in the direction 
an = (ax + 2ay + 3a�)/..Jl4 in free space if Eo = 8x + By - 8l (VIm), 

lS. Ifg> = 100 cos 2 ( lOSt - z/3)8z (W/m2), find the average power per unit area 
crossing: (a) the z = 0 plane; (b) the plane defined by the points (2,0,0) ,  
(0,4,0), and (0,0,8). 

29. Calculate the polarizing angle for a plane wave from (a) air to water (eR = 80) 
and (b) water to air. 

30. Calculate the critical angle for a plane wave from (a) water (eR = 80) to air 
and (b) polystyrene to air. 

31. In viewing an object located under water, does it appear to be closer to, or 
more distant from, the surface than it actually is? 

32. (a) Show that 

Up = .Jzwl(,.,,:t). u, = 2 -.i2w1(p,u) (good cOllductors) ; 

(b) Show that 

I [ I (  )'] - ' up = J;E 1 + "8 :: (good dieLectrics). 

Note that in (b), and possibly in (a), we have ug > 11 Jiii, so that over much 
of the spectrum a lossy dielectric is anomalously dispersive. 

33. If silver and brass shields are to have the same effectiveness in shielding, 
compare their thicknesses. 

34. Plot the resistance of copper wire with 0.5 cm diameter versus frequency, and 
comment on the assumptions made. 

35. A standing wave is the sum of two traveling waves. Show that a traveling 
wave is the sum of two standing waves. 
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36. (a) Find fH( w) [Equation (4.122)] for w .- 00 when (Ji IS less than the 
Brewster angle. 

(b) Repeal for 8i equal to the Brewster angle. 

(c) Repeat for 6; greater than the Brewster angle. 

37. Show that a linearly polarized plane wave can be expressed as the sum of a 
left-handed circularly polarized wave and a right-handed circularly polarized 
plane way!:: . 

38. An elliptically polarized plane wave is characterized by 

(a) Find H and (b) find < � > if T! = �. 
39. (a) Using J = p"D and F = qE = ma, show that 

J � , N q'E -) -wm 

in a region containing N electrons per cubic meter (charge q. mass m) if 
the excitation is sinusoidal in time and electronic collisions with molecules 
may be neglected. 

(b) Replacing conduction current density with that in part (a), show that a 
plane wave solution for the region is 

where 

Ex(l, w) = Eo(w)e-"}(W)Z , 

H ( ) _ Eo(w) -)(.), y Z , w - 1J{ w) e .  

'J(w) � .J,.u£ [ I - (wplw)'l-II', 

N q' w2 ;;;;;: --P mE 
plasma frequency. 

*40. Assume that the phasor current density in a long straight wire of radius p = a 
is J = 3.) t(p). That is. axial and azimuthal variations in the current density 
are ignored. 

(a) Expand Equation (4.73) in cylindrical coordinates. and show that for a 
good conductor: 
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(b) Assume (temporarily) that a solution to this equation is J �(p) = 
J :(O)e-(I +ijplS, which is identical in form to that for plane surfaces. The 
skin depth S is given by Equation (4.75). Find 

(! dJ,/d'J, ) 
p dp dp' 

for p = a, and detennine when it is small. 

(c) Adjust the differential equation above accordingly, and show that the 
assumed solution is correct. This justifies the use of Equation (4.75) for 
conductors with curved surfaces. 

41.  Plot IJ Az, (Il)/J .\'(0)1 versus Z for 0 S Z S 0.25 m when the material is 
sea water (JL = J.J.(j. u = 4, ER = 81) and the frequency is I ,  10, and LOO MHz. 

42. At what distance into a good conductor will the current density first be 
oppositely directed to the current density at the surface? 

43. (a) Calculate the power ]088 per unit area for a magnetic material for which 
Bo = 0.5 Wb/m', eT = 10' U/m, f = 60 Hz, and d = I mm. 

(b) Repeal (a) if w = 400 Hz and d = 0.5 mm. 
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TRANSMISSION LINES: TEM MODES 

The characteristics of unifonn plane waves were developed i n  some detail in 
Chapter 4. Here we will use these results to help explore a two-conductor guiding 
system. commonly called a transmission line. Transmission lines are important 
in those applications where it is necessary to convey energy or infonnation from 
one point to another at frequencies from 0 Hz to 3 or 4 GHz. The usual mode 
of operation is the TEM mode. where the cJectromagnetic field vectors E and H 
lie in planes that are rron.werse to the direction of propagation or axial direction. 
We will consider the entire line, including the generator at the sending end and 
the load al the receiving end. Many of the parameters that we will enCOUnler will 
be similar to those that occur from plane waves with nennal incidence on a plane 
interface. 

Most of the important aspects of transmission line behavior can be studied when 
the line is lossless for this is the simplest case. It is introduced first. and continues 
through Section 5. 13 .  Sections 5 . 14 through 5 . 18 deal with transmission line loss 
(material that can be. omiued if lime lIucs nul alluw its inclusion). 

5.1 THE PARALLEL PLANE GUIDING SYSTEM 

228 

Consider a (phasor) uniform plane wave propagating in a lossless dielectric. free 
of conductors. as shown in Figure 5 . 1 .  As defined in Chapter 4, this is a TEM to 
z mode of propagation since E and H lie in a plane (which extends to infinity in 
two dimensions) perpendicular to the z direction of propagation or power density 
flow. Is it possible to place perfectly conducting planes of infinite extent along 
tht:: liashed lines in Figure 5 . 1  without disturbing the field distribution? A little 
thought should convince us that the answer is yes. We conclude that a positive 
surface charge density exists on the lower conductor. while a (equal magnitude) 
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£ • 

T-" 11, " ® S : :I, S, 

L 

Figure 5.1.  Uniform plane wave or TEM 10 t mode propagating in a losslcss dielecuic (time = 
constanl). 

negative surface charge density exists on the upper conductor. These charges fulfil! 
the boundary condition (sce Equations (3. 1 1 1) through (3. 1 14)] 

( 5 . 1  ) 

or simply 

( 5.2) 

where D = eE and the unit vector an is as shown in Figure 5 . 1 .  Also, these charges 
are changing in time (since '"€ is changing in time) and therefore represent surface 
currents. The relation between the currents and charges is the continuity of curretll 
equation. or as it is  often called, the conservation of charge equation, Equation 
(3.9), which for sutface currents and charges becomes 

Simply stated, the surface currents obey the boundary condition 

Js = an X H (AIm), 

(5 3) 

( 5.4) 

which was introduced as Equation (3. 1 14). Thus. a surface current ( II  si = \Hlanl) 
will flow ouI of the page on the inside of the lower conductor and the "return" 
current will flow in/o the page on the inside of the upper conducting plane. The 
current flow is pictured in Figure 5.2.  

As far as the region beIween the conducting planes is concerned. we must 
have 0 possible solution, because we have satisfied Maxwell 's equations in the 
region and boundary conditions on the boundaries. The mode of propagation is 
still TEM. Other modes, called TE and TM modes, can exist for the system we 
have constructed. The possibility of the ex.istence of a TE mode between parallel 
planes was pointed out at the end of Section 4.7. 

Suppose next that we remove a finite width frum this system and examine those 
changes that must occur. We expect that a TEM mode will still ex.ist because we 
still essentially have a two-dimensional system. There must be some fringing or 
distortion of the fields near the edges of the finite planes as indicated in Figure 5.3. 
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/ ! • 

'j • • • 
® a, S, 

Figure 5.2. Surface current densities in an infinite parallel plane guiding system (TEM to l mode). 

This new problem can be solved exactly, but at the present time that procedure 
would merely complicate the simple concept we are presenting. The final system 
that has evolved is a practical two-conductor transmission line with no loss. 

5.2 THE GENERAL LOSSLESS LINE 

Let us now consider two unifonn perfect conductors of infinite length located in 
a perfect dielectric such that the conductors fonn cylinders with axes parallel to 
the z axis. The cross-sectional geometry is shown in Figure 5.4. Fun.her, assume 
E, = Hz = 0, and z dependence of the form e-r. (a TEM to l mode). It is 
imponam to recognize that a similar geometry existed when we considered "static" 
capacitance and inductance in Chapter 2. We next apply Maxwell's equations in 
rectangular coordinates. Rewriting Maxwell's equations in components yields 

yE, = -j wJ.LH( , (5.5) 

V x E = -jw/LH 'YEx = j wplf" (5.6) 
aE, aE, 

0 (5.7) -- - -- = 
ax ay 

/ ""' 
\/'1 (\ ) 

( V  "'" EV I 
\., H 

Figure 5.3. Field around a finite width parallel plane guiding system (TEM to z mode). 
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j.j, 1: , 0(=0) 0 ..... 00 

231 

x 

Figure 5.4. Arbitrary (uniform cros� seclion) Iwo-conductor guiding system or U"ansmi�sion line in a 

lo�slcs� medium. 

and 

V X H = jWEE yH. 

(S.H) 
(5.9) 

(5 . 10) 

Substituting Equation (5.5) into Equation (5.9) shows that 'Y = 'Z.jw,;;;:E = 'Z.jk. 
where k is the intrinsic phase constant. Thus, the z variation is e�jk� , giving 
undamped traveJing waves in the negative or positive z directions, respectively. 
We choose e-jkz, giving waves traveling in the positive z direction, and in this 
case -j WILl y = wtJ.ik = Jiiif; = 17. Equations (5.5) through (5. 10) can then be 
described by 

E = 1)H x a, (5 . 1 1 )  

and 

H =  (5.12) 

It is then apparent that 

E ' H  = 0 ( 5 1 3 )  

or E and H are nonnal everywhere. Solving Equations (5.5) through (5.10) simul
taneously yields Laplace's equation in two dimensions for all four field compo
nents: 
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a2E� a'E 
+ --' � 0, (5.14) 

ax' ay' 

a'E 02£)' 
--' + -- = 0, (5.15) 

ax' ay' 

q2Hx a'H + --' � O. (5.16) 
ax' ay ' 

and 

a'H a'H --' + --' � O. (5. 17) 
t1X2 ay ' 

The field components must also satisfy the boundary conditions, 

Etan = 0, 
Hoorrn - 0 

(5 . 18) 

on the perfect conductor surfaces. 
Equations (5.14), (5.15), and (5.18) represent exactly the same boundary value 

problem for E that we have already solved for the electrostatic case. Equations 
(5. 1 6), (5.17), and (5.18) represent exactly the same boundary value problem for 
H that we have already solved for the magm:tostatic case. Electric field lines in 
Figure 5.5 will be the same (for conductors with the same geometry, of course) as 
the electric field lines in the electrostatic capacitance problem. Likewise, magnetic 
field lines in Figure 5.5 will be the same as the magnetic field lines in the 

Cl (an H line) 

® ® 

® 

0 0 J - + l J  , " 
/6) /6) , · - . 1 , " 

(an E line) 

Figure 5.5. inlegratlOg contours for determining V and I for the tWQ-l:onductor system with surface 
currents (Figure 5.4). 
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magnetostatic (external) inductance problem. Therefore, we are pennitled to use 
" slatic" capacitance and " static" external inductance, when the need for their use 
arises in this system, even though the fields are varying sinusoidally in time. This 
rather unusual result has occurred because the mode we are describing is TEM to 
z (E: = H: == 0). whose z variation is simply e"!:-Jk: .  

A voltage, or ernf, and current at any z for our infinite lossless two-wire line 
can be found by integrating along the contours shown in Figure 5.5 .  Note that :: 
is constant on these contours. Note also thal wilh z t..Iirecleu currents (he fields are 
derivable from a vector potential A lying entirely in the z direclion, and according 
to Equation (3. 106) and the integrating contours of Figure 5.5, voltage and potential 
difference will be identical. 1 This is another property of TEM waves. 

The appropriate defining equations are 

v,,, = f ' E '  dl, (V). a,cl (5 . 19) 

the voltage between the conductor carrying the + z dirccted current and the con
ductor carrying the -z directed current, and 

I = f" H . dl, (5 .20) 

from Ampere's law. Note that displacement current does not enter Equation (5.20) 
(Why not?). Since E and H represent traveling waves, it follows from Equations 
(5.19) and (5 .20) that V and I also represeflf traveling WaI'cs! That is, V and I 
must have the same z variation as E and H, respectively. 

Substituting Equation (5. 12) into Equation (5.20) gives 

but E """ a"E" at the intr:r�e.c.lion of rt and (:2, where 3" and 31 are unit vectors, 
normal and tangent to Cl, respectively, and are IIor constant vectors (in general). 
Also, H = alHI at the intersection of Cl and C 2 .  Equation (5.20) can thus be written 

(d12 = 31 (12) 

(5.21) 

From electrostatics, the definition of capacitance is C = QIV , where. for a unit 
length in the z direction. Q == £PcjE" dh( l ) . Therefore. the capacitance per unit 
length is 
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C = � fE. dl, (F/m). (S.22) 

Comparing Equations (5.21) and (5.22). it is easy to see that we may find the ratio 
of voltage to current as 

I Ro = f = 1/� I (H) ( characteristics resistance) (S.23) 

and call it the characteristic resistance of the lossless line. In the same way (d11 = 
an did. 

(S.24) 

and inductance is L ""'" IjIm ll , where rpm . the flux, for a unit length in the z 
direction. is I/Im = J.Lfc,H, dll ( I ) .  Therefore, the inductance per unit length is 

L = !!: J H, dl, (Him). I " (5.25) 

Comparing Equations (5.24) and (5.25), it is easy to show that 

(5.26) 

Comparing Equations (5.23) and (5.26), it follows, as we have already seen in 
equation (2.152), that 

I LC = 1'£ I (L = L,,,). (S.2?) 

Then, if either L or C is known, the other may be found using Equation (5.27). 
Remember that the values of L and C used here are per unit length values. Some 
common geometries, with their characteristic resistances, are shown in Figure 5.6. 

5.3 THE LOSSLESS LINE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

We have shown that the voltage and current at any point on the infinite lossless 
line are traveling waves, as long as the z dependence is e"!:.jk� . The ratio of V to I 
is Ro, where 
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\---0------4 

Two-wire 

R _ ..!L  cosh-i D/d , . 
"" ...!L In 2D/d,D » d • 

� ---- �t T 
d '. ' 

T ----1---.'-------1 
Parallel plane 

Ro'" 'rId/w, w »  d» t 

Coaxial cable 

1-1'--0'---·1 
__ *t •. , 

Collinear plate 

Ro "" -..!L In 4D/w,D » w  » 1  • 
Figure 5.6. Some conunon loss less two-conductor transmission lines and their characteristic resis
lances (Ro). 

• 
Ro � 1)-C 

L 
� 1)- . 

I' 

L and C are the static external inductance and static capacitance, respectively. per 
unit length. They are distributed parameters. Since the line is of infinite length, the 
ratio of V to 1 at any point z is  also the input impedance at the point z. Apparently, 
then, V. I. and Ro play roles similar to those of E. H, and .,.,. We would like to 
show that this system represents the equivalent circuit of a lossless two-conductor 
line when supporting the TEM to z; mode. It should be pointed out again thal such 
an equivalent circuit is not unique to the geometry, for this geometry can support 
other modes. The TEM mode is, however. by far the most important mode. It is 
instructive to first calculate the input impedance to such a system assuming that it 
extends to infinity as indicated in Figure 5.7. If the system is broken at B - B ' .  
the input impedance at B - B I is .Hill that being sought. Then. we have 

or, simplifying, we get 

( l lj wCII.z)(Z" + jwLtJ.zI2) 
+ 

IljwCtJ.z + Z'o + j wLtJ.zl2 
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A' 

L 
i lt.: 

L 
� lt.z 

1------6'-------1 

. -

Figure 5.7. Equivalenl circuit for dClcnnining the input Lmpedance Z i. for the infinitt losslcss line. 

The line does not consist of lumped parameters. but is a uniformly distributed 
system. Hence, we must let az approach zero; and in the limit 

Z;, � if: (0) . (5.28) 

Now. from Equations (5.23) and (5.26), we get 

(5 .29) 

and Ro is indeed the input impedance to an infinite length of the distributed system, 
as was noted in the preceding paragraph. 

The circuit voltage and current differential equations may also be derived from 
the distributed system of Figure 5.7, redrawn and labeled in Figure 5.8. Considering 

I 
+ 

v 

.! tu 4 

/ - 6/ 
+ 

V - d V  

,--4-----------6,-----------1 
Figure S.S. Equivalent circuit for determining the voltage and current differential equations for a 
lossless line:. 
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a length .ill of the system and applying Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws. we 

gel 

and 

or 

and 

[ - j w caz( V - a: ) - (I - at )  = 0 

av - = j wLI 
az 

av - j wC-
2 . 

(5.30) 

(5 .3 1 )  

(5.32) 

(5 33) 

Now. in the limit as 6., � 0 both III and 6.V approach zero also. Recalling the 
definition of a derivative. we obtain. in the limit, 

dV 
- = j wLI (5.34) 
dz 

and 

d[ - = j wCV . 
dz 

(5.35) 

Differentiating Equation (5.34) with z, and sUbstituting for dlldz from Equation 
(5.35) gives 

or 

d'V -- = -v}LCV 
dz' 

d'V -- + k'V = 0, 
dz' 

(5 .36) 

since k = w JLC = w J;i. from Equation (5.27). In the same way, we have 

d'[ - + k'[ = O. 
d,' (5 .37) 
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Equations (5.36) and (5.37) are the homogeneous wave equations for V and I, 
respectively. We already know that V and I are traveling waves. We also know 
from Chapter 4 that solutions to Equations (5.36) and (5.37) will be traveling waves 
with phase velocity up = 1 / .JiU = 11 JLC. The distributed system of Figure 5.8 
thus leads to an accurate representation of V and I ,  and therefore, does indeed 

represent the equivalent circuit of the lossless two-wire line when it is supporting 
the TEM mode. 

5.4 GENERAL SOLUTIONS FOR V AND I-LOSSLESS LINE 

The general solutions for V and I (in Equations (5.36) and (5.37)] at any point z 
arc 

(S.38) 

and 

(S.39) 

where, according to Equation (5.27), we have 

(5.40) 

Substituting Equation (5.38) into (5.34) and solving for J eliminates C3 and C4: 

I � 
Cl +,- /1- <-2 -,'--e . - - e . 
Ro Ro 

(S .41) 

The first terms of V and I represent undamped waves traveling in the -z direction, 
and the second terms represent undamped waves traveling in the + z direction. 

A cUlIlplt:lt: lnlllslIlissiulI line is shown in Figure 5.9. Note that the load is 
located at z = 0, and the generator is located at z = I. The ratio VII at z = 0 must 
be Z/.  so using this fact with Equations (5.38) and (5.41) leads to 

C2 ZI - Ro 
� 

This ratio is quite logically called the voltage coefficient of reflecrion at the load 

r/: 

r � I r  I�.' � Z, - Ro 
I I Z/ + Ra 

(S.42) 
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I 

Figure 5.9. Complele Iwo-wire transmission line system. 

Compare this result to that given by Equation (4.63). The voltage and current al 
any point on the line may now be written (C2 == f,Cd as 

V(z , w) = V-(w)(e+jk: + rle-}k�) 

I(z, w) = V-(w)(e+}'l - f/e-jk:)/Ro, 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

where V-(w) == Cl is the peak value of the - z  traveling wave, and may be a 
function of w. 

The transmission line voltage and current at the generator (z = l) are 

(5 .45) 

and 

(5.46) 

Kirchhoffs voltage law, applied at the generator (Figure 5.9), gives l(l, w) == 
(V g( w) - V (I, w)}/Z � .  Substituting this re-sull into Equation (5.46). and solving 
for V- gives 

VIRo e-jkl 

2g + Ro I - r/fgt' j2l.l ' 

where the voltage coefficient of reflection at the generator is 

r = 21 - Ro 
, . 

Zg + Ro 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

Equation 5.47 can also be derived by considering the first incident wave that 
leaves the generator, travels to the load, is reflected, travels back to the generator, 
is reflected (rg), travels back to the load, and so on. This leads to an infinite 
geometric series that has a closed form, resulting in Equation (5.47). It is suggested 
that the reader carry nut this exercise to verify Equation (5.47). 

As far as the load is concerned, we can find the Thevenin equivalent circuit in 
the usual way. Open circuiting the load (l = 0, fl = + I) gives [from Equations 
(5.43) and (5.47)] the Thevenin voltage 
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or 

v, 
V T = _---,--,---_---='-c,-----.,.---,.,

cos (kl) + }(Z,tRO) sin ( kl) 
. 

Short circuiting the load (z = 0 ,  f( = - 1 )  gives the Nocton current 

2 e- jk.1 
J N = V R R 0 + Z I :-1-+:-';r"',-e=J"2�" . 

Therefore, the Thevenin impedance ZT = Vrll N is 

1 + r e-j2k1 
= Ro ' 

1 - r e jW , 

(5 .49) 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

(5.52) 

The load current in the Thevenin equivalent circuit of Figure 5.10 is 1 /  = Vr/(ZT + 
Z,). 

The input impedance to the line at the generator is given by the ratio of Equation 
(5.45) to Equation (5.46): 

(z = I) ;  (5.53) 

and as far as the generator is concerned. the equivalent circuit of Figure 5. 1 1  
applies. 

In order to eliminate multiple reflections, it is highly desirable to make the 
impedance looking into the generator 28 equal to the line impedance Ro. In this 
case, r, = 0 so that Equations (5.43) and (5.44) with Equation (5.47) give 

V(z. w) (Z, = Ro) (5.54) 

Figure 5. I O. Equivalent circuit for the lossless transmission line as viewed from the load (TIlevenin 
equivalent circuit). 
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Z,. r, 

v, 

Flgur� S." . Equivalent circuit for the lossless transmission line as viewed from the generator. 

and 

(Z, � Ro). (5.55) 

[f. in addition to ZK = Ro. we have a matched load (2, = Ro). then Figure 5 . 12  
applies. The time-average load power is the time-average power in Z in = Ro: 

< '!l' >  
y2 

� -' 
8Ro 

(W), (5.56) 

since Vg is a peak value. Note that the original time delay is not retained in our 
equivalent circuit. 

For the case 2g = Ro. Z 1 # Ro. it is not difficult to show that the time-average 
incident power is 

< rJP;nc > 
y2 

� -g 
8R, 

(5.57) 

which is obviously the same as the power to a matched load lEquation (5.56)1. It 
is also easy to show that the reflected power is 

< r;}ref > 
8Ro 

Z = R , , 

+ 
v, "" 

t- Zero --.I 
length ' 

(5.58) 

Figure 5.12. Equivalent circuit for the matched (Iossless) two-wire line (Z, ;. Ro. and omitting the 
time delay). 
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The lIet load power is then 

< CZP/ >  = < 2Pioc > - < fJrd > 

or 

< '!PI > (5.59) 

Note Ihal Equation (5.59) reduces to Equation (5.56) if fl = 0 (or Z / = Ro) . 

• Example 5.1 

A IO-V (peak) sinusoidal source has an internal impedance of Z, = 100 + j 50 n. 
and is connected 10 a load Z I = 75 + j 100 [) through a 50-fi lossless line that is 
5A in length. We want to find the power that is dissipated in the load using bolh 
Figures 5. 10 and 5 . 1 1 .  Using Equation (5.53) for Figure 5. 1 1 ,  we get 

Z," = Z, = 75 + j 100 (D) (k, = k l  = 10,,) , 

10  [2: 
I - Vg = =:-'-:'=.-:-;; = 43.391-40.600 
' - Z, + Z," 175 + j150 (mA), 

< '1J>, > = 11 g.,rrl'Re{Z,"1 = (43.391 '/.2)'(75) = 70.6 (mW). 

Using EqmHions (5. 50) and (5.52) for Figure 5 . 10, we get 

VT = Vg = I O [2:  (V), ZT = Zg = 1 00  + j50 (D),  

2 I 1 0 [2:  
< '1J>, > - 11 I R - -- I.eff 1 - 2 175 I j150 

, 
(75) = 70.6 (mW). 

which is the same result as before. Note carefully that. as far as Ihe line is 
concerned, it is lossless. 

Now, using Figure 5. 11  once more. and recalling circuit theory results, max
imum power can only occur when 2 in = Z t = 100 - j 50. in which case the 
maximum power that can be supplied by the given source voltage is 

1 10 [2: ' 
< '1J> > = :1 2(100) ( 100) = 125 (mW). 

We shall soon see how to ensure that the maximum power is dissipated in RI 
regardless of the value of 2, (RI � O. of course). • 
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5.5 VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO 

The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is defmed as the ratio I V Imu/l V Imin . 
and from Equation (5.43). it is 

VSWR = 
1 + 1ft! 
1 - 1 ft ! 

(voltage standing wave ratio). 

I V lmu and I V Imin are identified in Figure 5 . 13. I V lmu occurs where 

or 

</>, - 2k, = -2" 1T, " = 0, 1 ,2 .  . . .  (, > 0) 

'mu = ( </>, + 2"1T)/2k. 

I V Imin occurs where 

or 

</>, - 2k, = -(2" - 1 )1T, " = 0, 1 , 2, . . .  (, > 0) 

'm', = [</>, + (2" - 1 ) 1T]/2k. 

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 

We will agree to use only positive values for cPl, and. in any case, must use 
positive values for Zmax or Zmin. The spacing between adjacent crests Cl V Imu) or 
adjacent troughs (I V ImiD) will be A12. Either a crest or a trough will occur at a 
distance less than (or at most, equal to) A/4 from the load; see Figure 5 . 1 3 .  

I 
• 

- '''��to, R, ; • z" r, 
----�Ii=· :=;-:, � 

IVI 
- 1Y1....x 

IVI .... 

'm. 
, - 0  

Figure S.13. location of an arbitrary load impedance on a lossless line and the rcsuilanl (incomplete) 
voltage standing wave. 
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Solving for 4>1 in Equation (5.62). we get 

lPl = 41TZmin/A - (2n - 1)1T (rad), 

since k = 21T1 A .  Solving for I f1l in Equation (5.60) gives 

YSWR - l 
I rd = 

YSWR + 1 · 

Therefore, using Equation (5.42), we get 

r = [ VSWR - I ]  j[(4"'�minIA)"t:1f1 , 
YSWR + 1 e 

( 5 . 63) 

( 5 64) 

(5.65) 

Since both VSWR and Zmin can be measured with a slotted line. as will be discussed 
later. r, can be detennined from these two pieces of infonnation. Furthermore. if fl is known. then 2, can be found from Equation (5.42): 

(5 66) 

This is an important practical consideration, for in many cases the load impedance 
is not easy to identify. An antenna is a good example. It certainly represents a 
load on the end of the line, but the impedance of this kind of load is certainly not 
obvious by visual inspection. The similarity between the preceding equations (and 
the interpretation of them) and those of Chapter 4 for plane waves with nonnal 
incidence on an interface-is obvious . 

• Example 5.2 
The VSWR on a 5U-H line with negligible loss is measured as 2.5. and Zmin is 
measured at 0.1  m, 0.4 m, 0.7 rn, etc. from the load. What is the load impedance? 
Since the spacing between the locations of I V Imin is A12, we have A = 2(0.3) = 
0.6 m. and by equation (5.65) and (5.66), we have 

1", - 0.429 1300°. 2, = 54.05 j49.15 (m. 
• 

5.6 INPUT IMPEDANCE 

The input impedance at any point on the line (looking toward the load) can be 
measured with an impedance bridge. It is found as the ratio of Equation (5.43) to 
(5.44): 
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or 

v z· = '" I 

2-
_ 

R 
2/ cos kl. + jRo sin kl. 

on - 0 
Ro cos kz + j Z I sin kz 
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(5.67) 

If the line is terminated in a short circuit (2/ = 0), Equation (5.67) gives 

zt:: = jRo tan kl. ;  (5 .68) 

and if the line is terminated in an open circuit (2/ -+ 00). Equation (5.67) gives 

2 �  = -jRocot kz . (5.69) 

Combining Equations (5.68) and (5.69) gives 

Ro = jz�z� (5.70) 

Substituting Equations (5.68) and (5.69) into Equation (5.67), and then solving for 
2/ gives 

(fl) . (5.7 1 )  

• Example 5.3 

A series of measurements is made on a line (with negligible loss) using an 
impedance bridge. All measurements are made at the same point on the line (z 
is constant). First. the input impedance with the unknown load impedance in place 
is measured as 2in = 30 + j60 H. Since the line is not marked, its characteristic 
resistance is not known. so the load is replaced by a short circuit. and the input 
impedance is measured as 2 Fn = j 53. 1  n. Repeating the procedure with the load 
replaced by an open circuit gives 2 in  = -j48.3 n. Equations (5.70) and (5.71) 
give 

Ro = 50.64 (fl) . z, = 1 1 .63 + j6.30 (fl). 
• 
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Some important practical questions arise in considering the preceding examples; 

1. How is the position of I V lmin (that is, Zmin) actually measured? 

2. How is the voltage standing wave ratio measured? 

3. Is it possible to develop a simpler method to perform the preceding calcula
tions? 

These questions will all be answered as we proceed. 

The two procedures that we have discussed for calculating Z I are outlined below, 

and this outline can be used as a guide for writing simple computer programs from 

given or measured data. 

Impedance Bridge Slotted Line 

Data -Zin.  Z ��. Z� VSWR, Zmin, A ,  Ro 
(5.71 ) (5.65) 

j j 
z, r, 

(5.66) 
j 

Z, 

5.7 SPECIAL LOAD IMPEDANCES 

An examination of several special values of Z I will shed additional light on the 

behavior of transmission lines. Characteristics are listed: 

Open Circuit Short Circuit 

2/_ 00 2/ =0 

rl = + I rl = - 1  
VSWR _ oo  VSWR--HX) 

z� = -jRo cot kz Z � ""  +jRo tan kz 

I V  I =21V - 00' k'l I v l =2IV - s;n k'l 

I 1 I  = 2.lv - ,;n kzl 
Ro 

1 / 1 = 2.IV - OOdzl Ro 
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Mismatched Case 

Z/ =2Ro 

r, � + j  
VSWR � 2  

Z .  -R 
2cos kz + 1. sin KZ 

m - 0 COS Jcl + j2 sin Jcz 

I v  I � I V - II I + 3e-i2>'1 
1 1 1  � I V -I l l - �e-)"' I 

Ro 3 

Z47 

Matched Case 

Z, =Ro 

f/ =O 

VSWR = 1 

Zin = Ro 

I v I = IV- I  

1 1 1  � I V -IIRo 

A plot of I V I .  1I  I ,  and Z� against l is shown in Figure 5. 14. It is customary 
to plot magnitudes for V and I since normal detectors in an experimental setup do 
not reproduce phase. The infinite standing wave ratios are indicative of the lack 
of power transfer to the open circuit. That is, there is just as much power flowing 

• 
_______________ R�. ________________ z r � -

\) \ 

+1 

FIgure 5.14. I V I. I l l .  and Z ::;  versus z for Z, ....... CO {open·circuil load}. 
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toward the open circuit as there is reflected back toward the generator. The input 
impedance indicates tOlal reflection also. but in a slightly different manner. Z� is 
alw�ys a pure reactance - � :s  X :s: + x. Depending on the distance 10 the load 
::. the line can look like any capacitance or all)' inductance at the terminals where 
Z �· is measured. At :: = 0, AI2, A , 3A12. 2A ,  . . . , the line looks like a lossless 
parallel resonant circuit (Z� -+ x), while for z = Al4, 3,,\/4. 5,,\/4 . . . . .  the line 
looks like a lossless series resonant circuit (Z� = 0). 

The equations, as well as Figure 5 . 1 5 .  indicate that the shon-circuited line is 
complementary to Ihe open-circuited line. There is no power transfer to the load, 
resulting in infinite standing wave ratios. Z � is always a pure reactance, so the line 
may look like a capacitance or inductance at the terminals where Z � is measured. 
At z = 0, Al2. "\ . 3,,\/2 • . . . •  the line looks like a lossless series resonant circuit 
(ZFn = 0), while for z - ,,\/4. 3A/4, 5A/4, . . . , the line looks like a lassie-ss paralle-J 
resonant circuit (2 � � :0). 

Figure 5. 16 shows plots of Rin. Xin, I v 1 . and ] l l  against l when 2/ = 2Ro. 
Note that these functions are repetitive with <t period of ),/2. It is easy to show 
that this is alwayJ the case when there is a reflection from the load (no line loss). 

In the spedal am.! highly desirable matched (2/ = Ru) case, the length of line 
is unimponant except in tenns of phase shift or lotal time delay. To the incident 

_________________ R
_o ______________ --"Izl � O 

1 / ' 

2IV- I/Ro 

'j 

------�---t---O�--1_--�C_�--� l: 

-j 

, . 
Figure 5.15. IV  I. I l l ,  aud Z :  versus z ror Z/ - 0  (short·circuit load). 
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R, �Z' = 2R' 
IVI 
41 V-I/3 

21 Y-1I3 

1/1 
4W-I/(3Ro) 

2 IY-I/(3ROl 

R. 
2R, 

Rn/2 

+fRo 

----�r_--f----r---I--�r_--f_--� x. I I I I 1 - - -;Ro 

,� 
Flgure S.16· 1 v l . I l l .  R .... and X .. (Z .. = R,. +jXm) versus z (or Z, = 2Ro· 
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wave, the toad 2/ = Ra looks just like more transmission line with Ro characteristic 
resistance. The line is said to be terminated in a match. Results are shown in Figure 
5 .17 .  

Transmission lines can be used in place of "lumped" parameters in  many 
applications at high frequencies. An engineer designing a UHF "tank" circuit for an 
oscillator or amplifier, for example. may find that any available inductor represems 
a reactance that is too large. A possible solution is the use of a section of silver
plated transmission line whose length l is less than >'14, giving an input impedance 
that is equivalent to iliat of an ordinary inductor. This ex.ample, along with some 
utheni, is <.lemonslrated in Figure 5 . 1 8 .  

In Figure 5. 18(a) the length z < A/4 is adjusted so that XL = Xc. or lEquation 
(5.68)J 1IwC' = Ro tan (27TZ/A). When this is done, parallel resonance occurs 
at the x - x tenninals . In Figure 5 . 18(b) the impedance at x - x is the parallel 
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_________________ R_, ________________ :E 
... 

Z, · Ro 

\ ' v ,  

=========================� 'n 
' " 

-------r--i---r--i---r----! I V-I/R, 

l • 

I , , 
R, 

I I , 
I I , I 
I , , 

' �  S)'/4 , 3)./4 ).{2 t )../4 

Figure 5.17. I V  I. 1I I. and Zi. = Ro versus z for Z/ = Ro (matched load case). 

combination of that from a section d < Al4 with Z /  = 0, and that from a section 
(Al4 - d) < >./4 with 2/ � co ,  Equations listed at the beginning of this section 
are appropriate and give Z in -+ 00 (parallel resonance) for allY value of d. There 
are various ways in which this section may be used as a bandpass filter, where the 
center of the band will be f = lip' A = I/(A .JLC) . 

Using Equation (5.67) with z = A/4, it is easy to show that the input impedance 
at x - x (looking to the right) in Figure S . 18(c) is RoJ •  and hence the system is 
matched, if R02 = JRo1R/. Note that this technique only applies to purely resistive 
loads RI. The impedance looking into the A/4 section or " stub" of Figure 5 . 18(d) 
is infinite [Equation (5.68)1: hence the stub has no effect on the main line . 

• Example 5.4 

Suppose that we want to match a resistive load Z, = 100 LQ: n. to a 50-fl line. 
As in the preceding paragraph. the system is matched [Figure 5 . 1 8(c)1 if 

R02 = .JRo,R, = .JSO( 100) = 70.7 O. 

Suppose further that we define the bandwidth as the "half-power bandwidth." That 
is. the bandwidth is to be measured between the two frequencies f I and f 2 where 
the time-average load power is one-half of its maximum value; that is. where 
« �, > I < !Y'inc > =0.5). Using Equations (5.57) and (5.59). we get 

< qpl > I < �in, > = I - I rH \2 = 0.5 
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x x COL C{ R. IZ, ,, O -
x 
I z < ),/4 x 

(0) 

'--d -----j x x cOL Z � �  R. : R. IZ, = 0 -, 
x ·1' x 

Parallel resonance 
(b) 

(c) 

-

(d) 

Figure 5.18. Some examples of the use of line sections to replace lumped parameters. (a) A shorted 
line acting as an inductor. (b) A tapped resonant A/4 line. (c) A A/4 transfonncr. (d) A "conducting" 
insulator. 

or 

I r  I = Z" - Ro. = 0.707 " Z + R ' xx 01 

where the double subscript refers to the x -x terminals in Figure 5 . 1 8(c). According 
to Equation (5.67), we have 

or 

• 
=Z.;.,-,c:.:o:::s-,k"z,--,+--,-}"R"o,,-, -,s,,; n,-,;

k"z 
= R02 R02 cos kz + jZ I sin kz 

J2. + } tan [( 'TT/2)(/I/o)] = 70.7 r.c ' 
1 +  } v 2 tan [( 'TT12)(/lfo)] 
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where f 0 is [he design frequency. or 

kz = w jj;iz = (wl...,)(..., jj;iA/4) = (f1/o)(27T/A)(A/4) 
kz = ( 7T/2)(fI/o),  

Calculation for (Ulyfl!o shows that ICAI < 0.707 and therefore, i n  this case, 
there are no half-power frequencies f I or f 2 .  and !.ht! balluwil1lll, a3 defined above, 
is infinite. Stated more explicitly. the load power is greater than one-half the 
incident power for any frequency! • 

• Example S.S 
A UHF transmitter operates at a carrier frequency of 300 MHz. but produces an 
unwanted seCOIti hannonic at 600 MHz. The tapped quarter-wave line of Figure 
5. 18(b) can hP. IIsed In prevent the signal at 600 MHz from reaching the load if the 
length of its open-circuited section (A/4 - d) is one-quarter wavelength long at the 
secolld-harmollicfrequency. If the dielectric is air. then A = (3 x 108)/(3 x 108) = 
I m at 300 MHz. Thus, the tota/ length of the line section is 0.25 m. At 600 MHz 
the wavelength is 0.5 rn, so the length of the open·circuited section should be 
0.5/4 = 0. 125 m. Thus, d = 0 . 25 - 0. 125 = 0. 125 m .  The signal at 300 MHz 
secs the main line with an open·circuit across it at the x - x tenninals of Figure 
5 . l 8(b), and therefore is unaltered as it progresses toward the load. On the other 
hand, the second·harmonic signal at 600 MHz al x - x sees three impedances in 
parallel: (i) the input impedance of the main line looking toward the load; (ii) the 
input impedance of the shorted section that is one·quarter wavelength long (d) at 
600 MHz and therefure appt:ars as au upen circuit; (iii) the input impedance of the 
open section that is one·quarter wavelength long at 600 MHz and therefore appears 
as a short circuil. The parallel combination of these three impedances results in 
zero impedance at the x - x tellT1inals at 600 MH;z, and therefore this second 
hannonic is totally reflc!cted back toward the source, never reaching the load . • 

5.8 TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS 

It is sometimes helpful to consider a finite length of transmission line as a two-
JXlrt network. This is partit::ularly trut: wht:1I Iwu or more different sections are 
c:as(:aded. The equations for the voltage and current at a point l = l l '  on a lossless 
line [Equations (5.43) and (5.44), Figure 5.9)] are 

VI = V-e+jk�1 + V-rle-it: l ,  

I l  = (V-1Ro)e+-j":1 - (V-IRo)rl e-jJ::1 ,  

and at z = l 2  (Z2 < L I) they are 

(5.72) 

(5.73) 
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V2 = V-et-Jk�l + v- rle-j.t:2• 

12 - ( V -IRo)e+ji:!l - ( V - IRo)r,e-ji::2. 
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(5.74) 

(5.75) 

V- is given by Equation (5.47). Solving for V -e + jk: I and V- fie jk=, in Equations 
(5.74) and (5.75), and then substituting into Equations (s.n) and (5.73) gives 

VI = cos lk(zl - Z2)]V1 + jRn sin rk(zl - z,)I/,. 

11 = (jIRo) sin [k(zl  - ZZ)JV2 + cos lk(zl - Z2JPZ· 

(5.76) 

(5.77) 

This set of equations gives [he line VOltage and current at z = Z J (the port nearest 
the generator) in terms of the line voltage and current at z = Z2 (the port nearest the 
load). Note that Z2 < Z I and Z 2  may be zero, in which case Vz = VI and J 2 = / / .  
The set can be put in the matrix form 

(5.78) 

The transmission (t) parameters are also called the ABeD parameters. Note that 
.6., = l 1 1 t22 - t\2 121 == I .  

Figure 5 . 19(a) shows a pair of cascaded line sections. Applying Equation (5.78) 
gives 

I, 

� 

v + , 

[ �: ]  = fl.t:] = [I·t: ] ·  
[ �: ] = flot:] 

Line Section A 

I I ' " 
r-- + 

, 
Y2 = VJ -

(.) 

Lme Section B 

I, 

+v, 
• 

I' "I' T 'I'� 
III I, • 1/2 • + 

Ro =  300 0 V, RoA = 244.9 n 

A 

(b) 

+ 
V, Ro8 = 100 n 

B 

Figure 5.19. P:!ir of cascaded quarter-wave line sections. 

+ 
V, Z, = 50 n  
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or 

(5 .79) 

and the I parameters for the overall system are given in the matrix product [t] = 
[r,llr.] . 

• Example 5.6 

Suppose that we want to match a resistive load Z I = SO lQ: n. to a 300·0 line using 
two A/4 transformers like in Example 5.4. We would expect a smoother transition 
and greater bandwidth than would be obtained with a single Al4 transformer. Th!: 
characteristic resistance of section B in Figure 5. 19(b) is arbitrarily chosen to be 
ROb = loon so that the input impedance to this section is (ROb)2IR1 = 104/50 == 
200 n (Equation (5.67)], This impedance is the load for section A, so that RfJq, :::: 
J(200)(300) = 244.90. Using Equation (5.78) (" - "  = Al4). we get 

jRa. ] 
o . 

[r] = [rA)[r.] = [ . 0 liRa. 

[ ] 
= 
[ -2.449 0 ] r 0 -0.408 ' 

jRa. ] [ 0 
o jlROb 

[ V, ]  [ -2.449 0 ][ Vr] [ -2.449 
I , = 0 -0.408 I ,  = -0.408 

and 

jROb ] 
o ' 

VI ] 
I ,  

I ,  
-2.449V, 

U.40�/, = 62 I = 300 n 

as expected. The reader is invited to compare the bandwidth of this matching 
scheme to that when only one A/4 transformer is used with ROe = J(SO)(300) :;: 
In. 50. • 

5.9 MULTIPLE LOADS 

Lumped elements and active devices are often used with transmission lines. When 
these devices are connected across the line (parallel), it is advantageous to work 
with admittances. and when they are connected in series with the line. impedances 
are usually used. 
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It is often necessary to supply multiple loads from a single (main) line and 
source, and, furthennore, these loads may require specified voltages or currents. 
The linear antenna alTay is a good ex.ample because the individual elements (loads) 
require specified currents to produce a specified radiation pattern when transmitting. 

Consider a A/4 section of line like those used in Examples 5.4 and 5.6: 

Thus. we have 

[ VI ] [ V(AI4) ] [ 0 j Ro ] [ VI ] 
I 1  = 1(A/4) = jlRo 0 I1  

I'\Al4) = jRo/J, 
I(Al4) = j V/IRo, 

1/ = -jV(Al4)IRo, 
V/ = -jRo/( Al4). 

(5.80) 
(5.81 ) 

According to Equation (5.80), the load current is independent of the load 
impedance, and depends only on the voltage V(A/4) and the characteristic resis
tance of the line. Funhermore. the input admittance at the input to the A/4 section 
is I(Al4)IV(AI4) or 

(5 .82) 

• Example 5.7 
It is desired (0 supply three loads (antennas, for example) with the currents indicated 
in Figure 5.20 by way of three A/4 feeders. V(A/4) is obviously the same for all 

three lines, and if we specify that Ro = 50 n for the feeder that supplies the current 
12• then it follows from Equation (5.80) that the characteristic resistance of the 
other [WO feeders (1\ = I) = 12/2) must be Ro = 2(50) = 100 fl. EttualiuII (5.80) 

>'/' 
Ra '" 100 n 

Rn = SO (11) 

>'/' 
RO - lOon 

1] = l !!t A  
Zl "' SO + J60n: 

12 = 2 1!t A  
Z2 .. 30 ;20 n: 

I) " 1 �o A  
Z)=50+j600 

Figure S.20. Transmission line supplying three load impedances with specified currents. 
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also gives V(A/4) = j(50)(2) = 100 190°. The admittance at x - x is the Jum of 
the input admittances for each feeder. These are given by Equation (5.82). so we 
have .) 

Y-rx 

Solving. we get 

+ _-,Z'-"'--o 
2.5 x 103 

Z) + -10" 

Yu � 22 + j4  (mU), Zu � 44 - j S  (n). 

Since the main line has Ro = 50 n. there will be a small reflection 

We will see later how to correct for this with a matching scheme. Suppose that 
1 =  3 . 1  A .  Equation (5.54), with z tW-ing measured from the x - x tenninals. gives 

v" � V(A/4) � �e-jH( 1  + rl) (z � 0) 

or 

Vg � 2V( A�4) e+jH � 2 1 1 1  13 1 .4· (V). I + I 

Thus, the phase of the generator with respect to the load currents is + 1 3 1 .4°. 
Nub:: that 

lu � V"Y" � +j lOO(22 + j4) X IO-) � 2.236 1 100.3· (A), 

so the power that is ultimately dissipated in the loads is 

• 

This is correct since it is also true that 

< '!PI > � l ( l )2(50) + j (2)2(30) + 1 ( 1 )'(50) � 1 10 (W). 
• 

5.10 TRANSMISSION LINE MEASUREMENTS 

The success of any measurement scheme depends on the ability of the measurement 
equipment to be in place without appreciably disturbing the phenomenon being 
examined. The voltmeter, ammeter, and wattmeter (with minor modifications) can 
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Electric field probe 

• E 

- - - - - H 

FIgure 5.21. Coaxial slotted line with an electric field probe. The electromagnetic field (TEM mode) 
is also shown. 

be used in transmission line measurements at low frequencies. The impedance (or 
admittance) bridge is also easy to use at low frequencies. 

Other devices are usually used for transmission line measurements at high 
frequencies where the dimensions of the equipment may be appreciable compared to 
a wavelength. The impedance bridge, for example, can be used at high frequencies 
for impedance measurements, although it is usually more sophisticated than the 
low frequency bridge. See Example 5.3 in this regard. Directional couplers which 
can sample the incident wave and reflected wave separately can also be used (in· 
line) to continuously monitor VSWR or f/. The directional coupler inherently takes 
a small amount of energy from the main line. 

The slotted line is used in·line to measure IV I (hence YSWR),J, and the location 
of IV Imin (or Iv Imu), and thus enables one to calculate Z/. See Example 5.2 in this 
regard. It usually consists of a section of rigid coaxial line with an air dielectric and 
a narrow longitudinal slot cut in the outer conductor. The dominant TEM mode field 
distribution is shown over a cross section i n  Figure 5 .21 .  The tangential electric 
field is (essentially) zero at the surface of the conductors, the nonnal magnetic field 
is (essentially) zero at the surface of the conductors, and E and H are everywhere 
perpendicular. E and H are distributed exactly as tbey were in the "static" cases 
considered earlier (for the coaxial cable). As seen in Figure 5 .21 ,  an electric field 
pr�e in the slot picks up a signal proportional to the line voltage. The slot has 
very little effect on the fields inside because it has almost no effect on the (axial) 
surface current on the outer conductor. 

5. 1 1  THE SMITH CHART 

A graphical technique using a transmission line calculator, or Smith chart.2 can 
be developed for making transmission line calculations. These calculations are 
usually accurate enough for engineering purposes. On the other hand, hand-held 
programmable calculators that handle complex numbers are readily available, and 

lp. H. Smith, Transmission Line Calculator. in Electronics 12:29-3 1 ,  January (1939). 
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with these (or computers) and the equations of this chapter, it is very easy to simply 
calculate the desired quantities in a direct manner. One is then tempted (0 ignore 
the Smith chart entirely. and this can be done if desired, but what happens on the 
Smith chart correlates so well with what is actually happening on lhe line that it 
is still rewarding to devote some time to it. 

The Smith chart results from a series of simple transfonnations. The starting 
point is the input impedance fonnula, given in Section 5.6. 

V Zin == -I (5.83) 

(- which is valid regardless of Z, !  (note that the preceding statement is mathemat
ically true, but from a practical point of view, a large reflection from the load 
may have undesirable effects on the generator.) The normalized input impedance 
is defined as 

(5.84) 

or 

Zin = (5.85) 

Equation (5.85) may be written 

(5.86) 

It is convenient at this point to recognize that 

Iv + J VI = ( V' + V') 112 '" 1 

, 
since I rl l :.:s  ) for passive loads whose real parts are non·negative. Thnnel diodes. 
for example, are exceptions and offer the possibility for I rll > 1 ,  and hence 
amplification! 

Solving for U and V in Equation (5.86) gives 

V = 

and 

V =  

r 2 - I + x2 • • 
(ra + 1 )1 + x; 

2x. 
(ra + 1)2  + xr 

(5.87) 

(5.88) 
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Solving for r a and x a ,  then algebraically rearranging gives 

(u ---,-,,---:'" )' 
+ ( V) 2 � ( I )2 

ra + I J" + I 
(5.891 

and 

( I )' ( I ·)' 
( U  - I)' + V - - � -

Xli Xu (5.90) 

Equation (5.89) represents a family of constant r a circles having centers on the U axis at r,)(r" + I )  and radii I/(ru + I )(the largest radius is unify). Equation 
(5.90) represents a family of constant x a circles having centers at I ,  Ilx a in the 
U, V plane and having radii I1 x a .  We also note that 

or 

lan ( q,, - 2kz) � V/ U .  (5 .91) 

The normalized input admittance Yin on the line at any point is the reciprocal of 
the nonnalized input impedance at the same point. It is a straightforward matter to 
begin with the reciprocal of Equation (5.84) to represent Yio ,  and then show that 
Yin at a distance z from the load is identical with tin at a distance z ± Al4 from the 
load. Since lrd = ( U 2 + V2) 112 :s;; I for passive loads, all possible values of Z in 
lie inside. or on. the unit circle in the U, V plane! Also, from Equation (5.9 1 ) ,  it 
can be seen that one revolution in the U, V plane (at constant radius) corresponds 
to a change in distance on the line of Al2. This is nOI surprising, for we already 
know that impedances (and admittances) repeat every Al2 on the line. We can now 
conclude that all possible values of normalized admittances also lie inside, or on, 
the unit circle in the V, V plane. In fact, since Zin and )'in are >"/4 apart. Ihey must 
be diametricalty opposite in the U, V plane. 

Several important conclusions may now be reached concerning the Smith chart 
(the interior of the unit circle in the U, V plane). 

1. Counterclockwise increasing angle measured from the V axis is cbi - 2kz. 
Thus, distance toward the load (z decreasing) is scaled linearly on the outside 
of tne unit circle and measured in the counterclockwise direction. The actual 
location of Z = 0 on the chart is arbitrary. On more expensive charts. the 
position of z = 0 can be set at will. As shown in Figure 5.22, the angle cbi 
is scaled like - z ,  but its total excursion is 217' rad. It is easy to show that 
4J1 = 0 if XI - 0 and RI > Ro. Values of (in for these cases lie on the + U 

axis and thus cbi = 0 also corresponds to the + V axis. 

2. Distance toward the generator is obviously measured in the clockwise direc
[ion (z increasing). 
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y 
To load 

To generator 
./ - 2kz 

__ +-________ ��------_+-L u 

Figure 5.22. Ir,l \ 4>1 - 2kz in the U, V plane. 

3. Since there is a onewto·one correspondence between f, and lin (or Yin), 
including z, = Z,I Ro itself. rotation at constant radius \ rtl in the V, V plane 
consists of moving along a circle that uniquely specifies all possible values of 
Zin (or Yin) for a given I r/ I. (The effect of loss in the line might be pondered 
at this point in the development.) 

4. Constant radius Ifll in the U. V pJane also uniquely determines such things as 
the VSWR. reOecLed power, and so fOlth. A large number of radially scaled 
parameters may be used with the chart if desired. A normalized impedance or 
admittance Smith chart is shown in Figure 5.24, which is used for Examples 
5.8 and 5.9. 

rigu� 5.23(a) shows the loci of constant r (or constant g) circles on the 
normalized Smith chart. The largest circle represents r = 0, while the smallest 
circle (a point) represents r = 00. The circles are labeled as they are for an actual 
chart (e.g., Figure 5.24). The loci of constant x (or constant b) circles are shown in 
Figure 5.23(b). They are incomplete circles. The largest circle represents x = 0 and 
is actually a straight line (a circle with an infinite radius), while the smallest circle 
(a point) represents x = :too. Note careful1y that positive reactances or susceptances 
lie above the horizontal axis, while negative reactances or susceptances lie below 
the horizontal axis. All numbers on the chart are JabeJed as positive, however. This 
can be confusing. Figure 5.23(c) demonstrates the loci of two points corresponding 
to z = I + j 3  (or y = I + j3) and z = 1 - j 1 (or y = 1 -j 1). These points lie at 
the intersection of an r Q or an x Q circle. Some typical examples will help clarify 
any remaining questions about the use of the Smith chart. 
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r • ..  0 

\ 1.0 

" •• +0.3 
\ 

1.0 

(.) (b) 

(0) 
Agure S.23. Loci of constant ,. (or 8) and constant x (or b) circles on the normalized Smith chart. 

(a) Constant ,. (or g) = 0, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 00 circles. (b) Constant x (OT b) = 0, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 00 circles 

(incomplete). Alsitivc x (or b) values lie above the horizontal axis, while negative values lie below. 

(c) The locus of z (or y )  ... I + j3 and z (or y )  = I -j I .  

• Example 5.8 
If Z/ = 100 + j50 n and Ro = 50 n, find fl and the VSWR. The normalized 
load impedance is <,/ = ( 100 + j 50)/50 = 2 + j 1 .  This point is located on the 
chart as the intersection of the circles r Q = 2 and x Q = + I as shown in Figure 
5.24. From the previous discussion, it is obvious that the distance from the eenter 
of the chart to z/ is ) fl l .  In Figure 5.24, this is indic31ed on the upper right-hand 
scale below the chart labeled "refl. coef. vo!." Thus, I r1 l  = 0.45 as shown. The 
angle <PI is measured fmm the + U axis and is +26.5°. Thus. we have 

r, = 0.45 126.5'. 

1 fl l also uniquely determines the VSWR which is indicated on the lower left-hand 
scale labeled "standing wave vol. ratio." Then. we have 

VSWR = 2.6. 
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!MP((lANCt OR AW,TTAN(£ C�O'N"'I['i 

Figure 5.24. �mith chart data for Examples �.8 anc! :5.9. SOUfL'e: Cupy,ighl C 1949 by Kay Electric 

Company, Pine Brook, NI. Renewal copyrighl C 1976 by P. H. Smith, New Providence, NJ. 

Equations (5.42) and (5.60) give 

f, = 

VSWR = 
I 

50 + j 50 I = 0.447 26.57·, 
150 + j50 

1 .447 

0.553 
= 2.618. 

• 
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• Example 5.9 
Suppose we desire the input impedance 0.2A from the load in Example 5.8. Note 
that the radial line through Z/ intersects the "wavelength toward generator scale" at 
0.213A. This is only a reference reading and corresponds to z = O. Consequently, 
the desired point where the input impedance is to be found is at 0.213..\ + 0.200..\ = 
0.413..\ on the same scale. At the same 1 r,l. we find Zin = 0.5 -jO.5 or 2 in = ROZin. 
SO we have 

Z;, = 25 - j25 (fl). 

Equation (5.67) gives 

2/ cos kz + jRo sin kz 
Z;, = Ro 

R 
k 'Z ' k 

= 24.81 -j24.62 (fi). 
o cos 'z + J I SIn Z 

Equation (5.84) (with the results of Example 5,8) gives the same result, • 
Note that both wavelength scales end al 0,5A, and when rotating past this point 

in either direction, care must be taken to avoid losing the references. This difficulty 
is not encountered with those charts having a rotatable wavelengths scale . 

• Example 5. 10 
The following data are taken with an impedance bridge: 

and 

Zi. = + j 106 (fi) . 

Z?,: = -j23.6 (fi), 

Z;, = 25 -j70 (fi) (actual load in place) . 

The actual load impedance Z/ is desired. From Equation (5,70), we gel 

Ro = JZr;;Z� = 50 (0). 

The distance from the measuring point at the bridge to the actual location of the 
load can be found from Z� (or Z�) as follows: 

Z� l�  = 
Ra 

= +j2. 12 

is  located on the chart. This point is  located on the unir circle since the line is 
lossless. The short circuit 2/ = l/ = 0, in place when Z � was measured. is  located 
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Figure 5.25. SmIth chart (lala (or Example 5.10. SQlI'c�: Copyright C 1949 by Kay I!lccuic Co.mpany. 

Pine Brook. NJ. Renewal copyrighl C 1976 by P. H. Smith. New Providence. NJ. 

at U = - 1 ,  V = 0 as shown in Figure 5.25. Then the distance desired is found 
as that distance from z/ = 0 toward z�. rotating in the "toward-the· generator" 
(clockwise) direction. Then z - 0.18..\ as shown. Note that this information is also 
available from z� and the location of z/ -+ 00 (U = + 1.  V = 0). 
The point lin = Z in/Ro = 0.5 - j 1 .4 is next located on the chart as shown. A 

radial line through lin gives a wavelength reference on the "toward-the-Ioad" scale 
of 0.157..\. The load then is located at 0.18..\ + 0.157..\ = 0.337..\ as shown. Thus 
z, = 0.57 + j 1 .5 or Z/ = ROll. or 

z, � 28.5 + j75 (!l). 
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Equation (5.71) gives 

ZK - Z·  (le In In . Z, � Z ;, Z � 27.53 + ) 74.69 (0) . Zln fn 

• Example 5. 1 1  

265 

• 

The following data are taken with a 50-0 slotted line and calibrated detector with 
an unknown load impedance Z/ in place: 

I V  I� � 0 (dB). 

I V Im;, � -6 (dB), 

and I V Imin occurs at relative slotted line positions of 0. 10 rn, 0.35 rn ,  0.60 m, 
and 0.85 m measured toward the load. When the unknown load is replaced with 
a short circuit, the positions of I v  Imin are 0 m, 0.25 m, 0.50 m, and 0.75 m, 
measured toward the load. Detennine Z/ and the frequency. 

Frequency is nonnally detennined by measuring Al2 as the distance between 
adjacent voltage minima when the short circuit is in place. The VSWR is infinite 
in this case, and thus the "nulls" will be sharpest giving a very accurate position 
of I V Imin. Then, AI2 = 0.25 rn, or A = 0.5 m. Since the dielectric is air, we get 

f �  3 X IO' � 600 
0.5 

MHz. 

The Smith chart may be used to detennine Z I in the following way. The VSWR 
is 2 (or 6 dB), and so z/ is somewhere on the Smith chart circle corresponding 
to VSWR = 2. Note in Figure 5.26 that the VSWR scale corresponds to the ru 
scale on the + U axis and a I/(VSWR) scale corresponds to the rQ scale on the 
- u  axis. This occurs because, according to Equations (5.43) nnd (5.61), wc have 

while at the same location on the line (Zmax), we have 

V-
iml, � -�" ( I  - I r,!) 

Ro 

using Equations (5.44) and (5.62). Using Equation (5.60) 

V� Z � Zmu � -- = Ro(VSWR) I min 
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Flgu� 5.26. Smith chart data for Example 5 . 1 1 .  Soura: Copyright Cl 1949 by Kay Electric CUIllPi:lllY, 
Pine Brook., NJ. Renewal copyright " 1976 by P. H. Smith, New Providence. NJ. 

Thus, the maximum normalized impedance equals the VSWR. and points of 
maximum impedance. corresponding to maximum voltage, are located on the + U 
axis. In the same way, we have 

Zmin = Vmin 
l� 

Ro 
= �'=VSWR ' 

Thus. the minimum normalized impedance equals the reciprocal of the VSWR. and 
points of minimum impedance, corresponding to minimum voltage. are located on 
the - U  axis. With 2/ == 0 the voltage minimum or null occurs at 0"\ '"toward gen· 
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VSWR - 2 

Figure 5.27. (a) I V I versus z: when Z/ '= actual load. V$WR :::2. (b) I V I versus l when Z, "" O. 
(Example 5 . 1 1) l, = Ro. 

erator" or "toward load" since z/ itself is located at U= - I ,  V = O. This is shown in 
Figure 5.26. The slotted line data indicate that I V lm.in shifts (0. 10/0.50)'\ = 0.2..\ 
toward the load when the short circuit is replaced by the actual load. This is shown 
in Figure 5.27. Then z/ on the chart is 0.2,,\ toward the generator from the location 
of I V Imin with the actual load in place. This is shown in Figure 5.26 where it can 
be seen that z, = 1 .56 + )0.69 or 2, = 77.5 + j34.5 n. The situation is clarified 
by Figure 5.27. Note that only the "artificial" end of the line. or load location. is 
used. Equations (5.65) and (5.66) give 

r, = 0.333 136·, Z, = 77.73 + j34.27 (fi).  
• 

Before proceeding to a new topic, some general statements concerning Smith 
chans and other transmission line calculators need to be made. 

1. A normalized Smith churt applies to a linc of any charactcristic resistance and 
serves just as well for normalized admittances as for nonnalized impedances. 

2. If 50·{) (or 20-mU) lines are worked with almost exclusively, then a 50-n 
(or 20-mU) Smith chart should be used. 
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3. Some impedance bridges read out in polar fann. It is not difficult to show 
that a polar coordinate Smith chart contains circles of constant I Z I and circles 
of constant � .  and is available. 

4. Quite often difficulty is encountered in accurately reading a normal Smith 
chart, especially in the neighborhood of U = + I ,  V = O. This difficulty 
can be overcome by using an inverted circle (or Blanchard) chart. 

5.12 TRANSMISSION LINE MATCHING 

Transmission lines are primarily used to guide energy or infonnation from a source 
to a load. It was previously shown that maximum power transfer occurs for Z I == Ro 
(when Z g = Ro). Quite often the load on the line is such that its impedance cannot 
be easily altered. it is still desirable to dissipate maximum power in the load (or 
more correctly, in the real part of the load impedance). If we can design a lossless 
matching system, whose input impedance is Ro. and place this system on the 
generator side of the load, then we will have achieved maximum power transfer. 
The matching system and the line are lossless. There is no reflection back to the 
generator. and all of the power available in the incident wave muse be ultimately 
dissipated in the real part of the load impedance. This matching scheme is indicated 
in Figure 5.28 by successive equivalent circuits (neglecting time delays). 

Some examples of lossless elements, or at least the equivalents of lossless e1e· 
ments, suitable for use in a matching scheme. are the short· and open-circuited loss-

z . • • 
LoW", 

malching 
network 

Figure S.28. Successive equivalent circuits (neglecting time delays) for a losslcss mmching system. 
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less lines. From Equations (5.68) and (5.69) normalized values of input impedance 
and admittance for these elements are 

z� = yin = +j tan kl. (5.92) 

and 

(5.91) 

Equations (5.92) and (5.93) reveal that any reactance - co s  Xio :S + 00 is available 
from these line sections. caBed "stubs." Two cases where these stubs are utilized 
will be examined separately. 

The basic philosophy in any matching scheme is the same: we attempt to make 
Zio + I (Zio = Ro) at some point on the line, or equivalently. we attempt to make 

Yio = + I at some point on the line. Since the stubs will normally be shunted 
across the line. and admittances add in parallel. it is much easier to work with 
normalized admittances. 

Since we are attempting to make Yio = + I at some point on the line. the locus. 
Y = 1 + j b should be located on the Smith chan first. This locus is shown in 
Figure 5.29.3 Inspection of Figure 5 .29 reveals that for any YI (with the exception 
of the special cases Yl = + 1 and YI = + j b). the 1 + j b circle is intersected twice 
(points P and Q) in rotating from YI toward the generator. Thus. in any practical 
case, two values of Z « .A/2) can be found on the line where Yio = 1 +  jb. Then. 
a shunt stub introduced at either of these points on the line will give Yio = I + jO if 
the stub admittance is Ys = -jb. That is, Yio = 1 + jb + Ys = 1 + jb-jb = I + jO. 
If Yin = 1 + jO, then Zio = I + jO and 2in = Ro. This reproduces exactly the 
situation shown in the second circuit of Figure 5.28. An example is in order. 

lRrJer 10 Figure S.23(b) for the loci of constant b (or x). 

Unit 
circle 

v 

Locus of 
y = I +jb 

-f--------t--jf-----+ U b > 0 for V> 0 
h < O for V < O  

Agure 5.29. The y - 1 + jb l(X:u$ on the Smith chart. 
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• Example S. 1 2  
Suppose Ho = 50 n and 2, = 25 + j75 n. Then r, = 0.74 164· and the VSWR = 
6.7. The standing wave is excessively large. which will cause additional difficulties 
if the line has loss. Furthermore, the ratio of the actual load power to that which 
could be obtained under matched conditions is I - I r,[2 = 0.45 [from Equations 
(5.57) and (5.59)]. It is desired to match the line to the load with a single shoned 
(Ho = 5U·11) smb. The steps in the procedure are numbered: 

1.  " = (25 + j75)/50 = 0.5 + j 1 .5, 

y, = (0.5 + j 1 .5) - '  = 0.2 -jO.6. 

Note here that z/ and YI are diametrically opposite on the Smith chart (Why?). 

2. YI is located on the chart and a wavelength reference of OA12A on the 
"toward generator" scale is obtained as shown in Figure 5.30). 

3. A constant radius circle (1ft! = 0.74) is drawn through YI and intersects the 
I + j b locus at two points: 

[y{, = 1 + j2.2 at] 
0.192,\ reference 

[y {; = 1 - j2.2 at] 
or 

0.308.\ reference . 

4. The point of stub connection is the distance rotated or 

or 

[ Ii = 0.5A - 0.412A + O . I92A] 
li = 0.28A 

[I:: : 0.5A - 0.412A + 0.308A] I, - 0.396A. 

5. The required stub susceptance is 

y ;  = -j2.2 or y;' =  +j2.2. 

6. The stub lengths are found by simply treatin� the stubs separately. The stub 
load is y, --+ 00 (short circuit) which is located at U = + I ,  V = O. Rotating 
from this point [0 the required susceptance gives the stub length. Thus, we 
have 

['i = O.3ISA - 0.25A ] 
, i  = 0.068A 

[SI' = 0.25..\. + 0. 182A] 
or . 

'i' = 0.432A 

This gives the matched system shown in Figure 5.3 1 .  • 
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I'"Jgure 5.30_ Single �Iub n�tching problem. [!umple 5.12. Source: Copyright C 1949 by Kay 
Electric Company, Pine Brook, NJ. Renewal copyright Cl 1976 by P. H. Smith, New Providence. NJ. 

,� , 

r/ R, 

R, R,_ R, Z/ ,..Ro 

" 
Figure 5.31. Single stub matching system. 
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The choice between the two possible solutions is not important unless the 
frequency is low enough so that the physical length of the line is an economic 
factor, or unless one solution has a better frequency bandwidth characteristic. A 
shorted stub is usually chosen over the open stub, because (in coax.ial systems at 
least) it has less tendency to radiate energy. In practice. 1I and S I  are adjusled to 
minimize reflected power utilizing a directional coupler. 

The stub length S I  and point of connection I1 can also be calculated analytically. 
From Equation (5.85), we gel 

Yin = 
1 - l r1 jej( oi>J -2k:) 
1 + I f1 iej(4)J 2ft} 

or, rationalizing, we get 

gin = 
I + I rd' + 21 rd cos (1), - 2kz) 

and 

-21 r, 1 sin ( 1), - 2k,) 
bio = "0"1-+'--';1 r;;-,"'I'-'-+"-:':2"1 r;.-'d"'c"-o-s-:-( 1>"',"'-'--:-2k'-,-'-) . 

For a match, gin = 1 at z = I . ;  therefore, from Equation (5.95), we get 

cos ( 1), - 2kl , ) = -Ifd.  

That is, 

11 = �(1)' + ,, - cos -l l rd) 
4" I" A "- - I or • = - ( '+'1 + 7T + cos 

4" 

(5 .94) 

(5.95) 

(5 96) 

(5.97) 

The susceptance bin at I. is obtained by substituting the last result into Equation 
(5.96): 

or bi� = _ 21 f, j 
J1 - Wd' 

For a shorted stub having the same Ro as the main line b, = - cot ks ] = -bin or 
tan ks ] = lIbin:  

A _I s' = - lan I 2" (5.98) 
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Using numbers from the preceding example gives4 

Ij � 0.280A or Ij' � U.3!16A, 

si = 0.067..\ or si' = 0.433..\. 

The values taken from the Smith chart agree well with the calculated values. 
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Before leaving the single·stub design of Example 5. 12. it is well worth the 
effort to calculate the current (or the voltage) at the load. Let us assume that 
Z8 = Ro = 50 n. Vg = 10  LQ.0 V peak. and the line length from the generator 
to the point where the srub is connected is 3.2,,\. The Nonon equivalent circuit 
with respect to the junction (where the stub is connected) and looking to the left 
(Figure 5.31) is given by Equations (5.51) and (5.52) with z, � Ro, r, � 0, and 
1 � 3.2A: 

IN = (V"IRo)e-j3.2(i)A 

ZT = ZN = Ro. YN = IIRo. YN = I .  

The nonnalized stub admittance is y, = +jb, and is in parallel with YN = I .  
Therefore, the equivalent current source at the junction is J N , in parallel with the 
impedance Z i- = Ro/ ( l  + jb,). or Vr = INZT in series with I T ,  as shown in 
Figure 5.32, and the load voltage can be found by using Thevenin's or Norton's 
theorem once more. or by simply using Equation (5.43) as applied to Figure 5.31 .  
Choosing the latter course, and using I; .  and s; from Example 5.12, we get 

b, � - cot ks ,  � -2. 196, Z;. � RoI ( l - j2.196) � 8.59 + j 18.S6 (ll), 
ZT - Ro 

r,' � � 0.739 1 137.68°, 
Z 1- + Ro - r, � Z, - Ro � 0.745 163.43°, Z/ + Ro 

VI = 
Ro + Z T I 

= I I . I S I-99.3° (V), 

I, = V,/Z, = 0.141 1- 1 70.90° (A). 

41bt; calculator will give principal values for tan-I x. 1bese are angles in the first and founh 
quadrant. We want angles in the first and s�cond quadrants. Thus, whenever lan-l x < 0, we merely 
add 1r radians to the angle to place it in the second quadrant. 

Z '  T 

v' T 
Z, "" 25 +j75 n 

f+---l' .. 0.28 ). 

Agure 5.32. Equivalent circuit for the single-stub matched system (Example 5.12 and Figure 5.31). 
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The load power is maximized and is given by 

or 

as expected. 

< 'iJ>, > � V;/(8Ro) � 250 mW 

Equations (5.97) and (5.98) are the equations to be used when calculating I1 
and S I  with a calculator. If the necessary input data are taken from slotted line 
measurements (VSWR and Zmin), then Equation (5.65) will also be needed to 
convert VSWR and Zmin to r/. On the other hand, if the data are taken from 
impedance bridge measurements, then it is perhaps simplest to use Equation (5.71) 

to calculate 2, and then use Equation (5.42) to calculate rl. The procedures are 
summarized below. They can be used as a guide for writing simple computer 
programs for calculating I 1  and S I from given or measured data. 

Given Z, 

Data - 21. Ra. A 
(5.42) 

j 
1', 

'" " 
(5.97) (5 .98) 

j j 
' J  

Impedance Bridge 

Z;n. Zf,�. Z � .  Ra. A 

(5.71  ) 

I 
z, 
I 

(5.42) 

j 
[', 

'" " 
(5.97) (5 .98) 

j j 

Slotted Line 

VSWR, Zm;Il' Ro, A 
(5.65) 

j 
[', 

'" " 
(5.97) (5.98) j j 

A double stub matching system is shown in Figure 5.33. The spacings 11 and 
12 arc nonnallly fixed, while the stub lengths .{ I and s 2 are normally adjustable. 
The normalized admittance at x - x with S I  in place, but 052 not in place muM be 
I + jb.  Then 52 is attached and adjusted so that its susceptance is -jb (as in the 
single stub system), giving a matched system. Thus, the admittance at y - y ,  with 
5 1  in place, but 52 not in place, must lie on the Smith chart locus of all points 12 
wavelengths toward the load from the I + jb locus (L d. The new locus L2 is just 
a circle of the same size as the I + jb locus. It follows then that the stub S I  has 
the function of moving the admittance at y - y along a contour of conslafll g to 
the locus L2• An example will clarify the procedure. 
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R, 

Figure 5.33. Double stub matching syslem. 

• Example 5. / 3  
Suppose Ro = 50n and Z /  = 25 + )75 n (as in the single stub example), so that 
r, = 0.74 164' and the VSWR = 6.7. Let 1\ = 0.2A and I, = 0.375A. The steps 
in the design of this double stub system are as follows below for Figure 5.34. 

1. The first step in a double stub design is that of locating the locus L2. This 
locus is just the L I( 1 + )b) locus rotated 0.375A toward the load as shown 
in Figure 5.34. The locus L2 is drawn on the chart. 

2. The normalized load admittance is Yl = 0.2 - )0.6 and is located on the 
chart. 

3. YI is rotated 0.2A toward the generator. This gives Yin = 0.25 + )0.82 (at 
Y - y )  at a reference of 0. 1 12A .  

4 .  The stub oS' l  at Y - Y can move the admittance at Y - Y to either of the two 
points on the constructed locus L2• These points are A, y = 0.25 - )0.34, 
and B, y = 0.25 - j l .65. 

[It is worthwhile at this point to note that if Yin at Y - Y without S I has a real part 
gin greater than 2 (for example. Yin = 3 + ) 1 = Ye in Figure 5.34). a solution does 
not exist! Thus, sometimes a solution is not possible for a double stub system, 
unless /2 is altered ] 

5. For point A, the stub S I  must change the susceptance b from +0.82 to 
-0.34. while for point B. the stub S I  must change the susceptance from 
+ 0.82 to - I .  65. Therefore, 

(b;, = - 1 . 16) or (b;; = -2.47). 

6. The required stub lengths are found as the single stub system and are 

(s, = 0. 1 14A) or (s ,' = 0.06IA) .  

7 .  Point A is rotated 0.375A toward the generator to A I where Yin = 1 -) 1 .65 
at x - x .  Fbint B is rotated 0.375A toward the generator to B I ,  where 
Yin = 1 + )3.6. 
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IMPEOANC£ OR ADMITTANCE COOROINATES 

" "'",,-co <CoLf • •• � .... "" • 

, 

. ";..._� .. ,�_,.� ,._:, __ L ...... ! ... .....,..!..........!._ • ......!........:1£': 
i' 0 I � i ' • � I , S I '  • I -- i . ' ,� 

Figure 5.34. Double stub matching problem, Example :5 . 1 3 .  Sourct!: Copyrighl Cl 1949 by Kay 
Electric Company, Pine Brook, NJ. Renewal copyright Cl 1976 by p, H.  Smith. New Providence, NJ. 

8. The stub S2 must cancel the susceptance at x - x .  thus, 

(y;z = +j 1 .65) or (y;: - -j3.6). 

9. The srub lengths are found as before: 

(-'2 � 0.414A) or (sf = O.044A) .  

s ;  and s i  must be used together or .t;' and s2' must be used together. 

The same remarks, concerning a choice of one of the two possible solutions for 
the single 5mb system, apply here. • 
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The double-stub tuner can also be designed without the aid of the Smith chart. 
It is assumed that 1I and h are fixed and arc given quantities, and we want 10 
determine S I  and 52. The first step in the analysis is that of detennining the 
normalized admittance at y - y without s [ .  This is accomplished hy inverting 
Equation (5.67) and normalizing: 

Yl cos kz + j sin kz 
Yin = 

cos kz + jYI sill kL. 
, ' +  ' b' Yill = Y ,., = gn' J y.)" 

The adminance at Y - Y with .{ I is y,.,. = Y ;'Y - j cot ks I or 

(5.99) 

(5. 100) 

( S . I D I )  

Now, Equation (5.99) is general and can be used backward. That is, it can be used 
to find the normalized admittance at any point on the line in terms of the normalized 
admittance at any other point. Here wc know that the nonnalized admittance at 
x -x without $2 must be I + j b. Therefore, the normalizccJ admittance at a distance 
lz lOward the load from x - x  must be yyy again. Sening Yill == I + jb and y = y,.,. 
in Equation (5.99), and then solving for y" gives 

( L  + jb) cos klz - j sin kl2 
YH = cos kl2 - j( I + jb) sin k/z 

(5 102) 

It is a_st�htforward (but lengthy) matter to equate the right-hand sides of Equa
tions (5�101)  and (5.102), and then equate the real and imaginary parts. This leaves 
two equations in two unknowns: b and s [ .  Solving for S t gives the result 

• (5.103) 

and 

( 5 . 104) 

The second stub must have the normalized admittance Y'1 = -jb = -j cot ksl. 
or $2 = (AJ2'1T) tan- I ( lIb), or 

" � � tan-I {[- cot kt, " ( , 21T g". 

where the - or + signs in Equations (5.103) and (5.105) go togelher. 

(5. 105) 
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Returning to Example 5.13 we will now calculate S 1 and $ 2 - Equation (5.99), 

with z = I1 = 0.2A and YI = 0.2 - jO.6 gives� 

y;, � 8;" + jb;., � 0.247 + jO.SI7. 

USing Equations (S. 103) and (S. I 04) with I, � O.37SA gives 

or 

(,i � O . 1 13A) or ('i' - 0.06IA)  

('i  � 0.414A) or (,;' � 0.042A) .  

These results agree with those taken from the Smith chart. 
General procedures for the double stub design are outlined below and can be 

used as a guide for writing simple computer programs for calculating S I and $ 2  
from given Of measured data. 

Given Zt Impedance Bridge Slotted Line 

Data - Zl. Ro. A Zin. ZFn. Z�.  RO. A VSWR. Zmin. Ro• A 
j (5.71) (5.65) 

YI = Roll, j j j 2, r, 
(5.99) j (5.66) 

j Yl = Ro/Z/ j 
y �y j Z, 

• ... (5.99) j 
(5.103) (5.105) 1 YI = RoIZ/ j j y �y j 

'I " • ... (5.99) 
(5. 103) (5.105) j j j Y ,1 

' I " • ... 
(5.103) ('.10') 

j j 
'I " 

5.13 PULSES ON THE LOSSLESS LINE 

The time delay encountered by a sinusoidal signal traveling a distance I on a loss· 
less line is 1'D = lIUt = lIup = lIu,> The group velocity is ug = l / ( d{3ldw) = 

l /(dkldw) = II JIii, so all the velocities are the same and independent of 
frequency. Thus, we have 

(S. 106) 
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and. since all frequency components that make up a pulse (for example) travel at 

the same velocity. the pulse shape is preserved as it travels. and the line is said to 
be disrorlionless. 

Another way to reach the same conclusion from a somewhat different approach 
is 10 note that the phase constant for a lossless line is the intrinsic phase constant 
k = w J;i = w .JLC. The phase shift over a distance I is -kl = -wJLC I since 
it represents a phase fag in the direction of propagation. The time delay may now 
be defined in a general way as 

d 
'f TD = --(phase Shl t) 

dw 
= group time delay. (5. 107) 

Fur the present case, wc have 

d 
TD = - - ( - w JLCI) = I JLC 

dw 

as before. We may now conclude that if the pha�t:: constant is linear function of 

frequency, or equivalently, if the phase velocity is independent of frequency, then 

the time delay is independent of frequency and the line is distortion less. 
The teml ( I  - r/ rseJ2H)- 1 that appears in Equation (5.47) can be put in series 

foml by simple long division so that when Equation (5.47) is substituted into 
Equations (5.43) and (5.44). we obtain 

V (z . w) = 

I (z . w) = 

VgRo (e-j.l:(I-Zl + r/e-jt(l l :) + rl rge-/.I:(JI-,) + r� rge-jt()I+:l  
Zg + Ro 

+ r� r�e-jk(51-=1 + r� r;e-j.l:(5/ �= ) + . . .  ) , (5.108) 

VI (e-jk(l-:) _ r e-j.t( l t zl + r r e-jk(JI-:1 _ r2 r e-jk(J/+:) 
Z + R I I g  I g 

I 0 
(5. 109) 

The various traveling waves (and their associated phase shifts or time delays) [hat 
are due to reflections from the ends of the line can be identified in these equations . 

• Example 5.14 

Suppose that vg(r> is a 3-V peak pulse that is I ns wide and begins at t = O. 
The loss less (air) line has Z. = Ro = 500 (r, = 0). Z, = 25 0 (r, = -iL and 
is 600 m in length (said to be 2 J.LS long since u = 300 mlJ.LS). We want to plO[ the 
voltage at the middle of the line v(300, I )  as a function of time. The line is shown 
in Figure 5.35. Since the pulse width is so small, we will show the pulses as vp.rtical 
lines. Taking an informal approach. we find by voltage division that the first pulse 
that reaches (he middle of the line at I J.LS is given by l(3)(50)/(50 + 50)J = 1 .5 V 
peak. This pulse travels to (he end of the line where it arrives after a total time 

of 2 }).S. There. it is reflected as pulse that has a peak value of ( - 113)( 1.5) = 



- 112 V. This reflected pulse then arrives back at the middle of the line after a 
total time of 3 pS. After a total time of 4 � this pulse arrives at the generator 
where it is completely absorbed (f,. = 0) . The voltage v(JOO. t) is shown in 
Figure 5.35. 

Equation (5.108) gives the phasor result: 

,�:;, 

+ 
,Z, 'Bn Ro = 50 0  Y (300,1) rl: -1/3 

I. I. lOO m :1 600 m 
v (300,1) , V 

I.' z, = so o, r, = o  

3 
0 2 ., . , I. ,., 

(JOO,t). mA 

l r 
z, = so n, r, = o  

I I'· 
I I 

0 , 2 3 • , '. '" 

\/(300,1), V 

z, = lOOn, r,: 1/3 
3 , 'IV ------

• 2 • -1/9 • 7 • I, ,., -1/3 
(300,1), alA 

'" 
Z,'" loon, r,= 1/3 

"'/3 , 7 
0 2 3 • /. • -'11)/27 • " ,., -

Ape S.)5. Voltage and current pulses at the midd1e of a 600-m 10llg line. 
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This formal approach has left us with a problem. What is V g( w)? Now v,�( 1 )  is the 

]-V peak pulse described at the beginning of this example. and this is I/O' V Il( w). 
Actually. vg(r )  is the i"verse FOflrier transform of V,ew). and. if we all were all 
familiar with Fourier methods. it would be a very simple malter to obtain \'( 300. t )  
from the preceding equation. Here, we will be satisfied to obtain 1'(300. t )  from 
the discussion in the preceding paragraph: 

The current at the middle of the line i ( 300, t )  consists of a 30-mA (3/100) pulse 
at I � I JLs followed by a lO-mA [31100][113] pulse al l � 3 1's.  

If Zg is changed to 100 fl (fg = 1 ) .  then V(300. 1 )  consists of a I-V 
[3(50)/(50 + 100)] pulse al I � 1 1'5, a -J-V [ 3( 50)/(50 + 'OO) I l-1 [  pn'se 
al I � 3 1'5, a - j-v [3(50) / 1 50][ + 113 ) [ 113] at I � 5 1's, a + f, -V pulse al 
t = 7 J15, and so on. i( 300. t )  consist<; of a 20-mA [3/(50 + 100)] pulse at I /LS, 
a If-mA pulse at 1 = 3 J15. a - �-mA pulse at t = 5 ps, a -f,-mA pulse at 
t � 7 "s, and so on. • 

v ( z , r }  and i ( z , t )  can be found for any vg( t )  by using Equations (5. 108) and 
(5 . 109) with Fourier methods. It should be mentioned. however. that if ZI(W) 
or Z g( w) are complicated functions of w, numerical integration will probably be 
required. The fast Fourier !rallsform (FFT) is panicularly useful in this regard. 

5.14 LOSSES 

The losses in a given material are extremely difficult to categorize in the general 
case, and, here. wc will be satisfied with a very simple treatment. We will define 
a frequency-dependent complex pcrmiuivity £( w) = e I (w) -j£2( w) = 1£( w) le -jod . 
£ I ( W) is the ac capac:itivity, £2(W) > 0 is the dielectric loss factor. and Od is the 
dielectric loss angle. Thus. MaxwelJ's curl H equation may be written for a linear, 
isotropic. and homogeneous medium 

v x H � [ (  U + WE,) + j WE,]E. 

If one is anempting to measure U, £2. or £ 1 .  then it may be very difficult 10 
distinguish them. In the same way, IL(W) = /L I ( W) -j pdw) = 1p.(w) jej8.." where 
J.LI (w) is (he ac inductivif)'. P2( w) is the magnetic loss factor. and S", is the 
magnetic loss angle. Thus, under the same conditions as above. Maxwdl's curl E 

equation may be written 

v x E � l -j wi.I'1 - j JL1)]H. 

For our purposes, and in the interest of simplicity. we will neglect the magnetic 
loss (P.2 = O. P. = PI) ,  lump the (WO terms that contribute (0 loss together. calling 
the sum a (  er + WE2 --,J> er) . and . finally call t:: 1 by the name e (El ........ F) . In this 
case Maxwell's equations reduce to the form that was used in Chapter 4: 
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v X E � -jwI'H. 

V X H = j wJ::'E. 

where e' 55 £( I + u/j we) and u/(WE) is the loss tangent. 

(5. 1 10) 

(5. 1 1 1 )  

A damped uniform plane wave propagating in the + z direction and satisfying 
Equations (5. 1 10) and (5. 1 1 1) is given by the set 

This is still a TEM 10 Z mode. and. furthermore, it can be supported by a pair 
of perfectly conducting parallel planes as in Section 5 . 1 .  Thus, we conclude that 
a uniform two-conductor transmission line can support the TEM mode in a lossy 
dielectric if the conductors are perfectly conducting. 

If we next recognize that real conductors are not perfectly conducting, then a 
TEM mode is no longer possible because a component of E must exist inside the 
conductor in the direction of the current density (J = uE) which is the same as the 
direction of propagation. Continuity of tangential E at the conductor surface then 
requires a component of E outside the conductor in the direction of propagation. 
Thus, if propagation is in the + z  direction, then Ez "t. 0, and this is not a TEM 
to z mode. 

Faced with this situation, we can either attempt an exact solution, which will not 
be easy because of the complicated boundary conditions, or we can make suitable 
approximations. The engineer is quite often willing to choose the lauer course. 
In pursuing that course here. we will use a perturbation method. If the loss in 
the conductors is small, then the field external to the conductors is not altered, or 
perturbed, much from the field in the lossless case. An alternate statement is that 
if the losses are small, the power transmitted along the system is much greater than 
the power lost in the conductors of the syseem. (The use of the word system is meant 
10 indicate that the technique being developed here applies to any electromagnetic 
guiding syslem.) If the magnetic field al the conductor surface is that of the perfect 
conductor case (as it almost is), then we can calculate the power lose as was done 
in Chapter 4. The power flow along the system may also be calculated using the 
lossless values of E and H. With this information, an attenuation constant a may 
be obtained in the following general way. 

The time·average power flow along the system is proponional to e+ 2a:: , for a 
case where the power flow is in the -z direction. Thus, we have 

(5 1 1 2) 

The time-average power dissipated per unit system length < '1J'd >, is the rate of 
decrease of < (jp, > with -z, or 

or 

< �d > � - .:.8..,<,--:'!J'J.{.,c>_ 2 ';J - = 2aPoe + a: 
8 (  -Z) 
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Therefore, we have 

< 'ii'd > = 2a < '!l'j > (W/m). 

a =  (Np/m). 

283 

( 5 . 1 13)  

( 5 . 1 14) 

Equation (5. 1 14) is exact. The results become approximate when we use approx
imate val ues for < <!Id > and < C!J' f >. 

Besides the obvious effect of adding series resistance to the equivalent circuit 
of the line, another effect of finite conductor conductivity is the addition of an 
interTUll inductance. This occurs because the i1lternal magnetic flux cannot link all 
of the current. Insofar as the transmission line equivalent circuit and equations are 
concerned, the internal and external inductances are merely added. The equivalent 
circuit of the general line is as shown in Figure 5.36. 

Following the same procedure as was used for the lossless line. we gel 

and 

where 

I (z,  w) 

_ (Z _ J R + jwL 
ZO - y y - G + j wC  

.! 6z B.. 6z 4 4 

�---------.,----------� 

( 5 . 1 15)  

( 5 . 1 16) 

(5 . 1 17) 

( 5 . 1 18)  

Figure 5.36. Equivalenl circuit of distributed parameters for a gcncral lransmission line. 
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y = -!ZY = >
/
(R + J wL)(G + jwC) - a + J f3 I. (5 . 1 19) 

a - Re(y) - {[RG w'LC + >/(RG wLC)' + w(LG + RC)'] /2}ll2 • 

(5.120) 

and 

f3 - Im(y) - {[w'LC - RG + >
/
(RG wLC)2 + w(LG + RC)']I2}ll2 . 

(5.121) 

Taking the time-domain value of the - z  traveling wave from the phaso! fonn 
[Equation (5. 1 1 5)] 

or. when V - is real, 

v(z. t) = V-e+az cos (wt + /3z).  

The phase velocity is obtained as in the lossless case and is 

w w w u = - = -- =  p f3 Im(1') [ ) Im >/(R + jwL)(G + jwC) 

(5.122) 

(5 . 123) 

Note that, in general, up is a junction of frequency. and thus, the line is not (in 
general) distortionless! This is another effect of the loss. 

Taking the generator characteristics into account will eliminate the constant V -
from Equations (5. 1 15) and (5.1 16). This is done just like it was for the lossless 
case (Section 5.4) but rather than following that procedure, it is easier to simply 
replace Ro by Zo and jk by a + j f3 in Equation (5.47). This results in 

where 

r = Z, - Zo 
g • Zg + 20 

( 5 124) 

(5 . 125) 
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Also. the input impedance is the ratio of V to I and is 

(5 . 126) 

The equivalent circuit, as far as (he generator is concerned. is identical to Figure 
5 . 1 1 .  Note carefully, however, that [he input impedance in the present case is given 

by Equation (5. 126) with z = I, or in a more convenient computational fonn 

(5 . 127) 

As far as the load is concerned, the Thevenin equivalent circuit is found as before, 
and is identical to Figure 5 . lD, but in the present case, we have 

and 

• Example 5 . 1 5  

220 e-2{a+j{J)1 
Vr = Vg Zo + Z 1 - r e  2«(dj{J)1 g , 

I + r e-2( a+jjj)1 
2 = 2 'c--'--,,,'=-,,---,--= r 0 1 - r e-2(a lj{J )I ' g 

(5 . 128) 

(5 . 129) 

We return to Example 5 . 1 ,  where Vg = IQ V, 2g = 100 + )50 n, 2 1  = 75 + 
j lOO n, and I = 5A.  We now assume that Zo = 50 LQ: n, a = 0.01 Np/m and 
f3 = 27r1 A (rad/m) , with A = 1 m. We shall show a little later (hat this is a 
disrortionless line because 20 is real. The average load power is desired. and we 
first calculate r g to find the Thevenin equivalent circuit parameters 

r -g -
28 - 20 
Zg + 20 

50 + j 50 
150 + j50 = O.447e+jO.464. 

Equations (5 . 1 28) and (5 . 1 29) give 

and 

l OO  
e- 0. I - j20"IT 

Vr = 10���o ���=-����� 
150 + )50 1 - 0.447e 0. 1  j (20"IT 0.464) ' 

Vr = 8.629 1-2.6" (V) 
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I + O.447e-O, I -j(201T-O.464) 
Z T � 50' ':--'--:"-7-�--;;c;---c=:-;;= '

-1 - O.447e 0 . 1 j(201l" 0. 4(4) ' 

ZT � 103.58 123.40" (il), 

VT 
� 39.04 1-42.29" 

ZT + Z/ 
mA, 

This is the average power dissipated in the load. The average power dissipated in 
the line and load can be found from the generator end: 

r _ 2/ - Zo 
1 - Z/ + 20 

= 25 + j 100 = O.644e-jO.6j] 
125 + j lOO 

' 

I + O.644e-O.1-j(201T-O.651) 
Zi' � 50 � . � 1 17 . 19146.91" il, 

I - O.644e 0.1 j(20'IT 0.651) 

V 
J in = g = 44.37 1-36.98° mA, 

Zg + 2in 

< 'if'd > � 1 1 li, I'Re{Zi,l � 78.79 mW. 

Thus. the power lost in the line is 78.79 - 57.17 = 21 .62 mW. • 

If Zg = Zoo then rg = 0 and the generator is matched to the line. In this case, 

Equations (5. 1 15) and (5. 1 16) with Equation (5. 124) become 

(5 . 130) 

and 

(5 .131) 

Some special cases with Zg = 20 may now be investigated and compared to 

their lossless counterparts. Vg is real. A plot of I V I versus z (2 g = Z o. Z I _ 00) is 
shown in Figure 5.37 as an example of the general behavior. Note that the VSWR 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
/�e-.. , cosh az  

-:?-""" --- ---- - - - -/(�/2)e .... (J-I;) - -- - - - - - - -- -- - -- -Y e .... 1 sinh Cl': Z - -_.o.._<:_� !... - -- -- - - - - - --
Figure 5.31. I V I versus z. Z, = Zo. Z, _ 00, small attenuation. 

IVI 

V e -o. l  , 
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is rather nebulous. When the loss is small then the lossless value of the VSWR 
[Equation (5.60)] is usually quoted. Also note that maximum power transfl!r to the 
load occurs when 2/ = 20 because there is no reflection from the load. 

Open Circuit Short Circuit Malched Case 

2/ - 00  2/ -= 0  Z/ =Zo 

f/ = +  1 f/ = - I  fj = 0  

2� = 2 0  colh '}'Z Z �� =Zo tanh yz Zin =20 

I V I = V ge -al\cosh yzl I v  I = Vge-a/Isinh yzl I V I � !C'. ,-",,-,) 2 

I 1 1  � 1��(·'I'inh ",I I 1 1  � 
1��(·'lcosh ",I Iv I � --'Le-"" -') 21zo1 

•• 15 SPECIAL TWO-WIRE LINES 

Some special values of R, L, G, and C, the distributed line parameters, give special 
results and are summarized here. 

(I)  R = G = O. This is the lossless case. 
(2) A distortion less line can be approximated in spite of the loss. Dis[onionless 

conditions are met if the time delay is frequency independent, or equivalently [see 
Equation (5. 106)] if f3 is directly proportional to frequency and if a is frequency 
independent. If it is possible to make 

LG = RC; ( 5 . 1 32) 

then Equations (5 .121)  and (5. 120) reduce 10 

(3 = wJLC ( 5 . 133) 

and 

a = JRG (5 . 134) 

and a distortionless line results. At frequencies where it is practical to " load" a 
line to satisfy Equations (5. 1 32), it is usualty true chat R p G . Then L is usually 
increased by adding lumped inductance to the line at periodic intervals. Reducing 
R has the same effect, but is more expensive. Why? 

(3) If the line loss is small, that is. R � wL and G q wC, then a binomial 
expansion may be advantageously employed. From Equation (5 . 1 18) ,  we get 

Z = {L J 1 + RljwL 
o Y C  1 + GljwC 
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or 

R 
+ -- + j2wL 

Retaining only the first-order (enns, we get 

20 = Ro[ 1 + j(� - �)l 2wC 2wL ' 

In (he same way. we have 

R GRo � y =  - + -- + j wvLC. 2Ro 2 
The results of these cases are summarized in Table 5. 1 .  

(5 . 135) 

(5 . 136) 

According to Equation (5. 1 1 5) .  the voltage at some point l on the line (measured 
from the load) for Z/ = 20 (rl = 0) is 

or 

v (z.  w) 
= H(w) = 

Zo(w) e-[a(w)+j/3(w)](I-tl. 
V,(w) Zo(w) + Z,(w) ( 5 . 1 37) 

H (w) is the transfer junctiot! for the line when v(z.  t) is [he response or "omput" 
and v,(t) is the excitation or "input." It is simply the ratio of the phasor output 
to the phasor input. 

TABLE 5.1 

Special Cases-Tr.rumIHlon Line Losses 

Case 

Lossless 

Distortionless 

L R - = -
C G 

Small loss 
R � wL, G � wC 

General 

Zo 

Rol ' + J(-.£ -�)I 2wC 2wL 

JR + j wL 
G + j wC  

y = cr + j f3  

JRG + j wJLC 

R GRo � - + -- + j' w-vLC 
2Ho 1. 

J(R + j wL)(G + j wC) 
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The preceding equation shows that amplitude distortion as well as time delay 
distortion may cause difficulties.5 Amplitude distortion arises because of the pres
ence of 20 in this equation. In Table 5 . 1 , it can be seen that the lossless line has 
no distortion and no attenuation. The distortionless line has no distortion but does 
have attenuation (independent of frequency. however). The "small loss" case has 
no time delay distortion, but does have amplitude distortion as well as attenuation. 
The general case has both types of distortion as well as attenuation. A further 
complication which does not appear explicitly in "Ia.ble 5 . 1  is that due to R. L. G. 
and C being frequency-dependent parameters rather than constants. 

As an example, suppose that we have a pulse generator connected to a lossy 
line which is matched at the load end. Let VB be the repetitive pulse shown in 
Figure 5.38 (an even function). The Fourier series representation of VB is 

• 
v,(t) 

a. 
+ 2 >. (5 . 138) � cos n curl , 

2 . - 1  

where 

Vocurd sin n curdl2 
w,. � 27rIT. (5. 139) a. � , 7r n w,.dl2 

Since each tenn in Equation (5. 1 38) represents a sinusoidal excitation. the phasor 
concept applies to each tenn separately, and superposition can then be employed. 
That is, the input all cos n w-rt has the phasor fann an LQ: and for this input 
the phasor output is la. LQo JIH ( n w,.) I !  H ( n w,.) � a. !H ( n w,.) I !  H ( n w,.) 
whose time-domain ronn is simply Qn I H(nw-r) 1 cos [n w-rt + IH(IIw, ) ] .  Thus, 
by superposition. 

V (l , t )  � a;H(O) + L a. IH ( n w,. ) l cos In w,.t + IH ( n w,.) ]  
. - 1  

(5. 140) 

If R, T., C, lmd G are constant, then 

lit has already been pointed out in Chapter 4 thal !he los. .. y line is anomaJously dispersive. 

v, (t) 

Y, 

-<1/2 d/2 T 2T 

Figure 5.38. Periodic reclangular pulse representmg v,e,) .  

, 
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� (z, t) 

Flgur� 5.39. v(z, / )  versus t at a fixed value of z when loss is pre�nt and \',(1) is the rectangular 
pulse of Figure 5.38. 

where 

(5 . 141) 

{ii+ j n WTL Zo(nwTJ � {C+jn wT c '  
(5. 142) 

r(IIWT) � a(II WT) + j{3 (nWT) � J(R + j n WTL)(G + j n WTC). 

(5. 143) 

Results for a typical case are shown in Figure 5.39. The degradation of the input 
pulse because of the attenuation and distortion is obvious. 

5.16 QUALITY FACTOR 

A general definition for the quality factor Q of a propagating system is 

(5 . 144) 

where < "W > is the time-average total energy stored per unit length of the system 
(joules per meter) and < rg. d > is the time-average power dissipated per unit length 
of the system (watts per meter). Equation (5. 1 1 3) may now be used in Equation 
(5.144), giving 

I w < W >  
Q = -2a < (jp, > ' (5 . 145) 

where < �f > is the time-average power flow in {he system (watts). The velocity 
of energy flow as defined in Equation (4.33) is U,,= < VJ>! > 1 <  W >. so that 
< VJ>! > = u" < W > and thus 
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ITJw 
Q � - -

2a Ut . ( 5 . 146) 

Equation (5. 146) is exact6 and applies to ally propagating system. 
We now assume that the losses are small and the mode of propagation on the 

line is essentially TEM. In this case, lie = wJ f3 ,  and Equation (5. 146) becomes 

(5 . 147) 

which is independent of length. Since we have already assumed that a is small, 
the Q may be large, perhaps in the neighborhood of 103. 

If we use the circuit theory result, 

---"rec:,:.:o",n=a"n':...::fr:.:e"q"ue"n:::c"y,-:
Q � :-half-power bandwidth 

( 5 . 1 48) 

instead of Equation (5.144), and apply this to a resonant line length, the same 
result as that given by Equation (5. 147) is obtained. 

The Q of a transmission line. along with 2o, may be determined by measure· 
ments similar to those used to obtain Ro. (The line will always have loss, and 
whether it is neglected or not, is a matter of judgmem. )  These measurements con
sist of determining the input impedance with short-circuit and open-circuit load 
impedances. If these impedances have real parts then the line is bossy. The data 
listed below Equation (5. 1 3 1 )  indicate that 

z r;:: = Zo coth 'YZ 

and 

z �  = Zo tanh yz ,  

so that 

20 ::= JZf:iZ� 

Substituting for fl in Equation (5. 126) using Equation (5. 1 17): 

Z. � Z 
Z/ + Zo tanh 'YZ m 0 
Zo + Z/ tanh yz 

6Note that both < '!}j > and < 'W > depend on z. so u, is somewhat nebulous. 

(5 . 149) 

(5. 150) 

(5 . 15 1 )  

(5 . 152) 
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. Solving for 2/ in tenns of the measured quantities Zin. Z�.  Z� gives 

(5 . 153) 

which is identical in form to Equation (5.71). The quantity tanh yz can be found 
as Z�/Zo or as the square root of the ratio of Equations (5.150) to (5. 149): 

tanh ( az + jf3z) = JZr;./Z?'i = Z�/Zo = A + jf3 

or 

az + j lh = tanh - I  jz f(./Z r:; .  

It can be shown that7 

and 

I - I ( 2B ) 
/3z = - tan " + m TrI2, 

2 I - A  - B  
m = 0, 1 , 2, . . . .  

(5 . 154) 

(5. 155) 

(5. 1 56) 

( 5 . 1 57) 

Equation (5.157) has many solutions, one of which is correct. That is, it may be 
difficult to tell the difference be[Ween a shon, but very lossy line, aml a lung line 

with litt1e loss. An observation of the physical length will usually determine the 
correct solution. If this cannot be done, a low-frequency measurement of the total 
shunt capacitance of the line section will detennine the correct solution. Using 
Equations (5. 147), (5. 156). and (5. 157), we have 

Q � '- tan- I [2BI( 1 - A' - B')] + m1r 

2 tanh- l[lA/( I + A' + B')] 
(5. 158) 

Suppose we want to determine the input characteristics for a resonant shorted 
tine with "small losses." Wc assume that shortcd means Z I = 0, even though 11 
short piece of wire or a short plate used in practice to provide the "short circuitw
does not actually represent zero impedance: 

� . tanh (az) + j  tan ( /32) Zin = Zo tanh ")IZ = (Ro + }Xo) . = R� + jX � .  
I + } tanh (a2) tan /32 

(5 . 159) 

lSce Everitt. 1937 in the references at the end of this chapter. 
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Rationalizing and then equating the imaginary part to zero gives 

tan f3z Xo tanh az 
(5 . 160) � 

COSh2 az Rocos 2 J3z 

or 

sin 2{3z = Xo . --smh 2az (5 . 161 )  Ro 

an exact equation that must be solved for l = lo to find the e�aet resonant length. 
Equation (5.159) can then be used to find Z�.  

We next use the fact that the loss is  small. Now sin 2J3z = sin ( 'TT - 2{3z) = 
'TT - 2{3z, since 'TT - 2J3z = 'TT - 4'TTz1A is very small Cz = Zo = Al4). Also 
sinh 2al = 2az. since 2az is also small. Equation (5. 16 1 )  then reduces to the 
approximate result 

or 

Xo rr - 2{3z = --(2uz) Ro 

A/4 z 0 = _---,c-":,..:--,---= 
1 - (Xo/Ro)(u/{3) 

Using Equation (5. 159), we get ( tanh az tan (3z ) 2 2 R� = Ro 2 ' - Xo 1( 1 + tanh az tan (3z) . 
cos {3 z COSh2 al 

Using Equation (5.160), and the fact that m:: is small, gives 

R� = -X . �(�l...:+-..:R:.:o�L/X��)c:t�anc..!:.{3.=z 
In 0 1 + ( az)2 ta02 {3l 

(5 . 162) 

(5 . 163) 

(5 . 164) 

At the resonant length, Equation (5. 162) gives J3l0 = 'TT12 + azoXolRo• and 
tan (3zo � -[tan(uzoXo/Ro)r' = -Ro/(Xoazo). In this case, Equation (5.164) 
reduces to 

Rf: = 4Ro/(uA) I · (5 . 165) 

The resonant length {Equation (5. 163)] and input resistance can be written in 
terms of the distributed parameters by using Table 5.1 :  
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A/4 Zo :::; -----"'-'-----
+ 1l(CIC)2 - (RII.)2J 

8 ( 1 ' 1 R� = :;- C ) RIL + Gle '  

Note that for the distonionless line, Equation (5. 166) gives Zo := ,,\/4. 
The resonant Q is detennined by (3l2u, and using Table 5 . l :  

Qo = � = lq) ,JLC Wo = 
2a RIRo + GRo R/L + G IC 

0' 

I R G - = + = - + 
Qo WoL WoC Q, Qd 

(5. 166) 

(5. 167) 

(5 .168) 

That is, Qc = woLIR is the Q due to conductor losses, while Qd = WoCIG = WfjehFd 
is the Q due to dielectric losses, and is, in fact, just the Q of the dielectric . 

• Example 5. 1 6  
Measurements on a transmission line show that 

Zo = 50.5 1 1 .5' n. 

Q = {312a = 95 and A = m or (3 = 27T (rad/m). 

These data give 

and 

Ro = Re(Zo) = 50.48 n,  X o  = Im(Zo) = 1 .322 n 

" = (312Q = "'IQ = 33.07 x 10-3 (Np/m). 

The exact resonant length using Equation (S. 1 6 1 )  (with trial and error or rool-solve 
with the programmable calculator) is Zo = 0.250 rn, while Equation (5 . 1 63) gives 
the same result (actually, to more decimal places than needed). 

The exact input resistance at resonance [using Equation (5 . 1 59)] is Rf',; = 6. 106 
Ht. and the approximate value from Equation (5. 164) is the same. Thus, the 
approximate fonnulas are more than sufficient for this example. 

If the original data remain unchanged, except that Q :=: 10, then a = TrIQ = 
O. I ( rr) . The exact and approximate resonant lengths still agree (zo = 0.250 m), 
whereas the exact input resistance is Rir, = 644 . 1  n, but the approximate value is 
642. 8  n. We conclude that if Q ;;:: 10, the approximate formulas are sufficient for 
engmeenng purposes. • 
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• Example 5. 17  
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The following measurements are made on a transmission line whose length is 
known to be less than Al4: 

and 

2 �  � 28.8 [-750 n, 

z� = 80 1 +850 n, 

Z in = 961500 n (actual load in place) . 

We want to find Z/ and Q. Substituting the measured values into Equation (5. 1 53) 
gives 

or 

28.8 � (96 � - 80 �) 
28.8[-750 - 96 [500 

2, � 1 3 .8 [36.740 n. 

Using Equation (5. 1 55) directly, or, alternatively, using Equations (5 . 156), 
(5.157), and (5 . 1 54), we find that az = 77.2 x 10-3 and f3z = 1 .034. This is (he 
correct value of f3z, since we know that z < Al4, or f3z < 'Tr/2. Therefore. from 
Equation (5. 1 47). we get 

f3 f3z Q � - � - � 6.695. 
2a 2az 

Suppose that we knew that the line was between A/2 and 3A/4 in length, or 7T < 
f3z < 37T/2. In this case the correct value of f3z is l .034 + 'TT' or f3z = 4. 176 
according to Equation (5 . 157). Thus, 

f3 f3z Q � -2 � -2 � 27.04. 
a az 

Most quantities can be determined rapidly using the Smith chart. The question now 
arises as to what modifications must be made in the use of the chart to account for 
the losses. The chart was originally derived using Equation (5.85), or 

for the lossless line. For the general line Equation (5 . 1 26) gives 

Zin I + f1e-2(a+j,Bk 
Zin = 

Zo 
= 

1 - fie 2(a+j,Bl • . 

(5 . 169) 

( 5 . 1 70) 
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Equation (5. 1 70) may be written 

Zin = 1 + ( 1 f, 1e-20':)ej(�1-2Jk) 

1 - (I f,!e-2aqej(<1>1-2t1::) • (5 . 1 7 1 )  

A comparison of Equation$ (5. 1 69) and (5. 17 1 )  reveals that k has been replaced by 
f3 and I r, 1 has been replaced by I r, le-2a:. The effects of these changes. insofar as 
the Smith chart is concerned. are rather obvious. Motion on the chart. toward the 
generator, must now be accompanied by an inward spiral ( I f, Ie-2a: ) ,  rather than 
constant radius mOl ion ( !  rd). as in the lossless case. The effect of the damping 
term e-2u:: can be radially scaled. but usual ly transmission loss e-a:: is what is 
actually scaled. • 

The same quantities as in Example 5 . 17 can be found using the Smith chart. 
From Equation (5. 15 1 ) ,  we get 

Zo = 48 1 +5°. 

The nonnalized measurements are 

and 

z� 
ZOC - - = 0.6 1-80° = 0. 1042 - J·0 .59 ! .  in - 20 

z r:; 
Z� = - = 1 .667 1 + 80' = 0.29 + j l .64 l .  

zo 

Z;n = 2in 1 11 <;: 0 = 2 � = 
Zo 

I A I4 + j 1 .414. 

These points are located on the Smith chart in Figure 5.40. Both z[ri and lFn 
show that z = O. I64A « A/4). Motion from the short or open circuit has fol
lowed the exponential spiral on the chart. Using the reflection coefficient scale 
shows that 

I rde-'"' = 0.857. 

We know that If/l = 1 for either the open or short circuit case. so 

e-2a: = 0.857 

or 

az = 0.0772 (Np) 
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Figure 5.40. Smith chart data for Examplto 5_ 17 _ SoIl'." COf'yrighl Cl IQ4Q hy Kay Electric Company. 
Pine Brook, NJ. Renewal copyright Cl 1976 by P. H. Smith, New Providence, NI. 

Also, we have 

/3z 

Thus. we get 

2"z 
A 

2" 
T (O.l64A) = 1 .03 rad. 

Q = � 2a 
= /3z = 

2az 6.68. 
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z/ is detennined by rotating toward the load an amount O . l64A from lin along 
an outward spiraling exponential curve. The coefficient of reflection magnitude 
corresponding to lin is 0.53, so we must spiral out to a radius O.S3e+ �a� ::::: 
0.53/0.857 = 0.62. Here we find 

ZI � 0.24 + jO. 155 � 0.286 132.860, 

Z, � Z"z, � 13 .7 137.90 o. 

These answers compare favorably to those obtained by direct calculation. The 
transmission loss radial scale may be used instead of the l rd scale. This scale is 
calibrated in tenns of e-exz (not e-2a:) in I-dB steps. The distance d in Figure 5.40 
gives a transmission loss of about 0.67 dB, so 

e-·' � 0.924 ( -0.67 dB) 

or 

<" � 0.077 Np. 

This checks the previous result. Note that the distances d and d' are both 0.67 dB, 
but afe not the same physical length! Also, a and f3 have not been detennined, 
but az and total phase shift f3z have been detennined. 

In Example 5 . 17 ,  the value of Q that was detennined was rather low. In fact, 
it is so low that its accuracy may be questioned. since [he fonnula. Q = f312a, 
was based on the assumption that the losses are small, or the Q is high. In this 
example, the short-circuit and open-circuit impedances were purposely chosen to 
make the Q rather low so that the Smith chart could be easily used. Normally, Q 
will be the order of 103. 

It should be emphasized that the Q we have calculated in Example 5 . 17 is that 
for a propagating system. Quite often, as has already been mentioned, sections of 
lines are used as equivalent lumped elements in certain applications . 

• Example 5.18 

Suppose that the same line that we just considered is to be used (with a short circuit 
at its load end) to represent an inductive reactance. What is the "inductor" Q in 
this application? We have 

� 6.97 + j79.7 O. 

The "inductar" Q is defined here as being 

x �  � tan 1850 � 1 1 .43. Rrn • 
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The Q we have just calculated is a nonresonanr value for an equivalent lumped 
inductoe (z < A/4) which the line represents at its input tenninals. Z �  can be 
found from the Smith chart by taking values of z� from the short-circuit spiral and 
multiplying by Zoo From Z �  the Q/ for any length may be found. Note particularly 
that this Q will depend on the line length! 

We have also assumed that the short circuit truly represents zero impedance in 
the preceding examples. The loss in the actual "short circuit" can be calculated with 
previuusly u��d lcdllliques, but it is obvious that this loss will be small compared 
to the Olher losses unless the line length is very small. An example that considers 
all losses will be presented in Section 5. 18. 

5.1 7 DISTRIBUTED PARAMETERS 

Our work in earlier chapters showed that it is relatively easy to calculate C and. 
hence G. whereas internal inductance per unit length and R are not so simple 10 
calculate because of the existence of internal flux linkage. We will consider three 
cases: (i) the lossless case (R = 0, G = 0). (ii) the low-frequency case where the 
conduction current density is essentially unifonn throughout the conductor, and 
(iii) the high-frequency case where the current density is assumed to be unifonn 
in a layer of thickness 8, the skin depth. In this latter case there are four points to 
keep in mind from previous work: 

(a) The external inductance per unit length can be easily calculated from C: 

Lexl = /-LclC (Him). (5. 172) 

(b) The shunt conductance per unit length is also easily obtainable from C: 

G � ".CI. (U/m) . (5 . 173) 

(c) The skin effect (Section 4.5) is pronounced so that the resistance per unit 
length is calculated as if the current density were uniform in a cross-sectional area 
that is 8 (m) deep and w (m) wide at the surface of the conductors. The length of 
the conductors is obviously I m. We are dealing with two conductor systems, so 
this formulation must be used twice, once for each conductor. The total resistance 
per unit length is  

(5. 174) 

(d) The "conductor impedance" is the surface impedance (Section 4.5) where 
the resistance per unit length and the reactance per unit length are equal. Thus. the 
internal inductance per unit length is related to R [Equation (5. 174)] by 

L;. - Rlw (Him). (5. 175) 

The distributed parameters are listed in Table 5.2 for three common geometries 
that are shown in Figure 5.4 1 .  These are the planar (parallel-plate), coaxial, and 
two-wire line. 
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TABLE S.2 
Common Transmission LIne Parameters 

Case 

Lossless 

High-frequency 

Low.frequency 

Parallel I'IDrIC System 

.. ' c - -
d 

I. = J.Ul w 
,.' c = -

,/ 

G '" UJW 
d 
, R ' -

ur6w 

". , " L ., - + -- ., -Cd + 6) 
W WlTrOw ... 

c - !!. 
d 

R - -'
Ucft<' 

Coaxial Cable System 

c - � 
In (bla) 

L .. ..E:.... 1n � ,. " 

C - � 
In(bla) 

C = 

2rruJ 
In (hla) 

c - � 
In (bla) 

G = 
27ruJ 

In (bl.,) 
R = _, (1. + -' - ) 

TrUe 02 c2 _ bZ 

Two-Wire Line Syslem 

Wf; "8 C =  . D t> d  
COSh - I  Old In (W/d) 
/.t _1 0 ,.,. 2D L = ;cosh d - ;ln -;; . O » d  

c = ---"�'-
cosh - , Old 

G _ 
'ltUd 

cosh - I Old 

L '" t:.(OOSh - I !!. + �) 
• d ;  
"( 2D ' ) - ; In -;; + 'd . O t> d 

c = ---"�'-
cosh -I Old 

G 
TfUd 

cosh -1 Old 
• R - --

rrd2uc 

L - - In - + -" ( 'D ' ) 
• d 4 
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T---*' 
d 

1-�1 -w�1 
(a) (b) 

I--D---j 

d 

(c) 
Figure 5.41. Common transmission lines. (a) Planar. (b) Coaxial. (c) Two-wire. 

���������� 
---.1 

Figure 5.42. Stripline. 
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Stripline� can be fabricated by automated printed circuit techniques. and are 
widely used to imerconnect high-speed (hence, high-frequency) logic circuits in 
digital computers. Generally speaking, there are four types: The parallel plane 
(or plate, already mentioned) slripline; the cop/anar stripline which consists of 
coplanar conducting strips mounted on a dielectric substrate; the shielded stripline 
which is a single conducting strip in a dielectric substrate mounted between large 
conducting planes; and the microstrip line which is a single conducting strip (width 
W, thickness t) mounted on a large dielectric substrate (thickness Q) with a large 
conducting plane beneath the dielectric. 

A microstrip line is shown in Figure 5.42. Approximate values for the distributed 
parameters can be obtained in a simple manner for the high-frequency case if we 
ignore fringing and employ tbe skin-effect concepts. These require that w � h 
and w � t � S, respectively. If these conditions are satisfied, the analysis of 
the microstrip line is identical to that of the parallel-plate line (Figure 5.4 1 ,  Table 
S.21 . 

• Example 5. 19  

The dimensions of a microstrip line are W = 5 mm, d = I mm, and t = 0 . 2  mm. 
The dielectric substrate is characterized by ER = 5 and ad = 10 x 10-6 (U/m) at 
100 MHz, and the conductors arc copper, Uc = 5.8 X 107 (U/m). The capacitance 
per unit length is 

c � ",'R"'",o(",w-,-l,,,( 1'-'.1 � "[ 1,,0_-...:' /,,,( 3",6:..:"",1",l(",S(-,)(",S",:X,:",,::IO:..--'.' ) � 221 
d 1 0- ' pP/m. 

'See Liao in the references at the end of this chapter 
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The external inductance per unit length [Equation (5. 172)J is 

L _ jJ.o£OER (XI - C 
!'-Od (417 x 10-')(  10-') 

� -- � 
w 5 X lO J  

� 251 . 3  

The shunt conductance per unit length [Equation (5. 173)] is 

nH/m. 

The resistance per unit length is obtained from Equation (5. 1 74) with Ud = O"e2,  
8] = th.. and WI = W2. Note that Wl = W2 because we have ignored fringing. Thus, 
using Equations (4.75) and (5.1 74), we get 

2 
R � -

CTcBw ' 

2 _-=2:.-,--
-,

[ ( 17  x lOO X 10' X 417 x 10-') ] "2 
R = -( rrfj1Qlu,J l12 = -=-

w 5 x 10 ' (5.8 X 10') 
, 

R � 1 .044 Wm. 

The internal inductance per unit length [Equation (5.175)] is 

R 1 Jl7!'-O 
Lint = - = - -- = 1.661 

W 1TW urJ 

The characteristic impedance {Equation (5. 1 1 8)] is 

Zo � J� :�� � 33 83[-0 18" n. 

The complex propagation constant LEquation (5. 1 19)J is 

y � .J(R + jwL)(G + jwC) � 16.27 X 10-' + j4.7 - I m . 

• 

5.18 THE COAXIAL CAVITY' 

A very well-shielded resonant cavity results from a shorted (nominal) quarter
wavc section of rigid coaxial line. It may be used to measure (Td or e, or it may 
be used to represent a parallel resonant circuit of lumped parameters . It is shown 
in Figure 5.43. Our first task will be that of finding Qd. The Q was defined in 

QSee Hayt. 1973 i n  the referem:es at the end of this chapter. 
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1-1,----. Aj4-----I 
Figure 5.43. Re:sonallt (A/4) coaxial cavity. 
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Equation (5. 144) for a propagating system: Q = w < 'lV > I < W'd >.  In the 
present situation. < W > is the total of the time·average energy stored in the 
cavity and < rtP d > is the total of the average power dissipated in the cavity. We 
will employ the perturbation method here whereby the lossless fields are used to 
calculate both < 'lV > and < '!f> d >.  This will be accurate so long as the loss is 
small . We already know that E and H are distributed (fnr the \o!';sless case) in 
transverse planes precisely the same way as they are statically. We also know that 
they are quadrature standing waves longitudinally_ Thus, as can easily be verified. 
we gel 

E,(p, z,  w) = 
Vin sin kz 
p In bIll . 

. Vin cos kz 
H.(p. z , W) = }  I bl ' 

TIP n a 

( 5 . 1 76) 

(5. 177) 

where Vin is the voltage at the input to the line. Using Equations (4.72) and (5. 144) 
the dielectric Q islO 

(5. 178) 

where the lossless resonant Al4 length has been used. Wc already know from Sec
tion 5.16, however. that the dielectric Q is just the Q of the dielectric. Eliminating 

HtJ, with Equation (5. 1 77) gives 

Qd - J f f f . . . + fv, f f f . . 

eTd I f f 
1000 [lot forget to use "� real part of" ; for example. <'lI'r> '" �Re(1 J I i D '  E"'(lv). 
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or 

(5 . 1 79) 

We next find the Q due to conductor losses Qc. Using our skin effect concepts, 
we have a "uniform" current density 

Ho\ Vo Jza = ---I. = j - cos kz 8 p-a '705 
[ Vo � V;, l ln(bla») 

flowing in the inner conductor. while in the outer conductor. the current density 
is 

Ho \ Vo Jzb = _ ---I. = -j - cos kz.. 8 p=b TJb8 

The shorting plug at z = 0 has a current density 

J _ H.I,·o _ . Vo 
4»0 - l) - I T/p8 ' 

Then, the power loss for these three conductors will be, respectively lsee Equation 
(4.72»), 

Using the total average power dissipated and the same total average energy stored 
as in finding Qd we have 

(211J) Inbla 
Q

, � ( 110)( I - 8/2a) + ( lIb)( I + 8/2b) + (81 A )  In (hla) · 
(5. 180) 

The overall Q ( = Qo) is found as in Equation (5. 1 68). 
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This resonant line must have an equivalent in terms of parallel lumped param
eters that we can find. The maximum energy stored in the capacitor C (when the 
energy stored in the inductor Lt is zero) is 

The right-hand side of the preceding equation is the numerator of Equation (5. 178) 
(not including w). Solving for Ct• we get 

Also, we have 

or 

and finally, we have 

or 

"eA 
Ct = . 

4 In (b/a) 

Qo Re = -C ' "" ,  

1 
L = --, 2 woC� 

A numerical example is in order . 

• Example 5.20 

« 5 . 1 8 1 )  

(5 . 182) 

(5. 183) 

Let us determine the imponant quantitIes for a resonant quarter-wave coaxial 
resonator where Io = 300 MHz, J.L = J.Lo. a = I cm, b = 2.3 cm. In the first 
part we assume that the dielectric is air so that (Id ::;: 0, E = Eo. The walls are 
silver (uc = 6.17 X 101) plated. Then. we have 

u 300 X 10' 
A = - = = I rn, 

f 300 x ID' 
A I I = 4" = ;; = 0.25 m. 

� = (1rfJ.Lac)� 1I2 = 3.7 x 10-6 rn, 
Qo = Q, = 3000 ( Qd .... ") . 
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e, = 8.34 pF, 

R, = 191  kO, 

L, = 33.7 nH. 

Circuit theory tells us that the bandwidth f olQc is O. I MHz. 
Now suppose that the interior of this cavity is filled with a dielectric that we are 

testing. The new resonant frequency is found to be 190 MHz and the new bandwidth 
is measured as 0.240 MHz. Then, from Equation (5. 1 80) (8 = 4.65 x 10-6 m), 
we get 

Q, = 2387, 

while the overall Q is found from the resonant frequency and the bandwidth ( = B): 

Qo = fol8 = 792. 

llu::refun:, wc: ha.ve 

Qd = 1 184. 

The relative pennittivity is found from the velocity 

fo>' = ( 190 x 10')( I )  = (3 x \08)1 J£;" EH = 2.49, 

and so, from Equation (5. 1 79), we get 

CTd = WEIQd = 22.22 MU/m. 

Thus, the dielectric is characterized by E, = 2.49 and ad = 22.22 J.L U/m at 190 
MHz. 

The equivalent lumped parameters now become 

e, = 20.76 pF, 

R, = 3 1 .96 kO, 

L, = 33.8 nH. 

Before leaving this example it is worthwhile to consider the distributed param
eters and make the same calculations. Using Table 5.2, we know 

R = 79.6 mO/m. 

L = 166.6 RHlm, 

e = 166.3 pF/m, 

G = 167.6 !'film. 
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Therefore, we have 

Q, = wLlR = 2499. Qd = WC/G = 1 1 84. Qo = 804. 

Note that Qc (here) is greater than the value calculated from the field equations 
because the loss in the shon circuit has been ignored. On the other hand. QJ is 
the same as before. Proceeding. we gel 

C, = 20.76 pF. 

R, = 32.44 kO. 

L, = 33.8 nH. 

5.19 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

• 

The general behavior of transmission lines operating in the TEM mode is similar 
to the behavior of uniform plane waves propagating in a homogeneous medium 
although we are usually concerned with voltage and current rather than the field 
quantities when working with the transmission line. Such things as coefficient of 
reflection, standing wave ratio. power (density) flow, and impedance are common 
to the behavior of the transmission line and the unifonn plane wave. The analysis 
of the transmission line can be expedited by means of the Smith chan. or, if pre
ferred, the computer or programmable calculator with complex mode can be used. 

Normally, the losses for a transmission line are small and can be ignored in 
most cases. If the losses are to be included in the analysis, then this can easily 
be done at a single frequency or over a narrow band of frequencies. On the other 

hand, since the distributed parameters are actually frequency dependent . a general 
time-domain analysis may be very difficult to perform. 
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PROBLEMS 

1 .  The distrihuted capacitance per unit length for a lossless line is measured as 
60 pF/m in air. Find L = Lext and Ro. 

2. A lossless line has a measured length of 25 m. A low-frequency bridge 
measurement shows that the capacitance between the conductors is 1500 pF. A 
time-domain reflectometer (TDR) measurement shows that a pulse travels from 
the sending end to the receiving end and back in 250 ns. Find the characteristic 
resistance of the line. 

3. Find the phasor voltage and current in the middle of a lossless 50-0 line that 
is one wavelength long if Vg = l l!r V, Zg = 100 11, and Z/ = O. 

4_ (a) Find the phasor voltage and current in the middle of a lossless 50-D air 
line that is 300 m long at 1 MHz if Vg = I l!r  V, Zg = lOOn, and Z, = O. 

(b) Find the time-domain voltage in the middle of the line if vg(t) = 
10 sin (2wt). 

5. [f Zin = 30 + j70n at z = 0.2,\ for a lossless 50-11 line, find Z/.  

6. A lossless 300-11 line has up = 0.85/ J/MJEO. At 30 MHz the input impedance 
is a pure resistance equal to 0.5 Ro at a point 1 .3 m from the load. Find 
(a) 2/ (b) f" (c) VSWR. 

7. A lossless 50-11 line is tenninated in Z/  = R, + jXl. so that the VSWR = 
2.5 when R / = 100 O. (a) Find X /. (b) Find the location of IV lmin nearest the 
load. 

*8. Two co-planar loops are parallel and very closely spaced. Their diameters are 

3A18. What is the impedance looking in between two points, one on one loop 
and one at the same point on the other loop? 

*9. An AM broadcast transmitter operates at a carrier frequency of I MHz. It is 
connected through a lossless 50�n line that is 0. 165'\ long to a monopole 
antenna whose impedance is 36.5 + j21 .2 O. The output impedance of the 
t.ransmitter is 100 + j2S n and cannot be easily altered. An (ideal) matching 
transfonner and an adjustable series (pure) reactance are available at the load; 
Vg = 800 IQ: V. 

(a) What is the maximum (average) power that can be radiated by the antenna 
under ideal conditions? 
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(b) Specify the primary-to-secondary turns ratio of the transformer and reac
tance in series with the antenna to achieve maximum power radiated by 
the antenna. 

(c) What is the inductance (or capacitance) represented by the series reactance? 

10. Derive a fonnula for <CJ>I> I <�inc> as a function of VSWR and plot this 
function. 

*1I. A push-pull amplifier is designed to operate at 300 MHz. 11 has an output 
capacitance of 5 pF. 

(a) Find the length of 300-!1 air line (shorted at the far end) required to provide 
parallel resonance. 

(b) The short circuit is removed and replaced with a tuning capacitor. The line 
length is adjusted to be IO cm. What value of C gives parallel resonance? 

(c) Where is the magnetic field intensity greatest lpan (b)}? Hint: Make a 
plot of I/(z)1 versus z. 

(d) Where should a pickup loop be placed to couple energy from the line? 

12. Prove that I rd = 1 for any purely reactive load. 

*13. (a) Prove that the input impedance at the x - x tenninals in Figure 5 . 1 8(b) is 
infinite for any d ( >  0). 

(b) Specify d to provide a filter that is band pass at 100 MHz and band reject 
at 120 MHz; see Figure 5.44. 

(c) Use the results of parts (a) and (b) to design a system that allows two 
receiving antennas (one at 1 00  MHz, the other at 120 MHz) to be connected 
to a common transmission line that leads to the receiver. Ro is the same 
everywhere. Does the system also operate as a transmitting system? 

(d) It is arbitrarily decided that bandwidth is to be measured between frequen
cies where ' <  9.P1 > / < <2Pim; > 2:: 0.5. What is the bandwidth of the 
system in Figure 5.44? Plot the bandwidth B = (J21!O) - (f I IIo), versus 
dll, where Il and 12 are the lower and upper half.power frequencies, 
respectively. andfo = (41.JiJ<)Eo)- I .  

Figure 5.44. Transmission line wilh a line seclion across it [Figure S . 1 8(b)1 (Problem 13). 
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Figure 5.45. Lossless line tenninated in RI (Problem 14). 

14. For Figure S.45. 
(a) Plot <18'/> versus RglRo if RI = Ro. 
(b) Plot <@/ > versus RI/Ro if Rg = Ro_ 

IS. (a) Show that 

'f, t _ v(z, t )  
,(p, z ,  ) - p In (bla) 

for a lossless coaxial cable. V(Z,/) is the line voltage. 

(b) Find 'Jf. .  
(c) The maximum value of Ep occurs for p = a .  Show that a coaxial cable 

designed for maximum voltage breakdown rating (minimum E p) has Ro = 
60 n (E � EO) . 

*16. (a) Show that 

<l>(x , y , z, t) � V(Z , t) In (x + a)2 + y 2 
4 cosh-

l (Did) (x - a)2 + y ' 

for a two wire line. See Example 2.25. Note that a = [(DI2)2 - (d/2)2] 112 . 
(b) Find i .  
(c) Make a nonnalized plot of < ;/  > versus yla for x = O. 
(d) Make a nonnalized plot of < fJ > versus x/a for ), == O. 

*17. (a) Find the VSWR on the line in Figure 5.46 for 0 S z :S  Al4. 
(b) Find the power dissipated in the 25-11 resistor. 

50 " 50 " Ro ", so n  Ro "' so n  25<2 

I O I�t v  � A- ID lQo 

�;j4 ·1· }"/4� 
Flgw-e 5.46. Lossless line with several lumped elements (Problem 17), 
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V,(z', w) 

v (1) 

" 

Figure 5.47. Lossless line with the generator located in the middle and in series with one side (Problem 
18). 

*18. Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit at the open-circuit tenninals in Figure 
5.47. 

19. A standing wave indicator in the line from a radio transmitter to the antenna 
shows [hat the VSWR is 1 .2 and the incident power is 900 W. What is the 
reflected power? 

20. The equivalent drcuit fur a IdevisiulI n:ceiving antenna, transmission line, and 
receiver is shown in Figure 5.48. Suppose that neither the antenna impedance 
(Z8) nor the receiver input impedance (Z/) is matched to the line. so that there 
will be reflections from both ends. As a result of this. multiple "ghosts" will 
appear in the television picture. Assuming that the transmission line is 100 ft 
long, the velocity of propagation is 2.5 x 108 miSt the time for a horizontal 
line on the screen is 53.3 J.Ls, and the width of the raster (picture) is 12 in., 
how far apart are the ghosts? 

21. Suppose that the television signal (Problem 20) reaches the antenna by a direct 
path from the transmitter and also by. a longer path by way of reflection from 
a large conducting body. This latter path is 450'\ longer at 83 MHz. If the 

receiving antenna is matched to the line, how far apart on the screen are the 
primary image and the single ghost? 

*22. A tapered transmission line can be used as a transition to match transmission 
lines of different characteristic impedance if the taper is gradual . 
(a) Let L = L(z) and C = C(z), and show that Equations (5.34) and (5.35) 

lead to 

d'V 1 dL dV 2 -- - - - - + w LCV = 0 
dz2 L dz dz 

Ro " 300n z, 

Figure 5.4B. Equivalent circuit of a television recciving system. 2/ represents the receiver input 
impedance (Problem 20). 
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d'[ _ � dC d[ + w'LC[ � o. 
dz2 C dz dz 

(b) Let L(z) = L(O)e-all and C(z) = C(O)e+all,  giving the exponential taper, 
and show that for the -z traveling wave: 

and 

where 

f3' � w'LC � "h(O)C(O). 

(c) What is the lowest frequency that propagates? 

23. Amplitude modulation is often used with the slotted line to expedite voltage 
measurements. Let ",s(t) = Vo( I + ma cos Wmt) cos wet ,  where (Om is the 
modulation frequency, (Oc is the carrier frequency, and m" is the percent 
modulation. Assuming a lossless line. 2g = Ro. and a frequency-dependent 
load (e.g . •  2/ = RI + jX/). can the slotted line give exact results? Use phasor 
concepts and superposition to find a time-domain expression for the reflected 
voltage. 

24. If Z/ = 200 -j50n on a lossless 50-n line. find f/, VSWR. and Zin at O.3A 
from the load with the Smith chart and without the Smith chart. 

25. The following data are measured with an impedance bridge: Z � = + j 100 n, 
Z� = -)25 n, and Zin = 100 \30°0 (actual load in place). Find Z, with and 
without the Smith chart. 

26. The following data are measured with a calibrated slotted line: 1 V Imax = 0 
dB. IV Imin = - 10 dB, Zmin = 0, 0.375, 0.75, . . . m (with short circuit as 
load), and Zmin = 0. 10, 0.475, 0.85, . . .  m (with actual load in place). Find 
the frequency. Find Z/ with and withoUl the Smith chart. 

27. (a) Design a single (shunt. shoned) stub system to match a load Z/ = 1 0  - . 

)50 n to a 50-0 lossless line. Does maximum power [Tansfer from the 
source occur? 

(b) Repeat using double (shunt, shorted) stubs that are spaced A/4 with one 
stub placed directly across the load. 

28. It is found that an open-circuited stub of length 0.2A that is connected 0.3A 
from the load provides a match to the line. What is Z I? 
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*29. A A/4 matching section is designed to match a 50·0 line to Z/ ::: 200 19" n 
at 500 MHz. The handwidth i� arhitrarily measured between the frequencies 
for which VSWR s 1 .5.  Use the Smith chart to complete (a)-{d) , 
(a) Find this bandwidth. 
(b) What is the maximum VSWR? 
(c) What is the minimum value of <t;!}/> I <rzI'ioc>? 
(d) What is the bam.lwilllh if it is  lIIt:asun::d bctWt::t:1I frt::4uencies for which 

<qjI/> I <0\nc> ;;:=: 0.5? 

30. In a certain two-element linear antenna array it is found that the antenna 
impedances are Z I ::: 100 + j 83 n and Z 2 ::: 46 + j 2 n. The elements 
are spaced by ),,14, and the currents that are required to produce the desired 
radiation pattern are I ,  ::: 1 LQ: A and 12 = 1 1900 A (peak), Use Figure 5.49 
to complete (aHd). 
(a) Specify R6 and X. 
(b) What power is radiated? 
(c) What is the VSWR on the main feed line? 
(d) Should it be matched? 

31. It is desired to drive three UHF voltage amplifiers from a single voltage source 
even though the amplifiers may have different input impedances. Devise a 
scheme to accomplish the desired result if one of the amplifiers is to be driven 
out of phase with the other two. 

32. Three impedances (2 I � 100 l.Q:, 2, � 75 150·, and 2 ,  � 150 1 _40°) are 
driven by lossless lines (Rol = 50, R02 = 75, and R03 = 100) that are AI2 
in length and connected in parallel to the main line (Ro = 50). The voltage 
across each of the impedances is I � (peak). What is the VSWR on the main 
line? 

33. A television cable company runs a cable to a private home that is equipped with 
a distribution amplifier whose input impedance matches the cable impedance 
(ideally, under all conditions). Insofar as the power that is delivered by the 
cahle is concerned, does it matter how many receivers are connected to the 
distribution amplifier? 

;X 

z, 

Figure 5.49. Transmission line feed system for Problem 30. 
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34. A load Z/ = 30 + j wL (.0) on a 50·n line produces a VSWR of 3 at 300 
MHz. Find L with, and without. the Smith chart. 

*35. A load 2/ == 100 + j 50 n is connected to a line of length d and characteristic 
resistance Rb. This line is then connected to the generator through a 50-.0 line. 
Use the Smith chart 10 find Rb and d for a matched system. 

36. An air-filled coaxial cable has Ro = 50 f1. A loss less dielectric slug (eR = 4) 
that is 0.2 m long is inserted with one end 0.1 m from the load. It fills the air 
space between the inner and outer conductors. If f = 300 MHz and Z I ::::; Ro, 
what is the VSWR in the region between the dielectric slug and the generator? 

37. Using the smaller of the two possible values of I !  and S I .  design a single 
(shorted) stub matching system for Z, = 200 l!r n and Ro = 50 ft Plot VSWR 
versus nonnalized frequency. 

38. If 2, = lOO + j 200 0. L = O. I J'H. C = 20 pF. Ro = so n. and! = 300 
MHz, find the VSWR to Ihe left of Ihe capacitor in Figure 5.50. What power 
is dissipated in the load? 

39. It is possible for the reflected voltage to be larger than the incident voltage 
on a line if the equivalent impedance at the load has a negative real part. The 
tunnel diode, for example, can represent a negative resistance. If the reflected 
voltage (or part of it) is removed from the line with a directional coupler, then 
a voltage amplifier results. If 2/ = -60 n, Ro = 50 n, and the directional 
coupler has a 3-d8 loss in the backward direction, what is the voltage gain? 

40. (a) A telephone line has R = 6.3 mO Im. L = 2.27 J'H/m. G = 180 pU/m. 
and C = 5.2 pF/m at I kHz. Find a, {3 ,  Zoo lip, and A .  

(b) How much inductance per mile should be added 10 this line 10 make it 
distortlonless? What IS the new value of a? 

41. A lossy transmission line is 10 m long and has 20 = 5 1  l1: n, a = 10-3 

Np/m, and {3 = 27f rad/m. Find the average load power if Zg = Zo, Vg = 10 
V. rms and 

(a) 7, = 70, 
(b) 2, = loon. 
(c) 2, = 25 0. 

(d) What is the input impedance at z = A/2 when 2, = 100 O? 
(e) If 21 = 0, plot I V  I versus z for O s  z s A . Find I V  Irnax and I v  Imin. 

rOJ' I 0.2>----1 

Figure 5.50. Loss1css line with a !umped L and C inserted across the line (Prob!em 38). 
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42. Measurements on a lossy line show that Zo = 50 + jO n. a = 10-3 Np/m, 
and {3 = 2.5 radlm at 100 MHz. Find R, L, G. and C. 

·43. Suppose that a = 5 X  10-3 Np/m for the tapped resonant A/4 line of Figure 5 . 18 .  
If d = 0.125 rn ,  find the bandwidth between the points where the impedance 
magnitude is 0.707 times its value at the resonant frequency. The line is 0.25 
m long. Does the result agree with B = fo/Qo? 

44. (a) Assume copper conductors and a polyethylene dielectric: ER = 2.26, (Id = 
5 X 10-6 U Im. and find the distributed parameters for a two-wire line at 
100 MHz: D = 10-2 m, d = 10-3 m. 

(b) Repeat for a coaxial cable: b = 10-2 m, a = 3 x 10-3 m. 
(c) Repeat for a microstrip line that is fabricated out of a thin conducting strip 

of width w located at a height h above a large conducting ground plane. 

45. Why is the "velocity factor" for commercial two-wire line with polyethylene 
dielectric about 0.85 rather than I 1  Ji;; = 0.67? 

*46. (a) Show that 

I v l I . 

I v lm" = � JI + (32 - I) sm' [k(z - Zmi,)l. 3 = VSWR 

for a lossless line. 
(b) Show that 

S = Al7rll.z 

for a line with small loss. 3 > 10. and I V 1 ' 1 v im" = .fi's (that is, 3 dB 
above I V Imin). The distance between two points 3 dB above IV Imin is .az. 
This is called the width of minimum method of determining rhe VSWR. 

47. The incident field in the vicinity of a receiving antenna is such that the 
antenna can deliver 10-12 W into a matched load. If the transmission line 
is characterized by a = 3 dB/lOO ft and is 50 ft long. what is the maximum 
power that can be delivered to the receiver? 

*48. Suppose that Zo = 50 Lr n, a = 5 X 10-3 Np/m, f3 = 27r (rad/m) , and 
A = 1 m. 

(a) Suppose that it is assumed that this line is lossless in order to expedite the 
design of a single (shorted) stub matching system Z I - 300 n. Proceed 
with the design on this basis. using Ro = Re(Zo) and the smaller of the 
two possible values of 11 and S I . Finally, calculate the input impedance 
at the stub junction. 

(b) Comment on the results of (a). 

49. A " dummy" resistance can be obtained for dissipating energy by using the input 
impedance to a very lossy line. Suppose such a two-wire line is constructed 
in air with f = 30 MHz. D = 0 . 3  m, d = 10-2 m. �r = 400 (iron), and 
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u,- = 10' U/m (iron). If such a line is open at the far end. and is 100 m long, 
what is the input impedance? 

50. A rigid coaxial cable with silver-plated conductors is used between an FM 
transmitter and the transmitting antenna. The line length is 100 m. a == 2 x 10-2 
m, and b = 5 X 10-2: m. If the power available from the transmitter is 10 
kW. and the antenna is matched to the line, what is the power delivered to 
Ihe antenna? The carrier frequency is 97.5 MHz. The dielecuic is air. 

51. Follow the same procedure as that used in Section 5.8, and show that the 
Irallsmissiofl paramelers for a lossy line are given in the set of equations: 

v, = cosh ly(z , - z,)]V, + Zo s;nh [y(z , - z,))/ , .  

I ,  = ( IIZo) smh [ y(z , - ZZ)]V, + cosh {y(z ,  - z,))I , .  
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WAVEGUIDES AND 
CAVITIES 

In the microwave region of the spectrum, beginning roughly at 1 GHz. ordinary 
two-conductor systems. commonly called transmission lines, become inefficient, 
so that another guiding system is sought. A hollow conducting pipe or cylinder of 
some arbitrary, but unifonn, cross section with fields inside might be expected to 
have less loss than the ordinary line since only one conductor is involved. This pipe 
is commonly called a waveguide, but all guiding systems are really waveguides. 
A dielectric rod of uniform cross section can also support or guide waves. We will 
investigate the propagation characteristics of these wave guides in this chapter. 

There are many methods for solving boundary value problems of the Iype posed 
here, but they are all essentially the same in that what they accomplish IS a solution 
to Maxwell's equations fitting the boundary conditions for the particular problem. 
We will begin this chapter with a simplified treatment of the hollow rectangular 
waveguide operating in the dominant mode. This will demonstrate the important 
features without the detailed mathematics of the general case. The general case is 
presented in Section 6.5. and ean be omitted if desired. 

6.1 THE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE. TE,o MODE 

The hollow one-conductor rectangular waveguide is shown in Figure 6. 1 ,  and our 
problem is that of finding the propagating electromagnetic ftelds that it can support. 
In particular, we want to find the simplest field that it can support, and this, as it 
turns out, means finding that mode with lowest cutoff frequency. for the hollow 
waveguide acts like a high-pass filter. Since we already know that a loss less nvo
conductor system can propagate a TEM to � mode even as w -. 0 (where ± z:  is 
the direction of propagation. and is the axial direction in Figure 6. 1), we begin by 
examining this mode. 

3 1 7  
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- y o b  

x -- .. _____ �-y .O 
x - 0  

Figure 6.1,  Hollow rcclangular waveguide (a > b). 

It is not difficult 10 show that a hollow conducting waveguide of any uniform 
cross section (not necessarily rectangular as in Figure 6 . 1 )  will flor support a TEM 
to z mode inside. If it did, then E: = H� - 0 by the definition of a TEM to z 
mode. Then, the magnetic field lines. which must ronn closed loops (V , H == 0 
for any simple material in the hollow region) in z = constant planes, must encircle 
current. This current cannot be due to conduction current density since there are no 
conductors inside the waveguide. It cannol be due to displacement current density 
UweEz) since E:. ;;;;; 0 inside the guide. Hence. (he TEM to z mode cannot exist, 
and we can proceed to examine other possibilities. 

It was pointed out in Section 4.7 (Figure 4.14) that a two-conductor parallel
plane system could support a mode that was not TEM by simply allowing plane 
waves to bounce back and fonh between the planes. The last paragraph of Section 
4.7 is of panicular imponancc in this regard. Let us see if this same principle can 
be made to apply to the present geometry, which is cenainly different. but not 
very different. We begin by assuming that the walls of Figure 6. 1  are perfectly 
conducting and that the hollow region contains at most a perfect dielectric. These 
assumptions mean that there are no losses anywhere. 

The boundary conditions that must be satisfied at the perfectly conducting 
surfaces are 

E = o ly = O. .r y = b, 
E = 0 I x = o. 

) x = a ,  E. = o {x = O, x  = a , 
. y = O. y = b. (G. l)  

In accordance with our desire to obtain a simple solution like that in Section 4.7. 
we simply choose E.r = E � = 0 and assume that there are no variations with y 
(a/ay == 0). Note that in Section 4.7 and Figure 4 . 1 4  we had £)' = E: = 0 and 
a/ax ;;;;; O. Expanding Maxwell's equations, using the fact that E = ayE)" and 
a/ay == 0 gives 
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E, = _1_ ( a H. _ aH, ) 
jw£ dl. nx ' 

H = _1_ aE,. 
x jwp. az ' 

H. = _ _  1_ aE,. � jwj.t QJ.. ' 

SI9 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

with Ex = E� = H}' == O. Note that the boundary conditions on Ex and E: [in 
Equations (6.1)) are automatically satisfied. Substituting Equations (6.3) and (6.4) 
into Equation (6.2) gives 

(6.5) 

where k2 = W2j.J.E. 
Returning once more to Figure 4.14, we see that because of the fact that the 

plane waves are bouncing back and forth between the conducting plane at l = 0 and 
the conducting plane imagined to be at l = 11(2/ .jp-]E] cos 8;) (p = I ) ,  the phase 
constant in Equation (4.132) is k ]  sin 8i,  and not simply k] .  In the same way, the 
phase constant in our present problem cannot be simply k, but must be k multiplied 
by the sine or cosine of some angle. Since we are looking for propagation in the 
+ z direction (the -l direction could be chosen as well), we choose to call this 
phase constant k:, and therefore propagation must occur in the form e-jl:,:. Thus, 
we are assuming that 

and Equation (6.5) becomes 

or, simplifying, 

/(x)e-j" , = ..!..e-j" ' (k'( X )  _ a'/(X» ) 
k2 :J ax"Z 

d'/(x) 
+ (k2 _ k �/(x)  = 0. 

dx2 • 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

This is an ordinary second-order linear differential equation, and, as such, pos
sesses two independent solutions: sin ( j k2 - k ix ) and cos ( j k2 - k �x ) for 
k2 - k� #: O. The cosine must be discarded because it cannot satisfy the second 
set of bou�onditions in Equations (6.1). Thus, we are left with I(x) = 

Eo sin ( Jk2 - k ;x) and the boundary condition E}' = 0 for x = a which is 
satisfied if 
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f(a) � Eo sin ( Jk' - k:a) � O. (6,8) 

where Eo is the peak vaiue of E r . The roots ofsin ( Jkl k �a) are jk� k�Q = 
m rr .  m :::: 1 . 2. 3  . . . . .  The case In =- 0 gives a null field. Thus. 

Jk2 - k� = m1Tla, m = I . 2 , 3, . . . .  (6 9) 

Each imeger m designates a distinct mode with a different variation with x. Since 
there are no variations with y in the present case, the designation for variations 
with )' is 11 :::: O. but, in general, variations with y can also exist (as we shall see 
later). Thus, we designate the modes that we have found as TE to z (E: li!! 0), or, 
more panicu]arly. TEmo modes. The simplest of these occurs for m - 1 .  £iving 
the TELO mode, and Equation (6.9) leads to the determination of k:: 

(6.10) 

and f(x ) :  

f(x) � Eo ,in ( 17xla ) .  (6, 1 1  ) 

The complete field for the TElO mode is found by substituting f(x )  (Equalion 
(6. 1 1 )] into Equation (6.6), and then substituting the result into Equations (6.3) 
and (6.4). The result is 

E)' = Eo sin ( 1Txla)e-jk;: , 

k:Eo . (17X �-jk.: 
H.{ = - -- ,In - . . 

W!J. a (17X \,_," _ 
cos --;; f ;� , 

(TEw mode) . (6. 12) 

The electric field varies a .. sin ( 7Txla) with x, but does nol vary at all with y. 
This is shown in Figure 6.2. NOle how neatly the boundary conditions on the 
tangential electric field are s:nisfif':n. The electric field is maximum in magnitude 
at x = al2 ( IE)' I  = Eo) , and if arcing occurs, it will occur there. 

6.2 PROPERTIES OF THE TE,o MODE 

The phase velocity is the velocity of a point of constant phase. Taking E,. out 
of the set of Equations (6. 12) and findings its time�domain form from the phasor 
form: 



121 

y 

I 
� , - y = b  

/ , 
I \ I \ 

I \ I \ I - p O  

X : 0  

Figure 6.2. EleClric field intensity (£,) distribution (at fixed z )  for the TElo rectangular wavcguide 
mod<. 

1:)'(X , l . l) = Eo sin ( 7Tx/a) COS ( WI - k:z), 

and. for a point of constant phase, we have 

Differentiating with time: 

wt - ktz = constant. 

dz w - k. - �O • de 
• 

dz w = u = -
dt P kz 

The phase constant kt is given by Equation (6. to): 

k, � ( .Jp (7Tla)2 � /3 .  k >  7Tla. 

-j ..J(7TIa)2 k2 = -j a, k < 'Trla. 

(6.13) 

(6. 14) 

Note the choice of signs for kt• For k > 'Trla we choose kt = + {3 to give 
a + z  traveling wave e-iPz . For k < 'Trla we choose kz = -ja to give e-tlt, 
an exponentially increasing tenn being impossible since z is not bounded. The 
transition occurs where kt - 0, or k = Trla. The particular frequency at this 

transition is called the cutoff frequency: 

( 6.15) 

or 

(cutoff frequency). (6.16) 
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Substituting Equation (6.15) into (6.14): 

k. = 
[ k jl - ( w,.tw) ' = {3.  . -jk, JI - ( w/w, )' = 

w > w  ... 
(6 . 17) 

-l a: . w < Wc. 

The interpretation of the last result is  easy. We have a propagating mode when 
the frequency is abovt! tht:: cutoff frequency, and we have a nonpropngating. or 
evonescem mode, below the cutoff frequency. Thus. the wave guide does act like 
a high-pass filter. as stated earlier. 

Retuming to Equation (6.13), we can express the phase velocity as 

I I 
--;;=:::;:=;=;::; '" --..r;;;, J I ( w,l w) , ..r;;;, (phase veLocity) . (6. 1 8) 

Note that phase velocity has no meaning for w < Wc' The lime-domain electric 
field in this case is evanescent: 

tt::), (x , z . t) = Re[Eo sin ( 1Txla)el'''''e-a:], 

t;)' (x ,  z. 1)  = Eo sin (7Txlll)e-a: cos wt,  W < w('. 
(6. 19) 

Note also that as the cutoff frequency is appruached from above (w > wc), the 
phase velocity approaches infinity. The phase velocity is always greater than the 
velocity of light for the medium inside the waveguide. This is not surprising for 
it occurred for oblique incidence in Chapter 4.  We will examine this phenomenon 
again shortly. 

• Example 6.1 

The rectangular waveguide of Figure 6. 1 is air-filled and has dimensions a = 2 
cm and b = I cm. The cutoff frequency for the dominant TEIO mode is Wc = 
7T/(a JP£) = (J7T x JO')/(2 x 10 ') = 47. 1 2  x 10' rad/, . or j, = 7.5 GHz. 
If this waveguide is operated in the TEIO mode at a frequency of 10 GHz, then 
k, = k vi (w,/w)' = {3 = (27T X 1010/3 X 10') JI (7.5/ 10)' - 138.5 radlm. 
On the other hand. if the frequency is 5 GHz, the mode is nonpropagating. and 
a = k, ,� ( wlw,)' - ( 7T/2 X JO-') JI (5/7.5)' = 1 17 . 1  Np/m or 1 .017 X iO' 
dB/m. This is a very large attenuation constant. and the (nonpropagating) fields 
would only be appreciable very close to the source. __ 

The system or guide wavelength Ag is the distance in the z direction for 211' rad 
of phase shift. Therefore. 

or 
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The velocity of energy flow is defined in Equation (4.33) as 

or 

I, I' !Re(E x H') . a, dx dy o 0 2 
Ut = �����--------------------f"f' f ' 1 

(D B )  -Re - . E* + - . H* dx dy dz 
0 0 0 2 2  2 

After some labor this reduces to 

or 

2w (0/2) 
u. = k, (k'lk� )(a) 

./1 - ( w,lw)' 1 u. = -'--..r.;e"=".=.c-"-'- :S; -..r.;e-".-. 
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(6.20) 

(6.2 1 ) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

Equation (6.23) states that the velocity of energy flow is less than the plane wave 
velocity of light in the same medium. It follows from Equations (6.23) and (6.18) 
that 

The wave impedance equations follow from the definitions in Chapter 4: 

+ E,. { 1)1 JI - (w,lw)'. w >  w" 

,., = - Hx = j -,,(w/wc)/ JI ( W/Ul(.)2. w < Ul(. 

It is not surprising that ,.,+ is imaginary for w < WC' 

(6 24) 

( 6.25) 

lt is interesting and informative to plot the important quantities versus normalized 
frequency. Figure 6.3 shows that for w > Wc the wave impedance is real. indicating 
power flow, whereas for w < Wc the impedance is imaginary, indicating the lack of 
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, 

I 
------- � --------

\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

'In: ,, -£ III , . 
-+----------

I I I 
.�------------�------------� 1 . 0 w/w� 

(.) 

/u, 

I up = I/ (� J I _ (w�/w)l) 

I I I 1/.f/ii - - - - - - - --t- - - - - - - - - -
I 
I u� "J 1 - (wt!w)2 , #  
I ___ Ut 

I.. 

(b) 

Flgurl! 6.3. (a) TElo wave impedance (-E)IH,) rectangular waveguide. (b) TE10 phase velocity and 
vdocity of energy flow, rectangular waveguidc. 

power flow. For w P Wc the wave impedance approaches the intrinsic impedance • 
.J P)E. The phase velocity is infinite at the cutoff frequency. but approaches the 
(plane wave) velocity of light for the medium for w � WC' The velocity of energy 
flow is zero at the cutoff frequency, but approaches the velocity of light for w li> 
WC' The three pans of Figure 6.3 show the same thing: propagation without loss 
above cutoff and no propagation below cutoff. 

The phasor electric field is given in the set of Equations (6. 12): 

which can be wriucn 

This may be rearranged to 

r' _ • 7rX -jk< r. ). - F.o Sin e '  a (6.26) 

(6.27) 
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E, 

or 

Eo -Jb' Eo -Jt.\" = -e - -e 
2j 2j 

. 
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(6.281 

(6.291 

where 5' and s I '  refer to directions shown in Figure 6.4. The firsl lerm is a uniform 
plane wave traveling in the 5 '  direction, while the second is a ulliform plane wave 
Iraveling in the s " direction. In fact, one plane wave is jusl a renection of the 
other plane wave. Note that the angle � is 

(6.301 

or 

� = cos -) - (,:), (6.31)  

Another simple interpretation of what happens at [he cutoff frequency is now 
apparent. When w = w" then � = 11'12, and there is no lIet plane wave propagation 
in the + l direction (and thus no power flow). When w > Wc. the component of 
plalle wave velocity in the + z direction is ( 11 J'iii) cos E since the plane wave 
velocities in the 5 ' and 5 " directions are 11 J'jiE.. This component velocity can be 
written 

(6.321 

It should not be surprising to find that this is the same as the velocity of energy 
flow. 

z· 

• 
y 

,.. 
I --................ �---- -, 

Figure 6.4. Plane wavc directions of prop�gation (s' llnd s " )  for the TEIU mode. 
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--- Crests 

---- Troughs 

1/v'Tii :: U 

Figure 6.5. Plane waves (TEIO mode) showing ur. Ut. u. A .  and A, for tre rectangular wave guide. 

What about the phase velocity? A better picture of what this phase velocity 
actually is may be obtained by adding lines of constant phase onto the plane waves 
of Figure 6.4. These are shown in Figure 6.5. The phase velocity is the velocity of 
a point of conSlant phase for the composite wave. Point a (the point of intersection 
of the plane wave equiphase trough and the perfecdy conducting plane at x ::::: 0) 
is such a point. The plane wave travels a distance A while the intersection point a 
travels a distance A.� .. Geometrically, A = Ag cos f Therefore, the velocities are 
related by 

A cos � 
= A ( 6.33) = -

A, Up 

Again, recall the similar discussion for oblique incidence in Section 4.7. Equations 
(6.31) and (6.33) can be combined 10 give 

I 
up = r:=-r.::::;=� > -- . 

.fiJ£ JI (w,lw) 2 .fiJ£ 
(6.34) 

We have also shown that 

A A g = -;===::::; > A .  
JI - (w, lw)2 

(6.35) 
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It is helpful in viewing Figure 6.5 to consider the analogous picture of an ocean 
wave striking a straight shore line at an angle slightly off the nonnal. Visualize 
the TElO mode between perfectly conducting planes at x = 0 and x 0:: a as being 
nothing more than plane waves being reflected back and forth. while having a 
componenl velocity /le in the direction of propagation. Note that the time delay 
encountered by a sinusoidal signal traveling a distance I in the waveguide. because 
of the zigzag paths. will be given by 

(6 .36) 

Thus, a signal is delayed more by {he 7igng path of the TFIO to z mode {han 
by a TEM mode in the same medium. More importantly , the TElO mode cannot 
be disrortionless even if the medium is lossless, because u .. and /lp are frequency 
dependent. 

It is interesting that the waveguide is normally dispersivel even in the absence of 
losses. The group velocity, given by Equation (4.57), is dw/d{3 , and this becomes 

v i  - (w,lw)2 

so that the group time delay is 

'D = -
11, 

J;i; 

Additional light is shed on the concept of time delay and on the concept of 
dispersion in the problems at the end of the chapter . 

• Example 6.2 
Returning to Example 6. 1 ,  it was found Ihat k� = f3 =:: I � 8 . 5  rad/m at 10 GH7 
The time delay at this frequency is TD = /Ill .. or 

l ..r,;i  1 T - -;o;'��� � -::-��=7.;�� � 5.0395261 
D - ,jl (fJf)' 3 x 108 ,J1 (7.5110) ' 

(ns) . 

For a length I = 10 m this corresponds to a phase shift of 3 . 1 66427 x 103 rad. At 
10.001 GHz the phase shift is 3 . 1 66337 x 103 rad. The difference in phase shift 
for these two frequencies is 90.4 x 10-3 rad or 5 . 1 8°. For a length I =:: 100 m this  
phase difference becomes 51 .8°. The point is that the signal to be propagated down 
(he waveguide is usually not a single frequency, but, rather, is a modulated signal. 
This means that it will not consist of a single sinusoid (at the carrier frequency). but 
may contain parts (sidebands) at nearby frequencies. That is. a modulated signal 

'(ri, < 11 ,'/-t£). sce Sc,·tion 4.9 and Figure 4 . [ 7 .  
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requires the use of a finite region of the spectrum, and, over a given distance I, 
the various frequencies suffer different time delays and phase shifts. and this must 
be considered. • 

The time-average power density is 

< ft >  = 4Re (E X H') '  

which reduces 10 { E5 . ' (1TX ) -- Sin - W >  £0" < '";f� > = 21}+ a 
' 

0, W < Wt, 
(6.37) 

where 11' is given by Equation (6.2S). So, once again, we see real power flow 
above cutofr and none below cutoff . 

• Example 6.3 

An air-filled x-band waveguide is operated in the TEJO mode at a frequency of 10 
GHz. The nominal dimensions of this guide are a = 0.9 inch and b = 0.4 inch. 
The important quantities are 

or 

and. finally. 

Wc = 7T/(0 JiU) = 41.23 x 109 radls 

J, = 6.56 OHz, 

� + = r.::::::�==, = 499.6 n, 
)1 - (w, /w) ' 

Up = = 3.976 x 10' mis, 
..Jiii )1 (w,/w)' 

Ut = _1- ./1 - (wc/w)2 = 2.264 X 108 m/s, .fIii 

< ft, > 

= 3.976 cm, 

£' = � sin 2 ( 'TTx/a) , 
2� 

< ft, > = 1 .001 £5 Sin ' (7I'x/a) (mW/m') .  

(6.15) 

(6.25) 

(6. 1 8) 

(6.23) 

(6.20) 

( 6.37) 

• 
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6.3 WAVEGUIDE CURRENT, TE,o MODE 

We have said nothing to this point about how the TEIO mode (ur allY Olher IIIULlt:) 
is excited in the waveguide. The answer. of course. is that electric current must 
be introduced into the waveguide. Ordinarily . this is accomplished by inseI1ing a 

short monopole antenna (probe) at x = al2 in the walls at y = 0 or y = b (Figure 

6.6). This produces the required y component of electric field for the TE10 mode. 
Many other modes are unavoidably introduced near the antenna. but. as we shall 
see a little further on, these modes are normally well below cutoff and decay very 
rapidly with distance, and are of no concern, other than affecting the monopole 
impedance . The induced TEIO field . in turn, induces currents on the waveguide 
walls. How are these currents distributed? 

It was found in the case of the coaxial line that an axial slot could be cut in the 
outer conductor for probing the line. Can an axial slot be cut in the rectangular 
waveguide to examine the TEIO field? To answer this question, we must examine 
the current flow on the inside of the wave guide walls. Since the wave guide has 
been assumed loss less (the walls are perfect conductors). this current will exist in 
the form of a surface current density according to 

J, � a" x H I ' 
on walls 

(6 .38) 

where a'l is a unit normal vector as shown in Figure 6.7.  From the set of Equations 
(6. 1 2), 

J $� � + Hx IY :b 
_ k,Eo 

wp. 

and 

Ju -H_ I . E01f � -j -)" - b  wpn 

y 
t 

y ; b -

y � 0 -1l..:--"'iI 
"

I 

- ,  

: :  1 1 : : , , 1 1  " 

" 

" 

Sill 

cos 

1fX -jk.: -e . 
a 

"ITX -jk.' -e , .. . 
a 

(6.39) 

( 6.40) 

y 
t - y ; h 

rr==� - Y' O  
x = a  

" , " " "  " 1  I 1 1  " I  I 1 I  " 

x = o  
............. Coaxial feed 

FIgure 6.6. Monopole coupling into a waveguide from a coaxial cabl� 
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y 

.... -.... -_1 

' . 
... 

... 

x -- - Y ' O  
Figure 6.7. Unit normal vectors a. inside the rectangular wiveguide. 

In particular, at the top of the waveguide in the center (x = al2, y = b) 

Js� = 
k:Eo -)'1.;: - - - e ' 
W/L 

(6.41) 

and 

lu = O. (6.42) 

Therefore, a narrow axial slot may be cut in the top (or the bottom) of the waveguide 
at x = al2 without appreciably disturbing the flow of current (or the field). 

A slotted waveguide (TEIO mode) may be probed in much the same way as 
the slotted coaxial line. If a standing wave is  set up in the slotted section. the 
distance bt:tween minima is rlO( A12. but is Agl2 (scc Figure 6.5). Measurement 
of All and the dimension a are sufficient to determine the operating frequency by 
simply using Equations (6.15) and (6.20). An example at this point is helpful. 

• Example 6.4 
Suppose that an air-filled x-band waveguide (a = 0.9 inch, b = 0.4 inch) is probed 
with a sloned section. and it is found that the distance between minima is 2 cm. 
The minimum position does not shift when the actual load is  replaced by a shorting 
plane (short circuit), The standing wave ratio is 2. What is the load impedance 
and what is the operating frequency? 

A 
""-' � 2 X IO-' ' 4  
2 

or 1\ 8 = cm, 

u � 0.9(2.54 x 10-') or 2.286 cm. 

From Equation (6. 1 5), we have 

Wc = 
37T x 108 � 4 x 9 

2.286 x 10 ' - 1 .23 10 radJs 
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or 

j, � 6.56 GHz. 

From Equation (6.35), we get 

or solving for j, we get 

j �  ,,1(6.56)' + (7.5)' x 10' 

or 

f � 9.97 GHz. 

The normalized load impedance is on the Smith chart circle corresponding to 
VSWR = 2 ,IS shown in Figure 6.8. Since the minimum position did nOT shift 

when the short was replaced by the actual load, we have the equivalent of a voltage 
minimum at the load. This means the impedance at the load is minimum, or z, = 1 .  
This is a normalized impedance and must be related to a waveguide characteristic 
rcsistancc. The measurements in the slotted section were made at x = al2 and, in 
this case, 

< �: > 

from Equation (6.37). A logical decision then is to call rf ' the waveguide 
imped.mce. That is, 

or 

377 377 
(ZOhEw = --;====�:::::::::::::::; � -- = 501 

,,11 - (6.5619.97)' 0.752 

Therefore, the equivalent load impedance is 

Z, � Z,(ZOhE" � j(501) � 250.5 fl. 

fl 

• 
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II.lPEOANa:OR ADM1TTANC.£ COORDINATES 

�.tl"," «.L'O ....... ' ••. ; }o .  ; , � I , a a ' J !" _.- -.. m,,.. • ...•. F ........ ;· i" �. � ;--:-: ....... . :-;-77i " ;" ;��11�� 
� " �_ � . _ • • _�_ . - __ "_ e " _ _ • ____ • .• . " " . " .  . 

... ,, ;.Jf;t , , " � : . , 

Figure 6.8. Waveguide impedance data, Example 6.4. Source: Copyright ©1949 by Kay Electric 
Company. Pine Brook. NJ. Renewal copyright ©1976 by P. H. Smith, New Providence, NJ. 

Equations (6.39) and (6.40) give the z and x components of the surface current 
density on the top of the waveguide (y = b in Figure 6.7). On the sidcwall.� 
x = a ,  we have 

� H· I - x =a 
. EoTT' -J"t.-= -j -- e .. 

w;<a 

The surface current density is plotted in Figure 6.9. What appear to be charge sinks 
and sources, Agl2 apart, are really not regions of current discontinuity. The current 
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y 

Figure 6.9. Surface current density (iIlSilk), TE10 IllOde (rc:�tang\llar wlI ... �guidc). 

is continuous by means of the displacement current j wEE)' inside the waveguide 
according 10 the continuity equation 

V ·  J = -jwfJ". ( 6.43) 

which for surface current densities becomes 

(6.44) 

The surface charge density is Ps . The sidewall current obviously flows without 
divergence. It is relatively simple to verify that Equation (6.44) holds for the top 
(or bottom) of {he waveguide. The left-hand side of Equation (6.44) may be written 
(for the top) 

v . J, = V . (a. x H) = V . [ -ay x (axH, + a,H,) I 
= V . [a,H, - a,HJ 

= 
aH, + -
az ' 

while the right-hand side may be wriuen (for the top) 

Thus, we have 

(aH, aH. ) I -- - --� = j wD az ax y "' b  ,. y ", b 
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or 
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I(V X H),. 1,. _, = jWEEy I . 
y -b 

( 6.45) 

Equation (6.45) is just the y component of one of Maxwell's equations (evaluated 
al )' = b), and this was satisfied initially! 

The field plots for the TEIO mode (and other modes) are shown later in Figure 
6. 1 1 .  We next turn to the more general case where higher-order modes will appear, 
but first we must reexamine the vector potential. 

6.4 WAVEGUIDE VECTOR POTENTIALS 

In a region free of isolated electric charges and conduction current densities. such 
as the in tenor of a hollow one conductor system, Maxwell's equations are 

V x E = -jW/LH ( 6.46) 

and 

v x H = jwEE. (6.47) 

Taking the divergence of both sides of Equations (6.46) and (6.47) gives 

( 6.48) 

and 

v - v  x H = j wE(V - E) " O  ( 6.49) 

by vector identity. We have assumed that I.L and £ are scalar quantities, indepen
dent of position and direction. Then, 

V - H = O = V - B  (6.50) 

and 

V - E = O = V - U  (6.511. 

or, both D and B are soienoidai fields! In (his case, it is possible to define 

D � -V x F (6.52) 

and 

( 6.53) 
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and Equations (6.50) and (6. 5 1 )  will always be satisfied. F is the electric H'Ctor 
p<ltPtltinl (C/m) and A is, of course, the magnetic ve('tor potelllial (webers per 
meter). Note that it would be possible to define E = ±V x F and H = ±V x A. 
and these potentia Is would only differ from those of Equations (6.52) and (6.53) 
by constants. We will use B = V x A since wc have already done so in Chapler 
2.  It is also imponant 10 note that isolated magnetic charges do nol exist in nature, 
so for the p.. and E used here. B and H are always soJenoidal and B or H = V x A 
is always possible. On the other hand. Equation (6.52) was possIble ollly because 
we assumed a region free of isolated electric charges. 

Equations (6.52) and (6.53) do not completely define F and A. for bo,h the 
divergence and the curl of a vector are required to completely specify it. We can 
specify the divergence of F and A at a more advantageous point in the development. 
It is convenient here 10 remember Ihut the equations are slill lillear. so part of the 
field may be determined from A, with F = 0; then the rest of the field is determined 
from F with A = O. By superposition. a total field may be found as the sum of 
the two parts if necessary. Quite often. it is not necessary to add the two partial 
fields. For this reason. it is desirable to consider the two cases separately. 

( 1 )  F = O. This case was treated in considerable Llt.:lail fur the time domain (1 
shown explicitly) with sources (PI and J) present. All we need for present purposes 
i s  to use phasor notation and set all the sources equal to zero. From Equation 
(3.78). the Lorentz condition is 

V '  A = -jW/J.E<l>a. (6.54) 

where ct>a is the ordinary electric scalar potential. and the added subscript merely 
reminds us to associate it with A. Using Equations (3.80), (3.92), and (3 .91) .  we 
have 

or 

F = O. 

E = -jwA + -. _
I
_ V( V '  A) . 

} WP.E 

B = V x A. 

(2) A = O. From Equations (6.52) and (6.47). we have 

V x  H = -j w(V x F) 

V x ( H + j lllF) = 0  

and H + j wF is a conservative field. As in case (1), we define 

H + jwF = -V<I>f 

(6.55) 

(6.56) 

( 6.57) 
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where <PI is magnetic scalar poten/ial (amperes). Now substitute Equations (6.52) 
and (6.57) into Equation (6.46), so that 

v x V x F = jwp.E( -jwF - V<I>,) 

or 

V x V x F - k'F + j WP.EV<I>, = O. 

Expanding by vector identity gives 

V(V . F) - V'F - k'F + j wp.eV<I>, = 0 

or 

V(V '  F + j wp.e<l>,) - V'F - k'F = O. 

An obvious choice rur V '  F is (again) the Lorentl condition. 

so that 

Substituting Equation (6.59) into Equation (6.57) gives 

H - -jwF . V(V . F). 
J WJJ.£ 

Case (2) may be summarized 

A = O. 

V2F + k2F = 0 (wave equation). 

. I 
H = -JwF + -. - V(V ' F) , 

J WIJ-E 

D - -V )( F. 

(6.58) 

( 6.59) 

(6.50) 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 

Note that these results could have been written directly from the set of Equations 
(6.55) after comparing Equations (6.46), (6.47), (6.52), and (6.53) (principle of 
duality). 

As previously mentioned, the sum of the fields given by Equations (6,55) and 

(6.62) is a general solution. We will find that Equations (6.55) and (6.62) will 
separately accommodate all the waveguide problems of interest here. 
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&.5 THE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE. 
HIGHER·ORDER MODES 

The rectangular waveguide is shown in Figure 6 . 1 .  The boundary conditions are 
given by the set of Equations (6.1). The choice F ;;;;;: O. A = a�A�. Ax = Ay � 0 

will give H� = 0, and is case ( I )  of Section 6.4. Substituting this value of A into 
Equations (6.55), and then expanding in Cartesian coordinates gives 

and 

I a'A. 
E � -- --' 

x j wp.E. aXaz'  

a'A. 
/:.')' = -- ---' j WJ.J.E. ay ih . . ' 

a'A. 
+ --' 

(1)'2 

I aA. 
H � - -' x J.J. ay , 

� _.!. aA, 
H,. 

p. ax 

(6.63) 

(TM tu ,) .  (6.64) 

This is always a TM to z mode since the magnetic field is entirely transverse 
(Ht = 0) to the z direction. 

The boundary condition on the magnetic field will be automatically accounted 
for. A general solution to Equation (6.63), as derived in Appendix C by separation 
of variahles is 

A,(x. y .  ,) � h(k,x)h(k,y)h(k,, ) .  (6. 65) 

where the separation equation is 

(6.66) 

kx, k.\. , and kz are called eigenvalues (characteristic values) and h is a harmonic 
function, or 

h(k,xx) - A cos "xx + B sin kxx ,  

h(kyY ) = C cos kyY + D sin kyY , 

and 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

(6.69) 

We expect propagation in the + z  direction, so we choose F = -jE to make 
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Boundary conditions on E: will be satisfied if they are satisfied for A: itself. This 
requires that A = C = O. 

k\"  � m" 
a m � 1 . 2. 3. (6.71) 

and 

ky 11 'TT 
I .  2.  3.  (6.72) � . 0 � 

b 

The use of either III or 11 = 0 gives a trivial solution. Thus. 

(6. 73) 

and boundary conditions on E \" and El' are also satisfied. It is convenient to let 
BD£ = I ,  so that 

(6 .74) 

Substituting Equations (6.7 1 )  and (6.72) into Equation (6.66) gives 

(6.75) 

The field is given by substitution of Equation (6.74) into Equations (6.64) and will 
be presented in tabular form. 

Following the procedure used in Section 6 . 1 ,  we have 

Jk' - (�r - ("f)' � {3.  

)(m" )' (0 " )' , -] - + - - k � a b 

k2 > (ma'TT r + rb7T r 
-ja. k2 < (n�7T r + (",;r . 

The transition or cutoff frequency occurs for k� = O. or 

w, � �J(m )' + (�l' v'IL£ a b 

(6.76) 

(6.77) 

Substituting Equation (6.77) into Equation (6.76) gives lsec Equation (6. 17)] 
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kJI - (-:: )' � � . 

-jk,Frii! � 

W > W  ... 

(6 78) 

The choice A ;  0, F - 3:F: . F;c = F..- ;;;;; 0 will give E� = 0 and is case (2) 
of Section 6.4. Substituting this value of F into Equations (6.62) gives 

and 

E. � _2. aF, 
£ ay 

El' � 2. aF, 
E ax 

+ k'F, � 0 

I a'F. 
H - -- --. 

.f - j WJ.L€ axaz '  
a'F. H)' = -- --. 

jw,.. ay aZ · 

I ( a' ) H� = -. - k' + -2 F�,  
J WJ.L€ aZ 

(6.79) 

(TE to z.) (6.80) 

This is always a TE to z mode since the electric field is transverse 10 z (£: = 0). 
Note the duality between the TM mode [Equations (6.64)] field and the TE mode 
(Equations (6.80)J field. 

For reasons already given, the solution to F � must be of the fonn 

(6.81)  

The boundary conditions are, of course, the same as those given by the set of 
Equations (6.1). Boundary conditions on E: are automatically satisfied since E � = 
o for any TE to z mode. Inspection of Equations (6.80) reveals that boundary 
conditions on £.[ and Er are satisfied if h(kxx ) and h(k)"y) are such that 

m1Tx 
F. = cos --. a 

(6.82) 

In this case, m = 0, 1 , 2 , 3 ,  . . .  and Il = 0, 1 , 2. 3, . . . .  but both m and Il cannot 
be zero, or a trivial solution will result. 

The separation equation is the same as Equalion (6.66) since the eigenvalues 
(kx • ky , and k�) are the same. For Ihis reason the cutoff frequencies are again 
given by Equation (6.77). The field is obtained by substituting Equation (6.82) 
into Equations (6.80). The genera) results for both the TE to z and TM to z mode 
are shown in Table 6 . 1 .  The peak values of E;r in the TM case and Er in the TE 
case have been normalized to Eo for convenience. 
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TABLE 6.1 
Rectangular WIIvegulde field EqWltlons with Propagation In the + z 
Direction I ., ., � ,-k� = ,,'k- - (m TT/a)- - (n rr/b)-. k = w ... 'p.£ 

TM to .: 
m = I .  2 . . .  . 
m = 1 , 2  . . .  . 

m1TX I!1TY - "k -
E "" Eo cos -- sin -- e J ,. .• a b 

na mrrx w rry -"k ' 
E ,  = -Eo sin -- cos --e 1 ,� 

) mb a b 

2 2 k - k: m1TX n 1TV _ ;k _  
E. "" ja Eo sin -- sin --" e ' ,. - nl1rk: a b 

n a  nl1TX 1l1T)' - 'k -
Hx = --Eo sin -- cos --e ) ;-

mb a b 

WE m1TX . n 1rY - ;!t -H)' = -Eo eos --sm --e .J  ,-
k: a b 

• Example 6.S 

TE to ::; 
m = 0. 1 . 2. 
I! :0. 1 . 2, 

m , 1/ nOI 
both zero 

E.t = n o  m rrx . // 7r)' -;J:.-
- - Eo cos -- Sin -- e ' .-

mb a b 

_ . mrrx n 7r)" - ;k -Ey = EOSin -- cos -- e ' ,-a b 

k. . rn1TX n TT)' - "k '  
Hx := - -' Eo Sin -- co� -- e } c_ WJL a b 

n a  k. m'1TX . n 1TY - "t; -H .  = - - -' EOeos -- Sin -- e J '0 
) mb WIL a h 

, , 
k - k� m1TX I!1TY - ;k -H� = ja Eocos -- cos -- e .) ,. 
m1TwfL a b 

Suppose that a = b = IQ cm and the air-filled waveguide is excited in the TMII 
mode (Figure 6. 1 1) .  Then. we have 

I, = _1- = )(.'.)' + (.'.)' = ( 1 .5 x 1Q8) J200 = 2. 121 GHz. 
2 JiLi  a b 

If we choose an operating frequency of 3 GHz. then k = ( 27T X 3 X 109)/(3 X 
108) = 207T (rad/m), and k� = 207T --/1 - (2. 121/3)2 = 44.43 rad/m. Using Table 
6. 1 ,  we get 

EA = Eo cos ( 101Tx) sin ( 107Ty)e-j44.43�, 

E)" = Eo sin ( 107TX) cos ( 107TY )e-j44.43Z . 

£� = 1.414£0 sin ( I07Tx) sin ( 107Ty ) e-j44.43� . 

HA = -3.751 x 1O-3Eo sin ( 107TX) cos ( 107Ty )e-j44.43� 

H)" = 3.751 x lO-�Eo COS ( 101Tx) sin ( 107Ty )e-j44 41:;, 

Note that all boundary conditions are satisfied, and V . E = V . H ;; O. • 
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Figure 6.10. (a) TM (E,IH .. ) and TE (-£ .. 'H.) wave impedanc�s. (b) Phase v�locity and velocity 
of energy flow (rectangular waveguide). 

The equations for the wave impedance, phase velocity. energy velocity. group 
velocity, and guide wavelength are identical in form to those for the TElO mode. 

< <;tt > is now more complicated. but may always be determined from 

< �, > = lRe(E x H*),. (6.83) 

Plots of .,.,+ . uP' and u� are shown in Figure 6.10. 
Modes are designated TErnn or TMmll .  The dominant mode (lowest wc) for the 

rectangular waveguide is the TElo for Q > b. or the T�l1 for b > Q .  This is 
determined by inspection of Equation (6.77). Field plots for the TElO, �. and 

TMll modes are shown in Figure tl. l l  using the field equations in Table 6. 1� 
These field distributions are obtained from the time domain-forms ftf-f = 0, and 
are, therefore, like "snapshots." Higher-order field plots may be obtained in the 
same manner, if desired . 

• Example 6.6 

The x-band waveguide of Ex.amples 6.3 and 6.4 (a = 0.9 inch, b = 0.4 inch) is 
normally operated at frequencies near 10 GHz. Can any other modes propagate at 
this frequency? Equation (6.77) gives the cutoff frequency for any TE to Z or TM 
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Figure 6.11. Field distributions for the TE,o. TEw. and TMII rectangular waveguide modes. 
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Figure 6.11.  (Contin.ued) 

to z mode: 

For the TEoI mode (m = 0, n = I), we have 

1 .5 x 10' 
I, � "(0:-.4"")

C:
(2�.';:54:"'X�IO::-C;:-') � 1

4.76 GlIz. 

For the 'fEw mode (m = 2, n = 0), we have 

3 x 10' 
I, 

� (0.9)(2.54 x 10 ') � 13 . 12 GHz. 

For the TEl l or TMI I mode (m = 11 = I) ,  we have 

I, � I .5 x IO'J( l .914 x 10') + (9.688 x 10') � 16. 16 GHz. 

Other higher·order modes will have higher cutoff frequencies. Thus. we see that 
the x-band waveguide operated at '10 GHz can propagate only the dominant TEIO 
mode, all other modes baving cutoff frequencies above this frequency. • 
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Followmg exactly the same procedure that was used in this section to derive the 
field equation" fnr The rcctanguJar waveguide. the field equations for the circular 
waveguide (and cavity) are derived in Appendix C for the interested reader. Here. 

we are only interested in comparing the dominant mode from that geometry to 
the TEtO rectangular waveguide mode (dominant for a > b). The geometry is 
shown in Figure C.2.  The TM mode fields are given by Equations (C I8). where 
Equation (C.25) gives A� .  The TE mode fields are given by Equations (C.3) , 
where Equation (C.36) gives F : .  In particular. the dominant mode is the TEl l  
mode ( n  = I .  I = I ) ,  and i s  given in normalized form by 

Ep = EOJ 1 ( x l lpla) sin tj> e-jJ;:: , 

E,p := (x l l pla)Eo J ; ( x i IP/a) cos <l> e-jk,� , 

E .. � O. 

k.  
HoP = -' EoJI(x i IP/a) sin <l> e-jk,� , 

wft 

(x i IP/a)2 , 
. EoJ I (x I IP/a) cos 4> e  

) wP.P 

(6.84) 

where J I(X) (see Figure C . I )  is a Bessel function of the first kind. order one, and 
argumem x, and J i ( x )  is dJI/dx . In Equations (6.84), x i i  = 1 .841 is the firsl 
root of J j ( x ) .  so that when p = Q ,  E,; and Hp in Equations (6.84) will vanish 
as required by the perfectly conducting cylindrical surface. The cutoff frequency, 
propagation constant. and waveguidc impedance are given by 

, f = X I I , .--c ' 21Tll "P.E 
(6.85) 

w >  w, ' 

-) 0', w < w,., 
(6 .86) 

(6.87) 

Note that the last two equations are identical in fonn to those for rectangular
wave guides. 

The field is ploued in Figure 6. 12.  Comparing this field to that for the TEIO 

rectangular waveguide mode (Figure 6. 1 1 ) shows that they are very similar. In 
fal,;l , tht:y art: �u �illlil'lI that we might expect that a gradual tr • .msition from the 
rectangular to the circular geometry (or vice versa) could be accomplished with 
liule difficulty, and the resultant fields would be very close to what our theory 
predicts. Suppose that the rectangular waveguide is actually square and its perimeter 
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FIgure 6.12. Field distribution for the 11!u cylindricaJ wavcguide mode. 

is identical to the circumference of the circular waveguide. It is easy to show that 
the cutoff frequency of the circular waveguide is 0.92 times the cutoff frequency 
of the rectangular waveguide. That is, they are almost the same. The implication 
of this discussion is that bends. twists. and Olher distortions of a rigid waveguide 
can be tolerated to a reasonable extent in practice. 

Circular cylindrical waveguides have a number of applications besides the 
nonnal use as a structure for conveying microwave power from one point to 
another. Any time mechanical rotation is required (such as for feeding a rotating 
antenna), a circular geometry is called for. Another application of the circular 
waveguide that takes advantage of the circular symmetry is found in the "waveguide 
heyond cutoff' type attenuator. When a waveguide is operated beyond cutoff, 
the attenuation is ex.ponentially distributed (an evanescent field) along the ax.ial 
direction from the source toward the receiving end. A pickup probe can be mounted 
in a barrel which is threaded onto the waveguide. Thus, the probe can be moved 
along the waveguide by rotating the barrel. The attenuation in decibels will be 
linear with axial distance, and therefore linear with barrel turns. 

6.6 DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES 

It was suggested in Example 4.8 that a dielectric slab could serve as a waveguide. 
This is possible in principle bt:cauSt: a plant: wave in a didcctric Ihat strikes a 

plane interface with air (for example) at an incident angle 8; that is greater than 
the critical angle 8ic will be totally reflected, leaving only damped fields in the 
air space. If the angle 8; in Figure 6 . 1 3  is greater than the critical angle, then the 
dielectric slab can guide plane waves along a zigzag path in a manner similar to 
that for the hollow rectangular waveguide or the parallel plane system. 

The circular cylindrical dielectric rod would certainly be the more practical 
geometry to consider, but its analysis would lead us to Bessel functions. and we 
choose to avoid that course here. Instead. we consider the much simpler two-
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Figure 6.13. Dielectric slab waveguide. 

dimensional dielectric slah nf Figure f). 1 3  (r'lIi1y = 0). We also assume that lA =: jJ{J 
and u =  0 everywhere (no losses). In order to utilize the mathematics that we spent 
considerable time and effort on in Section 6.4. we can consider TM to z modes 
(A = 8:A:. F =' 0) or TE to z modes (F = B:F:. A == 0). For each of these we 
can consider two subcases: A: (or F J is an odd function of x. or A: (or F J is an 
even function of .t. Of these four possibilities wc will only explicitly consider the 

TM to z case where A.' is an odd function of x. 
Equation (6.63), with a/ay = 0, becomes 

(6.88) 

whose solution is (once again) the product of harmonic functions: 

AJx , Z) � h(k,x)h(k,z), (6 89) 

where the separation equation is 

k� = e - k.; (k)" = O) .  (6 90) 

We choose 

(6.9 1 ) 

for propagation in (he + Z direction (as before) .  The field is found from the set of 
Equations (6.64) with alay � 0: 

k. aA. - -'- --' 
WP.E iJx 

k' , E, � --A 
jWP.E : .  

1 aA.  
HJ = - - ---' 

P. ilx 

(6.92) 
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In the dielectric slab we have 

k : kd = W J/-LOEOER = kOJER, } 

k. - k,d. 

k� = k� - k;d' 

Ix l < a/2, 

while in the surrounding medium, we have 

k : ko � w JILOEO, } 

k, - k ,o. 

k' - k' k' : - 0 - xO' 
I x l  > a/2. 

In order 10 make A: an odd function of x, as stipulated, we choose 

h(kxx) = C sin (kxdx) ,  I x l  < al2 

and, with CE =: A .  Equation (6.89) becomes 

The field Ihen becomes 

Ex = - k:k.lJ A cos (k rJX)e-jJ:;: , 
W/-LOEOf:R 

H, 

k;d ·k 
. A sin (k.JX)e-) ,:. J W/-LOEOER 

347 

(6.93) 

(6.94) 

(6.95) 

(6.96) 

1t is expected that above the cutoff frequency the guide propagates unattenuated 
modes (k: is real). while below cutoff there is attenuated propagation (k: = f3 -j a). 
This behavior is different from that of the rectangular waveguide. The loss here 
can only be accounted for by radiation since there is no heat loss anywhere. Thus, 
the dielectric slab can be thought of as an antenna when operated below cutoff. 

We are then led to choose 

(x > a/2), 

(x < -al2) , 
(6.97) 

(6.98) 

as the odd function of x for the air space outside the dielectric slab. Note that 
for unattenuated wave propagation (above cutoff) kxo will be imaginary, and the 
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fields for I x l  > al2 will be exponentially damped. Below cutoff k.fo will be real, 
giving Ihe radialed fields mentionerl in (he preceding paragraph. Equations (6.97) 
and (6.98) give the fields for Ix l  > a12: 

H.,. = _j kxoBe+jk,oT e-jt:� , 
"" 

x > a12; 

x < -al2. 

(6.99) 

(6. 100) 

Boundary conditions are satisfied when E: and Hy are continuous at x = ±aI2. 
Using Equations (6.96), (6.99), and (6. 100) gives 

�A sin (k.Tdll/2) = k�oBe+Jt,()IJI2
, 
} 

'R 

k.TdA cos (kx.ftl12) = j k�·oBe +jk.,fjJl2, 

x = ±aI2. 

The ratio of the first to the second equation in the set gives 

jk,·d -- tan (k.ri/OI2) = k.ro. 
'R 

(6. 101)  

( 6. 102) 

This last equation along with the last equation in the sets of Equations (6.93) and 
(6.94). 

k' - k 2  , 2  : - d - K .rtJo 
k' - k' k' : - O - xO> 

determine the characteristic equation of the system. 
The last [WO equations can be combined: 

" - k' - k ' - k' d xd - 0 ;0 

( 6. 103.) __ 
(6. 104) 

(6.105) 
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or 

(6 . 106) 

Equation (6. 102) shows that either k.l"o will be imaginary and k.lt/ real (above cutoff) 
or k.ro will be real and k.rJ imaginary (below cutoff).  Equations (6. 103) and (6. 104) 
gIve 

and 

Therefore, above cutoff kJ > k :  and ko < k�. or 

(6 . 107) 

and cutoff occurs when k: = ko and k.\·o = O. It  is worth mentioning that the 
inequalities in (6. 107) hold for all " cylindrical" dielectric wavcguidt:s when in 
a propagating mode. We finally have found that cuwff oc(.'urs lusing Equation 
(6. 102)] for 

or 

k"JaI2 = fl 1T .  ,, = 0. 1 . 2  . . . .  

Whcn k.\·o = O. k: = ko an d k  .. l =  ,lk,,2 k Ol = ko \'ER I . So ku \l:"R l al2 = 
1l 1T . or Wr JJl..fJEo ,lE/( I al2 = 11 7T ,  or Wc " j.4JEo"\ ER - I 11/2 - " 17 ,  or 

(6 . 108) 

Mudt:� can be designated TM� (0 for odd). ror 11 = 0 the clItoff frequency is 
zero and the lowest-order TMn mode propagates without aHctluation. regardless 
of how small a becomes. This is another property of all cylindrical dielectric 

waveguides . Note, however. (hat for small a, k,.() is very small and imaginary so 
the field extends If) relatively large distances from the slab. In other words, it does 
not " stick" closely to the slab. 

The propagation constant k: that we usually need to know. is determined by 
solving Equalion (6. 1 02) using Equation (6. 106): 
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or 

. k.Td 
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(6. 1 09) 

• Example 6.7 

Suppose that a dielectric slab 1 mm thick has ER = 4, and the operating frequency 
is w = 300 X 109 fad/so We want to determine what TM� modes can propagate, 
and how the field configuration looks. We have 

and with Equation (6. 109) (u � k,,,a12): 

� tan u = .J3/4 - u2 
4 

. 

= .J312. 

The solution (using root-solve, trial and error. or graphical technique�) is  

u = kxJal2 = 0.8348 or k.ld = 1 .670 X 103 rad/m. 

Next, we have 

k, = JqE. - k;d = J4 x ID" - 2.788 x 10' = 1 . 101 X 10' 
radlm. 

kxO = j Jk�(ER - I)  - k;d 

= j J} x ID" 2.788 x 10' = j0.461 X 10' (radlm). 

ko = 103 racUm, 

kd = ko.Ji:R = 2 X 1 03 fad/m. 

Note that ko < k= < kd as required. The cutoff frequencies are given by Equation 
(6.108): 

so the only propagating TM� mode is the TMg mode (n = 0). 
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Returning to the second equation of the set of Equations (6. 10 I ), 

Using this value of B. substituting the previously calculated values for the various 
phase constants, and nonnalizing the field quantities in Equations (6.96), (6.99). 
and (6. 100) to a peak value of Eo for EA lxl < al2) gives 

E .• ' = Eo cos (k fdx )e-Jk.� .  

) 

E: = +j I .5 I 7Eo
_

Sin (k 'd.� )e-J"':� .
_ . H)' = 9.637 x 10 3Eo cos (kxdx)e Jk, • •  

E .•. = 3.38IEoe-46Ire J"' � 

} 

E: = +) 1 .416Eoe-46be-J"':= , 

Hy = 8. 146 x 1O-3Eoe-461xe-J�:; .  

Ix l < a12; 

x > al2: 

E., = 3.381£0'+""" j'" , ) 

E: = -j I AI6Eoe"46h-e-J,t:; . x < -012. 

HJ = 8. 146 x 1O-3EoeH6J"e-J"':: , 

The TM� mode is shown in .Figure 6 . 14. Note that it is relatively easy to verify 
that boundary conditions are satisfied at x = za/2. • 

o x 

0 1 :" '" all X , 0 0 X X X " X C 0 X X 0 , 
0 X X 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X X • , 
C 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 X X 

0 0 X X X C 0 0 X X X X ,. -a/2 

o X o x 

---o.� E, x x o O H  

FIgure 6.14. TM!: dielectric slab field dislribuliq,n. 
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The field in the dielectric slab can be reduced to that of plane waves in a manner 
similar to that used for the rectangular waveguide. Using the field of Example 6.7 

for Ix l  < a/2: 

2£ r == Eoe+jk'Jxe-jk,� + EQe-jk'Jr e-jk.,:. , 
2£: = 1 . 5 17Eoe+)k,,,x e-jk,: - 1 . 5 1 7Eoe-J.\:,,j.t e-JI;,: , 

2Hy = 9.637 X 1O--'Eoe+jk,.I'<e-jk,; + 9.(i37 X 1O-3Eoe-jk. ... ' e-jk'.-. 

As can be seen in Figure 6 . 1 5 ,  k.ld = kd JI - (k�/ kd)2 = kd cos 8 .  and k� = 
kd(k)kd> = kd sin 8 ,  so 

2E.,- = Eoe+jk,A,.lCOS 9 -� sin 9) + Fop-jkj,XCOS 9 + : 5;n 8)
, 

2E � = 1 . 517Eoe + jtjx cos 11-: Sin 8) _ 1 . 5 1 7  E oe -jk.-(.T cos El +: sin fl ) .  

2H)' = 9.637 X 1 O-3Eoe+jk..{HOS 8 -:sin 9) 

+ 9.637 X 1O-3Eoe-jk/CHos 9 + : 5;n 9)
, 

where () = sin -l (k/kd) = cos -1 (kxd1kd) = 33.4°. Equation (4. 1 29) gives the 
critical angle: 

Thus 8 = 81 > 81e• as it must be for total reflection. On the other hand, when 
() = 81e,  kxo = ...&02 k:2 Jk02 kd2 cos 28 le = k� - k6 = 0, which is exactly 
the expected result. Finally, note that 

l E/HI � 188.5 � '10/2 � �d, 

as expected. 
It is possible to produce guidance of electromagnetic waves alon

'
g "coated" 

surfaces or even along natural layers in a variety of ways. A simple demonstration 

x 

T E E , "  

" 

1 • • H 
ER :: 4 

, • , 
eR '" I , 

'" , , 
Figure 6.1 5. Plane waves in the dielectric slab wavt:gllidc. 
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using results that have already been derived will serve here. Consider the TM� 
modes of this section. The z. component of the electric field <Ix I < (1/2) was 

and is identically zero for x = O. A perfectly conducting plane can therefore be 
placed at x = O. and the field for x > 0 (for example) can still be supported 
(image theory). This is shown in Figure 6.16.  The field is given by the equation 
sets (6.93) and (6.99) with no field for x < O. These surface guided waves can 
also be supported in the TE� mode by the geometry of Figure 6. 16. 

The analysis of the case where A= is an even function of z proceeds in a similar 
manner. We choose 

A�d =A cos k.(di!-ik,: ,  

A:o = Be "t"jk,oI..-I , 

I x l  < a12, 

Ixl > al2. 

(6. 1 10) 

(6. 1 1 1) 

The field is still given by Equations (6.92). and the separation equations are still 
given by Equations (6. 103) and (6. 104). Satisfying the boundary conditions al the 
interfaces gives 

( 6. 1 12) 

The cutoff frequencies are given by [k.l·o = 0, k.(da/2 = (2n + 1 ) 1T12. n = 
0, 1 , 2, . . .  ] 

(6. 1 13) 

The TE case is dual to the TM case, and the results for the dielectric slab 
waveguide are summariz.ed in  Table 6.2. 

The two-dimensional dielectric slab waveguide is not so important from a 
practical point of view, but its analysis is important because the principles that 
are involved carry over to the very important cylindrical dielectric rod waveguide. 

- ,  

Figure 6.16. Dielectric slab above a perfeclly cooducliog ground plaoe. 



TAIlLE 6.2 
DfetKtrlc SIaIb __ eluk •• P'ropenles 

TM (A: odd) TM (A;: even) TE (F: odd) TE (F;: even) 

A sin (kzp) .  1.-'"' < al2 A cO$(.I:",p). lifl <: a/2 A sin (.1:",..- ). lifl <: al2 A COlI (.I:",p). lifl < 0/2 
Vector potential 

Be.p( +}kzOif). if >  a/2 B exp( +}kzoiifl) .  lifl > al2 B exp( +jk.Oif). if > al2 B exp( +j.l:.oiifll.  lifl > QI2 (times 11" ',:) 
B exp( -j.l:.Oif ). if <: ," B up( -jk.Oif).  if < -a/2 

F".eld (il<1y) - 0 Eq. (6.64) Eq. (6.64) Eq. (6.80) Eq. (6.80) 

Prop�gation lllan ll - fll/:V 
constant (k;:) 

-NCO( 11 -111/:" II W II _ v -IICOI: " _ V 

Cutoff "' - ("bf + 1)..- "' - (u. + 1)..-
.. - .. - "' - .. -

frequency a J IAfjfloClll/: - I) a JlAfjflO(fll/: - I) a JlAfjflO(fll/: I) u JIAfjEO(flll - I) 

-" 0 . 1 . 2 .  - , - , 2 _ k2 _ , - , - , - .  I . - 1 ,.2. 
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The latter can be used at optical frequencies For communications systems . With 
dielectrics such as quartz filJeTS these waveguides offer low loss. wide bandwidlh. 
and the ability to lake sharp bends without loss in performance . 

6.7 LOSSLESS CAVITY RESONATORS 

Energy storage elements are required for engineering pUf1>Oses in the microwave 
range of frequencies. It was found in Chapter 5 thal certain resonant lengths of 
Iransmission line behave as resonant circuits at certain resonant frequencies. We 
spenl a good deal of time and effort analyzing the resonant quarter-wave coax.ial 
cavilY . Another example might be a parallel plane system shoned at both ends. 
We can visualize {he IWO shorting ends as capacitor plates and the planes as 
induclances. In extending the resonant frequency upwards. we would naturally 
attempt to reduce the inductance by paralleling marc conductors between the ends 
(like a cage), Ultimately, this leads to a closed box or cavity, It is this geometry . 
called a rectangular cavity. that we will investigate in this section. 

TIle geometry of the rectangular cavity is shuwn in Figur� 6. 17. Note lhat this 
cavity is merely a section of rectangular waveguide shorted at both ends. Instead 
of a Iraveling wave in the axial (z) direction . we expect two traveling waves in 
opposite directions. or a standing wave. 

( I )  For a TM to z mode. Equations (6.65) and (6.66) arc still valid. They arc 

A,(x . y . Z) = h(k.,.x)h( k,.y )h(k ;; )  (6 . 1 14) 

and 

The field is given by Equations (6.64), As before, the boundary conditions at 
x = 0, a and y = O. b are satisfied by Ihe choice 

x 

-, - , 

"'--------�I'------y y = b  
Figure 6.17. Geometry ror the rctanguiar cavity. 
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and 

. m1TX 
h(k,x) � SIn --. m � 1 . 2. 3  • . . .  

a 

. n 'TTy h(k,.y) � Sin -b- ' n � 1 . 2. 3  • . . . .  

We how have the additional boundary condition 

E, � E . � O {Z � O. } Z = c .  

(6. 1 16) 

(6 . 1 17) 

(6. 1 18) 

Inspection of Equations (6.64) reveals that Equation (6. 1 18) is satisfied if 

p'TrZ 
h(k:l.) = cos -c- ' p = 0, 1 , 2, . .  

Therefore, Equation (6. 1 14) becomes 

m7TX 
A. = sin --• a 

The separation equation becomes 

n 'Try p1Tl. 
Sin -- cos --b c 

(6 . 1 19) 

(6. 1 20) 

(6. 1 2 1 )  

which can only be satisfied now at discrete frequencies called the resonant 
frequencies. This is a typical characteristic of lossless infinite Q systems. Solving 
Equation (6. 1 2 1 )  for the resonant frequencies (k = w .../;i), we gel 

f, 
� 

2�j(:)' + (�)' + (�)' 
The dominant TM","p mode is the TMlIo. 

(2) For a TE to l. mode, we follow the same procedure and find that 

m'TrX 
F- = cos --• a 

n 'Try 
cos -

b 

. p1TZ Sin -C 

(6. 1 22) 

(6.123) 
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is the potential required to satisfy both the wave equation and boundary conditions. 
In this case, m == 0, I .  2 . . . . . 11 = O. I .  2, . . . , and p = 1 .  2. 3 . . . . . but both m 
and 11 cannot be zero. The field is given by Equations (6.80), and the separJtion 
equation is identical to Equation (6. 1 15). Then, the resonant frequencies are the 
same and are given by Equation (6. 1 22). If a < b < c. the dominant TE",nl> mode 
is the TB.m mode. [I is easy 10 show that more than one mode may have the 
same resonant frequency. If this occurs. one mode will usually dominate the other 
because of the manner in which the cavity is excited. For example. an electric 
loop may excite one mode while being oriented in such a position as to make it 
impossible to couple to the other mode . 

• Example 6.8 
When a >  b > c ,  the dominant TE mode is the TElOl mode. Equation (6.123) 
gives (m = I ,  " = 0, p = I )  F: = cos ( 1Txla) sin ( 1Tzlc). and when F: IS 
substituted into Equations (6.80), the field is 

Ey = 

H.r = 

" 
sin ( 1Txla) sin ( 1Tzlc), 

Ea 

sin ( 1Txla) cos ( 1Tzlc), 
j wp..(ac)£ 

cos ( 1Txla) sin {1Tzlc). 

or, when nonnalized 

where 

Ey = Ell sin ( 1'rxla) sin ( 1Tzlc), 

Hr = -j 2:� sin ( 1Txla)  cos ( 1Tzlc). 

+ j � cos ( 1Txla) sin ( 1Tzlc), 
2f,JUl 

Note that the electric and magnetic fields arc 90" out of phase. The field distribution 
for the TElOl mode for the case a = c > b is shown in Figure 6.18. • 
The circular cavity is obtained by simply adding conducting planes at z = 0 and 
z = d in Figure C2. It is analyzed in Appendix C The TM field is given by 
Equations (C. 1 8)' (CAD). and (CA I ). while the TE field is given by Equations 
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Figure 6.18. TE101 mode fields (0 = c > b) inside a re<:langular cavity . 

(C.31),  (C.42), and (CA3). When d '" 2a, the dominant mode is the TMoIO mode, 
and its field has a very simple form (Problem 20): 

E, = EoJo(2.405p/a) ,  

H. = j(EoiTM,(2.405p/a) 

and its resonam frequency is 

j, = 
2,405 

21Ta .Jiii (6. 1 25) 

The field is plotted in Figure 6. 19.  Note the similarity between this field and 
that for TEI01 rectangular cavity mode (Figure 6.(8), Note also that 10(2.405) = 0 
so that £: = 0 when p = a .  as required. Finally, note that E: and Ht/! are in phase 
quadrature. 

6.8 WAVEGUIDE AND CAVITY LOSSES 

If waveguide and cavity losses are small, as will generally be the case, the 
perturbation method introduced in Chapter 5 will give good engineering results. 
This method assumes that the field quantities are essentially unchanged from the 
lossless case when a small loss is present. The loss is then calculated from the 
lossless field equations and the known parameters of the surrounding media. In 
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Figure 6.19. TMO\(1 cylindrical cavity mode field distribution. 

this chapter we will consider the most important cases and derive the attenuation 
constants and quality factors for them. 

An exact equation (5. 1 14), derived in Chapter 5 for the attenuation constant for 
waves propagating with damping or loss. is 

(5 . 1 14) 

where < <!J'd > is the time-average power dissipated per unit length and < <jlf > is 
rhe rime-average power flow in watts. The dissipation l'Iri.O;;e.'\ from several sources. 
The most important of these for hollow conducting waveguides and cavities is the 
finite conductivity of the walls because it is unavoidable. 

The interior of the hollow wave guide or cavity may be a lossy dielectric. The 
interior medium may also have magnetic loss. Thus, it might be difficult to identify 
the source of the loss. Another factor that complicates the situation is that u. JL. and 
E all depend on frequency in general. It is important to recognize that there are no 
conductors used with the dielectric rod waveguide. and therefore the losses should 
be smaller than those for the conducting waveguide with a comparable dielectric 
inside. 

An equation suitable for finding the Q of any propagating system of unifonn 
cross section is Equation (5. 146), 

w 
Q = - . 

2aut 
(5 . 146) 

In Equation (5. 146), a is the attenuation constant due to losses in the propagating 
system during propagation and is not to be confused with the attenuation constant 
for a (Iossless) evanescent mode below cutoff (therefore nonpropagating). An 



approximate fonnula for the Q may be found by noting that for any of the lossless 
systems we have studied that required conductors 

Uf! :::: (6.126) 

so that Equation (5 . 146) may be written 

(6.127) 

Equation (6.127) is approximate since Equation (6.126) applies only to lossless 
systems. Note that Equation (6.127) reduces to Equation (5.147) for transmission 
lines, Q = {3l2a. because in the "small loss" TEM mode case {3 = w.jj;i :::: k 
and Wc = O! In order to use Equation (6.127). we must calculate w, using 10ssJess 
fonnulas. It should be pointed out here that if there is any loss. then there is no true 
cutoff frequency, since y can never be zero. The procedure we will follow will be 
that of calculating the attenuation constant due to the waveguide walls separately 
from the attenuation constant due to the interior medium. When finished, we may 
use 

(6. 128) 

and 

(6 . 129) 

We must use the general fonn, Equation (5. 1 14), when calculating the atten
uation constant due to the finite conductivity of the waveguide walls {Xc. The 
result will depend greatly on the waveguide geometry and the particular mode 
being employed. A calculation of aCt then, will be made shortly for a specific 
example. 

Suppose now the interior region of the waveguide has loss. In Chapter 5 we 
found for the resonant quarter-wave line that 

This is a general result, being indepemlt:nt uf IIlOOt:: and geulIletry. su wt:: will not 
repeat its calculation for the rectangular waveguide. Does this result hold for the 

dielectric rod waveguide? 
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The field equations for the TEIO to z dominant mode propagating in a lossless 
waveguide are given by the equation set 6.12. where kz is given by Equation 
(6.17) and Wc is given by Equation (6.16). If losses in the internal medium are 
neglected for the time being, we need consider only the losses in the conductor. 
Then, we use Equation (5. 1 14). 

1 <'iJ>d > 
ac = 2 < eJ>/ > '  

Now. from Equation (3.57), we get 

(W). 

a lossless value. Also, from Equation (4.71), we get 

< 'iJ>d > = lR,f IH,,,,I'ds. 
walls 

(6. 130) 

(6. 131)  

where Rs i s  the surface resistance {see Equation (4.77)] and I Htanl is the Jossless 
value of the magnetic field tangent to the conducting surface. Thus , we have 

or 

< 'iJ>d >  = lR,{fI IH,I;.odY dz + f:!: IH,I; • •  dY dz 

+ f: J:< lH,I' + IH,I'),. ·o dx dz 

+ J: f: ( IH,I' + IH,I'), - b  dx dZ} 
= R; [ 2( ::;)\ + a( Jlw�)' + a( ::; )'] 
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(6. 132) 

Substituting Equations (6. 1 30) and (6.132) into Equation (5 . 1 14) and rearranging. 

R, ry+ [(fc )' Q 1 a, � ---;;;;- 'If (Q + 2b) + (ry+ )' 

Remember that Rs and 11 + are both frequency dependent. 

(Np/m). (6 . 133) 

• Example 6.9 
As an example, suppose a silver plated waveguide is operated in the TEIO mode 
at to GHz with a = 1 .25 cm and b = 0.625 cm. The waveguide is "loaded" with 
polystyrene to lower the cutoff frequency. From Equation (4.77), we get 

R, � )"'fl' � 25.3 mll u, 

for silver, a "good conductor" at IQ GHz. Also, the (IossJess) intrinsic impedance 
is (ER = 2.56, Appendix B)  

JIi � 235.6 n. 

The cutoff frequency is 

I 
f, � � 7.5 OHz 

2Q .fiE 
and 

Substituting these values into Equation (6.133) gives 

(Xc = 4.06 X 10-2 Np/m. 

Using Equation (6. t27), gives 

Q, = 624 1 .  

Using Equation (5.179), with (Td !W£ = 4.33 X 10-4 (Appendix B), we get 
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1.0 

k ·  w.,flii. ......... 

//'-Loesle"6 . .... > .... c 
Actual 6 

F1g .. e 6.20. (I, /3. k versus wl w, for the: rttlangular wavc:guide. 

Then, from Equation (6. 129), we have 

Q _ Q,Qd o - = 1686. Q, + Qd 

)0 

• 
A plot of a and f3 against frequency for a general case is shown in Figure 6.20. 

2. TE,., Mode. Rectangular Cavity 

The general expression for cavity Q is 

_<-C'IV�T-'.>_ Q = w-< 'lPdT > (6. 1 34) 

where < "W T > is the time-average 10lal energy slored in the cavity (joules) and 
< ffPdT > is the time-average total power dissipated in the cavity (watts). Th!! 
procedure followed here is that of examining one of the more practical cases, 
rather than attempting to solve the general cases. 

When a > b > c, the lowest resonant frequency for TE to z modes in the 
rectangular cavity occurs when m = 1 .  n = O. and p = I ,  giving the TElo] mode. 
The (lossless) field for this mode was obtained in Example 6.8 and its distribution 
(a = c > b) is shown in Figure 6 . 18 .  The electric and magnetic fields are 90" 
out of phase, indicating no loss. When the magnetic field is zero (in time), the 
electric field is maximum, and all of the stored energy is in the electric field. 
When the electric field is zero, the reverse is true. The total energy is conserved. 
or constant, and independent of time. The time-average energies in the elec(ric 
field and magnetic field are equal with sinusoidal excitation. Thus, 

'lVT = < 'lVT >  = 2  < 'IV, >  =2 < 'lVm >  (6. 1 35) 
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and 

< 11', >  = jRe f If � ' E* dl' 

,.1 

For the cavity. the lossless equations give 

< 11', >  =� f' fb f' IE, I' dX dJ d, 
4 0 0 0 . 

or. with the results of Example 6.8, 

and 

. , =-E-abc 1 6  0 

(6. 136) 

( 6. 1 37) 

( 6 . 1 38) 

For the time being. we neglect any loss in the intemal medium and consider 
only conductor loss in the cavity walls. We now need to calculate the IOw/ time
average power dissipated in the walls. This is done in a manner similar to that 
for detennining the time-average power dissipated per unit length < <!P d > for the 
waveguide. That is, 

< (!Pdl > = �Rs§ l lI,anI2ds 

< C!PdT > 

W"JlIs 

+ f' f' ( IH,I' + IH-I'),· - b  dx d, 
o 0 � . 

+ I' f' IH, I'.o dx d\" + fb f' I H , I� ., dx iI)" 
0 0  • "' 0 0  -

+ 

a 
+ -2e + a� ). co 

e 2a a 
+ -2e ab ) + -;:> (W).  (6. 1 39) 
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From Equation (6. 1 34), we get 

(6.140) 

If a = C, then 

(6.141) 

• Example 6. 10 
Suppose a copper rectangular cavity has a = c = 2 cm and b = 1 cm, and is 
operated in the TEwl mode. If the interior is a vacuum. find Q�. 

so 

The resonant frequency is 

Therefore. 

I f!::f,1 /, = -- - + - = 10.61 
2 & .2 c2 GHz, 

R, = J 1f/, po = 26.87 mn. U< 

Q< = 7787. 

• 

Quite often it is desirable, or even necessary. to reson to dielectric loading of a 
cavity to reduce its physical size for a given resonant frequency. If the frequency 
is high enough so that the dielectric loss must be considered. then, as we have 
already seen, 

Q _ wE 
d - • 

Ud 
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• Example 6. 1 1  
Rt'(X<ll EX<1ll1ple 6. 10  if the cavity is loaded with polystyrene {eR = 2.56. O'd! WE = 
4 . 3 3  x IO-

.l) . 

Therefore. we have 

j, = I J I, + I, 
= 6.629 GHz. 

2 \fJ-E a· c-

R, = J"j,p. = 2 1 .24 mO. 
a, 

I .  1 1  ry 
Q,. = = 6 1 56. 

WE = 2309. and Rs( I + al2b) ad 
Qo = 1679. 

The bandwidth is JrlQo - 3.95 MHz. The Qo is an optimistic value because no 
consideration was given to the fact that the cavity cannot be constructed exactly as 
the theory requires, and because the loss in the networks required to couple energy 
into and out of the cavity was not considered. The actual bandwidth will be larger 

than that calculated. If modulation frequencies up to 5 MHz (video, for example) 
arc present. then the wider bam.lw idth is desirable. • 

Other cavity resonators are treated similarly .- but we can predict here that for 

similar field distributions (they cannot be identical) the circular cavity will have a 

higher Q than the rectangular cavity, and the spherical cavity will have a higher 
Q than the cylindrical cavity. This follows from the smaller surface areas (same 

volume) and reduced joule heating for the spherical compared to the circular 

cavity. and the circular compared 10 the rectangular cavity. An example of this is  

considered in the Problems for the ambitious student . 

6.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have examined the propagation characteristics of the lossless hollow rectangular 

waveguide in this chapter. We began by treating the dominant TElo mode in 

a relatively simple manner, and for many purposes this is sufficient. The more 

important characteristics of these waveguides such as the cutoff frequency, phase 

velocity. velocity of energy tlow. and so on, were considered. A veclor potential 

technique that is much more general was introduced because it is applicable 10 
many more geometries. 

Most of the characteristics of the hollow waveguide are similar to those of two
wire !.ystems. with the notable exception that a TEM mode can never propagate 

inside a hollow nne-conductor system. Many modes can be generated unintention

ally in a wave guide around the source (a probe. for example), or around some other 
di."cotHinllitv In 3 uniform section of the waveguide. only those modes "above 
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cutoff' can propagate energy. It is worth noting that many systems in nature can 
support "nonnal modes." The familiar vibrating string satisfies a wave equation, 
and can certainly vibrate in many nonna] modes. 

The same vector potential technique that was used for the hollow conducting 
waveguide was used to analyze the dielectric slab waveguide. The results are 
important in fiber optic techniques. The behavior of this type of waveguide was 
found to be very similar to that of the rectangular waveguide in most respects. 
An exception was found to be that when operated below cutoff, the dielectric 
waveguide "leaks" energy, and can be considered to be an antenna or radiator in 
that case. 

Practical cavities are only sections of shorted waveguide (the spherical cavity is 
a notable exception), and are therefore usually easy to treat mathematically. We 
can expeet the Q of resonant cavities to be rather high. The actual mode that is 
excited in a cavity or waveguide not only depends on the geometry of the particular 
cavity or waveguide being used, but also on the geometry of the exciting source 
(loop, monopole, etc.). The quality factors Qc and Qd as calculated in this chapter 
are intrinsic values, depending in general on mode, material, and geometry. We 
can expect in practice to obtain smaller values of Q and larger values of a than 
predicted by the theory. For example, coupling energy into, or out of, a waveguide 
requires some kind of network. If the effects of the coupling network are included 
and lumped into_ an external Q, then 

)0 x 10-, 

, / 
wave gu ide, � 0, 

(Nplm) 

10 x 10-
Coax, / , 

� 
0 10' 10' Ill' 

f(MHz) 

FIgure 6.21. Comparison of rectangular waveguide (TEIO mode) losses with coaxial cable (rEM) 
mode losses. 
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where Q"ff is the overall or effective Q. Q�ff will obviously be smaller than any 
of the Q's which contribute to it. It should also be: remembered that the per1urba
lion technique we have employed here is approximate. Further considerations are 
beyond the scope of Ihis material. 

We conclude this chapler by comparing an air-filled x-band w.weguidc (a = 0.9 
inch. b = 0.4 inch. copper conductor) operating in the dominant TEll) mode with 
an air-filled rigid coax (a = 4.75 mm, b = ID.51  mm. copper conductors) operating 
in the dominant TEM mode. The comparison is made In temlS of the allenuation 
constant a = a,.. and is presented in Figure 6.21 .  The waveguide is more efficient 
than the coax above 10 GHz and the reverse is true below 10 GHz. The waveguide 
cutoff frequency is 6.56 GHz. 
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PROBLEMS 

1 .  Show that the dominant mode for the rectangular waveguide is the TEm mode 
for a > b, but is the TE.JI mode for b > a .  

2 .  Define a voltage as the line integral of E across the center of the rectangular 
waveguide (TEIO mode), and define a current as the total current in the wall 
at y = O. Show that 

and 

3. (a) A lossless rectangular wavcguide has u = 2 1.:111, b = I cm, and is operating 
;n the TEIO mode at 10 GHz. What effective load impedance should it have 
to avoid reflections? 

(b) If the load impedance is 250 n, what is the SWR? 

(c) Design a A/4 matching section using a rectangular dielectric slug for part 
(b). 

4. What is the difference in time delay per unit length for two signals. one at 
10 GHz and one at 10.006 GHz? The waveguide is x band. and the mode is 
TEIO (Example 6. 1 ) . The width of a television channel is 6 MHz. 
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*5. What is the maximum (average) power that the x-band waveguide of Example 
6.3 can handle? The operating frequency is to GHz and the dielectric is air. 

6. A hollow conducting waveguide is square with a == b = 2 cm. If IJ. = /-L(J and 
E: = EO. find the first five lowest cutoff frequencies. 

7. Show that 

( lI A )' - ( I/A,)' + ( I/A,)' 

for the rectangular waveguide. 

8. Design a rectangular waveguide to have a center frequency of 3 GHz (s-band) 
with a 2: I frequency range of single-mode operation and maximum power 
handling capacity (J.L = /4). e = EO)' 

·9. A signal is suddenly applied to a lossless two-conductor guiding system A. 
The same signal is simultaneously applied to a lossless one-conductor guiding 
system B. Both systems have unifonn cross sections and identical lengths 
(l). Observers with appropriate equipment are located at the load end of each 
system. Which observer first detects a signal. and what is the total time delay'? 

10. Show that ug = u" for a lossless rectangular waveguide. 

11. Find the time-domain form for the entire electromagnetic field for the TM 
dielectric-slab wave guide of Example 6.7. 

*12. Show that electromagnetic waves propagate in a "cylindrical" dielectric waveg
uide with a velocity between that for plane waves in the dielectric of the 
waveguide and that for plane waves in the dielectric outside the waveguide. 

13. A dielectric-slab wave guide has p. = J.4J everywhere. E = Eo outside the guide, 
and ER = 3.0 inside. Find the minimum thickness that allows a TM or TE 
even mode at 25 GHz to propagate. 

*14. Derive an expression for kxo for the dominant TM mode of the waveguide of 
Problem I 3  when kxiJ<1 � I (very thin). 

15. (a) Find the resonant frequency for the TElo1 rectangular cavity mode if a = 
c: = 2b = 4 L:1Il and tht: dielectric is air. 

(b) Calculate new dimensions for the caVity if the resonant frequency remains 
unchanged, but the cavity is fitled with Teflon. 

*16. (a) If the TEwl mode is to be excited by a small monopole antenna that is an 
extension of the center conductor of a coaxial cable, where should it be 
placed? See Figure 6.18  (rectangular cavity). 

(b) Suppose that the voltage on the cable has the form 

• 
v(t) = L aq cos (qwr t ) ,  

, .0 

where w, is the resonant frequency for the TEJOI mode. How will the 
field distribution compare to that when vet) = a l  cos (w,t)? Consider 
only TEmnp modes. 
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(c) Calculate < ':I >  for the TEIOI mode. 

6 WAVI!GUIDES AND CAVmES 

(d) Find the time�doma]n forms for the TElo1 mode. 

17. Find the first five lowest-order modes (and their resonant frequencies) for an 
air-tilled cavity with a = 5 cm. h = 4 cm. and c == 3 cm. 

18. Where should a small loop be placed to couple to the rectangular cavity TElOl 
mode? The loop is formed by extending the inner conductor of a coaxial cable 
feed, bending it into a loop, and connecting to the inside of the cavity. 

19. (a) Find the electromagnetic field of the TM1 10 rectangular cavity mode. Let 
the peak value of E:  be Eo. 

(b) Specify a method of coupling energy into the cavity. 

(c) C:tlclIlMe < � > .  

*20. (a) Refer to Appendix C and show that the electromagnetic field for the TMo1o 
cylindrical cavity mode is 

E, = EoJo(2.405p/a), 

H. = j(EohllJ ,(2.405p/u) .  

(b) What radius must the cavity have if its resonant frequency (TMolO mode) is 
to be the same as that for the rectangular cavity (TEIOI mode) of Problem 
15. 

(c) Calculate d for the cylindrical cavity so that it has the same volume as the 
cavity of Problem 1 5 .  Compare the surface areas. 

(d) Which cavity will have the higher Qc'! 
(e) Which cavity can handle the greater electric field? 

*21. Find the value of wlw(' for which et(' is minimum for the TEIO rectangular 
waveguide mode (see Figure 6.20). 

22. Calculate Qc for an air-filled x-band waveguide with copper walls. The oper
ating frequency is IU liHz and the mode is TE1o.  Repeat for 7 GHz. 

23. (a) Calculate Q(' for the cavity of Problem \5(a) if the walls are silver plated. 
Repeal for brass walls. 

(b) Repeat (a) for the cavity of Problem 1 5(b) (silver plated walls). 

24. Show tllat rur a cubical cavity (a = b = c) in the TEIOI mode 

where v = a3 is the volume, s = 6a2 is the surface area, and (j is the skin 
depth. 

25. Plot a(' versus wl Wc for the rectangular waveguide TElO mode with copper 
walls and an air dielectric if a = 2b = 5.08 cm. 
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*26. Calculate Qr for the cylindrical cavity of Problem 20(a) (TMolO mode) if the 
w::llls Mt: silver plated. the dielectric is air. and a = 2 . 1 1) cm. Ooes this 
calculation agree with the result of Problem 20(d)? 

27. Calculate the bandwidth of the cavities of problems 23(a) and 23(b). 

*28. (a) Plot E: I Eo versus p for the cylindrical cavity of Problem 26. 

(b) PlO! H./(jEo/.,,) versus p. 
(c) Calculate the bandwidth. 

*29. Show that Q( = v/(&) for the cylindrical cavity 1'MotO mode. See Problems 
24 and 26. 

*30. (a) Compare a�. for the waveguide of Problem 25 at 5 GHz with that for a 
two-wire line with D = I cm, d = I mm, copper conductors. and air 
dielectric. Comment on the results. 

(b) Repeal for a coaxial cable with a =0.3 cm, b = 0.5 cm, copper conductors, 
and air dielectric. 

*31. Following the method of Section 5 . 1 8 ,  find an equivalent lumped circuit for 
the cavities of Problems 23 and 26. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

Permittivity of free space (vacuum), EO = 8.854 x 
IO�9 

10-12  F/m ... -- F/m 
36" 

Permeability of free space (vacuum), J.I.O ;;;;; 417" X 10-7 Him 

Electron charge magnitude, e = 1 .602 X 1 0 - 19 C 

Electron reSt mass. m� = 9 . 109 x 10-31 kg 

Proton rest mass, mp = 1 .673 X 10-21 kg 

I 
Speed of light in free space, -=== = 2.998 X 108 m/s 

.JJ.I.(JEO 



APPENDIX B 
MATERIAL PARAMETERS 

Representative values of conductivity , relative penmttlvuy. loss tangent, and 
dielectric strength for various materials are listed below. Most of the data have 
been taken from the references listed below. 1-3 

TABLE B.2 
Representative V,.lues 
0

,
' Relative Permittivity 

TABLE 8.1 ,Dielectric Conn.ntl� eR' 
Represenutlve V.lues of at Room Temperature and 
Conductivity, a�, at Room f == IOOHz 
Temperature and ' = 0 

Material eR 
Material <7, (Ulm) Rrtkelite 8.2 
Silver 6.17 x 107 Clay soil (dry) 4.73 
Copper 5.80 X 107 lee 4.2 
Gold 4.10 x 10' Lucite 3.2 

Aluminum 3.82 x 107 Mica (ruby) 5.4 
Tungsten 1.82 x 10' Mylar 5.0 
BrdS:; 1.5 x 107 Nylon 3.88 

Iron 1.0 X 10' Plexiglas 3.40 
Solder 0.7 x 10' Fblyethylene 2.25 
Nichrome 0 . 1  X 107 Fblystyrene 2.56 
Seawater 4 x 10° Sandy soil (dry) 3.42 
Ferrites - 10-2 Styrofoam 1.03 
hesh water - 10 ) Teflon 2. 1 

Fbrcelain - 10-10 Water 78.0 

'Didutric M(If�rials and ApplicatiOtls. Part V, Cambridge, MA: Technology Press. MIT. 1954. 
20. G. Fink and 1. M. Carrol!. Standard Handbook/or Electrical Ensin��rs, 1000h ed., New York: 

McGraw-Hill, 1968. 
lIntemational Telephone and Telegraph Company . Inc . . Re/erence Data for R(/dio Enginurs, 5th 

cd .. lndianapolis. [nd.: Howard W. Sams & Co . . 1%8. 
373 
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TABU B.J 
R.,... .... 1ve V.lues of Loss 1'IIngent CT,i W E for Varfous Materials 
.. _ ,....,_ ....... 'req_ (Hz' 

Material 10' 10' 10' 108 

Bakelite 0.134 0.0631 0.0593 0.0773 
Clay soil (dry) 0.121 0 . 1 19 0.0661 
Loamy soil (dry) 0.0686 0.0353 0.0182 
Lucite 0.0625 0.0315 0.0144 0.00678 
Nylon 0.0144 0.0233 0.0258 0.0209 
Plexigias 0.0603 0.0300 0.0139 
R>lyethylene 4.89 x 10-4 3 . 1 1  X 10-4 4.00 X 10-4 
Rllystyrene 5.08 x 10-5 5.08 x 10-5 7.03 x 10-5 l . IS X 10-4 
Sandy soil (dry) 0 . 196 0.0342 0.0170 
Slyrofoam 1 .94 x 10-4 1 .03 X 10-4 1 .94 X 10-4 
Teflon 5.24 x 10-4 3.33 X 10-4 1.90 X 10-4 1.90 X 10-4 
Water 0.0190 0.00701 

TABLE B.4 

DIelectric Strength (Uniform ElectrIc 'leld)' 

Material 

Air (nonnal pressure) 

Oil (mineral) 

Paper (impregnated) 
f\)lyethylene 

Polystyrene 
Rubber (hard) 

Bakelite 

Glass (plate) 

Paraffin 

Quartz (fused) 
Mica (ruby) 
Mylar 

Dielectric strenglh (MV/m) 

3 
15 
15 
20 
20 
2 1  

25 
30 
30 
30 

200 

-If E is nol uniform, a corona discharge may occur before arcing occurs. 
&e Kraus in the Il:ferencc:s at the end of Chapter 2. 

1010 

0.0369 
0.013 
0.00139 
0.00319 

0.00676 
4.00 X 10-4 
4.33 X 10-4 
0.00364 
1 .46 X 10-4 
3.85 X 10-4 
1.03 



APPENDIX C 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 

RECTANGUlAR COORDINATES 

SeparatIon of VarIables 

a2a ala ala - + - + - + k2a == 0 (scalar Helmholtz (wave) equationJ, (C l )  i)x2 iJy2 O1,2 

Assume a(x . y . z) = X(x)Y(y )Z (z)  and substitute into Equation (C. J ), then 
divide by a, giving 

I d'X 
X dx2 

I d'Y 
+ - -

Y dx2 

Each term is separately a constant, or 

so the separation equation is 

I d'Z 
+ - 

Z d,' 
+ k' = O. (C.2) 

I d'Z 
-k' , ' (C.3) --- = 

Z d,' 

(C.4) 

The first of Equations (C.3) has as a solution the sum of any rwo harmonic functions 
h( k rX) where 

h(kxx) = cos (k,rx ) ,  s,'n (k - )  _it ,x or e-jk.x . X" ,  t:'" (C.S) 

us 



The second and third of Equations (C.3) have similar solutions. so a general 
solution to C . I  is 

(C.6) 

CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 

Separation of Variables 

[scalar Helmholtz (wave) equation] 

(C.7) 

Assume a(p. t/J, z) = R(p)cI>( cb)Z (z) and substitute into Equation (C. 7), then divide 
by a, giving 

+ J.. d2Z + k' � 0 
Z dz2 • 

The third term of Equation (C.8) must be a constant, so 

I d'Z 
_ __  = _k2 Z dz2 _ .  

(C.S) 

(C.9) 

Equation (C.9) has a solution (see Equation (C.S)], which is the sum of any two 
harmonic functions. h(k�z) . Then Equation (C.8) becomes 

p d ( dR )  1 d'<I> , ' 2  - - p- + - - + (k - k.)p � O. R dp dp <I> drf>' • 

The second tenn of Equation (C. lO) must now be a constant, so 

1 d'<I> 2 --- = -n 
<l> drf>' 

(C. 10) 

( C . I I) 

Equation (C. I I) has a solution which is the sum of any two harmonic functions 
"(11 cb). TIlen, Equation (C.lO) bt:I.:UIIIt�S 

p d ( dR) , - - p- - n  + (k' - k�p' � O . R dp dp • 

With the separation equation 

(C I2) 

(C I3) 
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Equation (C.12) can be written 

p d ( dR ) , u - - � - 11 + k p = 0. 
R dp dp P 

377 

((, 14)  

which is  Bessel's equation of order n .  This equation has as a solution the sum 
of Bessel junctions I of the first kind J " (ktP) , and Bessel functions of the second 
kind, N " (kpp) (Neumann functions). P'"anicular linear combinations of J" and N" . 
are called Hankel functions. The first kind is H�I)(kp{J) = J,,(ktP) + jN,,(kp/J) . 
and the second kind is H�2)( ktP) = J ,, (ktP) - j N ,,(k  pp). The general solUlion to 
Equation Cc. 7) is 

f .I , ( k,P) } 
a(p, </>, Z) � I N, (k,,p) 

h(II </» h(k, z ) .  

The recurrence relations are frequently useful. They are if n = J n or N n ) 

, " 
f,(x) � f, -,(x)  - -f,(x) ,  x 

f;(x) � -fo+ , (x ) + "-f, (x) .  x 

],,(x) and N,,(x) for n = 0, I .  and 2 are shown in Figure c. l .  

CYLINDRICAL WAVEGUIDE (FIGURE C.2J 

TM to z Mode 

((, 15)  

(( .  16) 

In Equations (6.55) let A = azA: ,  Ap = A.p = 0 and F � O. Expand Equations 
(6.55) in circular cylindrical coordinates. We then have 

and 

I a ( aA, ) I a'A, a'A, , 
-- p- + --- + -- + k A _  � 0 
p ap ap rl aq; az' ' 

I a'A. 
E � ----' P j WJJ.e ap a z '  

E 
_ I a'A, 

Ib - j WJLep a <b a z '  

I aA. H" � ILP ai ' 

I aA. 
H. � - - -' , 

IL a p 

H, = o. 

I See Spiegel in the references at the end of Chapter I .  

« ( , 1 7) 

((, 1 8) 
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1 .0 
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-1.0 

APNNDIX C SNCIAL PUNCTIONS 

Figure c.1. J .(.:c) and N.(x) versus .:c, n '" 0, 1 , 2. 

x 

/ / 

a 

/ / 
/ 

, / / 

Figure C.2. Geometry of the circular cylindrical waveguide. 
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This, then. is always a TM to z mode. A general solution to Equation (C.I?) as 

given by equation C. 1 5  is 

A,(p. </>. Z )  � (AJ, (kpp) + BN,(kpp)] ' ( C  cos .,</> + D sin n </»  

. ( £  cos k:z + F sin k�z ) .  (C . 19) 

where n = 0. 1 , 2 • . . .  and the eigenvalues k� and kp are. related by the separation 

Equation (C.13), 

No loss of generality occurs in our problem if we choose D = O. We also choose 
F = -jE (as in Chapter 6) to obtain the propagating fonn. E e-Jk:: . Nn(kpp) is 
a Bessel function of the second kind. These functions all tend toward (-)  infinity 
as p approaches zero (see Figure C . l )  We must include p = 0 in our solution. and 
must therefore exclude Nn(kpp). Thus. we set B = O. With ACE iii 1 .  we have 

The boundary conditions are (see Figure C.2) 

E. � E, � 0, P � a. 

(C.20) 

(C.2 1 ) 

Equations (C. IS)  reveal that these conditions are satisfied if A: is zero itself when 
p = a .  Therefore. 

J, (kpa) � O. (C.22) 

Inspection of Figure C . l  reveals that J n(kpa) has an infinite number of zeros for 
each value of ".  We will denote these roots as x nl.  That is. x n / is the lth root of 
J n(x) = O. The first few roots are shown in Table C l .  We now have 

k = .t .. / 
P a 

TABLE C,I 

[ " � O' I . 2' . 
I � 1 , 2. 3, . . .  

xnI' Ith Root of JnrxJ "" 0 

IX 0 I 2 

I 2.405 3.832 5.136 

2 5 .520 7.016 8.417 

3 8.654 10.173 1 1 .620 

(C.23) 

3 

6.380 

9.761 

13.015 
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and 

The potential is now given by 

A - J ( I'.) .. -j'.' : - II Xn1a cos n'Ye " .  

(C.24) 

(C.25) 

The field is obtained by substituting Equation (C.25) into Equations (C. 1 8). 
Cutoff occurs when k� = 0, or kc = x n/la. The clItoff frequency is 

so that 

kJl - ("::)' � � , w > w" 

-jk) - (:l' � -ja, '" < W,. 

The transverse wave impedance is 

which is the same fonn as for the rectangular waveguide. 

(C.26) 

(C.27) 

(C28) 

TE to z  Mode 

In Equations (6.62), let F � a,F" F p � F. � 0, and A � O. Expand Equation 
(6.62) in circular cylindrical coordinates. We then have 

and 

a'F 
+ --' 

az' (C.29) 

(C30) 



I aF. 
E � ----P E-P iJq, , 

I aF. 
E. = - -

£ ap ' 

H = _1_ a'F, 
P j wp.e iJ p a z '  

I a'F. 
H - -

• - j wp.ep a <I> az 

H. = -- k' + - ' . 
I ( a' r 

� j WJLE Ol.2 � 
This is a TE to z mode. An appropriate solution to Equation (C.29) is 

]81 

(C .3 1) 

(C.32) 

which is the same as Equation (C.20). The boundary conditions are the same as 
those given by Equation (C.21). Equations (C.31) reveal that E: is identically zero, 
and the boundary condition on E 4> is satisfied if 

aF' 1 
ap� p-a =0. 

This condition can be satisfied if 

aJ"(kpp) I =0. 
iJp p-a (C.33) 

Inspection of Figure C . I  reveals that the derivative of any order (n) Bessel function 
has an infinite number of zeros. We denote the rools by X�I. Thai is, X�I is the 
Ith root of J �(x)  = O. The first few values of X�I are shown in Table C.2. The 
eigenvalue kp i s  

k = X�I 
P a 

( " � 0, 1 , 2, . . .  , 
/ - l . 2, 3 , . . .  . 

The separation equation is then 

k� = k' _ (x;' ), 
TABLE C,2 
x'nl' Rh Root of .J'"c.wt. � 0 

� 0 I 2 3 

I 3.832 1 . 841 3.054 4.201 

2 7.016 5.331 6.706 8.015 

3 10.173 8.536 9.969 1 1 .346 

(C.34) 

(C.35) 
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and the potential is now given by 

(C.36) 

The field is obtained by substituting Equation (C.36) into Equations (C.3l). 
Cutoff, as usual, occurs when k: = 0, or k( = x �tla . The cutoff frequency is , f - X"I 

( -
271'a .Jji£ 

(C.37) 

Note that Equation (C.37) is not the same as Equation (C.26). The propagation 
cunstant is 

k -

kJI - (:)' = fJ .  

-jk,F(?j = 

tu >  w(, 
(C.38) 

The wave impedance is 

(C.39) 

which is the same form as the wave impedance for rectangular waveguides (TE 
mode). 

CYUNDRICAL CAVITY (FIGURE C.II 

TM to z Mode 

Based on results for the rectangular cavity, 

(C.40) 

where n = 0, 1 , 2, 3, . . .  , I  = 1 , 2, . . . , q = 0, 1 , 2. 3, . . . •  and the resonant 
frequency is 

(C.41) 

The field is given by Equations (C. IS). 
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TE to z Mode 

, 

Figure C.3. Geometry of the circular cylindrical cavity. 

F J ( , p) ... . q7rZ 
� == 11 XIII� COS !l op  SIO d '  

where " = 0, 1 , 2, 3, . . . , l == 1 , 2, 3, . . . •  q == 1 . 2 , 3  . . . . , and 

The field is given by Equations (C.3l).  

SPHERICAL COOltDINATES 

-.!.. _a_ (r 2_a_,, ) + ,_1'----:: 
a (Sin 9 _a_,,) + -:;---,--"" 

a2" 
r 2 ar  a, , 2 sin fJ a fJ a fJ  , 2 sin 2 0 a <JiZ 

+ k2a = 0 lscaJar Helmholtz (wave) equation]. 

J113 

(C.42) 

(C.43) 

(C.44) 

Assume ,,( r ,  8 , 4»  = RV )e( 8)<1>( 4» and substitute into Equation (C.44), then 
divide by a, giving 

(C.4S) 
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The third tenn of Equation (C.45) must be a constant, so 

) d'<t> 
___ = _m2 <t> d,f (C.46) 

Equation (C.46) has as a solution the sum of any two harmonic functions h(mtfJ). 
Then Equation (C.45) becomes 

Now, 

��(r2dR) + ) d (Sin ed8) _ � + er '2 = o. R dr dr e sin 6 d() dO sin20 

) d ( de) rn '  
""e
-

s
7
.in----:8 -d-e sin 8 -d-8 - -si

-
n-'-O = -n (1I + 1) (conSlant), 

(C.47) 

(C.48) 

which has as a solution the sum of any (WO assoc.:iated ugtmtire jum.:tiolls, '1. 
P':(cos 9) (first kind), or e,:'(cos 8) (second kind). Substitution of Equation 
(C.48) into Equation (C.47) leaves 

d ( ,dR) , - r'- + [(kr) - n(n + ) ]R � O. 
dr dr 

(C.49) 

Solutions to Equation (C.49) are spherical Bessel funclions,2 related to ordinary 
Bessel functions by 

The general solution to Equation (C.44) then is 

a(r 8 1» � (j. (kr » ) .  (P;'(COS Y)) . h(m1» . , .  n. (kr) Q;'(cos 8) 

(C.50) 

(C.5) 

SpherIcal CavIty 

Here we desire to find solutions, which are either TM or r (Hr = 0) or TE to 
r (Er = 0) , suitable for representing the fields inside a spherical cavity. For the 
rectangular and cylindrical cavity we were able to let a(x , y  , z )  or cr(p, cP, z) equal 
A, (TM to z) or F, (TE to z) since V'A, (or V'F,) � (V'A), [or (V'FU. Now. 
V2Ar (or V'lF,) "'" (VlA), [or (V2F),]. so a new fonnulation is necessary. 1be 
starting point for A, is Equation (3 .73) written in phasor fonn: 

lSee Spiegel in the references at the end of Chapter [ .  
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V x V x A - k'A = 
. 

V� -J WJ.LE ..... 0 .  

where k Z  = WZJ.LE. J iii 0 (inside the cavity). and 

B = V x A. 

Expanding Equation (C52) in spherical coordinates gives 

1 a ( . aA, ) 1 a'A, , . a<l>, - Sin 8- + -- + k A,  = J WJ.LE-r Z  sin 8 a o  o B  r 2  sin 2 8 a q,z  o r  

us 

(C.52) 

(C.53) 

aZA, . a<t>a -
ar a o  = J WfLEai1 (C.54) 

aZA, . a<t>a -
ar a<J> = J WfLE a<J> ' 

if A e  = A.; = o. The last two of Equations (C. 54) are satisfied if we choose 

aA, 
-- = -J. W" E<I> 
ar r- /I ,  ( C.55) 

which is not the Lorentz condition! Substituting Equation (C55) into the first of 
Equations (C.54) gives 

l [ a'A, 1 a ( . o aA, ) _
.

,.
-
:...l �

a'A, ' 1  
- --, + Sin -- + r ' s.ln ' o a ..J.2 + k A , = O. r a r r Z sin 8 a B a 8 '+' 

(C.56) 

It is a straightforward problem to show thal th� l�ft-hand side of Equa[ion (C.56) 
is identical with 

so A,1r is a solution to the scalar Helmholtz equation, which, we have already 
seen, is a in Equation (C.5l). Therefore. 

A, = r a  

or 

(jo(kr) )(P�(CoS 0» ) A,(r , O , <J»  = r /l o(kr ) o::'(cos 0) h(m<J» . (C.57) 

For TE to r modes we start with 

(C.58) 
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and 

D = -V x F 

from the equations preceding Equations (6.58). If we choose 

we have 

and FT!r satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation. Therefore, 

or 

F, = r a  

F ( 9 A.) = (j,(kr)  )(P�(COs 9»)h( A.) 
, r .  , '+'  r n n(kr ) Q;;'(cos 0) ffl ,+, . 

(C.59) 

(C.60) 

(C.61)  

The TM to r fields are given by Equation (C.S3) and Maxwell's equation E = 
( 1Ij wp.£)V x B as 

1 a2A , 
E, = .,---'----- -'---'-"'= 

jWJ-LEr ar a o  

E _ 1 a'A, 

4> - jWJLEr sin o ar act; 

_-':--, aA, 
H, = J.Lr sin 8 a et> ' (C.62) 

The TE to r fields are given by Equation (C. 59) and Maxwell's equation H = 
-( lljwp.)V x E as 

E, J!!E 0, 

_--':--:; a F , 
E, = -

a A. ' er sin 8 'f' 

E = _I aF, 
� er a B  . 

H = -- k' + -
1 ( a' r 

, jWJ.LE ar2 ' 

(C.63) 
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It is convenient to use Schelkunoffs3 Bessel functions, 

and 

Then the potentials may be written 

_ (j.(kr) )(P�(COs 8») A, (r . 8. </»  or F, (r . 8 . </» - N.(kr) Q;'(cos 8) h(m</» . 

Since re( + I) --+ 00, a finite field inside a sphere is given by 

(A,(r . 8 . </» ) � j.(kr)P �(cos 8)h(m</» . F, (r . 8 . </» 

with m and n integers. 
Note that 

sin kr io(kr ) � � . no(kr ) � cos kr 
kr 

sin kr . kr _ sin kr _ cos kr 
} I( ) - (kr)' kr ' (k ) _ _ cos kr n ]  r -

( kr ) 2  
- --

Pg = 1 .  

P �  = u, 

P�(u) � 3u' - 1 

2 

P i(u) � - ·h - u'. 

Pj(u) � -3·h u'u. 

kr 

D7 

(C.64) 

(C.65) 

(C.66) 

(C.67) 

The special functions of this section are tabulated in mathematical references.4 

lS. A. ScheUmnoff. Electromagnetic Fields. New York: Blaisdell Publishing Company, 1963. 
�HandbooJc. 0/ Mathematical Functions. U.S. Depanment of Commerce, Nalionai Bureau of Slan· 

dards, Applied Mathcmalics Series 55, 1964. 
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Appendix D 

RADIATION 

An antenna is the interface. or connecting link, between some guiding system 
and (usually) free space. As such, its fUnction is either to radiate electromagnetic 
energy (in the transmitting case), or receive electromagnetic energy (in the receiv
ing case). In the former case, a transmitting system feeds the guiding system to the 
antenna, and in the latter case. the guiding system feeds a receiving system from 
the antenna. Most antenna characteristics apply in a receiving case or a transmit
ting case. and can be determined. one from the other. by a generalized reciprocity 
relation. 

Figure 0 . 1  shows a source (a time-dependent current or charge) producing an 
electromagnetic field. We already know that this will occur. We also know that 
the phasor field will. in general, be given by the phasor forms 

and 

B = V x A  

I . 
E = -. - V( V ' A) - } wA 

j W}LC 

(3.91) 

( 3.92) 

as shown in Chapter 3. The magnetic vector potential A must satisfy the partial 
differential equation [phasor form of Equation (3.80)1 

V'A + k'A = { -I'J, 
0, 

r inside vol' . 
r outside vol' . 

A solution to the preceding equation is certainly the Helmholtz or superposition 
integral which we obtained in Chapter 3: 

A(r, w) = :: f I I J(r', �e-J�I( 
dv ' . (D. I )  

�I' 
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, 
Volume (von wntainirq: 

toW'CC currents 

��------------�--------- y I 
, I .... ..... -.., I 

" I 
" J  

To dinant field 
poinl, (r, 8 , .) 

AglM'e D.l. Geomeuy for determining the radiation field from 8 source: current density. 

where R = Ir - r'l and we have assumed that JJ. and £ are scalar constants 
everywhere. 

We will now point out explicitly those features that are special to the radiation 
zone or far field. The radiation zone is characterized by Irl P Ir'l. in which case 
r and r - r' are essentially parallel, or 

Ir - r'l � r - r '  cos � (D.2) 

as Figure D. l clearly shows. It is convenient at this point to list for future use 
the teon r '  cos f where the source coordinates ' are rectangular, cylindrical, and 
spherical, while the field coordinates are spherical in each ease. In order to do 
this, we use 

r . r' , xx' + y y ' + zz ' 
-- = r cos � =  r r 

(D.3) 

with the coordinate transformations found on the inside front cover. The result is 

r ' cos � = (x ' cos ,p + y ' sin ,p) sin (J + z '  cos (J (D.4a) 

or 

r ' cos f = p' sin 8 eos ( ,p  - ,p') + z ' cos 9 (D.4b) 

or 

r ' cos f =  r '[cos 8 eos 8'  + sin 9 sin 8 ' eos ( t!> - tfJ')] (D.4c) 
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Insofar as the denominator of Equation (D. J )  (a magnitude only) is concerned, 
we may go one step further and use 

Ir - r'! "'" r (denominator only) ,  (0.5) 

The lasl approximation is not possible for the phase term in the numerator of Equa· 
tion (O. l)  because the difference between r and r' becomes extremely important if 
it amounts to an appreciable part of a wavelength. In other words. (kr - kr') may 
represent a large and important phase angle. Since the denominator of Equation 
0. 1 is a positive quantity, the difference between Ir - r'l and r is unimportant, so 
long as r � r ' . Equation (0. 1 )  is then represented accurately by 

A(r, w) = 
:: e-;kr f I J J(r' .  w)ejkr' COS � dv ' 

"' . 

for the radiation zone, or far-field. 

(0.6) 

Now, since J(r', w) is independent of r, and, as Equations (0.4a), (D.4b), and 
(D.4c) show. cos g is independent of r, wc are able (0 conclude that the triple 
integral in Equation (0.6) is independent of r! 

Equation (D.6) will always produce the general form 

(0.7) 

The special feature of Equation (0.6) is Ihal r is outside the integral sign. and, 
therefore, many of the operations required (0 find E and H can be performed with 
no difficulty, regardless of whether J(r') is known or not. 

Equations (3.91) and (3.92) may be written in terms of the spherical components: 

I 
E, � -. - [V(V ' A)l, - jwA" J WJLE 

I E. � -. - [V(V '  A)l. -j wA  • •  J WJJ.E 
I . 

E. � -. - [V(V ' All. - J wA •• J WJLE 
I 

H, � - ( V  x A), . 
p. 
I 

H. � -(V X A) • •  
p. 

I 
H. � - ( V  x A) •. 

p. 

(0.8) 

As another specialization of the radiation zone, we retain only the terms that vary 
with llr from the preceding sel of equations. The terms that vary as 11  r 2 or I/r J 
are negligibly small for large r, and make up what is called the ;'near-field" and 
the "induction field." These fields, as opposed to the fields in the radiation zone, or 
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far-field, will not contribute to the time-average power flow away from the source. 
When the indicated expansions are carried out (a rather lengthy proposition) using 
Equation (D.7), the result is 

E, = 0, Hr = 0 

-E. = --
(radiation field) (D.9) 

for the radiation zone. Therefore, with Equations (0.9), the radiation field is 
obtained without differentiating the vector potential! That is, this operation has 
now been performed once and for all! Then, the radiation field consists of outward 
traveling spherical waves which decrease I as IIr. In order to avoid difficulties 
in integrating nonconstant unit vectors, it is always advisable to perform the 
integration using the Cartesian components (where the unit vectors are constant) 
of the current. In this case Equation (D.6) together with Equations (D.9) give the 
most general fOml of the radiation field. 

. -jk, (  I II Ee(r , 8 , cp)  = -�:JL7 cos 8 cos 4> Jx(r')elkr ' cos fdv'  

vol' 

+ cos 8 sin cp J f J J y (r')eikr'co� t dv' 
�"l ' 

- sin 8 I J I J,(r')e" " '" IdV') , 
vol' 

E.( r ,  8 , 4»  = -�:lLe-:" ( - sin 4> I I I J .(r')ei" " "  I dv' 

vol ' 

! cos <P J J J Jy (r')ejkr'cos �dV ') ' 
vol' 

H. = _1i1., 
'1 

H. = E • .  
'1 

!This is a spreading effect. 

(0. 10) 
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Equations (0.10) indicate that if the current density J is known, then, in a formal 
sense at least. the solution is complete. This is true regardless of the type of antenna 
one is analyzing. For most antennas made of conductors in the form of wires, such 
as the dipole antenna. we can approximate the current density reasonably well. 
On the other hand, slot antennas and aperture type antennas are such that it is 
very difficult to estimate the current densities on the conducting surfaces. These 
antennas are usually analyzed in terms of the known (or approximated) fields over 
the aperture. for which equations other than those developed here will be needed. 

In many cases of practical interest the current density has only a z component, 
and in this case Equations (0.10) simplify to 

jWJ.l. e-jAr • 
E fl  = -- -- Sin 

47T r 
8 J JJ J,(r ')ei" " " i dv' 

vol' 
(J � a.J.). . , 

(D. I I )  

If the current is also filamentary. then i t  can only depend on l, ' . That is, J z(r ') dv' 
becomes l�(z') dz', and Equation (D.4a) gives r ' cos � =  l, ' COS O.  so Equations 
(0.1  I) reduce to 

9 J IJz')ei" " '" dz'. /' 

The time-average power density for the general case is 

< g  > � 1Re(E x HO) 

and. when Equations (0.9) are substituted, we have the general result: 

(D. 12) 

(D 13) 

That is, the time-average power density is apparently directed radially outward. 
The outward power flow, or radiated power is obtained by integrating the normal 
component of < 9' > over a sphere of (large) radius, r, or 

J '. J ' < �, > =  0 0 < 'fJ >  ' a, r ' sin 9 d 9 d</J (W).  (D.14) 

Substituting Equation (D.13) into Equation (0.14) gives 

, J" J '  < '!i>, > �;� 0 0 ( IE,I' + IE.I') sin 8 d8 d</J (radiated power) . 
(D.15) 
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FJgure D.2. Henzian dipole centered on the z axis (kw <C kl <C I ) .  

If the source distribution (current density, surface current density, or current) is 
known explicitly, then the formal solution to the radiation problem is complete, 
being given by the preceding equations. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case, 
especially for those antenna geometries of practical importance. An exact solution 
for the source distribution requires the solution to a boundary value problem, and 
is almost never tractable. Quite often, we are willing to approximate this source 
distribution. 

The Henzian dipole is a filamentary current J that extends over a length f that 
is very small compared to a wavelength (kl <{ I) .  Ideally it is a point source, and 
may be regarded as the elementary source for radiation studies. An ideal Hertzian 
dipole is shown in Figure D.2. Equation (D.12) gives 

. -jtr f lf2 ' -jtr f'l2 
E, = ) wJJ- _e_ sin 6 J eit. ' cos 8 dz ... ) WIL _

e
_ J sin 6 dz, 

41T r -112 41T r -1f2 

since kw « kI <c I .  The result is 

(0. 16) 

A plot of E (I (normalized) versus 6 is given in Figure D.3, and shows the 
directional characteristics of the lIertzian dipole. E (I is independent of �. 

The radiated power is given by Equations (0.15) and (0. 16) as 

< IJ>, > = 
,.,(kl) I sin ' O dO dcf> 

'I I' f" f '  321T2 0 0 
and since the double integral is 8"./3, 

< IJ>, > = IO{kl) 'I/ I' (W), (0. 17) 

where I I 1  is a peak value. If the same power is dissipated in a resistance R. then 
< ¥!Pr > = 1/ 12RI2. Call this resistance the radiation resistance Rrad: 

R rad = 20( kl) 2 (n) (radiation resistance) , (0.18) 
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y 

I ft l" 
• -f------I'------+� x or y _t--------_tL-�----_t�- x 

(.) (b) 

, 

-+-----------------�----------------�--- x or y  

(0) 
Figure 0.3. (a) E-plane pattern of the Hertzi:m dipole of Figure 0.2 (E,. normalized. versus 8, tjJ == 
0, 71'). Cb) H-plane pattern of the Hertzian dipole (E" normalized, versus dJ_ 8 == 71'/2). (c) E-plane 
pattern of the half-wave dipole wtih sinusoidal current. 

Since kl � 1 ,  R fad is small am! the Hcrt'Liatl dipole is inefficient in practice. Typical . 
values of Rrad do not match typical transmission line characteristic resistances. 

The complete field (near and far) for the Hertzian dipole is obtained from the 
reduced fonn of Equation (D.6) for filamentary currents and the equation set (0.8). 

I 1  ,-i" ( I ) Er :::: '2 
cos 8-,--- jk + -

j 7TWE. r , 

1 1 
Eo :::: sin 

j47TWE. 
0 ___ '_ -k2 + L + -
-i" ( ' k  I ) 
r r r 2 e-i" ( I ) O-r--- jk + ; 

(D.19) 
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When (only) the terms that vary with lIr are retained. Equations (0.19) reduce to 
Equation, (0.16). 

The hcllf-wave dipole is like the Hertzian dipole. except that its length is AI2, and 
Al2 � a. where a is the dipole radius. Thus. the current is essentially filamentary. 
Furthermore. it is assumed that the current distribution remains that of an open
circuited (open-wire) transmission line when its legs are bent 900 at a distance A/4 

from the end to fonn the half-wave dipole: 

I·(z) = I ,co,(kz). (0.20) 

When this assumed current is substituted into Equation (0.12), the result is 

. -j"r f 'l4 
Ee = J WJJ.. _e _ sin 9 I, cos (kt')ejh'cos ll dz ' . 

411' r -"'4 

The integration is not difficult and results in 

E 
- · -.!LI e-i" co, [( ".12) co, 8] H. = E,/ n . , - J 2 

' . 8 '  
., 11' r sm 

(0.21) 

The nonnalized plot of E 8 versus B is shown in Figure 0.3(c) and is remarkably 
similar to that of the Hertzian dipole. On the other hand. Equation (0.15) gives 

< 'i}>, > = 15 1 1 , 1' f" J" co, '[( "./2) co, 8]d8 d4> 11' 0 0  sm B 

= 301/, 1' 
co, [( "./2) co, 8] d8 . I" , 

o Sill 9 

The integral can be reduced to tabulated functions or simply evaluated numerically. 
The result is 

and 

< 'iJ>, > = 36.561 /,1' (W) 

R", = 73.13 (0). 

This is much closer to transmission characteristic resislances. 

(0.22) 

(0.23) 
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SYMBOLS 
AND 
UNITS 

The International System of Units is an expanded form of the rationalized meter
kilogram-second-ampere (MKSA) system of units, ami is IIsed throughout this 
textbook. It is based on six basic units: the meter (length). the kilogram (mass), 
the second (time), the ampere (electric current), the kelvin degree (temperature), 
and the candela (luminous intensity). All other units may be derived from these 
six. Definitions of these fundamental units may be found in the references. See 
Hayt in the references at the end of Chapter 2, for example. 

The symbols used in Ihis relu are , more or less, conventional. That is, they 
are usually the same as those for the same quantities found in other textbooks. 
Occasionally, it is convenient. because of inference, to use the same symbol for 
two different quantities. In a situation such as this, these quantities will not appear 
together in the discussion. and cenainly not in the same equations. There will never 
be any confusion "bout what is meant. The following table lists the quamities that 
are encountered in the text. It also includes the symbol used for the quantity, the 
unit of the quantity. and the abbreviation of the unit. 
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Names and Units of the Ouantltles Found In the Text In the International S.Yltem 

Quanlity Symbol Unit AbbrevIatIon 

ac capacitivity e'(w) farads/meter F/m 
ac inductivity JL'(w) henrys/meter Him 
Acceleration a meterslsecond2 m/52 
Admittance y mhos lJ 
Adminivity J mhos/meter U /m 
Angular frequency w radianslsecond ",dJ, 
Angular velocity w radians/second ",dJ, 
Associated Legendre 

function, first 
kind P:;'(x) 

Associated Legendre 
function, second 
kind (r,;' (x) 

Attenuation constant a neperslmeter Np/m 
Bessel function, first 

kind, order 11 J n (x) 
Bessel function, 

second kind, 
order n Nn(x) 

Bound charge, 
density ,J; coulombs/mete� C/m3 

Bound current 
density Jb ampereslmeter2 A/m2 

Capacitance C farads F 
Characteristic 

impedance Zo ohms !1 
Characteristic 

resistance Ro ohms !1 
Charge Q, q(/) coulombs C 
Coefficient of 

magnetic coupling km' 
Coefficient of 

reflection r 
Coefficient of 

transmission T 
Complex 

propagation 
constant y meter- I m-I 

Conductance G mhos lJ 
Conductivity a mhos/meter U /m 
Current I, i(t) amperes A 
Current density J. , ampcres/metc� Nm' 
Cutoff angular 

frequency w, radians/second radls 
Cutoff frequency t, hertz H, 
Del operator V 
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Names and Units of the Quantities Found In the Text In the InterMtlona' System 

Quantity 

Dielectric loss angle 
Dielectric loss factor 
Drift velocity 
Electric dipole 

moment 
Electric energy 
Electric energy 

density 
Electric field 

intensity 
Electric flux. 
Electric flux density 
Electric potential 

difference 
Electric scalar 

potential 
Electric 

susceptibility 
Electric vector 

potential 
ElectromOlive force 
Electron charge 
Electron mobility 
Electron rest mass 
Energy (work) 
Force 
Frequency 
Group velocity 
Hankel function, 

first kind, order n 
Hankel function, 

second kind. 
order n 

Heat flux. vector 
Impedance 
Inductance 
Intrinsic impedance 
Length 
Line charge density 
Mass 
Magnetic dipole moment 
Magnetic energy 
Magnetic energy 

density 
Magnetic field 

intensity 

Symbol 

0, 
£"(w) 
", 

p 
WE 

WE 

E. '11 
WE 
D. !l> 

cflab.4> 

<to, <t> 

XE 

F. if 
emf 
-. 
!" 
m, 
W 
F. if 
f 
ug 

H�I)(x) 

H �2)(x ) 
s 
Z 
L 
� 
t, d. etc. 
PI 
M. m 
m 
WH 

WI, 

H. :It 

Unit Abbreviation 

radians rad 
farads/meler F/m 
metees/second mls 

coulomb-meter C ' rn  
joules J 

jouleslmetea3 11m3 

vohs/meter Vim 
coulombs C 
coulombslmeter2 C/m2 

volts V 

volts V 

coulombs/meter Om 
volts V 
coulombs C 
meter2/volt�second m2N · s  
kilograms kg 
joules J 
newtons N 
henl. Hz 
meters/second mls 

waus/mete� W/m2 
ohms n 
henrys H 
ohms n 
meters m 
coulombs/meter C/m 
kilograms kg 
ampere-meter2 A ' m2 
joules J 

joulesJmeter3 11m3 

amperes/meler Aim 
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QuantilY Symbol Unit Abbreviation 

Magnetic flux �m weber:> Wb 
Magnetic flux 

density B. ill weberslmete� (lesla) Wb/m2 
Magnetic loss angle 5m radians rad 
Magnetic loss factor fL"(w) henrys/meter Him 
Magllclic ::,caJat 

pOIential <l>m. !Pm amperes A 
Magnetic 

susceptibility Xm 
Magnetic vector 

potential A • .stI webers/meter Wblm 
Magnetization M a lIIpt:n::slult:tt:r NUl 
Magnetomotive 

force mmf ampere-turns A ' I  

�nneability I' henrys/meter Him 
R:nneability 

of vacua I'<J hcnrysirnelcr Him 
Permittivity E farads/meter F/m 
Permiuivity of vacua EO farads/meter F/m 
Phase constant � radians/meter rad/m 
Phase velocity ", meters/second mls 
Polarization P coulombsfmeter2 Om' 
Power P, 'J> watts W 
Power radiated P, watts W 
Poynting vector 

(power density) S. 9' wattslmete� W/m2 
Proton rest mass m, kilograms kg 
Quality factor Q 
Radiation resistance R, ohms n 
Relative 

permeability I'R 
Relative permittivity ER 
Reluctance !J! henrys-l H I 
Resistance R ohms n 
Resonant frequency j, hertz. Hz 
Schelkunoffs Bcssel 

function. first kind In (.t) 
Schelkunoffs Bessel 

function. second 
bnr! N,,(x)  

Spherical Bessel 
function. first 
kind In(x) 

Spherical Bessel 
function. second 
kind nn (x) 

Skin depth (depth of 
penetration) 5 melers m 
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N.mes .nd Units of the OuiIntltles Found In the Text In the International System 

Quamity Symbol Unit Abbreviation 

Standing wave ratio SWR 
Surface area s meter2 m' 
Surface charge 

densiry P. coulombslmeterZ Om' 
Surface cWtt'nl 

density J • .  " amperes/meter AIm 
Surface impedance � ohms n 
Temperature T degrees kelvin K 
Time delay tD seconds s 
Torque T newton-meters N'm 
Transfer function H ( w) varies varies 
Transverse wave 

impedance �' ohms n 
Velocity u meters/second mls 
Velocity of energy 

flow ., meters/second mls 
Velocity of light c meters/second mls 
Voltage v(t). Vo. V21 •  etc. volls V 
Voltage standing 

wave ratio VSWR, r 
Volume v, vol mete� m' 
Volume charae 

density p., coulombslmete� Om' 
Waveguide 

wavelength AI meters m 
Wavelength A meters m 
Wave number 

(intrinsic phase 
constant) k radians/meter rad/m 



ANSWERS TO 
SELECTED PROBLEMS 

CHAPTER 1 

I. F = �32.32ay 

3. fJx = 64.62°, 8, = 149.0°, 8: = 73.40 

4. (a) 2x + 3y + 6z = 35 
(b) B '  (AlA) = 5 m 

6. (a) Bp = Sol' cos 4> + ay sin t/J. Bib = -8 .. sin cl> + 8y cos rP. 
ar = 8ol' sin (J cos tP + ay sin (J sin <p + 8: COS (J ,  
a8 = Bx COS (} cos tP + ay cos 0 sin tjJ - 8z sin (J 

J" J"" (b) 0 Bp ddJ = 2ay • 0 8,pd.p = -B.T + ay 

[ ' 1 + (xZ + y 2 + 1) "2 
a, d1. = (xax + y a�.} ln 2 2 1 2 U (x + y ) I 

+ad(x2 + y 2  + 1)1/2 _ (x l. 
+ y 2) 112] 

J "" o 8t]d8 = Bp - 8z 

8. V = 12 m3 
9. (a) V = -rra2h13 (m3) 

(b) s = 1To2 + 'frO ..;r�'2 -:-+--;h'2 (m2) 

11. (a) Flux = 47TQ 

(b) Flux = 41TQ 

(c) Aux =41TO 
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13. (a) V ·  C = Y 2 + I 
(b) V ·  C � 3 

(c) V '  C :: 3eos t/> + cos 8 

(d) V ·  C - 6 

16. (a) conservative. (b) conservative, (c) conservative. (d) not conservative. 

(e) conservative. (f) not conservative. (g) conservative. 

21. (a) Aux =41T0 
(b) F1ux = 211'a 
(c) flux = 21TQ 
(d) Flux :z:l'JTQ 

23. (a) S( 11'0)2 = S( 1TO)2 
(b) IOTI'ah = IOTl'ah 

25. (a) 21T02 :: 21Taz 
(b) 21T02 :: 211'02 

CHAPTER 2 

2. (0.0.0.601) 

4. (a) E: "" 56.55 Vim 

(b) E, � 1 .8  Vim 

(c) E: - 0.9 X 10-6 VIm 

5. XI = eEo/2/(2mu�), ;to = tEol(la - 1I2)/(mu5) (m) 

7. <I> � -p,lzl/(2.o) (V) 

8. (a) F � 19.78 X 10" N 
(b) Fm � -9.8ma, (N) 
(c) g ".  -9.8., (m/s2) 
(d) 4>, = -3.985 X JOI4mlr (N ' m) 

(c) u = 1 1 .2 kmls (25.000 mph) 

10. E, � - 1.058VoId (Vim) 

12. (a) Q = 41T (C) at the origin 

(b) PI = 21T (C/m) on lhe z axis 

(1,;) J.I! - eo/( lOu2) (C/m2) 011 the sphere r - a 
13. (a) Proof 

(b) P,. � 'oVoIla In (bla)] (C/m') 

IS. (a) E � .,3EoI(£. + 2) (Vim) 

(b) E "" I:Eo + {Eoa)(f:R - 1)/[r 3(ER + 2)JJ { 2 cos 8a, + sin Bae} (VIm) 

(c) E .. 8:Eo (VIm) 

(d) Proof 
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18. (,) <I> � Vo<i>lobo (V) 

(b) p, � -1,Vo/(pobo)] (elm') 
(cl No. The capacitance per unit length is infinite. 

20. (a) $ = --.!!!....- In '; - 2(i.a2/Pl) cos <i> + �2/Pl)2 + C (V) 417"Eo ,; - 2PPl cos <p + I 

C = _--.EL In(alptl2 makes <1>(a. dJ) = 0 4?TEO 

(b) 4> ""' --.!!!....- In ,; - 2(i.a2/ PI) cos rb + (a1/ PI )2 (
PI )2 

(V) 
4?TEO pz - 2pPI COS q, + pi a 

• 4eVO """' 4EVO I 
23. Ps = - - L (p'a),,- l = - -- (C/m2) 

17"a ,. - I .odd ?Ta I - (p/a)2 

25. (,) V ·  J � 0 
(b) I � 2"a lA) 
le) !lJJ . ds � 0 

27. (a) Pv = -3.93 x 1O-12VO(zd2)-lIJ (C/m3) 
(b) J: = -2.33 x 1O-6V�l2ld2 (A/m2) 
(c) I = J :so (A) 
Cd) 1/ = 0.506 ns 
(e) I = 4.3 mA 

28. I') 0 

(b) 21Ta(po - a)J s: (A) 

le) 0 

31. I') T � 7.54a, IN . m) 

Ib) P - 395 W 

33. B: = 0.IS38.{ + 0. 1538)" + O.Sa:. H: = BJJ.to 

34. I') a<l>_ 1 � 
a<l>

_ 1 I'R a<l>_ 1 � a<l>
_1 orb paa- aq, p-=lJ� op p- a- op p:a ' 

Ib) <I> _ [ I-21II'R + 1) ]Hop eos </>. ps a m - (a2/p][(J..I.R - i)/(fLR + I)] - Hop cos q" pC! a 
(c) H = 8.« 2/(,uR + 1)]Ho. (1"5 (J 

36. Blefl = 0.406. Bn = 0.094, Bcent = 0.313 Wb/m2 

38. la) L � �INI + N,)' IH) 

(b) L = is N � + is N � (H) 

(c) L � � IN I - N,)' IH) 
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39. (a) Ep(a) = Vo/(a Inbla) (Vim) 
(b) EI'(a) = 2_71 SVolh (Vim) 

(c) C = 27TE:1 (F) 
41. (a) R � In (bla)/(21T07) (fi) 

(b) R � 1/[ "a(b' - a')J (fi) 
(c) R � h/(07 lnbla) (fi) 

42. VI = E:RVO (V) 

43. C � 1 1 .26 pF 

45. R�rf = 2.73 mO. Ucff = 2.91 X 107 U/m 
47. !:J.j .,.. 12.5 kHz 

48. L 12 := 61.4 nH 

SO. Lell = 157 nHlm 

ANsw.RS TO sewenD PROBLEMS 

CHAPTER 3 

1. I � 7/4 A 

3. ; (r)  = lwhlBO/(2R)] sin flJt (clockwise) 

6. voc(l) =- 1T x 103 sin (JOlt) V 

7. ernf = -2'17'1 + 21T X 10-2 V 

9. (a) ernf = -woBoa212 CV) 

(b) ernf = -(woBoa2/2) sin wbf - (wbabBm) cos Wbt (V) 

13. (a) H = .Jii/;, E p3dJ (Aim). a :..::; p ::s;  b 
Eo . c: Eo - == (b) Jslp_a = 8: rp�-JW"IJ.E:. JJlp""b = -8: TJbe-JW VJ.I«: (Aim) 

17. d = 384 x 106 m 

19. (a) Proof 

(b) 'il � 'M � 0 f aA 20. emf � - '  dI (V) 
1 a, 

-j p: 
22. E = UJ3 cos ( 7Tx)aJ - 1T sin (1Tx)a:) e .  (Vim), u � O  U + jwt; 

24. (a) <I> � - In Uib)Eoe-jw J"",>, (V) 

(b) eIl"h = In (bJa)Eoe-jw.Jf'(J4)t (V) 

(c) Vab = <l>ab 
(d) Because A • dl = 0 
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1J.(J/oO r-
26. !A(O. O.�) = 4R cos «1(1 - '\ij..l()€o R)aJ (Wb/m) 

28. < 0'f > = 36.541! (W) (numeric:ll integralion) 

CHAPTER 4 

2. (a) 
-A/4 < � < O  

� < -A/4 

(b) ( -a.,(EO'fJ) (Aim). .: = 0 plane 
J.I = -jll., (Eo/T/) (Aim), ;: = -A/4 plane 

4. (a) � = 26.5sin (wI - x)a: (mAim) 
(b) 'ill = 53 . 1 sin (wI - x)a� (mAim) 

7. (a) " : 0.288 (Nplm) 
(b) fJ = 1r rad/m 

(c) up = 200 x 106 mls 

11. (a) fJ "" 4.19 fad/m 
(b) A : 1 . 5  m 

(c) 'ill = ( - 15 .92ax + 21 .22ay ) cos (27T x JOs, - 4 . 1 9z:) (mAim) 

13. ILR = 1 .099, £R = 4.06H. (T = 10.24 (m U Im) 

IS. 86.47% 

16. (T = 13.33 x HP U Im 

18. (a) r : 0.632 [164" 
(b) T : 0.429[23.8' 
(c) SWR : 4.43 

20. (a) ro : 0.268 (, : 0. '\ : l f FJ). �i' : 146.7 -j69.6 n. 
rd : 0.455 [- 1 55.6'. , : d  

(b) SWR : 2.67 
(c) 79.3% 

21. (a) [E[ : 1.48 Vim. , : d; [E[ : O. Z : 0 
[H[ : 3.56 mNm. , : d; [H[ : 7 . 13 mAim. , : 0 

(b) d :  " A/2 :  n/(2 FJ) (m). n : 0. 1 . 2 . . . .  

22. (a) t = 6.78 mm 
(b) 99.92% 

24. 8, = 26.89° (red). 8, = 26.71" (violet) 

25. For lotal internal reflection and no losses. 100% of (he incident power density is 
reflected. 
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27. E = (a ... + ay - a:) exp [( -jko)(x + 2y + 3z)! Jl4] (VIm) 
H � l( -5.� + 48, - 8=)/( '10 Jt4) exp ( -j to)("- + 2y + 3z)! �J (Aim) 

28. (a) < �. > =50 W/m2 

(b) < g> > = 10.9 W/m2 

31. It appears closer than it acrualJy is. 

33. Brass must be 2.03 times as thick. as silver. 

36. (a) JeR - sin 2 8; - ER COS 8; 
rH -+ [180". 8j < 88 JER - sin 2 (Ji + eR cos 8; 

(b) rH � 0 190°. 9, � 9. 

(c) JeR - sin 2 8; - ER COS 8; 
rH -+ l.Q:. 8; > BB JeR - sin 2 8; + £R COS 8; 

38. (a) H = ( - 8x39.8 130° + a)"26.S)e-jkz (mAIm) 

(b) < !I  > �43Ia, (mW/m') 

42. Z = 7r1i (m) 

43. (a) < rJ > = 1 .4& W/m2 

(b) < � > � 8.22 W/m' 

CHAPTER S 

1. Lex[ = 185.2 nHlm. Ro = 55.6 Cl 
3. V(Al2) � 0, I(Al2) � - 10 mA 

4. (a) V(A/2) � 0 
(b) VeAl � 0 

6. (a) Z, = 37S .9 - j22S 0 
(b) r, � ( 1/3) 1-52.940 

(c) VSWR � 2 

7. (a) XI = ±44.nO 

(b) Zmin = 0.285.-\ orO.215A 
8. z" � JO.313Ro (0) 
9. (a) < � > � 800 W 

(b) Np/N, � 0.961 
(c) L � 1 . 46 I'H 

11. (a) I = 5.42 cm 

(b) C � 5.96 pF 



(c) z = 4.58 cm 
(d) near z = 4.58 cm 

17. (a) VSWR � 2 
(b) < ClI1 > = 1 60  mW 

V V ( ' ) _jkl�k�' - rle�jk:' 18. T = J ;: .  w e  1 _ fit' jlll (V) 

ZI COS kf + jRosin kt 
Zr = RORoCOS kf + j Z / sin kf 

20. 0.055 inch 

21. 1.221 inch 

(fi) 

24. r, � 0.62 1-7.13". VSWR � 4.26, Zi. � 22.88 1 54.0l" 0 

25. Z, � 21 .82 119. l I" O  

26. z, � 54.48 1-54.75"0 

28. Z, � ( 10.l7 + jl.616)Ro(0) 

29. (a) B � 175.5 MHz 
(b) VSWRmu = 4, f = I GHz. 2 GHz • . . .  
(c) < 'ltt > I < �inc > = 0.64 
(d) B is infinile. 

30. (a) Ro � 460, X � - 2 0  

(b) < 2Prad > =73 W 
(c) VSWR � 4.64 
(d) Yes 

32. VSWR � 1.376 

34. L = 21 .22 oH 

35. Ro � 86.7(0). d � 0.ll5A 

38. VSWR = 7.9, < g./ > =0.39 < 9J>inc > 
39. G. � 17.8 dB 
40. (a) a = 4.72 x 10-6 Npfm, {3 = 22.07 X 10-6 rad/m. 

Zo � 691 1- 1 1 .8"0. Up � 285 x 10' rnIs. A � 284.7 km 

(b) Ladd = 179.7 JiH/m, a = 1 .065 X to-f:i �plm 

42. R = 50 mnfm. L = 198.9 oH/m. C = 79.58 pF/m, G = 20 J-LU/m 

43. 8 = 1.592 X 10-3/0, This agrees wilhJoIQo. 

48. lin = 49.36 - )0.323 0. The results will be good: 

49. Z �  = 553.1 - ) 17.440 

SO. < 'It, > = 9 .49 kW 
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CHAPTER 6 

3. (a) Zeff "" 1') +  = 570n 
(b) SWR - 2.28 
(c) ER = 1 .56. Agl4 = 0.75 cm 

4. Idl - td2 = 1 . 139 ps/m 

S. < �f > - 1 .046 MW 
8. a = 7.07 cm. b = al2 

9. All systems of the type described have an impulse response containing the tenn 
8(1 - I .[jii) .  SO each observer detects a signa] after a time delay of l .fiii (s), 

13. a = 4.24 mm, n - 0 

14. k.to '" j (kxdlJI2) 2ER 

IS. (a) f, - 5.303 GHz 
(h) a == c = 2.76 cm =2b 

19. (a) E: = Eo sin ( 7Txla) sin ( rrylb) (VIm) 
Hy = -j £o(-"./a)( 1 lwI') cos ( lI'xla) sin hrylb) (AIm) 
Hx = +jEoCtflb)( 1/wp.) sin ( 7Txla) cos (1Tylb) (AIm) 

(b) A monopole at x = 0/2, y = b/2. z = 0 or c 
(c) < g, > -0 

20. (a) Proof 
(b) a = 2. 165 cm, air 
(c) d = 2.172 cm, Se)'1 = 5.9 x 10-3 mJ • .i"fttl = 6.4 X 10-3 m2 
(d) Cylindrical 
(e) Cylindrical, d > b 

21. (f/f,) - { (3/2)(I + 2b/a) + ( 1I2)(9( I + 2b/a)' - 8b/a]ll2} 112 

23. (a) Qc = l l .  340, silver; Qc = 5580. brass 
(b) Q, - 7825 

26. Qc = 12.340, yes 

27. B = 0.468 MHz, silver; B = 0.951 MHz, brass; B = 0.678 MHz, silver-Teflon 

30. (a) ac = 3.2 1 x 10-3 Nplm, waveguide; £re = 16.3 X 10-3 Nplm, two-wire line. The 
waveguide is preferred. 

(b) £re = 17.64 X 10-3 Np/m. coax . The waveguide is preferred. 



INDEX 

Acceleration: 
Charge, 71 
due to gravity, 1 1 4 

.A.dmittivity, 185 

Air gap, 98, 148 
Nnpere's circuital law, 3", SO, 1 .. 2 

.Ampere,tum, 97 
....... IisoUoplc material, 57, 60 
Antenna, 347, 388 

array, 313 

Associated legendre functions, 384 

Atom, 9 1 ,  97 

Attenuation constant, 1 84, 283 

BaJmain, K. G., 221 
Bandpass filter, 250, 309 

Bandwidth, 250, 272 

8esse1 functions, 344, 377 
Bicyiindrical coordinates, 104 

8iot-$avart law, 34, 72-75 
Boast. W. B., 1 1 2 
Boundary conditions: 

condu(tor-<onductor, 72 

conductor-tree space, 1 59 

djelectric-d�Jectric, 60-6 1 

dynamic, 159-161 
mag�tic, 96 
perfect conductor, 161 

Boundary value problem, 63-68 
Bound charge, 57. 58 
Bound current, 92, 94, 95 
Bradshaw, M. D., 165 

Brewster all9le. 210 
Brown, R. G., 307 
Byan, W. J., 165 

Capacitance: 

��n coaxial cylinders. 103, 147 
de'j�. 1 02. 117, 233 
betlfo.o'een parallel planes. 103 
between parallel wires, 1 04 

01 p-njunction, 107, 124 
betw�tI ilngre wire ana ground pla�. 106 

CapadtMty, 281 

CapacitOl": 
coaxial. 103, 1 1 5. 1 47, 1 68  

�rgy stored in. 147 
multiple dielectric, 123 
parallel plane, ID) 
two-wire line. 104 

Cartesian coordinate system, 5 
for expressing curl, 22 
for expressing divergfflCe. 1 6  

for expressing gradient, 1 8  
transformation to other COOfdinate systems, 

5, 6 
Cauchy's equation, 224 
Characteristic value, see Eigenvarue 
Charge: 

configurations. 35-36 

differential. 35 
point. 3S 

Char� density: 
line, 35, 40, 42 

surface, 36, 44 
volume, 35 

Cheng, O. K., ' 1 2  
(nild-Langmuir law, 1 1 9 

Chipman. R. A. 307 

Circuit: 

diYributed. 162. 236 

electric, 163 

magnetic, 96-' 00 
Circuit thMfy 'rom field �. 162-165 
C"'�-" . SI. 142 
Coaxial cable: 

capacitance. ID3. 147 

cavity. 3n2 

E field of, t03, 1 1 5, 168 

H freld uf, 82-83 
inductance, 1 09  
H, G, L and C ot, 300 
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Coaxial diode, 120 
C�fficiem of magnetic coupling, 168 
COC'ffrcient of reflection, 1 90, 238, 239 
Coefficient of U'ansmj�on. 1 90 

Coer(M mm'. 97 

Conductance, 1 07, 299 

Conductivity: 

defined, 7 1  
of lossy dielectriC, lOb 
relation to reluctance, 97 

ta� of values, 373 

Conductor, 69 

filamencary, 69 

good. 18S, 1 94, 225 
moving. 138 
perfect. I ID, 1 6 1  

Conformal transformation, 67 

Conservation of Charge. 71. 126- 1 28. 229 
Conservative field, 25. 335 

ConStant unit �ctors. 6 
Constitutive relations. I" 1 
Continuous function, 5 1  

Convolution. 39, 49 
Coordinate component transformation. 6 

Coordinates: 

field, 37 

source, 37 
Coordinate system: 

right-handed. 4-7 

transformations between, 6 

Corona, 60 
Coulomb foret', 37, l O J  
Coulomb gauge. 88 
Coulomb's law . .:14, 31. 1 1 4  
Coupling into a waveguide, 329, 357 

Critical angle, 2 1 3, 345, 352 

Curl, 1 6, 20-24 

Current 

bound, 94 
conduction, 69 
defined, 70, 1 2 7  

displacement, 138 

filamentary, 69 

Current density, 69-72, 1 26 

conduction, 69, 1 28 

convention, 69. 1 28 
defined, 69 

displacement, 138 

general, 69 

surface, 70 

Current element. differential, 70 
Cyclotrnn frt'f1!Jf>nry. " 5  
Cylindrical coordinate system, S 

for expressing curl, 22 

for expr�ing divergence. 1 6  

for expressing gradient, 18 

INDEX 

transformation to other coordinate systems. 

5, 6 

Dekker, A J .• I 1 2  

Del operator, 15, 62, 88 

Diamagnetic material. 92 

Dielectiric constant. see Permittivity. relative 

Dielectric loading, 365 

Dielectric lo�� dngle, lB 1 
Dielecuic lOSS factor, 281 

Oielecuics, 56-61, 185, 225 

Dielectric strength, 60 

Dielectric waveguides, 345 

Differential current element, 69 

Differential vector length, 8 
Differential volume, 8 

Diode: 

junction, 1 24 

tunnel. 258 

vacuum. 1 IS.  1 1 9, 120 
Dipole: 

antenna, 169 

electrostatic, 52-53, 57, 1 J 5 

magnetOStatic, 89-91 

Dipole moment. 57, 91 
Dirac delta function, see Unit impulse function 

Directional coupler, 257, 272, 3 1 4  
Directional derivative, 1 8  
Dispersion, 1 86, 220, 327 

Dispersive medium, 1 85, 220 

anomalously, 220 

normally, 220 

Distance, source point to field pOint. 37 
Dlsro([Jon. 1 86, 279 

Distof(ionless line, 279, 285. 287 

Divergence, '3-' 6 

Divergence theorem, 26-28, 54, 1 27 

Double stub matChing, 275 

Duality, BB 

Earth, 48 

Eddy current, 200 

Edminister, J. A, 1 1 2  

EigenvaJue, 337 

Electric CIrcuit analog, for magnetic circuit, 

100 

Electric field intensity, 37-47 

defined. 38 

of line charge, 40, 42 

of N point charges. 38 

of surface charge, 44 
Electric flux: 

defined, 53 

density, 53, 12B 
EJe<;trode, 102, 106 

Electromotive force, see Em' 
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Electron, 57. 9 1  
chargt' of. 7 1  
conduction, 7 '  
mass of, 372 
spin. 9 1  
valence, 7 1  

Electrostatic �frection s�[em, 1 1 3  
Emf, 130 

motionaJ, 1 34. 136 
uansformer. 132. 134 

Energy. � alSO Work 
eleClriC. 144. 1 46. 290 
kinelic:, 1 1 4, ' 1 9 
magnetic. 144, 1 46, 290 
to mow point charge, 47 
parMtiaJ. 1 1 4, " 9  
stored in capacitOf. 147 
stored in inductor, 147 

Equipotential surface, 17, 19. 63 
Euler formula, 66 
Evanescent field, 213, 322. 359 
E�n function, 42 
E�rjtt, E. E.. 292, 307 

Faraday disk gmerator. 167 
Faraday's law, 130-137 
Ferrimagnetic material. 92 
Ferrite, 92, 220 
Ferroelectric material, 57 
Ferromagnetic domain. 92 
Ferromagnetk material, 57, 92 
Fink, O_G.. 1 1 2 
Fluid tlO'N, 16, 23 
FluK. 1 1 -13, 1 28 
Flux Ij� 77 

Flux linkage, I OS  
Force: 

in air gap, 148 

on Charge. 37 
on closed Circuit, 101  

on conduct()(, 101  

on differential current element. 100 

Fourie,: 
�at conduction law, 20 
invt'� transform, 281 
�s, 66 
uansform, 143, 2BI 

Gauge function, 150 
Gaussian surface, 54 

Gauss's law, 15, 34, 53-56, 62, 129 
integral form, 53 

point form, 54 
GeneratOl', 1 36, 167 
Gradient, 16-20, 5 1  
Gravity, l '  4 

Ground, 4B 
Ground plane, 67 

Half-wa� dipole, 169, 1 70, 395 
Hayt, W, H., 1 12, 302, 307 
Helmholtz int�ral, 49. BB, 153. 1 55, 

158 
Helmholtz wave equation, 1 53, 1 57, 375 
Hertzlan cJifJOle, 393 
H�neous material. 57 
Hors.eShoe elecuomagnet, 148 
HugheS, W. L, 307 

Hysteresis: 
dielectric, 59 
loop. 97 
magnetk;, 92 

Image charge, 68 
Image current, 104 
Image theOry, 67-69, 104, 1 1 7. l i B 
Imp!eCl3nCe: 

characteristic, 283 
input, 235, 244 
intrinsic. I B I 
load, 246 
surface, 1 96 
wave, IBO, l B I ,  323 

Incidence: 
flO(mal. 187 
oblique, 205 

Incident Wif\le, 1 88 
Inductance: 

define(!, lOB, 1 47. 234 
exrernal, I aa, 299 
internal, lOB, 1 96. 283, 299 
mutual. lOB. I I D  

Inductivity, 281 
Inhomogeneous dielectric. 123 
Interface. plane. 187 

conductor -perfect conductor, 204 
dielectric-<onductor, 188 
dielectric-dielectric, 200, 223 
dielectric-�rfect conductor, 201 

Ionized region, 226 
IrrOtational field, 23, 24, 51 
lsowrmal surface, 17, 19 
ISOtropic material, 57 

Johnk, C. T" 165 
Jordan, E. C, 221, 368 
Joule's law, 144 
Junction, p-n. 1 07. 124 

Kirchhotf's current taw, 7 1 ,  1 65, 237 
Kirchhotf's VOltage law, 1 bS, 237. 239 
Kraus, J. 0" " 2  

.11 
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Lamination. 1 97-200 
Laplace's eQuation. 62-63, 231 
laplace [fanYQfm, 143 
laplacian operator. 62, 88 
leakage flux, 98 
Lenz's law. 1 30. '33 
lio3o, S. Y .. 1 66, 30 I ,  308 
lightning rod, 1 1 6 
LJneanty, j� 
lmear :s.ystem. 38 
line charge denSity. 3S 

line integral. 9 
lorentz condition. 1 52, 335, 336 
lorenu force. r 29 
torrain, P., 1 1 2  
lOSl tangent '8S, 282 

McOuistan, R.8 .. 3 r 
Macroscopic behavlor. 57 
Magnetic field Intensity: 

of coa,ual cable. 82 
defined, 74, I 29 
of filal'l"lentary current 26. 77 
of SOlenoid. 83 
of surface current, 79 
of toroid, 1 1 9 

Magnetic flux, 79, 283 
Magnetic !lulI density. 1 28. 129 

defined, 73, 129 
remnant. 97 

Magnetic loss angle, 281 
Magnetic loss factor. 281 
Mag�tiC materials. 9' -96 
MagnetiC vector potential, 87 
Magnetization, 92-95, 149 
Magnetomotive force. see Mmf 
Magnetast.:ltic deflection system, 120 
Marcuvitz, N" 368 
Material parameters, 373 
M<ll(W('U, J. C" 166 
MaxweJ1's equations: 

dynamiC, 1 32. 137.  140-143 
statIC, 34. 51. 54, 85-86. 1 1 '  

Measurement 
of f-R. 305 
of input impedance. transmission line. 

244. 256 
of 0", 305 
of VSWR, 244. 3 1 5  

Microscopic behavjor, 57 
Mixed boundary conditions. 63 
Mmf. 97 
Mobility, 7 1  
Modulation. 187. 3 1 2  
Moon, p" 1 1 2  
Moore. R. K., 308 

Motor: 
"mal qap. 120 
radial gap. 1 0 1 - 1 02 

Mott, H., 221 

Neft, H. P., 1 1 2, 166 
Newton's gravitational law. l '  4 
Newton's second law, I 1 4  
Nnrm.:ll cnmpnrlf'nr' 

at conductor boundary, 63 . 

INDEX 

at dielectric-dieJenric boundary. 60, 61 
at magnetic-magnetiC boundary, 96 
iH perfe<t conductor, 1 6 1  

Norton equivalent cirCUIt, 239 
Nuclear spin. 91 
Numerical merhod: 

for electrostatics, 42. 1 1 3 
for magnetostatics. 76 

Oblique ,ncidence, 205 
Odd fUnction, 42 
Uhm'S raw, 1 1 , 128 
Orthogonal surface. 5 
Orthogonal unit vectors, S 

Owen. G. E., 166 

Paddlewheel, 23, 24 

Page, lo, 1 1 2  
Paramagnetic material. 92 
Pattern: 

E-plane. 394 
H-plane. 394 

Paul. C. R .. r 1 3  
Permanent magnetization, 92, 97 
PenneaOlrity. 95, 129 

complex. 281 
of free s�ce. 72 
relative. 95 

Permittivity: 
complex. 183. 28' 
of frpe Sp..1CP, 37 
relative. 59. 373 

Perturbation. 282, 303, 358 
Ptlase constant I 72. 184 
Phasers. 142 
PhYSical constants. 372 
Pierce. J. R., 221 
Planar transmission line, 1 22. 229 
PlaWla frequency, 226 

Plonsey, R., 1 1 3 
Plonus, M. A, r 1 3  

Point charge, 3S 
E f.eld of. 38 
potential field of, 49 

Poisson's eQUation. 6 1 -62, 88 
POlarization: 

(lntenna. 220 



diel«triC. 57 
horizontal. 205 
vertiCal. 205 
wave. 1 76, 1 8 1 , 2 1 7  

circular, 2 1 9  
elliptical, 2 1  B 
left-handed, 2 l B  
linear, 1 76, 2 1 B  
rigtlt-h.)nded. 2 1 9  

Polarization v«t0l'", 57, 59 
Popovk:, B, 0 .. 221 
Potential: 

abSOlute, 4B 
electrostatic, 47-50 
retarded, 153 
scalar electric, 48, 1 5 1  
scalar magnetic, B7. 1 50- 156, 336 
vector elearic, 334 
vector magnetic, B7. 150-1 56, 334 

Potenfial difference. 4B. 50. 1 59 
defi�. 48 
relation to voltage. 'lB. 159 

Potential field: 
of coaxial cable, 104 
of dipole, 52, 68 
of inclined planes, 168 
of line Charge. 52 
of parallel line charges. '04 
of point charge. 49 
of polarization. 58 

Por:ential integral. 49 
Potential reference, 48 
Power, 102, 1 20, 1 45, 241, 282, 393, 395 
Power density, I 79 
Poynting's theOfem, 143-148 
Poynting vector, 1 45, 179 
Prism effect, 224 
Product SOlution, 64, 375, 376 
Propagation constant, 1 84, 284 
Proton, 57, 372 

Quality factor, 290, 303 

Radiation, 162, 347, 388 
Radiation pattern: 

half-wave dipole, 394 
Hertzlan dipole, j9'f 

Ramo, S., J 13, 221, 368 
Rao, N, N., 166 
Refle<:ted wave, 187. 188, 308 
Relaxation time, 130 
Relay, 148 
Reluctance, 97 
ReSistance: 

Characteristic, 234 
aefinea, 107 

high frequency, 196 
radiation, 393 

Resonant cavity: 
transmission line, 249, 3 1 5  
waveguide, 355, 358, 382 

Retarded time, 153 
Right-handed coordinate system. 4 
Right-hand rule, 23 
Ryd@r, J. 0 .• 308 

Schey, H. M., 3 1  
Sc�lkunoff. S. A, 387 
�paration equatiOn, 337, 376 
Separation of variables, 64, 375, 376 
Sharpe, R. A, 307 
Shedd, P. C, 1 1 3 
Shen, L c.. 166 
Single-stub matChing, 270 
Skilllng, H. H., 23, 3 1 ,  308, 368 
Skin depth, 1 95, 299 
Skin effect 1 93-200, 226 
Skitek, G. G., 166 
Slotted line, 244, 257 
Slotted waveguide, 329 
Smith, P. H., 257 
Smith chart, 257, 267 ..Jl 
SneWs law, 209 
Solenoia, 83-85, 96 
SoIenoidal field, 16, 25, 1 29, 334 
Spe<ial fUnctionS, 375 
Spht'rical Bessel functions, 384 
Spherical cavity, 384 
Spheri.cal coordinate system, S 

for expre�ing curl, 23 
for expressing aivergence, 1 6  
for expressing gradient, 18 
transform<ltion to other coordinate 

systems, S, 6 
Spiegel, M. R., 3 '  
Standing wave ratio. 190, 1 9 1 , 243 
StOkes' theorem, 28-30, 5 1 , 1 3 1  
Stripline, 1 22, 301 
Superconductor, 72 
Superparamagnetic material. 92 
Superposition, 38 
Surface Charge density, 36 
SUt1ace gulde<l wave, 353 
Suscept1bility: 

electric, S9 
magnetic, 9S 

Symbols and units. 396 

Tarlgential component: 
at conductor boundary, 63 
at dielectric-dielectric boundary, 60, 61 
at ITh3gnetjc-magnetiC OOUndary, 96 

413 
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Tangential component (Conti�) 
at perfect (Orlductor, 1 6 1  

Tapered transrmsslon hne. j I 1 
Taylor's sent's, 1 4, 2 1 

TEM mode, 229, 282 

lE mode, 2 1 7, 229 
Temperature, 17,  19, 72 
Tensor, 60. 95 
Thevenin circuit, tranunission line, 239, 285 
Thomassen, K I., 368 

Time delay. 1 53, 187. 278. 327, 32B. 
368, 369 

TM mode, 229 

To(oid, 98, 1 1 9  

Torque, 57 

of elecrrost<Hic dipole, 57 
on magnetic dipole. 91 

Total internal reffection, 2 1 2  

Total transrmSSlOl1, 2 1 0  

Transfer function. 288 

Transformations between coordinate 
systems. 6 

Transformer, 122, 1 68, 250, 308 

Transit-rime, 1 1 9  

Transmission line: 

current, 238 

distributed parameters. 233, 299 

equivalent lumped parameters, 249 
load impedances, 246, 254 

matching. 250, 268. 308 
power, 241 

pulses on, 278, 308 

tapered, 3 1  I 
voltage, 238 
VSWR, 243 

Transmission parameters, 252. 3 1 6  
Transmitted wave, 189 

Triode, 169 

Two-wire transmission line, 1 04, 1 1 6, 

230, 287 

Uniform damped plane wa�, 183 
Uniform plane wave, 1 72, 205 

Uniqueness, 63, 67 

Unit impulse function, 56 

Unit vector, S, 1 8  

Van Duzer, T., I 1 3  

Varactor diode, 1 07, 124 
Vector: 

addition. 1 

field. I 
multiplication. 2-4 

subtraction, 2 

Vector Identities. inside front and OiKk 

COvt'fS, 24-30 

INDEX 

vector operatiOns, insioe (ronc ana back 

covers 

Vector relations, inside from and back 

covers 

Velocity: 
of Charge, 69, 7 1  
drift, 7 1  

of energy flow, 1 79, 2 1 6, 323 

escape, 1 1 5  

of group, 1 86, '87, 2 1 6, 278, 327 

of tight, 153 

phase, ' 78, 185, 2 1 6, 322 
of propagation, r 76 

Volume Charge density, 35 
VSWR, 244, 3' 5 

Wave: 

cylindrical, 172 

dam�, 183 
evanescent 2 1 3  

plane, 187, 205 

spherical, 1 72 

standing, 190, 202, 355 

traveling, 176 

Wave equation, 1 53, 157, 238 
Wav�uide, cylindrical. 344, 377 
Waveguide, cylindriCal cavity, 358, 382 
Waveguide, dielecuic, 345 
Waveguide, parallel plane, 2 1 7, 229 

Waveguide, rectangular, 3 1 7, 337 

attenuation, 359 
current, 329, 368 
(utoff frequency, 3 1 7, 321,  338 
field equations, 320, 337, 339 

field plots. 342 

impedance, 331 

losses, 358 

TE10 mode, 3 1 7  
Waveguide, rectangular cavity, 355 

bandwidth, 366 

losses, 359 

modes. 355, 356 

Q, 363 

resonant frequency. 355, 356 
Wavelength, 132, 1 62, I 78, 185, 323 
Wavenumber, see Phase constant 

Whinnery, J. R., 1 1 3 

Width of minimum met"hod for VSWR, 

3 1 5  

Work. 25 

ZaM, M., 1 1 3 
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